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Introduction
his Inrroduction explains why a boo k on the topic of using
System 7 with a Macintosh is necessary for new Macintosh users
and for those upgrading to System 7 from earlier versions of the
System . This Introductio n gives a brief overview of what the book
contains and how to approach the material, depending o n your background and needs.
System 7 is the latest version of the software that makes the Macintosh
unique. System software is the most significant factor in how au er
interacts with a computer, and the Macintosh System is primar ily defined
by its System software. System 7 is the first major change to the
Macintosh System since Apple introduced the Macintosh in 1984. It has
been widely accepted and is the new standard for all new application
software.

Who Should Read This Book?
This book is for novice, intermediate, and advanced readers. It is also for
those w ho are considering purchasing a Macintosh.
Macintosh computers are known for their ease of use. At the intrpd uction of System 7,)ohn Sculley, CEO ofApple Computer, Inc., made
an analogy that explains a bit about ease of use and why training is

necessary. He compared using a Macintosh with System 7 to driving an
automobile. After you learn to drive, you spend more time paying
attention to what is happening around you and where you are going
than to how to use the various parts of the automobile. If you had to
think about how to steer, how to use the brakes, and when to attend to
all the other tasks involved in driving a car, you wouldn't get anywhere.
The point of the automobile analogy is that Macintosh users don 't
usually have to think about the tools that they use. Macintosh applications and built-in System features are all designed to be intuitive; that is,
easy to understand and use without your needing to memorize complex
processes.
Getting started with a Macintosh is very simple; learning to use a
Macintosh effectively takes more effort. Most people can learn a few
techniques and be comfortable with a Macintosh in less than an hour.
Many of the capabilities are not as readily apparent, however, and many
p eople fail to learn them because they can work around them.

Ifyou start out using a Macintosh by watching others, or by just trying it,
you probably can use it to accomplish many tasks, just as you would be
able to learn to use a pencil by watching someone else use one. Your
learning experience would have many gaps, however, because you
wou ldn' t have the opportunity to see all the significant functions before
you got bored with watching repetitions of tasks that you had already
learned. You might, for example, never learn about the eraser on the
end of a pencil if you learned by watching someone who didn't make
mistakes. Using this book will give you a more structured approach to
learning about everything that your Macintosh can do. It also will give
you a head start to learning all that you need to know to become an
intermediate or advanced user.
System 7 has major implications for people using System 6 and earlier
versions of the Macintosh System. This book covers the issues of
compatibility and safety in detail, and it helps you determine the correct
time and approach when upgrading to System 7.
Many of the new features in the System software are designed to make
existing and future Macintosh computers more powerful and easier to
use. You cannot take advantage oft he new features, however, without an
overview ofwha t they do and some step-by-step instructions for using
them effectively.
This book covers conversion issues in detail and provides high-level and
comprehensive information on the features required to use a Macintosh
effectively with System 7.
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If you are thinking about your first Macintosh, which also may be your
first personal computer, you are wise to research and prepare so that
you can make an informed decision. You need a good understand ing of
how to use the Macintosh and what it can do to make you r life simpler.
This book gives a good overview of how the Macintosh works and how
you can use Macintosh applications.
By paying attention to the features and limitations noted for the Macintosh models mentioned, you can better decide if you need one of the
less expensive models or o ne of the more powerful high-end models.
You should decide on a model by evaluating your needs carefully, rather
than depending on the advice of a salesperson.

What Is in This Book?
his book includes bow-to and reference information on usi ng
Macintosh computers with System 7 and upgrading to Syste m 7
from prior versions of the Macintosh System. Ifyou have never
used a Macintosh, you will find that the how-to information is also
required for becoming comfo rtable and proficient with the Macintosh.
The book contains five sections and five appendixes. These are th e main
sections:

•
•
•
•

•

Getting Started
Using the New Interface
Customizing Your Macintosh
Using Advanced Functions
Troubleshooting

Getting Started
This section begins with an explanation of what System 7 is and how it
fits into the overall history and development of the Macintosh personal
computer.
After introducing the System, the section continues with an easy-tofo llow analysis that helps you decide whether you should use System 7
and when you should u pgrade.
The final portion of the sectio n is devoted to installing the software. The
section contains a step-by-step installation plan that walks you through
the steps and potential pitfalls of installation.
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Using the New Interface
his section focuses o n how to use all the features in the System 7
interface. Features are explained in detail with step-by-step
instructions on the various functions required to use a Macintosh
fo r both simple and complex tasks.
The Macintosh Desktop, including all its new func tions, is explained in
detail in this sectio n. The information is arranged for easy reference, and
it provides a learning guide for novice users and those wanting to lea rn
about the new System 7 features, many of which are no t obvio us.
The final chapter focuses o n applications and covers their basic use. It
also high lights the System 7 changes.

Customizing Your Macintosh
One of the basic philoso phies of the Maci ntosh is that users will be more
productive if they can adjust their working environment. The Macintosh
Desktop is treated like a person's desk: some people keep their stapler
on the side, others in the middle, and others out of sight in a drawer.
The tools on a desk are arranged differently to fit individual methods o f
working. In the same manner, many tools o n the Macintosh Desktop are
customizable.
This sectio n covers changes that most users will want to make, and it
tells how to make them. The informatio n about fonts and sounds
includes materials on the varying types of available techno logy. It also
covers sources of additio nal fonts and sounds and the steps required to
install and remove these System tools.

Using Advanced Functions
File Sharing, InterApplication Communication, and further
customization are topics for advanced users. Each of these topics opens
the d oor to extra power. After you master the basics of using a Macintosh, you can investigate these advanced features.
File Sharing opens up the world of networking for offices with relatively
simple networking needs. File Sharing does no t necessitate a major
investment in equipment o r specialized software. With the information
covered in this section and the functionali ty built into System 7, File
Sharing is possible with the purchase of nothing more than a few
connectors and cables.
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Before installing a network, however, you muse evaluate the advantages
and disadvantages inherent in using a network. You must also manage
netwo rk use to limit the risks and disadvantages. Chapter 9, "File
Sharing," provides an overview of networking and issues that you should
consider befo re you implement a network. It also includes step-by-step
instructions for using the File Sharing tools that are built into System 7.
JnterApplicarion Communications (lAC) is an od1er extension of the
Macintosh interface that has great potential. This feature also raises some
issues and implicatio ns chat need careful consideration and planning.
The section explains lAC, its use, and items to consider when using this
tool.
The final chapter in this sectio n covers customization that is nor pare of
the basic System 7 package. The chapter describes types and sources of
customization tools and how to select and manage these cools. The
various customizatio n tools are a tremendous advantage of the Macintosh System, but they require thought and restrai nt to keep you r System
manageable and reliable. The info rmatio n in this chapter wi ll assist you
in getting the most from your Macintosh.

Troubleshooting
o matter how simple a process is, something can always go wrong.
The "Troubleshooting" sectio n is devoted to identifying the most
common problems that you might run into when installing and
using System 7. This section wa lks you through solutions to thdse
problems. The sectio n also provides general suggestions fo r handling
problems that are nor covered specifically.

Appendixes
The five appendixes represent topics that are of inte rest to many, bur are
not of general interest. They are, fo r the most part, reference materi als
rather than in-depth coverage of the topics. They are designed so that
reviewing an append ix for a given topic should get you past any initial
problems or questions and give you enou gh information to know if you
require mor e detai l. After reading the appropriate appendix, you will
know e no ugh about the topic to seek out addi tional information.
Appe ndix A, "Issues and Suggestio ns fo r System 6 Users," is a hapdy
source of informatio n that highlights the differe nces of the System 6 and
System 7 interfaces and issues that need to be conside red by System 6
users w hen updating ro System 7.
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Appendix B, "HyperCard," explains HyperCard, which is a special
application that is used by Apple and many application developers to
provide training and other support. You need to be familiar with
HyperCard and know how to select the correct version of HyperCard for
use with your System software. This appendix gives that information and
explains how to obtain upgrades ifyou have old HyperCard software.
AppendixC, "Data Access Language and Data Access Manager," explains
Data Access Language (DAL), a tool that is built into System 7, but that is
not inherently obvious to the user. This appendix provides a brief
overview ofDAL and why ic matters to users who want to access large
databases.
AppendixD, "Exchanging Data with Apple II and MS-DOS Computers,"
covers the System 7 tools for the orderly exchange of data berween
Apple II, MS-DOS, and Macintosh formats. Exchanging data with Apple II
and MS-DOS covers the tools included, how to use them, and a brief
explanation of additional available tools.
Appendix E, "Looking Past System 7.0 ," covers what is likely to change in
the System in the near future. Because technology moves quickly,
computer users and designers often look ahead and predict what is
coming in the future. Apple has provided several insights into what you
can expect in future releases of the System.

How To Use This Book
ou can use this book many ways. You can use it as a textbook or a
reference for specific topics. How you use it will depend on your
background and whether you are an existing or new Macintosh
user. The next few sections are possible templates for using the book.
Like the Macintosh, this book is designed to be a tool rathe r than a rigid
environment with predetermined rules.

Novice and Intermediate Users
If you are a novice or intermediate user, review Section II, "Using the
New Interface," before you get into the details of the System software or
why and how to install System 7. You need not spend time to learn aH
the steps. U you do not yet know how to work with icons, windows, and
disks at a basic level, however, you will want to spend enough time to be
relatively comfortable with these features.
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If you are an existing user of System 6, review Appendix A, "Issues and
Suggestions for System 6 Users," before installing System 7.
Even intermediate Macintosh users should review Section II and
Appendix A, at least on a cursory basis, to see the new features in
System 7 and the major changes and issues of this upgrade. These
sections will bel p you to decide when and whether to upgrade from an
earlier System.
After you review Section II, read Section I, which introduces System 7
and provides installation instructions. After you install the software,
use Section II as reference material. You can read "Customizing your
Macintosh" and "Using Advanced Functions" to learn more about
System 7. Read Chapter 11, "Considering Further Customization," before
adding non-Apple customization tools to your System.
Use PartY, "Troubleshooting," and the Appendixes as reference materials. You may read them to prepare yourself for handling future options
and problems or read them to answer or solve specific questions or
problems as they occu r. You can use these sections for continuing
education after you have mas tered the material in other sections.

Advanced Users New to System 7
Ifyou are not already familiar with the functionality changes of
System 7, start with the first appendix and scan Section II for items
that are new to you; review these topics in depth.
After you are familiar with the capabilities and functions of System 7,
read Chapters 1 and 2. The other chapters in the book should also
interest you; read them in any order that you choose. Part rv, "Using
Advanced Functions," Appendix C, and Appendix£ cover topics that
particularly should interest you .

Readers Considering aMacintosh
fyour primary interest is to see how a Macintosh works, focus
you r attention on Parts II and III, "Using the New Interface" and
"Customizing Your Macintosh." Ifyou are also interested in some
of its o ther capabilities, spend some time reviewing the Advanced
Functions, HyperCard, and Data Access Language portions.
Finally, if you are interested in the overall background of the operating
system and its ordered growth, the first portion of Chapter 1 and
AppendixE, "Looki ng Past System 7.0," willinterestyou.
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Hintsfor Everyone
hile the detailed topics cover info rmatio n in a tutorial, step-by-step
mode, the materials are also useful for future reference. Keep this
book near your Macin tosh so that you ca n refer to it.
l'olioweach step-by-step explanatio n to practice o n your Macintosh.
Experience is the best learning tool. Don't be afraid to make mistakes;
the Macin tos h is forgiving. Nothing you do with the keyboard or mouse
can hurt your machine. If your compu ter is new and does not contain
info rm atio n o n the hard d rive, of if you have backed up informatio n o n
flo ppy disks, you have no thing to fea r by exploring. Between this book
and the Macintosh interface, you soon will be comfortable with the tools
available .
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Introducing
System 7
he introduction of System 7 will be remembered as a milestone in
personal computing history. This chapter will give you some
background into the ancestry of this operating system, what it is,
and whether you should use it on your Macintosh. This background will
help you understand System 7 and why you might want to use it.

Reviewing Macintosh History
When the Macintosh personal computer was introduced on January 24,
1984, it was a smash hit. The product changed the world of personal
computing, but it was more than just a better piece of machinery.
The machinery, or hardware, portion of the ftrst Macintosh was a major
advance in making a computer that could be purchased and set v p by
"the rest of us." Apple successfully used that phrase to refer to the wide
world of people who are not computer experts. The compact Macintosh
unit with its many built-in features appealed to the public.
Most of the excitement from that original Macintosh announcement was
due to something entirely different and more revolutionary: the Macintosh operating system. An operating system is the collection of programs
(computer code) that converts a computer from a machine that only
processes the numbers 0 and 1 into something that can be used to
accomplish human goals.
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Before d1e introduction of the Macintosh, most operating systems were
"command driven." To do anything with the computer, you were required ro learn the commands, o r language, that ilie computer understood. The operating systems were computer-oriented, rad1er ilian useroriented. The Macintosh operating system, which will be referred to as
the System, made computing more user-oriented by introducing what is
now called a graphical user interface.
One of ilie goals of ilie Macintosh development team was to "make the
operating system disappear." In other words, users should be able to
concentrate o n the job at hand wid10ut worrying about how to interact
with their computers. The Macintosh team was so successful iliac the line
between the System and the hardware blurred. People didn't talk about
the exciting new operating system; they talked about using a Macintosh.
Part of the System is actually built into d1e Macintosh hardware on
silicon chips that are known as read-only memory (ROM) chips. The
remainder of me System is read in from storage devices, generally disks,
and is held in random-access memory (RAM).
Over the years, born parts of the System have been upgraded several
times. The ROM provided in the newer Macimoshes has had several
subtle and some relatively major upgrades to handle new hardware
features. A few changes even merited ROM upgrades for users of older
models.
The speed of technological change requires mat updating the System is
more simple d1an replacing chips. As mentioned earlier, me System is
partially in ROM and partially read in from disk. Most changes to the
Macintosh System first have been implemented as modifications to me
disk-based portion of me System and then made to ilie ROM of machines
manufactured after me change. (When most users refer to the System,
d1ey are mistakenly referring only to ilie disk-based portion. This
reference is harmless but is technically incorrect because me Macintosh
System is not complete without bodl portions.) The System has undergone many changes, and disk-based modifications as well as ROM
changes have enabled owners of older Macintosh models to benefit from
most changes, even wid10ut hardware upgrades.
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Defining Macintosh System Basics
rom the beginning, the System software has had two separate diskbased components: the System and the Finder. These two files
have been the core of the Macintosh operating system. When
supplemented with a series of tools and utilities and the MacintO!ih
ROM, they make up the entire System. Both System and Finder files (or a
replacement for them) are required to run a Macintosh.
The System file contains a set of computer instructions that are loaded
into memory. Computer applications then use those instructio ns to
support most of the basic fu nctions of the Macintosh.
The Finder file is actually an application; it greets you when you tart up
a Macintosh. The Finder provides most of the tools that you need to
complete most general tasks, and it provides all the functionality of the
Desktop. (The Desktop is described in detail in Chapter 3, "Using the
Macintosh Desktop.") It is the launchpad for applications and the center
of all your Macintosh activities. Every storage device and file that is
currently accessible to your Macintosh can be shown o n the Desktop as
an icon or as a name in a list. Together with the System file, the Finder
provides the environment that is generally known as the Macintosh
interface.
The early System versions were set up so d1at only one full application
could run at a time. The Finder and its tools were not available when
you were running another application. You were either worki ng with an
application or o n yo ur Desktop-the Finder. With later versions of the
System, an option became available that enabled you to keep mulLiple
applicatio ns active and then switch back and ford1 between them. The
option was called MultiFinder. When you started the Macintosh with
MultiFinder selected, the Finder application became omnipresent and
you could use its functionality and the functionality of o ther applications
without having to close one application to get to ano ther. With System 7,
dlis ability to keep track of separate open applications is built into me
Finder so that the MultiFinder o ption is no longer required or available.
To use your Macintosh effectively, you do n't need to know the duties of
ROM o r the various parts of the disk-based System. In fact, you o nly need
to understand their jobs in very specific situations when you are customizing your System. When this book mentio ns a System, it is referring to
the combination of the two disk-based components of d1e System
software. This book assumes that you have appropriate Macintosh ROMs
because they come installed in every Macintosh.
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Reviewing System Software Changes
hanges to the Macintosh Syste m software have been primarily to
the System tools. Even if you started using the Macintosh back in
1984, you have seen very few changes that affect how you see and
use d1e Desktop. Many people have no t bothered to upgrade to newer
versio ns of the System. Most people who have upgraded have only done
so because they needed newer versions to support newer hardware or
applications.
System 7 is the first major change that provides a significant increase in
power to virtually every Macintosh use r. Before discussing System 7,
however, you should first learn some background on prior changes.
The System software has been remarkably stable. The hardware has
changed rapidly, and many System changes were to accommodate new
hardware features. In january of 1984, the original Macintosh had o nly
128K o f random-access memory (RAM). RAM is the space set aside in a
compute r that permits applications to run and documents to be active.
The amount of RAM represents the relative size of the tasks that the
machine can handle.
Seven months after the introduction of the first Macintosh, the RAM
needed to be upgraded to four times that of the original. The total
Macintosh enviro nment had caught on and the System software was a
success, but the hardware was inadequate for software being developed.
The 512K "fat Mac" was introduced in September 1984. As users came to
need more and more RAM fo r large documents and more sophisticated
applications, the typical Macintosh RAM size shifted upward. The
minimum RAM now included in any new Macintosh is 2M.
Over the years, Apple has added many new hardware innovations to the
Macintosh line. Despite these changes, the System software has been
re markably stable. Even with new releases of the System software, the
interface has re mained basically unchanged . Generally, the changes in
System software did not significantly change how you interacted with a
Macintosh.
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Hierarchical File System
wo changes have had a major effect and caused major turmoil for
the typical Macintosh user. The first was converting the Macintosh
operating system to hierarchical organization for files. The move
from the Macintosh File System (MFS) to the Hierarchical File System
(HFS) required you to stop and think about the operating system before
completing daily rasks.
The original Macintosh computers came with an internal floppy disk
drive that handled 400K disks. ·w hen the Macintosh was first introduced,
this seemed like a lot of disk storage space. Soon, however, larger
diskette sizes became available and people started using hard dd ves.
When these larger devices became common, a more sophisticated file
handling method became necessary.
Under MFS, you could place something into what appeared to be a
folder, but the System actually kept all documents in an indexed
structure with only one level. Some people refer to MFS as the "Oat file
system."
Basically, HFS enabled you to place documents into folders and organize
folders within folders. The operating system had to change to support
HFS because the System needed to address each document by its full
address rather than just its name. This full address is known as a. path

name.
The path name is not unlike postal system addresses. If a postal system
covered only one section of town, you could address a letter simply
jim's House. As the postal system became more complex, however, more
details would be required to find the specific location. Here is an
example of d1e new address:
Jim's House
My Street
Wheaton Illinois USA
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MFS would not permit duplicate names on a disk. In that sense, it
could be compared to a postal system that could o nly handle unique
addresses. If the postal district had two J ims, both addresses could not
be called]im's House.
HFS introduced a hierarchy th at pe rmits you to have subd ivisions of
data, much like cities, states, and countries in add resses. With HFS, you
can have files at many levels, and the System can identify files with the
same name at diffe rent levels or different p arts of the same level.
Assuming th at you named the disk USA and the folders like the mailing
address examp le, the document]im's House would have this path name:
USA:IIlino is:Wheaton:My Street:Jim's House
The organization is logical but not necessarily simple to remembe r.
Macintosh users don't have to worry abou t path names; the System takes
care of the m. Figure 1.1 is a Deskto p listing of a sample disk with a few
folders. The address example gives a b rief look at how a user could look
at the hierarchy under Syste m 7. The de tails of file views are covered in
Ch apter 4, "Viewing and Managing Files."

Fig. 1.1
Hierarchical file structure.
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The change to HFS was a major improvement fo r Macintosh users and
had a significant impact. Users had to be aware of what type of disk they
were reading (MFS or HFS), and machines with older System software
could not deal with disks made using the new HFS structure.
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Introduction of MultiFinder
he second majo r change to the way you use a Macintosh was the
addition of Multifinder, as mentioned earlier in this chapter.
MultiFinder was needed to permit flexibility and the capability to
work in a less structured environment.
This change was disruptive because it changed the feel of the System. To
ease the transition, Apple made MultiFinder optional. Anyone who
didn't want to use the new functionality simply did not use it. Unfortunately, that meant many people lost out on the benefits of the <;hange.
MultiFinder enabled you to keep several applications open at the same
time. This capability made the Macintosh Desktop more like an actual
desktop. You could start o ne task, go off to another application to
calculate or retrieve information, and come back to the initial task and
application with minimal eff01t. Using Multifinder changed how the
Desktop looked, felt, and acted. As such, it was reluctantly accepted by
nontechnical users, in spite of its widespread appeal and adoption by
more sophisticated users.
Histo rically, Apple has tried to make transitions less painful by treating
what is called backwards compatibility. Simply stated, the newer System
software and machines could handle the o ld way of doing things. When
document and disk formats were involved, the System could read the
older fom1ats, which ensured that upgrading your machine wouldn' t
stop you from using old documents and most applications.
Apple also worked to make transitio ns more palatable by offering
hardware upgrade options for major hardware changes. Some ttsers
have Mac Plus computers, for example, which were originally 128K
Macs. Making the interim hardware update steps was costly, but these
updates-alo ng with the relatively painless and inexpensive System
upgrades-enabled early Macintosh owners to keep up with
technological change.

Answering the Question: Why Now?
People often ask two major questio ns:
•

Is System 7 Apple's answer to Windows 3?

• ·why would Apple want to change the System?
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The fu·st question has a simple answer. No, System 7 is not planned as
an answer to Windows 3. Apple announced System 7 in May of 1989,
long before the introduction of Windows 3.
On the other hand, marketing is not a precise science, and the purchasing public tends to be drawn to new and improved products rather than
o ld and stable ones. From a pure marketing perspective, Apple attracts
attention and benefits from marketing System 7 as new.
As for the second question, Apple had many reasons for moving forward
to System 7 at this time. Technology is ever-changing. The world of
microcomputing has changed drastically in rhe years since the
introduction of the first Macintosh computer and its revolutionary
operating system. Many of the new and exciting features introduced in
1984 have become less friendly as the hardware has improved.
Functionality that was never e nvisioned for the original System software
has been added to updates through System 6. The functionality has been
added o n rather than designed in, and it has made using a Macintosh
more complex. Syste m 7 is designed to bring back simplicity and ro add
power and functionality for the future .
The Hierarchical File System (HFS) discussed earlier is one example of
an add-on that mad e the Macintosh more complex. When storage
devices were smaller and had no hierarchical structure, looking for a file
was fairly simple. A listing of files by name within any device was
sufficient. When HFS was introduced, the System did not provide a
simple way to look at complex filing structures.
To look at the structure, you needed to open each folde r, in turn, and
resize and move its window to fit on-screen and not overlap o ther open
windows. The resulting view enabled you to see the entire structure. But
even after ali the work to set it up, d1e structure lacked a simple view.
Figure 1.2 shows how a folder view of the structure in figure 1.1 would
look.
To see d1e same folders displayed in System 7, refer back to figu re 1.1.
The structure is simpler, takes less time to set up, and is a more practical
way to view fo lders and files in a hierarchical structure. The view format
is one improvement in System 7; old ways of looking at files remain
intact, bur the new ways make life simpler.
Many improvements in the functiona.liry of System 7 might not appear
revolutionaq' in themselves. When put togethe r, however, they give you
d1e tools to make your work more efficient.
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Fig. 1.2
folder view of Hierarchical
File System (HFS).
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What Is Different about System 7?
mmediately after the release of System 7, a proliferation of feature
lists appeared, listing hundreds of new features. Every list included its own unique subset of System 7 func tions and features,
bur none provided a focus on the true difference of System 7.
System 7 is something entirely new. The answer to "What is new?" is
truly "everything." System 7 is a total rewrite of the System so.ftrvare. It
maintains and expands on the well-known Macintosh look and .feel. It
adds literally hundreds of features and standard ways to use a Macintosh.
It also includes behind-the-scenes technological improvements that will
add new functionality to existing and future Macintosh computers as
application developers take advantage of its capabilities.
The o bvious user interface changes are probably of more immediate
interest to most users. Paradoxically, the most significant effect of
System 7 are not likely to be as noticeable for a while . The behindthe-scenes improvements provide the foundation for an entire new
generation of Macintosh applications. System 7 redefmes the minimum
standard functions that Macintosh-friendly applications will support.
Most existing applications will continue to ·work under System 7, but
over time, users will move to new and upgraded applications.
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You can experience the immediate benefits of System 7 in vim1ally any
application or use of a Macintosh. These benefits include literally
thousands of tiny changes as well as many new features.
The following are some of the more noticeable benefits of System 7:
•

Fonts and sounds are installed by dragging them rather than using
the Font/DA Mover

•

Files within folders may be shown in hierarchical views

•

Finder windows scroll when you drag objects

•

DAs, fonts, sounds, and control panels may be opened from the
Finder

•

The Finder can search devices to find items

•

The Apple menu can be tailored easily to match individual needs

•

Finder views are customizable

•

Application windows may be hidden or displayed

•

File Sharing provides simple and inexpensive network
functio nality

•

TrueType Outline Font Technology improves text output

Benefits from the new unde rlying technologies of InterApplication
Communication and the new Database Access Manager will depend
greatly on new applications or upgrades to existing applications.
Software publishers have already announced and shipped applications
that integrate some or all of tl1ese new features, but it will probably be
several months before we see the full extent of the new opportunities
and capabilities opened by tl1ese technologies.
Part II and Part Ill will introduce you to the new Macintosh experience
and p rovide the details necessary to use a Macintosh with System 7
effectively. Part IV and Appendix C, "Data Access Language and Data
Access Manager," will introduce you to the new technologies and take
you through the steps of using currently available capabilities.
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Apple is rededicating itself to making existing and future model:; more
powerful and easier to use. System 7 is a step forward in the eve-rspiraling path of technological growth.

Determining Who Should Use System 7
etermining which System to use with your Macintosh is relatively
simple. Apple is now suggesting System 7 for everyone who can
use it. You might want to keep a version of an earlier System on a
diskette, cartridge, or hard drive to handle software that has not been
upgraded for System 7.
The Macintosh System software has gone through many revisions since
its original inception. Although many of the changes were made to
support new hardware models and features, many functional changes
also came along the way. As a rule, the version numbering has always
defined a whole number release, such as 1.0 or 2.0, as a functional
change. The so-called dot versions, such as 6.1 or 6.0. 1, were either to
ftx problems in the prior versions or to address new h:u·dware needs.
Table 1.1 lists the versions of the System that were applicable to the
various Macintosh models prior to System 7. Note that Apple now
suggests System 7 for all models except the Mac 128k, Mac 512k, and
Mac 512ke. The table gives you an idea of the progression of System
softwru·e changes and indicates which version of the System you should
use whenever, or if ever, you do not use System 7.
When a new version of the System is introduced and suggested for your
model, you should adopt it- but not immediately. Wait a couple months
to permit the early adopters to test the System and notify Apple and
software publishers of incompatibilities so that updates to either the
System or applications may be made available. By waiting a short time
and permitting others to test the System, you save yourself potential
grief and can implement the new System with confidence. Delaying too
long may cause problems, however, when you install new or updated
software that requires the newest version of the System.
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Table 1.1
Macintosh Models and
Appropriate System
Versions

Macintosh Model

Earliest System
Reasonably Usable

Recommended System
(pre-System 7)

Mac 128k

1.0

1.1

Mac 512k

1.0

1.1

Mac 512ke

1.0

2.01

Mac Plus

1.0

6.04 or later

MaeSE

2.0

6.04 or later

Mac Il

2.0

6.04 or later

Macllx

6.03

6.03 or later

Mac SE/30

6.03

6.07 or later

Mac llcx

6.03

6.03 or later

Mac Portable Original

6.04

6.05 or later

Mac Porcable Backlit

6.07

6.07

Mac llci

6.04

6.05 or later

Mac Ilfx

6.05

6.05 or later

Mac Ilsi

6.07

6.07

Mac LC

6.07

6.07

Mac Classic

6.07

6.07

The foUowing sections explain who should use System 7. These sections
divide readers into two groups: new Macintosh users and existing
Macintosh users.

New Macintosh Users
f you are a new user with a new Macintosh, the decision might be
simple. You are not used to the o ld ways of doing things and are
unlikely to have a major investment in older software that may not
be compatible with System 7.
If, on the other hand, you are a new user and purchased a used machine
that included a variety of software, read this section and the one for
existing Macintosh users. Which applications you decide to purchase can
be affected by whether or not you decide to start with System 7 or move
to it at a later date. You also need to be certain that your used Macintosh
is a model that works with System 7 and has at least 2M of RAM.
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As of the fall of 1991, System 7 is the standard System that is shipped
with all Macintosh computers. If your Macintosh comes with an Apple
internal hard drive, System 7 will be installed before you set up your
computer. Your decision is then relatively simple because you will have
no overriding reason not to use System 7. If your Macintosh did not
come with System 7 installed, you will use the same installation procedures as existing Macintosh users. Chapter 2, "Installing System 7,"
contains step-by-step installation instructions.
Although Apple would like everyone who can to use System 7 ;JS soon as
possible, there are a number of reasons-at least in the short run-why
you may not want to use it, even on a new Macintosh.
The primary reason for needing to use an older version of the System is
that one of your necessary applications may not yet have been modified
to work under System 7. If you just purchased your Macintosh and
application software, your dealer should have identified any infompatibilities. Check the compatibility of key applications before asstlming that
you can run them with System 7.
Unfortunately, the compatibility tools in the upgrade packages are not
designed to work on software before the applications are installed. If
you already purchased an application, you can install it and use the
Compatibility Checker to determine whether the application is compat·
ible with System 7. If you don't yet own the application, you must
depend on information on the application packaging, the dealer's
expertise, and calls to vendors. Researching compatibility is definitely
worthwhile. If you don't research compatibility or you ignore compatibility warnings, you can expect to run into problems with at least a few
applications.
If an application does not have a compatible version, consider ooking
for another application that performs the same task. As you develop
Macintosh expertise, you will want all your applications to support all
standard functions. Only fully compatible applications support these
functions.
If you need to update your software, keep track of your purchase
invoice. Most companies have favorable upgrade arrangements for
1
people who have recently purchased their products. Some companies
even offer free upgrades if the software was purchased after th~
announcement of the new version or within a limited time period before
the announcement.
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Existing Macintosh Users
ou qualify as an existing Macintosh user if you already are using a
Macintosh and are considering upgrading to System 7. You need
to consider several special issues that do not affect most new
Macintosh users. This section can serve as a road map as you address the
issues and plan your upgrade. Ultimately, you are deciding when to
move to System 7 and how to do so with d1e least time and effort.

Reviewing System 7 Features
You cannot make an informed decision about upgrading to System 7
unless you analyze d1e benefits o f System 7 and the costs or limitations
of upgrading. A quick way to get a sense of the benefits is to review this
book's table of contents and note fearures that are mentioned but are
not in you r current System software.
Another tool to get a brief overview of the fearures is the Before You
Install System 7 stack on d1e Before You Install System 7 d isk that
comes with your upgrade package. Figure 1.3 shows the opening
window of this stack, and figure 1.4 shows stack options.

Fig. 1.3
Opening a Window of the
Before You Install
System 7 stack.

Before You Install System 7

The contents ofthis disk will help prepare you for upgrading to System7.
You can look through new features, and you can use a special utility program
to check your system's compatibility with the new software.
To begin, dick the title ofyourchoice below.

'

[II]
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What's New in System 7?
H~re "~

brief d~monstntions of ~w feotut~. If you've ~ver wed the

MulllFin~rptognm,

be sure IO:>e~ the introdu(tion 10the ~"' Fin~r.

Compattoility 01ecker
This utility pr~ ched\s your current Mxintash sys~em for items
reponed 10 be incompatible with System 7. Youc111geu prin1ed r~pon

Rg. 1.4
Before You Install
System 7 stack options.

What's New in System 7?
System 7 offers many new features, but you only need to learn about the ones that
interest you. You can see highlights of new features by clicking the topics below.
If you haven't used Multirmder

htterested in more power!

0 An lnU'oduction to the New Finder

0 D~skAcc~=ries o.nd the Apple .t Menu
0 Finding Files
0 Slunng files on >Network
0 ExpQnding System Me!IK>f)'
0 Cre>ting :m Allis for :m kon

What you 'll notice most
0 WorkingWithApplic>tions
0 ~rting Help
0 Using ConU'ol Pm~ls >n<l Labels
0 Vi~~ >n<l Orgulizir€ Fil6

0 Adding :md Removing Fon!S
0 Desktop Improve~n!S

Questions!
0 Fr~uent Questions About System 1

Obviously, a detailed look at the features would give you a better
analysis of the benefits, but for many people the cost of the upgrade is so
clearly justifiable that they may not require a detailed analysis. Unfortunately, many of the so-called power users might decide to upgrade
simply because they want to have the newest System installed. Installing
System 7 without analyzing the pros and cons and without taking due
precautions may cost you productive time and, at worst, lost d~ta.
Planning your approach is import.'lnt.
Some people may defer upgrading to System 7 because it is new and the
concept of a new System is intimidating or seems risky. The installation
process is not risky if planned carefully, however. Chapter 2 walks you
through the installation so that d1e new software will not seem intimidating.

Reviewing the Applications That You Use
ost people use personal computers for only a few major applicatio ns. While Macintosh users tend to use more applications than
their MS-DOS counterparts, you may only use a few appllcations
regularly. You need to know whether these applications, and more
specifically the versions you have, work with System 7.
Apple has provided a special tool, the Compatibility Checker, tO help
you determine how well your applicatio ns should work with System 7.
For more information, see the section "Checking Compatibility" later in
this chapter.
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Anod1er side of the applicatio n compatibility issue is just as important.
WiU your applicatio ns work with any versio n of d1e System prior to
System 7? Will all the features that you want to use be accessible if you
don't use the application with System 7? The longer it is after the release
date of System 7-May 13 , 1991-the more Likely you will want to use
something that requires System 7. Most new software eiilier will require
System 7 in order to function properly or require it in order to use aU
the application functions.

Considering Network Issues
f you are using a network wid1 several Macintosh computers, you
must consider a few o ilier issues. The best alternative is to convett
the e ntire network at the same time. A complete conversion may
not be practical for several reasons. Lf you have a dedicated server and
network software to support it, get all the information that you can
about System 7 compatibility and migration from the network vendor. If
you d ecide to upgrade, you should also purchase d1e System 7 Group
Upgrade Kit from Apple.
The System 7 Group Upgrade Kit includes all the disks that come in the
System 7 Personal Upgrade Kit. The Kit also includes the System 7
Group Upgrade Guide, a CD-ROM disk with aU d1e System and installation software so that everyone on your network can install from the
CD-ROM, a Macintosh Electronic Reference, and a Networking Basics
Tour.
All the issues for single users are also applicable to network users. In
fact, most networks have at least one user o n the network who requires
ilie o lder System for a while, and one who requires System 7 right away.
Many, if not most, networks will operate under a mixed environment for
a transitional period. The Apple reference materials and ilie materials
from the publisher of your networking software are critical info rmation
tools as you manage the conversion process.

Looking Forward Versus Looking Backward
One of the more important reasons for moving to System 7 is that it is
the new standard for Macintosh users. It wi ll take monilis, maybe even a
year, but the older versions of the System and d1e applications d1at only
work with older System versions are o n their way to being as obsolete as
the original 128k Macintosh, d1e original IBM PC, or the Apple ///.
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If you are happy with your current software and are certain that you will
not wanr or need new software or new capabilities, you can continue
running your Macintosh with the existing System. You will miss out o n
some of the power of your Macintosh, however.
Most Macintosh users will want to upgrade, and there are good reasons
for doing it fairly soon rather than waiting a year or more. The biggest
reaso n for upgrading relatively early, other than to use specific applications or functions, is that a lot of help is available now that may not be
available later. Apple bas a toll-free number for purchasers of their
upgrade kits, an automated Q uestion and Answer System that fo r the
price of the pho ne call you can call, and a 900 number for Upgrade
assistance for o ther needs. These services are currently available, but
they are not expected to be there indefi nitely.

I

The free support line is 1-800-Run-7777. To use this line, you need t11e
registration number from your upgrade kit. The free access is available
for a li mited time , depending on the upgrade option that you purchased.
A special card is included in eacl1 upgrade kit to explain the options,
repeat the 800 number, and give your Answerline account number. If
you have used up your a.llocated free time (90-180 days from the first
call) or have not purchased the upgrade kit fro m Apple, you may call the
900 number for support. You will be charged two dollars per minu te fo r
using the 900 number. The number is 1-900-535-AJ>PL.
Many consultants and trainers are offering classes and specialized
System 7 help; these services will be available fo r several mo nths after
the release of System 7. After that, the focus will be on other projects
and help may be harder to find. The longer you put off your co nversio n,
the less help you may have in making it. You may check with your local
Apple dealer, user group, or computer periodical for the names and
phone numbers of consultants and trainers.

Checking Compatibility
f you have HyperCard 1.1 or higher on your Macintosh, yo u
should be able to use the new prei nstaUation tools easily. First,
you need to make a copy of the disks and put the originals in a
safe place. (This procedure should be standard for installing new
sofrware.) Disks may become unreadable, lost, or erased several different
ways. A safe backup copy costs you little and buys you a lor of insu rance.
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This sectio n assumes that you are an existing Macintosh user and know
how to copy disks under the olde r versio ns of the System. The process is
virtually the same unde r Syste m 7. You can find instructions for copying
disks in Chapte r 3. If you are not an existing user, notice that the
Compatibility Checker requires that application software is loaded on
your System before it can be checked.
Copy the Before You Install System 7 disk and all other disks included
with the Syste m Software Upgrade only to d isks of the same size and
format as you received them. The only exceptio n is that you may copy
the files from the Before You Install System 7 disk to your hard disk
rather than copying the diske tte. Several o f the other disks in the
upgrade packages have progra ms that will not work correctly if you do
not run them fro m the diskettes. Do no r rename the disks or move any
of d1e files on them ; they must be exactly as delivered to be reliably
usable.
After making a copy of the Before You Install disk, double-click o n d1e
Read Me file on your copy of the disk. This step opens the included
TeachText application and shows you Apple's latest suggestions for
using the items on the disk. You also may review the Late Breaking News
docu ment.
Ve ndo rs can update Read Me fi.les at the last minute. The Read Me file
may contain more current information than the vendor's manuals or any
other sources, such as books on the topic.
You may start up eid1er the Before You Inst.-'lll System 7 stack or d1e
Compatibility Checker. (You sttut up the stacks by double-clicking o n
them.) lfyou are runnjng HyperCard 2.0 or newer, you may be told d1at
you need to convert the stacks before using d1em. If a conve rsion is
required, it is performed automatically.
The Before You Install System 7 stack gives you an overview of the
major changes in System 7 and enables you to see how completing
many o f the tasks will look. If you are uncertain whe ther you want to
move to System 7, you might want to review ilie features. The stack does
no t go into detail, but it gives a visual image of how completing several
tasks looks under System 7. The stack was designed as an information
stack rather d1an as a training stack, so do n't expect it to teach you how
to use everything in the new System.
The Compatibility Checker stack is the single most useful tool in plotting
your strategy for converting to System 7. It is simple to use, but a few
hints will make it even easier.
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When the Compmibility Checker starts, it analyzes your System to see
what devices are auached. If it believes that you have more than two
drives that need to be checked, it provides a Setup button for selecting
which drives should be checked. (It may not notice some drives because
their drivers may be nonstandard and it does not recognize them as
storage devices.) After you use the Setup button to select drives, or if you
did not get the Setup button at all, the available options available are
Quit and Start Checking. After you select the Start Checking button, the
stack begins checking either the devices that you chose with Setup or, if
it did not ask you to select devices, all the devices that it recognizes.
Notice that the progress bar, which appears when you have clicked the
Start Checking button, is slightly misleading. It may appear as if it will
take forever to check even one hard drive. That is not the case. The
initial smrt of the checking process for each drive is quite slow, but it
speeds up dramatically. A 200M hard drive can be checked in only a
few minutes. The progress bar seems to slow to a stop just after the
beginning, rather than indicating a relative proportion of the time
necessary to finish the task. Figure 1.5 shows where the progress bar
has a tendency to appear stopped.

Fig. 1.5
Progress bar from the
Compatibility Checker
stack.

Checking compatibility of "Orbit"

To cancel, type Command- period.

appear in your

· · report

We UIBC you to follow any recommendations listed in your
compatibility repott Although Apple cannotguarantee that your
repott will identify all compatibility problems, we are confident
that it will aid you in a smooth transition to System 7.
To continue, click Start Checking, below.
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After the Compatibility Checker has analyzed your drives, it alerts you
of items in your System Folder that are likely to have compatibility
problems (see fig. 1.6). It lists the items and enables you to move the
questionable or incompatible items out of your System Folder and into
a new folde r. If your goal is to begin working with System 7 as soon as
possible, use this option. You can get the System up and later check each
of the items one at a time.
If you are only checking compatibility and don't plan to install System 7
soon after the checking is done, however, select the Don't Move Items
button.

Fig. 1.6
System Folder warning
screen.

The programs listed below are stored in the System Folder of your staltUp disk.
They may cause problems after you install System 7. Foryourconvenience, these
items can be moved into anew folder called "May Not Work With System 7."
To move the items, click Move Items. Othetwise, click Don't Move !terns.
Olnlt cdeu 3.0
!Desi<Pict
!I co n Wrap
Rft er Dark
Capture
CEToolboH

18 item(s) to be moved from the
System Folder on the disk "Omit"

After the System Folder warning screen, the Compatibility Report screen
appears (see fig. 1.7) . l11is screen has a scrolling window that provides
some general information. lt then Lists your applications and their
compatibility stams as known by Apple when the Compatibility Checker
was last updated.
You can print the report or save it to disk. Print it even if you decide to
save it to disk. The printed report contains useful information that is
not included in the text file saved by the Save Report bu tton. Table 1.2
shows the format for the itemized listing of your applications.
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Fig. 1.7
Compatibility Report
screen.

Compatibility Report
It ls easiest to review your results on paper. To do so, click Print Report, below.
ION! Please read this report careful l y - you hove some I tems wh l cr may
pr ob I ems wI t h System 7 .

intosh System 7 has proven co npotible u ith recent versions of the nest wi dely
Mac i ntosh software . The developers of t hese produc t s ha ve pr ov i ded Ap p l e
I th the lnfornotion that appears In this report.

make I t eas i er for you to upgrode to System 7,

the

Co~pallb l l l ty

Check er

ol the s of tware on your har-d di s ks and prepares th is r eport} whi ch te ll s
whether you need to take any action before upgrading .
report I i s ts al l your programs and t e lls you whether they ar e compo t ) b le
lth Syster> 7 ( i f the dev eloper hos provided Apple w ith thot lnforr>alion) . It
I s o I isls phone numbers in case you need on upgrade or more Informa tion f r oiD

deve loper .

Table 1.2
Sample informatio n from
Compatibility Report

Item
Checked

Your
Version

Status

Adobe Separator

2.0.

Compatible

Canvas

2.1

Mostly compatible

3.0

fi1Y Disk 1

MacDraw II

l.Ov2

Must upgrade

1.1v2 VM

My Disk2

QuadraLink

1.1

n/a

Notes

Found on
Disk
My Disk 1

My Disk 1

Understanding the Compatibility Report
o use the Compatibility Report effectively, you must understand
the status definitions. The definitions are included in the printed
report but are not included in a saved file. Anything listed as
Compatible or Mostly Compatible should work with System 7.
The report indicates that Mostly Compatible means you may obf!in a
more recent version if you like. In most cases, the application works but
does not yet use the new fean1res of System 7.
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The numbers in the Notes column represent the earliest versio n of the
application that the vendor claims is compatible with System 7. The
codes in the Notes column indicate limitations to compatibility. For
example, ltM indicates that the item does not work with vil'tual memory.
(See Chapter 7 for information on virtual memory.)
The final portion of the printed Compatibility Report is useful for getting
more information or ordering upgrades. This po rtion is a listi ng of the
publisher's name and phone number for each of your applications.
You need to consider two limitations when using the Compatibility
stack. First, it is a re port of what the developers have told Apple about
their compatibility. Therefore, many products are missing because the
develo pe rs did not give Apple the info rmation. It also means that, in the
eyes of the developer, the application has a certain level of compatibiUty.
Re member that they may not have performed extensive testing to ensure
compatibility.
The second limitation is that the stack is restricted by a "point-in-time"
reference for a changing topic. Newer versions o f softw;u·e packages may
not have been available when the stock was updated , but may deserve to
be on the list. The 1.0 version of the stack is as of April 1991. Newer
versions will be made available, but it will always be limited by its most
recent update. Reme mbe r that not all applications are included . The
initial release of the stack covers over 750 ite ms, but that still leaves
many products with a not available status. When the status is not
available from this source, you must seek it in o ther ways.

Finding the Compatibility Checker Stack
hat if you do n't have d1e Before You Install System 7 disk? If you
purchased d1e Upgrade package, it should include the d isk.
Contact the seller if you do not have this disk.

If you are upgrading without the e ntire Apple upgrade package or
analyzing whether you wan t to upgrade before purchasing the package,
you can get the two stacks from many user groups o r by downloading
from most of the major on-line ne tworks (America Online, GEnie, and
CompuServe).
You should obtain and use a copy of the Compatibility Checke r stack
before installing System 7. Using the stack and following the suggestions
in the re port will save hours of frustration and get you up and ru nning
with System 7 quickly.
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Finding Other Compatibility Information
s a Macintosh user, you have many sources for help and i ormation. These are the top five information sources, in ter s of
general availability:
•

Your local dealer

•

Publications (magazines, newspapers, and journals)

•

On-line networks

•

User groups

•

Software publishers

Your local dealer should have information on any software that I
seUs and most general use software. Dealers have access to a var
sources and should be willing to get you an answer. Obviously, i
dealer is trying to sell you a new application, he o r she should b
to war mnt its usability with the System d1at you are running.

or she
ty of
a
willing

A number of regular publications are devoted to computing, an several
are o riented specifical ly to the Macintosh. Many of these are avai. ble on
newsstands, and you can find back issues at larger libraries.
On-line networks ;u·e a tremendous source of information and h lp o n
technical issues. System 7 information and assistance are availab in
several ways. Many developers stay active on d1e major networks · nd
provide quick answers to your questio ns. Computing forums on hese
networks generally have discussion boards for people to post qu stions
and share informatio n. If you have a question, post it in one of tl
forums ; you may receive an answer in a few days.
User groups can assist with technical questions and act as a supp
group. A wide number of local and special interest groups exist
the U.S. and in many countries. lfyou don 't know how ro find o ,
call Apple's toll-free number to find one near you. The number i
(800) 538-9696, extension 500.
Last but not least is the software publisher. If you can find the pi
number, the publisher is a good source of information. If you kn
company name and its geographic location, directory assistance
usually give you the phone number. If you don't have the geogra
location , try looking for advertisements in p ublished materials. A
ments often carry phone nu mbers and generally contain address
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Chapter Summary
ystem 7 is the seventh major re lease of the Macintosh System
software. Although there have been six prior updates and a variety
of minor updates, only two major changes have caused users to
stop and adjust the way they use the Desktop.
System 7 is a significant change. It is the biggest change to date, and it
may be bigger d1an all me other changes combined.

As you explore the System 7 featu res explained in this book, you will
find that the System has many valuable ne'rv features that are not initially
obvious.
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Installing
System 7
fter you decide that you want System 7, you need to revie the
instaUation requirements and assemble the appropriate t Is. This
to
chapter outlines the requirements, gives you an idea of h
find them and get them ready, and d1en walks you through the · staUation process.

Reviewing Requirements
Apple conducted a study early in 1991 and announced that ne,
2 million Macintosh computers in Nord1 America were "System -ready."
The same study also indicated that roughly 3.5 million Macintos
computers were in use in North America, meaning d1at nearly 6 percent
of aU Maci ntoshes are System 7-ready.
lf you purchased your Macintosh in d1e last couple of years, the dds are
greater that your machine is ready for System 7. There are, how er,
issues that Apple didn't cover in its survey. This section reviews e
requirements for System 7, and it suggests changes that you rna need to
make to prepare fo r System 7. You will find that virtually all use can
upgrade to System 7.

USING
- "- .MACINTOSH

-·

- "

SYSTEM 7

Hardware Requirements
orne of the earlier Macintosh units canno t run the newest versio n
of the operating system. Most machines made before 1986 fall into
this category. Table 2. 1 lists the hardware upgrades required to
use System 7.

Table 2.1
Hardware upgrades
Required to Use System 7

Macintosh
Model

Hardware Upgrades Required To Usc System 7

Mac 128k

Logic Board Upgrade, at least 2M RAM and a hard drive

Mac 512k

Logic Board Upgrade, at least 2M RAM and a hard drive

Mac 5 12kc

Logic Board Upgrade, at least 2M RAM and a hard drive

All Others

At least 2M RAM and a hard drive

Personal computing technology has changed and continu es to change at
a tremendous pace. Therefore, computers that have been around for a
few years are not likely to be able to run the newer software unless they
are upgraded. Apple has provided many upgrades and has made most
Macintosh models upgradable in many ways.
Alternative upgrades are also available. Third-party companies are
offering upgrades of these early machines in d1e classified sections of
various Macintosh-oriented periodicals. With the new, lower-cost
Macintosh models, you may want to look at all the alternatives before
investing mo ney into upgrading an o lde r Macintosh.
Unfortunately, not all users who have upgraded their computers will be
able to use System 7. Several upgrades are accomplished by adding an
accelerator. An accelerator is a board d1at contains a faster chip; this
chip speeds up operations o n your Macintosh. The first Macintosh
models had 68000 chips, which have been replaced with 68020 and
68030 ch ips in the newer high-end models. Apple's upgrades to these
faster boards are, for the most part, replacements of most of the processing power o f the original Macintosh and do work wid1 Syste m 7.
Because many of the other companies did not follow Apple's exact
specifications, some of their upgrades do not work with System 7 .
Even if your accelerator will run Syste m 7, it may not handle virtual
memory or 32-bit processing. Taking the time to check its capabilities
before trying to upgrade can save you a lot of grief. Hardware and
software upgrades soon may be available from the developers of at least
some of the accelerators.
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Not aU companies that have marketed Macintosh accelerators w 1
provide upgrades. In fact, some of them have gone out of the a elerator
business, most notably the makers of the o riginal Monster Mac, e
Levco Prodi!,')' 68020 upgrade for the Mac SE.

Requirements for Virtual Memory and 32-Bit Addressing
hile almost all the relatively recent Macintosh computers e
capable of running System 7, the stakes get higher when u look
at the requirements to use virtual memo ry (VM) and 32-b
addressing capabilities.
Virtual memory is an o ption of the System that enables you to
portion of a hard drive to work as a temporary addition to the
installed in your computer. With virtual memory and room o n t
drive, you can temporarily use your Macintosh as if it had daub
more than double-the RAM it has installed. 32-bit memory ad
permits software to take advantage of up to 128M of RAI\1 and u
gigabyte of virtual memory. Software and Macintosh models tha
32-bit processing are called 32-bit clean.
The newer high-e nd models all support both 32-bit addressing
The o lder o nes, and many of the medium and low-end mach in
not designed to handle either or both of these new capabilities.
products o pen up these capabilities to mo re members of the M
Family, however. Table 2.2 indicates the availability of these fea
model when Apple introduced System 7.

d VM.
, were
ome
intosh
res by

Many other hardware and software products will be available fr
and third parties to enable the majority of Macintosh owners to
these features. If you own a model listed in Table 2.2 as not av /able,
consider whether you need a higher-powered Macintosh before
for ways to add these specific features. You might need the oth
advantages of a more powerful machine, and you might be able o
purchase the entire package more cheaply by selling your curre t
Macintosh and purchasing a new one.

HardDriveRequirements
Ald1o ugh you could run earlier versio ns of the System from flo
System 7 requires you to have some form of hard drive or cartri
drive. Tryi ng to run any of d1e Systems since 5 with anything bt tiny
applications was messy without a hard drive, so this requireme will no t
be a change for most users.
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Table2.2
Virtual Memory and 32-Bit
Processing Requirements

Macintosh Model

32·blt Processing or Vtrtual Memory (VM)

Mac 128k

not available

Mac 512k

not available

Mac 512ke

not available

Mac Plus

not available

MaeSE

not available

Mac 11

VM with add-on PMMU chip
32-bit addressing with add-on softw·are
product

Mac llx

32-bit addressing wid1 add-on software
product

Mac SE/30

32-bit addressing wid1 add-on software
product

Mac llc.x

32-bit addressing with add-on software
product

Mac Portable Original

not available

Mac Portable Backlit

not avallable

Mac !lei

fully compatible as shipped

Mac llfx

fully compatible as shipped

Mac Usi

fully compatible as shipped

Mac LC

32-bit as shipped, VM not available

Mac Classic

not avaJJable

While you are at it, think about your hard drive needs. System 7 requires
from 2.5M to 4M of space on your hard drive fo r the System software.
The space required depends on which o ptions and configurations you
choose, and it does not include additional modifications that you can get
fro m non-Apple sources.
Fortunately, hard drive prices have plummeted in the past year. In the
future, you wiU continue to need more hard drive space. Remember that
many of your applicatio ns are likely to be upgraded soon, and they will
probably require more space as their functionality increases. Because the
cost per megabyte goes down considerably when buying larger drives,
consider purchasing a larger drive. An investment now may save having
to add another drive next year.
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Available space is not the only hard drive issue to consider. The ersion
of the driver software for your hard disk may be a bigger issue. he real
difficulty is that the end user has no way of knowing what versi n of a
driver is installed. If you can find the floppy disk that you used
your hard drive, you may be able to find the version number o
label or in the Get Info comments of the application. Table 2.3
hard drive software versions required to use System 7 with rna
drive brands.
If you use an Apple-supplied drive, you are exempt from this pr blem.
You can run the new System 7-ready Apple HD SC Setup prog
which is included in the upgrade packages-to update your clri
the current level.

Table 2.3
Hard Drive Sofcware
Versions

Earliest software version
for System 7

Earliest so
e
version for u e ofVM

Alliance Peripheral
Systems

Alliance Power Tools 1.1

2.0

Club Mac

SCSI Director 1.65

1.65

CMS Enhancements

CMS SCSI Utilities 6.0

6.1

D]K Development

SCSI Director 1.6

1.6

Ehman

HOD Formatter 3.0

3.4

GCC Technologies

Drive Manager 7.0

7.0

HDI,.Wholesale 54

Disk Manager Mac 2.2

2.24

Hard drive vendor

Jasmine Technologies

DriveWare 1. 77

1.77

La Cie

Silverlining 5.27

5.3

Liberty

FormanerOne 3.27

3.27

Mass Microsystems

PadLock 2.7

2.7

Optima

DiskMount 2.4

2.4

Peripheral Land

Formaner 3 .1

3.1

Rodime Systems

RDU 2.1 or Cobra DU 1.10

2.1 or 1.10

Software Architects

FormarrerOne 3.0

3.4

Storage Dimensions

MacinStor installer 3.01

3.01

SuperMac

Manager 3.26

4.2

Third Wave

Disk Manager Mac 2.24

2.24
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VM enables your Macintosh to use hard disk space to increase the
me mory that is available to applications. The problem is that you can
usually run your hard drive with a few bad blocks on it and not notice
the problem. Bad blocks are locations on your hard drive that have
become unusable. Often, a good hard drive has a few bad blocks. With
VM, the System is less forgi ving of bad blocks, and your applicatio ns and
System may freeze when encountering them.
To help this problem, use your hard drive utilities or a tool program
such as Mac Tools, The Norton Utilities, or Symantec Utilities fo r
Macintosh to detect and deallocate any bad blocks on your drive.
Deallocation is the process of marking blocks as unusable so th at your
Macintosh will not try to use them. If you have an older drive or have
had trouble copying documents, you should use a tool program-even if
you don't plan to upgrade to System 7. Deallocating bad blocks on hard
drives should already be part of your preventive maintenance.

Memory/RAM Requirements
very Macintosh requires at least 2M of RAt\1 to use System 7. Most
machines will require extra me mory to run certain applicatio ns.
System 7 uses at least 1M to 1.2;M of RAM. Customizing your
System with INITs (special System modifications) , fonts, and desk
accessories requires more me mory. For most users, 4M is probably a
more realistic working minimum.
Apple suggests that those who use the built-in video capabilities of the
Macintosh llci and Macintosh llsi may want to add RAM when upgrading
to Syste m 7. This suggestio n indicates that more than 2M is required for
a minimal System when using the built-in video capabilities. You could,
of course, purchase a video card to avoid adding me mory. Given the
recent lower prices for RAM, adding memory is a less expensive alternative than purchasing a video card, unless you also need faster video
access or increased video resolution.
The promise that System 7 will open the door to increased RAM access
is limited by machine model as well. The list of machines that ca n use
32-bit addressing is also a list of machines that may be able to use more
than 8M of RA.M for working with large applicatio ns and complex
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docume nts . In this sectio n, RAM refers to the real RAM that is a essible,
not the total RAM that you can achieve by add ing virtual memo to the
actual RAM.
If you are thinking about purchasing RAM to suppo rt System 7,
ber that in most cases, the mo re RAM you have, the more tasks
accomplish simultaneously o n your Macintosh. Each machine h
to what can be accessed. The maximums are subject to change
Apple and third-party vendo rs introduce new tools. Table 2.4 li
maximum RAM that you can install and use for applicatio ns on
model with software that is curre ntly available.

Table 2.4
Ma.ximum Accessible
Application RAM without
Virtual Memory

e memou can
s limits
he n
s the
ach

Macintosh Model

Accessible Maximum RAM with Known
Upgrad e Options

Mac Plus

4M

Mac SE

4M

Mac II

8 M without add-o n software product
32M with add-o n software product

Mac ILx

8M witho ut add -on software product
32M with add-on software product

Mac SE/30

8M without add-on sofrware product
32M with add-o n software product

Mac flex

8M without add-on software product
32M with add-o n software pro duct

Mac Portable Orig inal

8M wid1 third parry upgrade (can install 9! but
o nly access 8M)

Mac Portable Backlit

8M with third party u pgrade (can install 9t but
o nly access 8.M)

Mac llci

128M

Mac Illx

128M

Mac llsi

6SM

Mac LC

10M

Mac Classic

4M
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Software Requirements
You also need d1e System 7 software. The next sections discuss where
get the disks and what me disks contain.

to

Acquiring the Software
he System 7 upgrade is available from several sources and in
various formats. If you have not yet purchased me software, spend
a litde time researching the alternative sources and costs.
Most people acquire me System 7 software with a new Macintosh or as
part of an upgrade package that mey purchase from their Apple Dealer.
This section explains the most common sources and the pros and cons
of using d1em.
Where you get your software depends primarily on the available sources
and the kind of assistance that you want or need.

Apple's Subscription Seruice
If you are a corporate user and need to keep up with System softw·are
changes as soon as they are introduced, consider subscribing to Apple's
Macintosh System Software Update Program. The service enables you to
subscribe to updates. You purchase a subscription for a period of time,
and Apple automatically sends you every release to the System Software
as it becomes official.
The subscription program ensures that you receive every update and
that you get it with Apple's official documentation. The subscription
program is not for everyone, however.
This program is relatively expensive. It is designed fo r people who need
every update; it is not designed for those who want to pick and choose
between updates. The primaJ)' benefit o f d1e service is that you get
updates automatically and quickly without having to order d1em.

Retail Upgrade Packages
The most common way to get any Apple System Software update is fro m
your local Apple dealer. Major upgrades are always packaged for sale in
dealerships and are numbered with a zero after their number, as in 5.0,
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6.0, and 7.0. The numbering changes when bugs are fo und and
versions are released to remedy these bugs or to support new I
These interim updates have o ne or more numbe rs after the dec
point. System 6.07 was the last release before System 7.

inor

Apple only markets its System software d1rough its dealer chan
you want the official Apple upgrade kits and do not have a spec
Governme nt or Corporate relationship with Apple, you must g
Apple dealer.
System 7 has two types of available upgrade packages. Most pe
will use the System 7 Personal Upgrade Kit, but those with seve
Macintoshes may be willing to pay the additional charge for d1e
System 7 Group Upgrade Kit. The group product provides eve .
the System 7 Personal Upgrade Kit, plus d1e System 7 Group U
Guide, 180 days (instead of 90 days) of toU-free upgrade assista
CD-ROM d1at permits installation over a network, and addition
documentation on the CD-ROM.

User Groups
he last maj or official source of System software is user gro tps.
Because it is in Apple's best inte rest for the wide commu ty of
Macintosh users to have reasonably cutTent System softw e , Apple
has permitted user groups to sign license agreements to disrrib e
System software upgrades to their members. The license is limi d to
North American deliveries and the formal Apple documentation or any
upgrade may nor be copied alo ng with the disks. Three major a vantages to use r group distribution are
•

Timeliness

•

Advice and help

•

Price

The larger user groups gen erally have at least one developer or
in their membership. That connection provides early access to
software for iliese insiders, which gives the members three adva
First, the software updates are almost always available early in t
distribmion cycle. The larger groups generally begin distributio
release date of the updates. While dealers officially h ave the sofl
upgrade kits on the release date, the quantities are often limite
Purchasers may have to wait two or three weeks to get the kits
dealer.

sider
e

are
m their
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The second advantage is that someone in the group generally has had a
chance to try the update and can advise members of its pros and cons.
Being the flrst person to own something new is great, bu t if you are
trying ro run a business, being the first to install a new version of the
System may not be in your best interest. A good user group, like a good
dealer or consultant, can advise you on incompatibilities and whether or
not you sho uld upgrade immediately.
The final advantage of user groups is that they are usually the least
expe nsive source fo r the software. They generally sell upgrades for a
relatively low per-disk fee that covers their costs and, sometimes, a share
of the gro up's overhead.
The majo r disadvantage to user groups as a so urce o f major upgradeslike System 7-is that they cannot provide the official documemation.
Because interim updates generally have little new docu mentation, this
isn't an issue with minor releases. With a majo r upgrade, however, you
should either have Apple's reference materials, something additional
such as this book, or both .

Reviewing the System 7 Disks
he Apple Upgrade packages each include twelve BOOK disks, some
of which are located inside di fferent packages in the box. lf you
obtain the upgrade fro m ano ther source, you may receive fewer
disks. Some versions use 1.4M disks; these larger-capacity disks can hold
more flies, so the package requ ires fewer disks. Apple chose the BOOK
fo rmat because it is a commo n deno minato r between older and newer
machines. The following sections describe what the disks contain.

HyperCard 2.1 limited Edition
The Apple Upgrade kits assume that you do not yet have HyperCard.
Two of the disks in the package are devoted to a limited version of
HyperCard Release 2.1. This limited version also ships \Vith most
Macintosh computers. This release is not the upgrade available from
Claris, so it does not provide additional au tho ring tools and extensive
documentation. See Appendix B, "HyperCar d," for more informatio n
about HyperCard.
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Before You Install the System 7 Disk
he Before You Install System 7 disk (see Chapter 1) is one
additional disks in the package that are not part of the offi
System 7 software. Because many people will have used tl
Compatibility stack from this disk before obtaining the upgrade
user groups will probably not treat it as part of the package that
purchase to obq1.in System 7. Because user groups normally char
per-disk basis, eliminating this disk results in a net savings for in
members.
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Macintosh Networking Basics Disk
The Macintosh Networking Basics disk is an introduction to File haring.
The interactive tutorial is interesting but not necessary for insta ng
System 7. If you receive the disk and plan to use File Sharing, be ertain
to review it; the material is presented well. (For more informati
on
File Sharing, see Chapter 9.)

The Install Disks
The System 7 disks (eight of them at BOOK) contain a variety of t ols.
The most important tools are the Installer application, its associ ted
scripts, and files that are required to install the software success lly. The
disks also contain several other tools. The following sections de 'be
these tools.

Apple File Exchange
The Apple File Exchange Application and its supporting files en le you
to exchange data between your Macintosh and MS-DOS or Appl II
computers. (See Appendix D for more about this application.)

TeachText
The TeachText application ensures that every user can read the
included on installation disks. This simple application enables
read and prim fLies stored in its fo rmat, but it does no t permit)
change the files or to store new files . It opens text files, PICT HI
its own format so that you can review them on-screen or print t
TeachText provides every user the ability to view Read Me files
general purpose documentation.
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Emergency Startup Disk and Disk Utilities
he Disk Tools disk contains a working System version from which
you can boot your System. This disk enables you to use the Apple
HD SC Setup program, which is covered in the section "Initializing
an Apple-Supplied Drive" later in this chapter, to prepare an Apple Hard
Drive for System 7. Always keep a copy of this boatable disk handy for
emergencies. Software or hardware problems can make starting from
your hard drive impossible. At these times, an emergency startup floppy
disk often enables you to start your computer. After you start it, you can
diagnose and repair many problems. (See Chapter 12, "Troubleshooting
Installation and Startup," for more on this topic.)
Due to space constraints, Apple has provided System 6.07 on the BOOK
version of this disk. Some 1.4M disk versions will use System 7. In either
case, the disk is a good emergency startup that will help you start your
Macintosh when your hard drive startup does not work. The disk also
includes Disk First Aid, Apple's minimal utility for repairing a limited
number of minor hard disk problems.

Printing
The System software includes the updated drivers to support the Apple
brand printers, a variety ofTrueType'rM and bit-mapped fonts, and the
Apple Font Utility for downloading fonts to an Apple laser printer. A
special installer is included that enables you to install new printer drivers
on Systems without installing the full System 7 upgrade. This feature
su pports mixed-System AppleTalk networks. These files are spread
across several disks. The Installer finds the appropriate files; you do not
have to be concerned with which files are on each disk. The files wUI be
on different disks if you have the BOOK version or the 1.4M version, but
you can always use the Printing disk to install the new printing software.

Control Panel Devices and Desk Accessories
Control panels and desk accessories are covered in Chapter 7, "Using
Options To Customize Your Macintosh." The standard control panels
(CDEVs) and desk accessories {DAs) are installed by the Installer, so you
don 't need to worry about finding them. In addition to the control
panels and desk accessories that are installed automatically, the System 7
disks may contain others. Apple has a history of filling empty space on its
disks with "goodies" for d10se who explore them. After you successfully
install System 7 and have it working to your satisfaction, you may want
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to look at the upgrade disks to see if they contain any applicatio s or
control panels that do not look familiar. These might be bonus · ems.
Nothing that is required for you to use your System effectively i idden
in this way. The Map control panel, for example, is not always i tailed
by the Installer. This control panel calculates the mileage betwe n two
places that you select and gives you the local time for places aro nd the
world. The added accessories are generaUy more fun than use

Understanding Why You Need To Copy Disks
he very first step in the installation process should be to I
copy d1e floppy disks. Never install the System from the o
disks. The Installer is very fussy about the installation dis
they are named, and what d1ey contain. The fussiness helps pro
against the System 7 disks becoming infected by a computer vi
passing it to your disks.

~

CAUTION
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Never use your original System 7 disks for anything but making
copies. Store the originals in a safe place so that you will alway
have them if you ever need to make another copy.
Disks are not impervious to damage. If you mistakenly place a
near a disk or permit it to get overheated, it may become dama
unreadable. Also, using your Macintosh during a power o utage
damage your hard disk. (A power outage, however, will not ne
damage your hard disk.) To protect yourself against this type o
copy the disks and store me originals in a safe place.
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Disks can also be damaged if someone inadvertently writes ove
Locking your key diskettes helps prevent accidental overwritin
may believe that locking your disks is not necessary because yo
that you will be very careful. If your Macintosh is not locked a
private room, however, someone else may be able to access it.
of the ease of use of a Macintosh, a child o r other untrained us
inadvertently erase disks or files very easily while "exploring."
disks provides inexpensive insurance for important disks and

them.
You
know
ecause
r could
eking

Locking a diskette is simple. Every diskette (BOOK or 1.4M) has small
hole in the upper right corner when the front of the disk faces
fig. 2. 1). If you look behind this ho le, you see a little slide mat
move to cover the hole. You can move this slide and cover or
the hole. To lock the diskette, simply uncover me hole so that ou can
see through it. To unlock the disk, cover the hole with me slid
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Fig. 2.1
Diskette illustration with
highlight of lock hole.

I
Preparing an Empty Hard Drive
ost Macintosh computers are now sold with h;u·d drives. If you
have purchased a new Macintosh with a hard drive installed in it, it
probably is set up already and has a version o f the System software
installed. However, if you are just now adding a ftrst or additional hard
drive to your existing Macintosh or adding a non-Apple drive to a new
Macintosh, you need to set up d1e drive.

If you try to install a hard drive on your Macintosh wid10ut first setting it
up, you see the infamous warning that applies to any raw (unformatted)
disk or drive d1at the System softwru·e notices. The message always
begins, This is not a Macintosh disk: (see fig. 2.2).
If you get this message on a hard drive, e ither the drive has not been
initialized or the data on it is damaged. If your hard drive is empty and
you are installing S)'Stem 7, the drive has not been initialized.
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Fig. 2.2
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Warning message when a
new disk is recognized.

This is not e Mecintosh disk:
Do you want to initiali ze it?

n Eject

J)

(On e-S ided J

[Two -Sided)

You may get used to the error message, This is not a Macin
disk: as you use your Macintosh with diskettes and cartridges
not been set up for the computer. Always stop and think before
answer question Do you want to initialize it? with an a.f
click. Selecting the Yes button initializes the disk, which campi
erases it. A valid disk may generate the This is not a Macint
disk message for several reasons. Three of those reasons are:
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• A diskette may have been inserted askew and thus read iJ properly
by the drive.
•

The cable to your hard drive may be loose .

•

The disk may be formaned for MS-DOS or Pro DOS inste
Macintosh.

of for a

Always double-check the disk or drive tO be initialized before y u
initialize it.

What Happens during Installation?
nitializing (which is also sometimes called formatting) a
clears any data from it and sets up the drive to receive d
initializatio n process is unique for each computer platfo
disks initialized for MS-DOS or another platform require reinit
if they are to be used as Macintosh disks. The process is much
cleaning off a picnic table when preparing for a party. First the
cleared (erased) and then its surface is set it up by dividing it i
(invisible) sections. You do not need to study the technicalitie
process, but you must recognize the process and understand
erase all the data on the disk.

isk
a. The
so that

pace is
to
of the
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The third step in the initializatio n process is installing a special p rogram,
called a driver, on the disk. A driver is necessary o n each hard disk. The
d river provides the instructions that the Macintosh and hard drive use to
control the exchange of data between them.
The last step in the initialization process is to name the disk. Choose
disk names that are relatively sho rt and easy to remember. You can
always change the names later. The next sectio n takes you through the
initialization p rocess.

Initializing an Apple-Supplied Drive
ou can use the Apple HD SC Setup program to initialize any
Ap ple-supplied drive. The Apple HD SC Setup program comes
with each update to the System software. In the System 7 upgrade
kits, it is on the Disk Tools d isk, which is a startup disk that enables you
to set up your hard drive before you start the actual System 7 software
installatio n.
To use the program and set up the drive for System 7, follow these steps:
1. Start up your Macintosh with the Disk Tools disk or other disk that
includes the Apple HD SC p rogram. (You can move the application
to any startup disk from which you would like to use it.)

2. Start the program by selecting the icon for the program and
opening it. One way to o pen it is to double-click on its icon.
(If these terms are unclear to you, temporarily skip ahead to
Chapter 3 to get a description of how to use the general
Macintosh Interface.)
3. Select the drive.
Assuming that you have only one hard drive on your System, the
dialog that appears when you open the p rogram will d isplay the
SCSI device number for that drive automatically (see fig. 2.3) . If
your machine contains several drives, be certain that you select the
correct drive. You select a different drive by clicking on the Drive
butto n. The manual for the drive explains how to check the device
number on your d rive. If the drive has been initialized previously,
its name appears in the bottom portion of the dialog.
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Fig. 2.3
Dialog that appears when
you open the program.
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4. After you select the correct drive, click on the Initialize b ton. A
warning message appears to remind you that you are eras g any
information that may be on the drive (see fig. 2.4). If you o not
want to continue , select the Cancel button.

Fig. 2.4
Warning message when
initializing a new drive.

Initiali zing will erase all of the data
on "Orbit" ( SCS I Oeuice: 0). Do you
want to initialize this disk?

fi Ca nce l D(

1nit

The program informs you of its progress as it works. It t s a few
minutes for the program to test and set up the drive. The arger
your drive, the longer this process takes.
5. After the initialization is complete, you are asked to provi
name for the drive. The name may be up to 27 characters
and can use any key on a standard Macintosh keyboard e
colon(:). Choose a relatively short name that is easy tore
and type d1e name into the box provided. You can chang
name whenever you like.

ea
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After naming the drive, you are finished.
6. Select the Quit button.
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Initializing a Third-Party Drive
Generally speaking, each hard drive vendor provides its own utility
software for initializing and testing its drives. If the new drive contains
detailed installation and initialization instructions, take the time to read
them and follow them carefully. Generally, however, the process is much
like the process just described for Apple drives.
The mechanisms of some hard drives require specific driver software. If
set up with other software, these drives either do not work or work less
efficiently or reliably. If you cannot find the software that is intended for
a drive, you have several options.
First, try the Apple l-ID SC Setup; it might work. Follow the instructions
for setting up an Apple-supplied drive. If it seems to work, go ahead and
set up System 7 on the drive. Be aware, however, that a drive set up
with the wrong software might seem okay but have problems that do not
appear immediately. These problems may appear as files that will not
open, error messages to save or copy files, or unexplained System
freezes. The most likely cost of such problems is lost data. Keep backup
copies of everything that you store on the drive in case it develops
problems later.

If the Apple HD SC software will not access the drive to initialize it, you
can try several products that are designed to set up SCSI drives. Talk to a
dealer, consultant, or user group. They may be able to help you find the
correct software for the drive.

Preparing aUsed Drive for System 7
hen you are installing System 7 on a drive that is in use, the
biggest issue that you must consider is whether the special drive
control software (driver) on the drive is compatible with System 7. Refer to table 2.3 for more information about whether your
driver is compatible with System 7. You next need to understand the
risks of upgrading and evaluate when and how you should update.

Reversing the Process
You might want to go back to an earlier version of the System software
after installing System 7 for several reasons. Here are some of the more
likely reasons:
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• You find that a critical application does not work with Syste

7.

• Your hard drive exhibits problems with System 7 and you n ed to
revert to an earlier version until you can correct the proble
• You find that you have some other hardware device on you
machine that is not yet compatible with System 7.
In theory, you can reinstall an earlier version of the System softw
your drive after you have installed System 7. In reality, reinsta.llati
not that simple. If you think that you might want to reverse the i
tion, make a full pre-System 7 backup of your drive. You can use at
backup to restore the drive.
Startup drives are the only disks that are changed significantly by
System 7. There are several minor differences to other disks used
System 7, but the changes will not impair their use with System 6
except with file optimization software. Most disk and file optimiz
software will not work correctly on any disk that has been access
System 7 unless the software has been updated to work with Syst
Disks used under System 7 may be used under System 6 witl1 virr
any application except older versions of most disk tool and disk
zation software.
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Backing Up Your Hard Disk
ven if you think that you probably will not want to go back
pre-System 7 software, perform a full backup of your hard
before you start the installation process. Remember that yo
be using new System software and new versions of applications.
matter how well-tested the software is, you may have some uniq
combination of hardware and software that could cause a System
You might lose any data that you don't back up properly.
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Handling Existing Startup Devices
Before you use the Installer to replace the existing System softwa
your hard drive, take another look at the Compatibility Report or
sources and review the various items that you added to your Syst
Folder. As a rule, you should move all items out of your System ·
that the Compatibility Report or other sources indicate are not c
ible. After you have System 7 up and working, you can experime
adding these items back to your System Folder, one at a time. Aft
adding each one, reboot the computer and try them to see if the
compatible.
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lfyou have add-ons in your System, such as extra fonts, CDEVs, and DAs,
determine whether you still need them with System 7. Many features
from p opular add-ons have been built into the new System and are
covered in Parts II and III of this book. If you will not need them, take
them out of your System Folder or System before you start the installation process. Before you remove these ite ms from your hard disk, back
them u p.

Installing the System
he Installer steps you through the installation process, but you
first need to evaluate your needs before you start. Otherwise, you
may end up with a System that is not optimal for you, or you many
need to start the installation again from scratch. Familiarize yourself with
d1e features and options of System 7 and make all the installation
decisions before you actually begin. This is the only way that you can be
certain of avoiding having to reinstall d1e System to meet your needs.
Before beginning, decide on these key issues:
•

Where you will install the new System

•

Whether you should use the Easy Install options

•

If you select the Customize options, which items should you
choose

•

What printer software you should install

•

Whether you should install any File Sharing or network options

Each of these items is covered in de tail within the step-by-step installation instructions. Read through the entire installation procedure and
make all these decisions before retu rning to the beginning of the
procedure and starting the actual install process.
Start the installation process with your computer turned off. Insert your
backup copy of the Install 1 disk into the disk drive and turn on the
power. You are greeted with a message that welcomes you to the Apple
Installer and tells you a litde about what it does. The only optio n at this
point is to click the OK button when you have finished reading the
on-screen material.
After you click the OK button, d1e dialog in figure 2.5 appears. The
screen looks simple, but it contains several elements that are important
to installing System 7 su ccessfully.
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Fig. 2.5
The main Installer dialog.
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Determining Where To Install Software
ou need to tell the software which disk is to contain the n w
System. That information is approximately halfway down tle
dialog, just inside the light rectangle. In figure 2.5, the dis
selected is named Gold 7.
If you do not want System 7 installed on the named disk, click t e Switch
Disk button on the left until the appropriate disk name appears
If you are making a bootable diskette, you can change d isks wid the
Eject Disk button. Remember that 1.4M diskettes are only large nough
to contain a very limited System. Apple suggests that you only u e a
System 7 startup disk as an emergency startup disk.
For many users, selecting a disk is simple because they have onJ
hard disk or cartridge drive to use for the installation. Other us
an option. The best of all possible worlds is to have either remc
media (cartridges) or multiple hard drives so that you can keep
pre-System 7 startup intact while building and testing your Syst
setup.
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If you have two or more hard disks, the decision as to which 011 should
contain System 7 is multifaceted. One obvious option is to put ystem 7
on the drive that is not currently your startup disk. Before maki g that
decision, however, you must consider another issue.
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If you plan to use vircual memory, you will need a lot of available empty
space on one of your hard drives so that you can increase the accessible
memory on your Macintosh. A startup disk needs several megabytes of
space for the System Folder and its contents. Your startup disk may have
more than several megabytes allocated to the System if you use many
fonts. Think through the probable size of you r System Folder (estimate
based on the size of your current System Folder, if you have one) and
the relative sizes of your hard drives to decide how to set up items and
provide the largest unused block of disk space to be set aside for use as
virtual memory.

Installing the Easy Way
hen you are actually installing the System software, you are given
the option to use the easy way or to customize the installation.
According to Apple's manuals, the Easy Install option is suitable
for most Macintosh users. This does not mean that it is the best option
for you. You may not want to use the Easy Install for several reasons.
The Easy Install option could be defined as universal. Whe n you select it,
the installed software will probably include several items that you do not
need or want. The universal installation assumes that you want software
for aU the Apple printe rs installed, as well as for File Sharing. Very few
people need all d1e files to support the various Apple printers, and many
will choose to leave File Sharing off their System.
The o nly easy element about the Easy Install option is that you do not
need to choose what you want installed. Except for the lack of
customization selection, the process is identical to any other installation.
On d1e other hand, the options d1at appear when you press d1e Customize button are not hard to understand and use. The next section,
"Customizing the Installation," covers these options.
If you decide that you want to use Easy Install, click on the Install button
to proceed. Then skip ahead to the section "Inserting Disks."

Customizing the Installation
To select which software is to be installed, click on d1e Customize
button. After you select the Customize option, the dialog in figure 2.6
appears.
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Fig. 2.6
The Installer
Cuswmization dialog.
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The Customize dialog has a scrolling field that contains all the ptional
items you may want the Installer to include on your startup dis . The list
of items is reproduced in table 2.5 so that you can see them all t once.
As Apple adds hardware lO the Macintosh line, th~:; fiks will be pdat~:;d
to add options for the new items.
If you only want one of the items, click on it to highlight it. Yot
want to select two or more items, however. If so, click on the fi
press and hold the Shift key and click on the other items that y
to select. When you finish selecting items, release the Shift key.
forget to include an item, you can rerun the Installer and add t
If you are installing System 7 for the first time or installing it on
disk, you need to select one of the items with a name beginnin
Software or Minimal Software.

probably
st item,
u want
f you
e item.
a new
System

The Minimal Software For option is useful for those who have
with memory limitations and cannot afford extra bells and whi
can choose this option for any Macintosh or a specific model. '1
option is also appropriate when you are making an emergency
disk on a 1.4M disk.
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If you want to transport your hard drive among several differen
Macintosh computers, you might want to select the System Sofi vare for
Any Macintosh option. For most users, this option installs too r any
items that you don't need. It installs all the items that are requi ed for
Every model, such as the Battery control panel for portables. M st drives
are used on one or only a few models and do not need the soft vare to
support all models.
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Table 2.5
Listing of All Customization
Items

Custom.ization Options

System Software for Any Macintosh
Software for all Apple Primers
Software for LaserWriter
Software for Personal LaserWriter SC
Software for ImageWriter
Software for AppleTalk lmageWriter
File Sharing Software
EtherTalk Software
TokenTalk Software
System Software for Macintosh Plus
System Software for Macintosh SE
System Software for Macintosh Classic
System Software for Macintosh SE/30
System Software for Macintosh LC
System Software for Macintosh Portable
System Software for Macintosh 11
System Software for Macintosh llx
System Software for Macintosh llxi
System Software for Macintosh llcx
System Software for Macintosh llci
System Software for Macintosh llfx
Minimal Software for any Macintosh
Minimal Software for Macintosh Plus
Minimal Software for Macintosh SE
Minimal Software for Macintosh Classic
Minimal Software for Macintosh SE/30
Minimal Software for Macintosh LC
Minimal Software for Macintosh Pormble
Minimal Software for Macintosh ll
Minimal Softwltre for Macintosh llx
Minimal Software for Macintosh llxi
Minimal Software for Macintosh !lex
Minimal Software for Macintosh llci
Minimal Software for Macintosh llfx
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The printer software that you select depends on your configur
you have no Apple printers, you may not want to install the pri
software at all. Unless you have all the printers on the list, do n
the Software fo r All Apple Printers o ption. Select the software ~
Apple printer that is linked to your Macintosh. Notice that Ima
users need to select between the AppleTalk and direct connect
You probably only need to select both ImageWriter options if
ImageWriter connected to you r Macintosh in both ways.

ion. If
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r every
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The final set of o ptions concerns networking. If you have an E
TokenTaJk connection in your Macintosh, select the appropria option.
If you do not have either of those, you need to decide whether
to install the File Sharing Software.
Eile Sharing is nice if you have several Macintoshes, or a Macin
Apple UGS, connected by AppleTalk cables and you would like
share documents and applicatio ns. File Sharing is useless on a
that is not connected to other personal computers, and it wast
valuable disk space. (With third party cards added to MS-DOS achines,
you can include MS-DOS machines in your File Sharing networ .) See
Chapter 9 for more information on File Sharing.
If you think you will be using File Sharing, select it. Otherwise
out. You can always rerun the Installer and add it in later.

ave it

After you highlight all the items d1at you want installed, click o the
Install button.

Inserting Disks
s soon as you dick on the Install button, the Installer be
analyze what you have requested and determines which isks it
needs to complete the installatio n process. After the anal sis is
complete, the Installer presents a pictorial indication of which isks are
required and asks you to insert the first one that it needs.
As the Installer finishes with one disk and becomes ready for
next, it
prompts you to insert the next disk. It continues this procedur until the
entire System is built.
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After the last disk has bee n processed, the screen in figure 2. 7 appears.
Generally, you will select Quit at this point and restart your Macintosh.
The Continue button is for those who need to install the sofuvare on
multiple drives. This button saves you resta rting the computer for each
installation.

Fig. 2.7
The message saying that
the installation is complete.

Installation on "Untitled" was successful.
I f you are f i nished, click Quit to leaue the
Ins ta ller. I f you wish to do add it iona l
installations, click Continue .

Continue ) [

Quit

J)

Starting Your System
If, before the installation, you removed d1e files from your System Folder
that the Compatibility Checker found questionable, you should be able
to boot your System fmm the drive that you selected for installation.
Select Quit from the Installer dialog and Restart from the Special menu
(see fig. 2.8). After you restart the System, you are ready to explore and
use Syste m 7. The rest of this book describes how to use the System.

Fig. 2.8
The Restart option on the
Special menu.

••
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Sleep
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Chapter Summary
his chapter included all the nuts and bolts of the process f
gathering the necessary tools and making the decisions es ential
for successfully insta!Ung System 7 on your Macintosh.
It walked you through reviewing requirements fo r installing Sys ' m 7,
gathe ring the required tools, and inst.1Uing the System. If you st peel
through the process as explained, you should now have System
installed. You are now ready to explore the capabilities of Syste 7.
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Using the
Macintosh Deskto
he desktop metaphor is the heart of the Macintosh Inrerfa
Beneath what you see and use on the Desktop is a progra
the Finder. The total rewrite of the Finder has resulted in
the dramatic changes that you will see in System 7. The new Fin
now technically named Finder 7, although most Macintosh users
continue to refer to it simply as "the Finder."
The most important step toward using d1e Macintosh proficient!
is becoming comfortable with the Finder and understanding its
capabilities.
The best way to begin using a Macintosh is to think of how you
at a traditional desk. While each worker places different items o
desktop, everyone would keep a few basic items on the desk. Co
items would be a pencil, a pad of paper, and a stapler. Assume
desk has a wastebasket next to it and a cou ple of drawers for sto
items.

e

After you have a mental picture of your traditional working envir nment,
you can understand the Macintosh Desktop more easily. The Ma nrosh
Desktop is also a working environment; after you recognize and arn to
use a few simple tools, everything else will fall into place.

USING
MACINTOSH
C:::w

-

SYSTEM 7

Accessing the Desktop
o start u p a Macintosh, you need the proper electrical connectio ns
and what is called a startup (or boot) disk. Chapter 7 explains the
makeup of a startup disk. If you installed System 7 as described in
Chapter 2, the d rive on which you installed System 7 is a startup disk . If
the startup d isk is a hard disk, simply turn on the Macintosh to start it
up. If it is a floppy disk, first insert the disk into the drive. The floppy
disk goes into the slot with the metal bar toward s the machine and the
top of the floppy disk facing up.
When you start up a Macintosh, you see welco me screens. A small
picture of a Macintosh appears. The first welcome picture is normally a
smWng Macintosh and indicates that the computer is running d1rough its
auto matic hardware checking routines. If you see a frowning Macintosh
and a cod e number, the startup has not been successful; try the startup
one more time. If it doesn't work after the second attempt, check aU
your hardware connections. If the connectio ns are correct, the problem
is probably with the Macintosh. You will need to get help from you r
d ealer or other regular source o f help.
After the smiling face appears, you see a Welcome to Macintosh screen.
This screen indicates that everything is okay and that the startup is
progressing normally. After a few mo ments, the startup completes and
the Desktop is ready to use. Your Desktop will look similar to figure 3.1,
altho ugh there may be some differences in the screen.

Fig. 3.1
Typical Desktop ar startup.
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Understanding Desktop Elements
he Desktop in figure 3.1 is fairly empty, but it does have so le
interesting elements. The gray screen area is the Desktop a d it
contains three icons. This section discusses icons and icon
es.
In addition, this section covers the following Desktop elements:

•
•

•
•

Icons
Windows
Menus
Pointers

Icons
The items on the Desktop are icons. Icons are o n-screen pictures hat
represent Macintosh objects such as illes, folders, and applicatio . Every
file or storage device that you use on a Macintosh has an icon. B
icons can represent many different objects, you will notice some
differences between them. The following material provides exam
icon types and illustrates the variety of icon images.
The Desktop in figure 3.1 contains three icons. This section lao
these and other types of icons.

Device Icons
The icons in the top right corner in figure 3.1 are storage device
Storage devices are pieces of hardware such as hard drives and fl
drives that you can use to read files or to store documents. You
have at least two storage devices on your Macintosh: a hard driv
floppy disk drive.
The icon in the top right corner of the gray area is a pictorial rep
tion of a floppy disk. This icon represents both a floppy disk driv
the floppy disk that is in the drive. The icon name, which is belo
picture, represents the name of d1e floppy disk in the drive. Flop
are a form of removable media, which means that the hardware
does not actually store data within it but enables you to insert sp
designed media (in mis case disks) upon which data is stored. AI
disks are represented by this same icon, but each has its unique
under the picture.

sentaand
d1e
y disks
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The icon labeled ORBIT is the internal hard drive. Not ali hard drives
have the same icons; some manufacturers have special icons for their
drives. You will learn quickly which icon refers to your hard drive.
Figure 3.2 shows four device icons that represent the kinds of icons that
you may expect to see. The device icons just covered are in the top row.
The next two icons are a little different. The item labeled System 7.0 is a
CD-ROM. The pictorial representation is generic in the same way that a
floppy disk icon is generic. The CD-ROM device is a removable media
device that reads COs (compact disks that look like audio COs). The
name under tl1e icon is the name of tl1e CD that is in the CD-ROM drive.

Fig. 3.2
Various device icons.

The bonom item, labeled Gold 7, is a Syquest cartridge icon. This is yet
another type of removable media device. Device icons are varied and
what they represent is not always obvious. Fortu nately, every Macintosh
has relatively few devices attached to or built into it, so you should have
no problem ide ntifying each of the device icons.

Removable Devices
emovable devices have a special feature. As indicated in the prior
section, they enable you to use media that you can insert and then
remove. This capability permits you to access significantly more
data than the devices on your Macintosh may hold at any one time. They
also enable you to move applications and documents more easily from
one Macintosh to another. The most common types of removable media
are floppy disks, cartridges, COs, and tapes.
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Floppy disks are commonly referred to as disks or diskettes and ,
generally available in high and low density versions. The high d e
disks are normaUy formatted to 1.4M. (M stands for megabyte, w
measurement A megabyte is lOOOK and a K is 1024 storage posit
saving characters or other data.) Low density disks are generally
ted ro hold 8001<, but you may see some very old Macintosh dis
have been formatted to hold 400K.

TIP
Cartridge drives are
helpful when you are
making changes to your
Macintosh or testing
something new. With a
cartridge drive, you can
custo mize your
Macintosh one way with
one startup cartridge
and another way with
another cartridge. You
can use the cartridge
drive, for example,
when moving to a new
version o f the Macintosh System or to a new
version of an application. Keep d1e old
version on one
cartridge and d1e new
version on a different
cartridge. Setting up
each versio n on a
different cartridge
enables you to use d1e
familiar older versio n
and learn the newer
version.

e
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Every Macintosh comes with a built-in floppy disk drive, so every
Macintosh owner can read and write data from and to floppy dis . The
400K format is obsolete and only minimally supported on the ne
machines. You can still read 400K disks, but some software is pi
about writing to them. Most application software and the Apple
are delivered on BOOK disks.
Over the years, floppy disks have changed so that they can hold
information. The 3 1/2-inch disks used on the Macintosh do not
floppy at all. The name is a carryover from the earlier 5 1/4-inch
that were flexible because d1e actual floppy media was covered
a relatively thin, flexible cover instead of the hardened case use
3 1/2-inch disks. The two main drawbacks to floppy disks are siz
speed. They are the most portable-but the smallest and slowes
removable optio ns.
Several cartridge options are available for the Macintosh. Apple
make a cartridge drive, so there is not a standard suggested by
The most common cartridge type is the Syquest cartridge. Two
available-4 4M and 88M. These cartridges are expensive, but d1
hold a lot of data. You can use a cartridge drive to back up your
disk or in place of a hard disk. A cartridge drive is a great tool if
Macintosh is shared by several people or used for several unrel,
purposes.
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Macintosh users are now needing ro access a CD-ROM device m
often. These devices permit read-only access ro COs. CO-ROM t
ogy is slow, but it holds massive quantities of data-often over
They are used primarily for distributing large collections of dar,
are beginning to be used for applications d1at have significant a
of picture o r sound information, although COs are available wi
vinually everything that is available on flo ppy disks. The primal.
CD-ROM devices is ro read data stored on d1em by a publisher,
company, software developer, or anyone who wa nts ro distribu
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Recently, a few read-write and WORM (write once, read many) optical
drives have been introduced. These drives provide technology similar to
CD-ROM techno logy, but they provide for writing as well as reading to
the media. Given the direction and speed of technology, you can expect
to see them become more efficient, less expensive, and more common
over the coming years.

The Trash Can
he representation of a trash can in the lower right corner of the
Desktop is a special icon. The Trash has two purposes: to throw
away documents and applications and to eject media from
re movable devices.
You put an item into the Trash by selecting the item and dragging it on
top of the trash can until the icon is Wghlighted . Highlighted documents
appear a different color on color monitors and in "inverse" on monochrome monitors. Selecting and dragging is covered in the section
"Selecting Items" later in this chapter.
Placing a removable object into the Trash only removes it from the
Macintosh; it does not erase the data on the object. If you drag a floppy
disk icon to the Trash, for example, you do not erase the disk. Instead,
the disk ejects from the drive.
Putting applications or documents into the Trash, however, throws them
away. After you e mpty the Trash, the ite ms are deleted. With System 7,
the Trash is not emptied until you empty it manually, so you may
recover ite ms until you have specifically emptied the Trash. Think
carefully, however, before you put something in the Trash.

Application Icons
The next type of icon is the application icon. Applications are the
programs that you use to do specialized tasks on your Macintosh. Most
people use several applications, such as a word processor, a spreadsheet, and a communications package. Figure 3.3 shows seve.raJ application icons. Generally, application icons include the product name and a
picture that reflects the primary function of the application so that you
can recognize the icon easily.
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Fig. 3.3
Several application icons.

The far left icon in the top row is for a graphics program fo r
drawing (Canvas). The paint brush helps you recognize the
purpose. The Microsoft Word, America Online, and Excel icons
you to recognize the specific applications, rather than the type
application. They are a word processor, a communications
a spreadsheet, respectively.
The two icons in the bottom row represent the function of the 41-' IJ ll'-" tions. The HyperCard icon represents a hand on top of a stack
because the application deals with "items o n a card" metaphor.
more information on HyperCard, refer to Appendix B.) The 'T'~.~s. o.. 'T'~....
1.2 icon shows a pencil above a piece of paper to indicate
The TeachText application is included with every Macintosh
you to read notes about application programs.

Document Icons
igure 3.4 shows another type of icon-document icons.
figure includes document icons for the six applications
figure 3.3. Look at the two figures closely; you see that
document icon is similar to its corresponding application icon.
similarity enables you to determine the type of document of a
file and which program you would use with the file.

Using the

's

Document names generally represent the content of the document
rathe r than d1e application that made it. When you create docume nts,
you assign d1em names. The name of any item re presented by a Desktop
icon always appears immediately under the icon.

Fig. 3.4
Document icons.

Windows
he next common element of d1e Macintosh interface is the

window. With the exception of the Desktop, me window is me
most commo n item with which you will work. A window o n you r
Macintosh e nables you to look into some thing, much like the screen of
your television enables you to look into a television program.
Figures 3.5 and 3.6 are examples of Macintosh windows. A standard
window has most of d1ese common characte ristics:
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•

Title b;u·

•

Title in the title bar

•

Close box in the title bar

•

Zoom box in the title bar

•

One or two sets of arrows and scroll bars

•

Body

•

Optio nal o ther elements

Fig. 3.5
Sample Finder window.
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Fig. 3.6
Sample TeachText window.
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For now, just get familiar with the parts of the window. The mechanics
of working with w indows are covered in the section "Working with
Windows" later in this chapter.
The title bar is the horizontal portion that spans the top of each w indow. In both figu res, the title bar is striped with black horizontal lines.
Within the title bar, from left to right, are the Close box (which is used to
close the window); the title of the device, application, o r docu ment that
the window represents; and the Zoom box. You use the Zoom box to
o pen the window to full size or to restore it to the size that it was before
you zoomed it.
The arrows are in pairs, vertically, horizontally, or both. These, in
conjunction with the bar-called a scroll bar-in the space between
each pair of arrows, enable you to navigate and see more of a document
than fits within the on-screen window.
The body of the window is the middle sectio n that displays information.
The window also displays options and is the area where you enter or
modify data in documents that you create witl1in applications. The
window in a word processor, for example, is the electronic paper on
which you write. In a draw program , it's the paper o n which you draw.
In addition to these standard elements, each application that you use
may contain other "standard" window features. Word processing
applications often have a ruler just under the title bar that indicates the
page size and enables you to set tabs and margins. Spreadsheet applications often include a bar under the title bar that contains icons for
commonly used actio ns. The freedom to add to the "standard" window
elements gives application developers the ability to keep the interface
simple by giving the user visual hints.

Menus
nother major screen element of the Macintosh interface is the

menu bar. Almost every time that you use a Macintosh, you see a
menu bar at the top of the screen. Figure 3.7 shows the standard
menu bar that appears when you use the Finder. Menus are designed so
that you can easily choose between lists of optio ns. Figu re 3.8 shows the
standard File menu from the Finder.
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Fig. 3.7 ' a
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the Finder.

Fig. 3.8
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Most Macintosh applications use menus, and many have the File
menus as the first 1:\vo items on their menu bar. The functions th
can perform using the menus vary, but using menus is the same i
application. (Using the menus is covered in the section "Working
Windows" later in this chapter.) Many of the functions in the File nd
Edit menus are the same across most applications.

Pointers
ointers are the indicators that tell you where you are on-sc
within a document. Although many applications contain u
pointers, other pointers are generally available and comm
used. Macintosh pointers are an extended equivalent of the curs
traditional computing.

y

The most basic purpose of a pointer is to show you where you ar
on-screen. When you start using the mouse, you see that as you
a pointer moves around on-screen. The pointer is a visual remin
where you are at any time.
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Four of the most common pointers are illustrated in figure 3.9. The
arrow shows you where you are and enables you to point at icons or
items in menus and lists to select them. When you start up the
Macintosh, you are most likely to see the arrow cursor.

Fig. 3.9

Arrow

The four most common
cursors.
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1-beam
Cross-hair
Watch

The pointer turns into an I-beam when you are over a field that permits
you to insert text; it turns into a cross hair when you are likely to want to
select a specific point. The other commonly used pointer is the watch,
which is a temporary replacement for whatever pointer you are using
when the Macintosh is busy and you have to wait for it.

Using the Mouse
ow that you are familiar with the common Macintosh interface
elements, you are ready to start using them. While some newer
Macintosh computers come with a microphone for entering
sound, only two entry devices come with every Macintosh: the keyboard
and the mouse. Using sou nd inp ut is o ptional. You probably already
know how to use a keyboard. This section covers using the mouse.
The mouse is often referred to as a pointi ng device. Although it is a
powerful tool, it is also simple to use. The mouse has only two functions: to move the pointer around o n-screen and to select an item.
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To move you r pointer, place the end of the mouse with the tail ( rd)
towards the computer and lightly rest your hand over the mouse ith
your thumb on one side and the two outermost fingers on the ot
side. Macintosh computers aUenable you to place your mouse o
side of the keyboard, so you can use either your right or left han
mouse.
Move the mouse and watch the pointer on-screen. Just move it ,
for a while until you see the relationship between your moveme
the position of the pointer.
After tl1is movement becomes comfortable, you can use the mou
point the arrow at a specific icon or ite m listed on-screen. This t
nique is called pointing. The following sections discuss other m
actions.

Click, Double-Click, and Shift-Click
he second action that a mouse can do is send a signal that ou are
in a specific place. This is known as a click, and it is acco1 lished
by pressing the mouse burton. The point-and-dick combi
the most common control step used on a Macintosh.
When you point and click on an item in the Finder, tl1e item is h hlighted. Figure 3.10 shows how the screen would look if you poi reel to
the Alarming Events application and clicked the mouse.

Fig. 3.10
Pointing to and clicking on
dte Alarming Events
applicat ion.

A variation on the point and click is the point and double-click. ouble·
click means to click the mouse button twice in rapid succession Clicking
selects an item; double-clicking opens the item.
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Shift-click is another combination. The most common use of
Shift-clicking is to select multiple items from a list. To select multiple
items, point and click on an item. Before clicking again, press and hold
the Shift key. Figure 3.11 shows selecting the item in figu re 3.10, then
pressing and holding the Shift key and clicking on the Key Caps item.
Each item that you click after the first one, while holding down the Shift
key, is added to the group of selected items and enables you to make
your own customized subgroup.

Fig. 3.11
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Resull of Shift-clicking on a
second document after
clicking in figure 3.10.
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Drag
he last of the mouse techniques is called a drag. A drag is a threestep process that moves an item or items. To drag, point at the
item that you want to move and click on it. (To move several
items, press the Shift key and then click on all the items that you want to
drag.) While still pressing the mouse button, move the mouse. Moving
the mouse causes the selected item to move in the d irection that you
move the mouse. Figure 3.12 shows dragging the Trash fro m the lower
right corner tO the lower left corner. The first screen shows the Trash
being selected, the second shows the outline of the Trash and the icon
as it appears during the drag and before releasing the mouse button.
The last screen shows the Trash in its new location.
Dragging is not limited to moving items. You can use the process to
draw an imaginary box to select items as explained in the next section.
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Fig. 3.12
Dragging an icon to a new
location on-screen.

Fig. 3.12 (continued)
Dragging an icon to a new
location on-screen.

Selecting Items
electing is another important mouse technique. To accomplish a
task such as writing a memo o n a traditional desktop, you must
select a pen or pencil and the pad or paper. Selection o n the
Macintosh is similar. You point and click on documents, menu selections, tools, and portions of documents to indicate that you want to use
them.
When you select an icon or list item, it highlights. When the Macintosh
System has not been customized , a highlighted icon appears darker than
normal, and a list item is boxed wid1 a darker color. Figure 3.13 shows
the Get Info item selected from the File menu.
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Fig. 3.13
Selecting Get Info from the
File menu.
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Point, click, and Shift-click are the most common selection met ods, but
they are nm the only ones. You can also use the following tech iques to
select an item or group of items.

Selecting aGroup of Items by Dragging aBox
hen you see a group of items on-screen that you would
select, you can simply drag a box around them to select
Point at one corner of an imaginary box that you would
draw around the items, press and hold the mouse button, and
mouse to the opposite diagonal corner. While you drag, the it
enclosed within the imaginary box are highlighted and a line o
selected area. After you release the mouse button, the items ar
as a group. The entire group is treated as a unit. If you select ,
icons, for example, you then can drag one of the selected icon
entire group moves. Figure 3.14 shows three items boxed fro
Panels folder.
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Fig. 3.14
Selecting a group of icons
by drawing a box.
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You can use the same boxing approach o n a list view. You can box the
list entirely. When u sing the Finder, you can click above the top item
and drag straight down through all the items that you want to select.
Figure 3.15 shows boxi ng three items from a List view ofd1e Contro l
Pane ls fo lder from figure 3.14.

Fig. 3.15
Dragging a box around a
group of irems in lisr view.
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You can use the boxing technique in graphics programs to select items
in a portion of a d ocument and then copy, delete, or move them as a
group.
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Selecting All Items
The Finder and many applications support a Select AU command.
command is a shortcut to select everything in a window or docu
is the quickest way to move all the items from one window to an
In the Finder, click somewhere in the window containing the ite
make sure that it is the active window. Then press Control-A (pre
hold the Control key and then press A) . This key combination sel
the items in the folder. Not all applications support Select All, bu
that do use the same key combination.
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Deselecting Items
You can deselect an item if you change your mind. If you have o or
more items selected and you decide that you do not want those i ms
selected, click anyplace in the window except on one of the sele ed
items.
If you click on a space that does not contain an item, the former
are deselected and nothing new is selected. If you click on a diffi ent
item, the former items are deselected, and the new item is select d.
If you have selected a group of items, you will not want to have t
over just because you inadvertently added one item that should
in the group. To deselect one item at a time, continue holding tl
key and click on the item you do not want. \XIhile you are holdin
Shift key, clicking on an item toggles back ;md forth from selecti
deselection.

start
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The same Shift-click approach works to deselect an item or item
you have selected by drawing a box o r using the Select All com
you want to select most items in a grouping, select the entire gr
Shift-click the items you don't want selected.

Working with Windows
indows appear when you open applications, folders, or d ice
icons. As mentioned earlier, you use tl1em to look into an tern,
such as viewing items on a disk, or to work on a docume , such
as a document in your word processor.
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Opening and Selecting aWindow
o practice opening a window, find the startup device. The startup
device is the topmost icon in the gray area on the right side of
your screen when you are in the Finder.
After you find this icon, point to it and double-click the mouse. The
window that appears displays the contents of the startup device. If
nothing happens, you probably have not hit the target icon. If the icon
highlights but does not open a window, your clicks were too far apart.
When a window first opens, it is the active window. You can have many
windows open at once, but there is always only one selected or active
window. The tide bar on d1e active window is striped.
To make a different window active, click anywhere within the boundaries of the window that you want active.

Manipulating Windows
Each standard window includes a variety of tools that enable you to
further manage your Deskto p. The tools for a specific window are only
available when the window is active.
To close a window, click on the box on the left side of the title bar. To
close aJJ windows, press and hold the Option key and close one window.
The other windows also close, one by one.
Zooming a window changes d1e window size from the initial size to one
that is large enough to show the entire contents or the maximum that
the screen can handle. To zoom a window, click the Zoom box in the
upper right corner of the window. After you enlarge the window, you
can click on the same box to restore the window size to the size it was
before you enlarged it.
To size a window, dick on the size box in the lower right side of the
window and drag the box up, down, right, left, or diagonally to adjust
the shape and size of the window. Sizing is helpful when you want to see
d1e contents of seveml open windows.
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To move a window, make it the active window by clicking any.,vh
Then point to the title bar, click o n it, press and hold the mouse
and drag the window to where you want it. System 7 has added a
feature that enables you to move windows without making them
Simply press and hold the Command key and click on the windo
bar. Then drag the window into position. Clicking anywhere on
window-except o n the title bar-makes a window active.
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Scrolling aWindow
ometimes the window is not Large enough to display all irs
contents. The pairs of arrows and scroll bars, defined earli , then
come into play. You may refer back to the section describi
windows to refresh your memory about these terms.

If the area between the pair of arrows in a scroll bar is speckled
instead of clear, more information is available than is displayed
on-screen. The scroll bar on the right side indicates th~you can
additional material above or below the information 'in the windo '; the
bar on the bottom of the window indicates that you can find add ·onal
info rmation to the left or right of the material in the window.
The square slider (also called a thumb) within the speckled gray
gives you a visual clue as to how much material is in either direc
If the slider is at the top of the right bar and next to the top arro
example, you are looking at the top portion of the document an
see more information by scrolling down through the document.
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You can use three general methods to scroll. You can use the ar
click in the space between the slider and the arrows, or drag the
How far you move when you scroll varies by application, and so
applications provide alternative ways to navigate within docume

ws,
lider.
e
ts.

Clicking once o n one of the arrows moves the window's conten in the
direction that the arrow is pointing by approximately one-half i 1,
which often equals the size of one line of text. Clicking in the sp ckled
gray area between the slider and the arrow moves the contents proximately one window-full. If you know approximately what part o the
document you want to see, you can drag the slider so that it is p portionally o n the scroll bar where you want to be in a document. S ppose,
fo r example, that you want to be on page 10 of a 20-page docu m. In
most applications, you would drag the slider to the middle of th scroll
bar. This method especially is helpful when you want to go to
beginning or end of a document.
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Working with Menus
en us are found in the menu bar on the top of the screen. When
you want to see a menu selection, click on the word or icon in the
menu bar and press and hold the mouse button. The menu list
that you select opens.

If you open a menu list and do not want to select anything from it, move
the pointer back to the menu bar before you release the mouse button.
The listing closes.
To choose an item from the menu list, drag the mouse down to highlight
the item and release the mouse button.
Menus work the same way across all applications, and most applications
share the Apple, File, and Edit menu names and many of the items
within their lists. Still, there are several different menu possibilities.
Think of the menu as a restaurant menu. You use it the same way in a
French restaurant as in an Italian restaurant. The difference is in the
items that you can select. Each unique Macintosh application needs its
own items on menu lists. Some even have customized windows that
contain special features.

Selecting from Submenus and Pop-Up Menus
When you select some menu commands, a second menu-called a
submenu-appears. When this occurs, you are seeing on-screen what is
referred to as a hierarchical menu. For example, a commonly used
System add-on, Adobe Type Reunion, provides hierarchical menus for
listing fonts in your applications. This approach takes a list that would
otherwise be very long and organizes it into groups that you can select
and view in detail. Figure 3.16 shows an example of looking at a
submenu within the hierarchical menu.
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Fig. 3.16
Hierarchical font menu.
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If you see an arrow next to the menu command, it usually means hat
selecting the command will display a submenu. To see the optio
available in a submenu, highlight the main menu item and press
hold the mouse button. To select an item from the submenu, hig
your selection before releasing the mouse button.

A menu that you did not select also might pop up in the middle
screen from a menu bar. To select an item from a pop-up menu,
the mouse until the item is highlighted and then release the mou
button.

Using Keyboard Shortcutsfor Menus
any menu options have alternate methods of being selecte Look
back at figure 3.13 or at the File menu from the Finder; sev raJ
menu item lines contain letters to the right of the item name. Eac letter
is preceded by what appears to be a cloverleaf. That cloverleaf is
symbol for the Command key on your keyboard. On most keybo
command key is labeled with both the cloverleaf symbol and an
of an apple.
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Command key sequences perform many functions; several of these
shortcuts are universal across all Macintosh applications. To use a
keyboard shortcut, press and hold the Command key and then press the
key indicated .
Some generally used Command key combinatio ns are
•

Command-N fo r New (fo lder or docume nt)

•

Command-P for l'rint

•

Command-Q for Quit

•

Command-X for Cut

•

Conunand-C for Copy

•

Command-V for Paste

If you like to keep your hands on the keyboard rather than moving to
the mouse, you can use Command key options. Check the menus of
your applications and review the documentation for the Command key
combinatio ns supported by a specific application.

Getting Help
ne of the best aids to learning anything new is to have help
available when you need it. One of System 7's major advancements is a built-in help method that enables you to learn while
doing rather than having to go into a special tutorial or Help mode whe n
a question arises. This med10d is called Balloon Help.

Using System 7Balloon Help
Apple developers recognized that the widely dive rgent on-line help
systems were stopping users from becoming proficie nt in more applications. At the same time, d1ey wanted to make the Finder and overall
Macintosh simple r to Jearn and use. The solution is Balloon Help.
Balloon Help displays a balloon containing information whe neve r you
pass your mouse over a "hot spot" on the screen. These hot spots are
predesignated by the developers and cover items that may raise questions. The Finder has exte nsive Balloon Help built in, so you can become
familiar with d1is form of help without entering a purchased application.
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Balloon Help is controlled by the menu headed by a question mark
inside a balloon; this menu is near the upper right corner of the
Macintosh screen. You turn it on by selecting the Show Balloons menu
item and turn it off by selecting Hide Balloons.
After you turn on Balloon Help, you see balloons open as you pass the
pointer over items on-screen. For example, tum on Balloon Help and
move the mouse to the trash can icon. You see an explanation of what
Trash is and how to use it.

Using Other Help Tools
ot all available help is on-line or is available in the new System
and Balloon Help format. On-line in relation to computers means
interactive or on the computer. In the case of help, on-line
means that you can access the help from your Macintosh.
The years of Macintosh development have brought many approaches to
help that thousands of commercial application developers have implemented. Because of the investment that many developers have made in
their own unique help systems, Apple's standard Balloon Help will
probably not become a true standard for several years. In the meantime, you will be faced with various help approaches that may appear
confusing.
Most applications, and Apple's System software, come with formal
printed documentation. The more complex the product, the more likely
that you will depend on the detailed reference materials. As the line
between computing and completing blurs, many products have manuals
that include tricks of the trade and other inside hints, as well as information about how the product works.
Some companies have provided how-to video tapes, some offer selfplaying demonstrations, and most companies with business products
offer some type of tutorial. A significant percentage of products include
one or more HyperCard stacks that serve as reference and training tools.
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In computing, as in other fields, the best tool is the one that is used most
often. On-line help systems are easy to access and readily available when
needed. If your applicatio ns have Balloo n Help, you are fortunate . If
they don 't, look for a Help menu, a Help item under a Window menu,
or a Help optio n under the Apple menu in the About the Application
selection. Even if you do not believe in reading manuals, invest a few
minutes in seeking and reviewing the on-line help tools when you install
a new piece of software. Being familiar with the Help system could make
the difference between getting a rush project done on time and missing
an important deadline.

Getting Additional Help
To prepare yourself fully for questions that might arise in the futu re, you
may want to work with a consultant or a user group. Consultants, as
professionals, are more Likely to spend time with you on your terms, but
they cost significantly more th an the inexpensive-often free-help
available from user groups. Whichever source you choose, you sho uld
research and identifY it before you actually need it. Your dealer may sell
consulting services and may be able to suggest consultants or user
groups.
You should now have a good undersmnding of how to seek out and find
help. Next, you will learn about disks and cartridges and what you need
to know about them to work with them.

Using Disks and Cartridges
isks and cartridges generally are not sold in a ready-to-use state. In
Chapter 2, you learned how to set up a new hard drive. Here you
learn how to prepare or format removable media. Floppy disks
and cartridges require preparation before you can use them on a
Macintosh or any other computer.
Formatting information is specific to a computer platform. Therefo re, a
disk that is formatted fo r one computer platform may not be recognized
by a computer on a different platform. The Macintosh System can
recognize, read, and write to disks formatted for MS-DOS, but the Finder
does not automatically recognize them. You must use a special program
(such as Apple File Exchange or Access PC) to hanclle non-Macintosh
disks. See Appendix 0 , "Exchanging Data with Apple Hand MS-DOS
Computers," fo r more about using no n-Macintosh disks.
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Initializing/Formatting Disks
hen you insett a new disk or cartridge, the Macintosh responds
with a message that tells you that the disk is unreadable and asks
you whether you want to initialize it. Initialization is the process
of setting up the disk for use. It is like clearing a table before setting out
the dishes and food for a meal. You must clear the space and make it
ready for use before you can starr.

~

Be careful when you verify that a disk should be initialized.
Initialization erases all information on the disk.

CAUTION

If you are setting up a new cartridge, you will need to use d1e software
provided with your cartridge drive. You can initialize floppy disks with
the Finder. You merely answer Yes to vetify that you want to initialize
the disk; then select the appropriate format.
The original Macintosh floppy disks held 400K of data. These disks are
now referred to as one-sided disks. Older Macintosh computers may still
have BOOK disk drives instead of the newer SuperDrives that handle the
higher density 1.4M disks. Very old Macintosh computers will most likely
have a 400K disk drive. A minimum of one BOOK drive is required to
install System 7 unless you install it over a network.
High-density disks have an open hole in the disk case, near the top
and on d1e opposite side of the disk from the Write Protect hole.
With System 7 and a SuperDrive, the System recognizes d1at you have
inserted a high-density disk and the initialization question has only two
possible answers: Eject or Initialize.
Inserting a new, standard (low-density) floppy disk into the disk drive
generates d1e same window, but the window contains three options
instead of t'Ovo: Eject, One-Sided, and Two-Sided. One-Sided and
Two-Sided represent 400K and BOOK formats, respectively.
When you initialize a disk, you are asked to name it. Names can be up to
32 characters in length and can contain any character on the keyboard
except the colon(:). You may change the name of a disk or cartridge
whenever you want except when d1e device is being used for File
Sharing. If you do not type in a name before initializing, the default
name of Untitled is assigned.
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Copying Disks and Cartridges
ecause cartridges contain a massive amount of data that is not
easily copied by the Finde r, they are generally copied wi th utilities
designed for hard drives. Floppy disks, o n the other hand, may be
copied a number o f ways.

Copying from Floppy to Floppy Using the Rnder
You can copy the contents of one lloppy disk to another of the same size
from the Finder. If you have two floppy drives, drag the icon of the disk
that you want to co py over the icon o f the disk onto which you want to
copy the material.
If you have o nly o ne drive, follow these steps:
1. Eject the disk to be copied without dragging it off the Desktop.
You do this by pressing Command-Shift-1, choosing Eject Disk
from the Special me nu, or usi ng the Command-E shortcut.

2. Insert the disk on which you want the material copied. Its data will
be completely replaced with the copied data.
3. Drag the dimmed icon for the ejected disk on top of the icon for
the newly inserted disk. You may be asked to swap disks o ne or
more times, but the copy will be made.
If yo u are going to make many copies, you probably will want to
purchase a commercial copy p rogram or obtain a public domain copying
program (which is free) to simplify and speed up the copying process.

Copying from a Floppy to aHard Drive
To copy aU the info rmatio n o n a floppy disk to a cartridge or hard drive,
drag the floppy disk icon on top of the icon of the larger device (see
fig. 3.17).
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Fig. 3.17
Dragging Disk 1 floppy
disk to copy its contents
o nto Gold 7 cartridge.

The copy process creates a folder on the larger drive and copies the
contents of the smaller device into the folder. The folder is given
the same name as the disk that was copied (see fig. 3.18) . If you want the
data placed anywhere else o n your hard drive, you must first perfo rm
the copy and then move it.

Fig. 3.18
File list on Gold 7
after dragging floppy
Disk 1 to it.
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If you copy disks containi ng System Folders onto your hard drive,
you must throw the newly moved System Folders away immediately. If you have multiple System Folders on your disks, you will
be subject to many problems, most notably your Macintosh will
CAUTION begin freezing and applications will quit unexpectedly. You can
lose data in either case. If you copy software that you purchase by
dragging the floppy disks onto you r own devices, look though the
folders and delete any extra System Folders before you restart your
Macintosh.

Printing
rinting is an integral pan of using any personal computer, but
setting up and using printers is often a complex process. The
printer setup for the Macintosh is fairly simple and has been in use
since the first Macintosh was released in 1984. Apple's System Installer
enables you to select from standard Apple printers when you install your
System, and adding the Macintosh sofhvare provided with Macintoshready third-party printers is nearly as simple. The installation process
places special Chooser Extension files into the Extension Folder in your
System Folder. These illes are specialized programs that contain the
necessary information for your Macintosh to communicate with a
specific printer or family of pri nters. Every Macintosh application uses
these special printer files, which are also known as printer drivers.
Because of how the Macintosh System works, printing and controlling
the printing process is virtually identical across all types of applications.

Selecting aPrinter
Because a Macintosh can support multiple printers at one time, you
must select between them and specify for each application which printer
it should use. You do this by selecting the Chooser once to select the
printer, and then using Page Setup once for each application ro activate
the Chooser selection for that application. The Chooser is Apple's
printer control application. You use the Chooser to teUyour Macintosh
which printer it should use for printing. It will continue to use that
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printer until you rentm to the Chooser to change the selection. Yo u also
use the Chooser to indicate whether you are using a network printer
(usually an AppleTalk printer), which is connected to your Macintosh by
a network cable o r a SCSI printer. If you aren't certain which kind of
printer you have, you may use trial and error in the printer setup, o r
look up the information in yo ur printer manual.
To open the Chooser, select Chooser from the Apple menu. Figure 3.19
shows an Apple menu list. As you use your Macintosh, you will pro bably
add items to this list. For the most part, items are listed in alphabetical
order, which places the Chooser near the top of the list.

Fig. 3.19
The standard Apple me nu
list.

Rbout This Macintosh ...
~ Rlarm Cl ock
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Will Calculator

r;g Choo ser
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Note Pad
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The left side of the Chooser window contains icons that indicate what
types of printers your System software has set up to handle. Figure 3.20
shows a Chooser window with three printer options. The first two are
standard Apple printers: an AppleTalk ImageWriter (abbreviated to
Apple Tal k . .. geWrite r in the Chooser window) and a LaserWriter. The
third printer is for Kodak M150 +, which is a portable printer. The
LaserWriter icon is selected, and d1e name of a LaserWriter attached to
the Macintosh is in the right side of the Chooser window.
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Fig. 3.20
Chooser window.
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Do not worry if you see other icons in the Chooser window. The
Chooser also controls network File Sharing, and other items that
sometimes pretend to be printers to make use of the built-in printing
routines. For information on any special use of Chooser, see th e
documentation that came with your Macintosh or with the software that
you are trying to set up.
The two Apple printers are both network printers, so the Active button is
clicked next to the word AppleTalk. The Chooser automatically selects
AppleTalk for you when you select a network printer. AppleTalk generally is used as a generic term to mean "networked," even though
technical differences exist be tween AppleTalk, LocalTalk, EtherTalk,
and TokenTalk Unless you are a programme r of printer software, you
may safely refer to them all as AppleTalk.
Th e AppleTalk button would be off for the Kodak printer, because that
printer is a direct connect printer, nor a network printer. When you
select a direct connect printer and turn off AppleTalk, you are asked to
indicate whether the printe r is connected to the Printer Port or the
Modem Port on your Macintosh. You might think that the computer
could assume that the printer is connected to the Printer Port, but it
cannot. If you add much hardware to your Macintosh, you might
connect printers to the mode m port.
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· When you select a network printer icon from the group in the Chooser
window, your Macintosh checks to see if it can find an attached printer
that meets the specifications of the type that you selected. If it finds one
or more that match the specifications, it displays their names in the
window on the right. In figure 3.20, only one L'lSer\Vriter was fou nd
and was highlighted automatically. (If you are on a large network, an
additional window opens on the left side. It requests which network
zone you want to search for a printer. After you select a zone, you can
see specific printer names in the printer selection window.)
When you use a networked LaserWriter, you can use print spooling,
which is also called background printing. Background printing is
discussed in the section "Print Spooling" later in this chapter.
Only network printers appear in the Chooser printer selection list. If you
have selected the icon of a direct connect printer, no names appear in
the plinter selection list. A direct connect printer is cabled directly to
your Macintosh and can only be used by your Macintosh. Generally, no
more than one direct connect printer is attached to a Macintosh.
If you are using a network printer, the network may contain several
printers. Depending on the network, checking for appropriate printers
may take a few seconds. If no printer appears in the printer selection list
within a few minutes after you have selected the network printer icon,
recheck each of the individual settings that you made in the Choo er.
Make certain that the AppleTalk Active button is on (darkened). The
button normally is turned on automatically whenever you select a
network printer, but it may have been turned off by mistake.

Next, check if the printer is n1rned on. The Macintosh will not find a
printer that is not powered up and ready for use when it looks for it.
Finally, if the preceding steps do not correct the problem, check the
network cables. If you are using an extensive network, you may also ask
the network administrator for assist;mce.

Using Page Setup
he Page Serup option enables individual applications to become
aware of the printer specifications and other options that you may
choose for printing.
You must use Page Setup at least once when you set up a new application and whenever you change the printer that you selected to use with
tl1at application. You also can use the Page Setup command to change
options that you have set for the printer.
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Page Serup dialogs do not aU look alike. Each printer has a slightly
different dialog, and applications often modi!)' the lower sections to add
appropria£e options for d10se applications. Most Page Serup dialogs have
a few common elements (see fig. 3.21).

Fig. 3.21
l aserWriter Page Sen.p
dialog.
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The top line indicates the type of printer d1at you selected from me
Chooser. You can select d1e paper size. A reduction or enlargement box
enables you to insert me percentage of actual size for printing. The two
page-orientation icons enable you to specify printing tall (also caLled
portrait) or wide (also called landscape) on d1e page by clicking d1e
appropriate icon. The remaining options in figure 3.21 vary by printer
type and application. See me Macintosh manual or d1e specific application manuals for more information on mese dialogs.
Almost all laser printer Page Setup dialogs have an Options button.
Clicking that button opens anmher dialog mat e nables you to select
additional e nhancements and changes to how pages prin t on your laser
printer. Figure 3.22 shows d1e standard LaserWriter Options dialog.
Several of the options modify the sample page on me left to show you
the effect of your selection on the printed image.
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Fig. 3.22
LaserWriter Page Set
Options dialog.
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The t arger Print Area option makes docume nts that have smaller
margins than the default settings. This option allocates additional
memory within the laser printer to the d ocument preparation task. If
you select this option, you must limit the number of special fonts that
you include in a document to compensate fo r the extra memory
required for page defmition. A shortage of memory in a Laser printer is
normally o nly noticed because it slows down the printing process.
(Some taser printers permit you to add extra memory or disks to hold
fonts. Check the documentation that came with your printer.)
After you select your LaserWriter options, select the OK button. You wi ll
be returned to the Page Setup dialog where you may complete your
selectio n. Click on OK to register your new printing options fo r that
Application or Cancel to cancel the changes that you made.
Most applications save the Page Setup information in each document so
that you can avoid resening all the options when you move bet\Yecn
standard documents. As a precaution, open the Page Setup window for
each document to make certain the senings are correct.

Using the Print Dialog
he printi ng command that you will use most often is the actual
Print command. It has several names and variations in applications, such as }Jrint Window, Print Desktop, and Print, bur it
generally works the same way in all cases.
After selecting a print command, a dialog appears that asks how many
copies you want and enables you to select from several other optio ns
(see fig. 3.23) .
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Fig. 3.23
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The dialog generally preselects the most commo nly used optio ns. If you
don't want to change any of these selections, click on the Print button or
press the Return key to stan printing. If you want to make changes in the
selectio ns, click the appropriate items before clicldng on the Pri nt button
or pressing Return.

Print Spooling
ne of the age-old problems with printing is that p rinters are
relatively slow. A Macintosh can show something o n-screen
quickly, but you have to walt to print that san1e info rmation.
Waiting is even worse if you are one of several people sharing a printer
o n a network. Sp ooling is the process of send ing the information for the
printer to an intermediate file and having a special applicatio n, called a
p rint spooler, feed d1e data to the p rinter at a speed the printer can
handle while you continue to work o n other things. This process of
feed ing the printer while you work is often referred to as background
printing.
Spooling is a trade-off because it uses disk space, computer memory, and
processing resources, but it enables you to p roceed with other work
while the printing process continues. If you are on a relatively slow
Macintosh, the spooling process may take up so much of the processor
time that your applications react slowly. If your Macintosh slows down
too much while handling printing d1at has been spooled, you may want
to do without spooling and continue wid1 non-Macintosh work such as
maki ng phone caJls or filing documents while it sends items to the
printer. Many fac tors influence whether spooling is better in certain
situations. Try printing with and wid1o ut spooling to see what works
best for you.
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Spooling is turned on by selecting the On button next ro Background
Printing in the Chooser wi ndow. When it is on, d1e process o f printing
sends data to the Print Monitor application instead of to d1e printer.
Print Monitor then manages the items that you want printed and ends
d1em to the appropriate netwo rk printer when the printer is available.

If me Print Monitor runs into any problems while it is processing the
primed output, it notifies you in o ne of t\>iO ways. In some cases. it
opens a dialog, such as one mat says Pr inter Has No Paper Tray and
contains an OK button. In oilier cases, it places an icon of a blinklng
printer over me application icon in d1e upper right corner of d1e cree n.
Whenever you see d1at blinking printer icon, change to the Print Monito r
application to determine d1e pro blem.
While it is working, the Print Monitor application shows in the Active
Applicatio n menu list that you access by selecting the ico n in me far right
corner of me menu bar. The menu list shows all active applications and
enables you to hide the windows of individual applicatio ns and select
which application's windows will be visible. To check the status of your
printing, select the Print Monitor by selecting it from the active application menu list. Its window displays me StatUS of your documents.
Figure 3.24 shows how d1e active application menu list might look with a
number of applications open. To bring Print Monitor to me front of your
Desktop, just select me Print Monitor and release me mo use button.

Fig. 3.24
Active applicatio n window
showing Print Mo nitor.
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The Print Mo nito r window allows for additio nal flexibility and control in
managing printing. You can manage print jobs by deleting items,
delaying printing indefinitely on selected items, or deferring printing of
items to a specific start time and date. The Print Monito r applicatio n also
shows you the printing status for each job so that you can tell what is
waiting to be printed (in your print queue). By process of elimination,
you can tell when a print job is complete. You can change the order of
print steps fro m the Print Monitor by how you set times fo r each item to
be printed. Most people do not use many of the optional functions of
the Print Monitor, but you should know its capabilities so that you can
decide whether to use the defaults (items go to the printer in the ord er
that you printed them) or select options from the Print Mo nito r screen.
To change the status or cancel printing of a document, select the
d ocument. After you select the item, use the Cancel Printing button, the
Set Print Time button, or click somewhere else to deselect the item.
If your printer runs out of paper or has some other problem, the status
line indicates the problem. The Print Monitor also notifies you when a
page is ready to be printed that requires a manual paper feed so that you
can insert the paper (see fig. 3.25).

Fig. 3.25
Prim Mo nitor showing o ne
document waiting fo r
printer.
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You can set some default preferences for the Print Monitor application.
You can set these preferences when Print Monitor is the active ap plication by using the Preferences item on the File menu. To set the prefere nce options or to modify the Print Monitor's instructions for an item in
its queue when the Print Monitor does not show in the active application
window, start the application by opening it. The System automatically
closes Print Monitor when nothing is going to a printer or actively
awaiting a printer. Print Monitor automatically starts up again when it is
time to send an item to a printer based on your having selected a print
time for the item.

Printing from the Desktop
You do not have to be in an application to use the printer. The Finder
can print a representation of the Desktop or the contents of any Finder
window. When Finder is the active application and no window is active,
the last item on the File menu is Print Desktop. If a Finder window is
active, the last File menu item is Print Window. In either case, you can
print a representation of the Desktop or the contents of the window by
selecting this item.
You also can print documents created by most applications from the
Ender without finding and opening the appropriate applications. To
print one or more documents from the Finder, select the documents and
choose the Print command from the File menu. An Options dialog
appears for each document that is represented in your selection.
If the application is not on either your startup device or the same device
as the document, or if it is from an application that requires sped al
handling, the document cannot print. You will then see a message
Mating some documents can't be opened, open f r om wit hi n the
applicatio n. Printing from the Finder is a helpful shortcut, but few
people take advantage of it.

Restarting and Shutting Down the Macintosh
he Special menu has both Restart and Shut Down optio ns (see
fig. 3.26). The Restart option automatically clears your machine's
memory and restarts it from your designated startup device. If a
startup disk is in the floppy drive, however, it restarts from that d isk. The
Restart command has the same effect as using the Shut Down command
to turn off your Macintosh and then turning it on again, but it saves time
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and saves wear o n the Macintosh's circuitry. You need w restarr whe n
insralling some cusmmizing Extensions to your Macimosh in order for
the m to take effect. You also need w restart if you want to switch from
o ne startup device to another. The machine is no r wrned off when you
resrrut.

Fig. 3.26
The nescart ;md Shut Down
options on the Special
menu.

Cl ean Up Desktop
Empty Trash ...
Ejec t Disk
Era se Di sk ...

3€ E

Res tart
Shut Down

Use the Shut Down command whe n you are going to stop using your
Macimosh fo r a few hou rs or more. On newe r models, rhe Shut Down
command au w matically rums off the machine's power. On older
models, selecting Shut Down d isp lays a dialog. You can eithe r shut
down the Macintosh manually or restru·t it by clicking rhe Restart butw n.
Turning on your Macimosh afte r a shut down cakes longer than using
the Restart command. The start up after a shut down goes through some
hardware checks that are skipped on a restart.
Never turn off your Macintosh 's power without first selecting Shut Down
and waiting a few mo me nts. Whe n you are working in an application or
the Finder, the Macintosh is processing your commands in its me mory.
In some cases, this memory is nor saved to a storage device umil you
select a Save command within an application, you close the application,
or you perform an o rderly shut down.
Information concerning which windows are ope n, what view was
selecred fo r each, and which items are o n the Desktop is not saved as
quickly as you mighr think. U you turn off the power on your Macintosh
without going through the shut down process, the info rmation is no r
updated . When you rurn the power on again, the Deskrop will be
organized as it was some rime earlie r, bu t nor necessarily as it was when
you turned off the power.
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Leaving your computer on ·when you are not using it has pros and cons.
You may not want to turn off your Macintosh if you will be using it in
less d1an an hour, unless there are thunderstorms in the area or other
factors that may make the electricity fluctuate or go off. Electrical
surges can permanently damage any electronic device, including your
Macintosh. Even if a power outage does not harm your Macintosh, the
computer may be shut down without the shut down procedure du t
saves your data, meaning that you might Jose some data.
Leaving your Macintosh on when you are not using it has two advantages. First, when you turn on the power to any electronic device, there
is a surge that causes more wear and tear than the normal state when the
device is on. Leaving the machine on thus limits wear. Second, you save
time when you come back to the Macintosh because you do not have to
wait for it to go through its startup routines.
You decide whether or not to leave your Macintosh on when you leave it
for a few hours. When making your decision, take into consideration the
reliability of the electrical power in your area.
If you leave your Macintosh turned on while you are not using it, you
either need to turn the brightness knob on your monitor to dim or
install a special application program called a screen saver. If you don't
dim the screen or install a screen saver, your monitor eventually will get
permanent spots from continuous display of the same screen contents.
Screen savers are applications that recognize when there is no on-screen
activity and then temporarily take over the Macintosh and display a
variety of moving items. If you move the mouse or select a key on ·the
keyboard, the moving objects disappear, and you regain control of the
Macintosh.

Chapter Summary
his chapter covered all the basic tools and tech niques that are
necessary to becoming proficient at using a Macintosh witl1
System 7. The next chapters will expand o n d1ese tools and
techniques and show you how to use additio nal features of the Finder
and the System software to complete specific tasks.
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Viewing and
Managing Files
Imost every task that you perform on the Macintosh uses files. In
its most basic sense, the termfi/e-as it relates to computersrefers to any collection of information that is stored for computer
access. The info rmation may represent text, graphics, sound, computer
code, and so on. You can use file management tools to manipulate files ,
regardless of what the files contai n. To avoid computer "lingo," the
Macintosh term most often used for a file is document. When you hear
the term document used by a Macintosh user, you may safely translate it
to file, and vise versa.
This chapter covers the standard processes for reviewing and managing
the files o n your storage devices. Generally, you use applications to
create Macintosh files. (See Chapter 6 for informatio n about creating a
new file ·within an application.) Although some applications enable you
to delete or rename ftles, you usually use the Finder to do most file
management tasks.
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Understanding Storage Devices and Folders
n earlier chapters, the Macintosh Desktop was compared to the
traditional office desk. File handling and storage concepts fit into
the same metaphor. Assume that you worked for several days at a
desk and created several memos and leners each day. You would soon
need a way to store d1ose items so d1at you could find them again. You
also would need to be able to name and rename the files, copy them,
throw them away, and move them around. These tasks are all part of the
file-handling functions wid1in the Finder.
Afolder is a location for storing ftles. In the traditional office, you use
folders to organize documents that you store wid1in filing cabinets or
desk drawers. The cabinets and drawers are comparable to d1e floppy
disks, cartridges, and hard drives that serve as locatio ns for your
Macintosh files and folders. The larger d1e storage device, the more
likely d1at you will use folders to group items and organize your
Macintosh files.
Although storage devices and fo lders are different, d1ey have a lot in
common. They both are containers for storing ftles and other folders.
Except where otherwise noted, you can use the same techniques on a
storage device as on a folder.

~

CAUTION

Take special care when worki ng with the higher levels of the
storage hierarchies. Entire devices and folders d1at contain other
folders probably will have more data in them and deserve careful
thought before being moved, renamed, o r duown away. You most
likely would think longer about sending an entire file cabinet and
its contents to a garbage receptacle than you would about sending
an individual document or a manila folder of documents. This
same increased attention is appropriate for larger data collections
on a Macintosh.

Understanding the System Folder
The System Folder is a special folder that is used to store items that the
Macintosh uses for general purpose functions and customization. Many
applications require their own special files to be stored in the System
Folder, its subsidiary folders, or both. The System Folder is where
System 7 stores the files that are necessary for your Macintosh to work
correctly.
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TIP
You should reserve the
System Folder for those
items that need to be
there. Although you can
srorc other files and
folders in the System
Folder, your System will
be easier ro manage if
you do not store
unnecessary items in
the System Folder.

Fig. 4.1
Asample of folders
within a folder.

You generally open a folder by double-clicking on it. This process o pens
the folder by showing it as a view in a new window. Opening a folde r
does no t close any of the other windows on your Desktop.

Organizing Your Folders
coplc often organize their files in groups that require fo lders to be
contained within folders. You may want to create a folder named
Applications, for example. Within that folder, you can store fo lders
for various types of applications (see fig. 4. 1).

§0~ Applications ~0§

!lame
1> (J .accounting & Scheduling
I> (J Communications
1> (J Databases
I> (J Enter tainment
I> (J Graphics and F\.lblishing
I> (J Hyper Card
1> (J Other Aatform Emulation
1> CJ Presentations
1> CJ Utilities
1> (J \Vo rd Processing

Each of the folders listed stores o ther folders that contain individual
applications and the files required to support those applications. When
you create documents, you can store them in the application folder or in
folders organized by category. Some other computer platforms use
subdirectories to serve the organizational function of folders.
The purpose of folders is to enable you to find items easily. To use
folders effectively, think through what you will be storing on the device
and how you can group those items logically to find them easily.
Some applications require their supporting files, such as dictionary files
that come with a word processing application , to be in specific placesusually within the same folder as the application or in the System Folder.
Otherwise, you are usually free to store files in any folder that you like.
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The System Folder is an example of using folders within folders. Figure
4.2 depicts a minimal System Folder created by the Installer. This fo lder
contains three folders and two other files. You can mix folders and o ther
types of documents within a folder.

Fig. 4.2
System Folder as an
e.xample of folders and
files within folders.
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Viewing File Lists
igures 4.1 and 4.2 show that you can view file information more
than one way. There are two approaches to viewing files from the
Finder and several variations of those two. This section looks at
several viewing options and then explains how to use these options. You
use the View menu from the Finder to select basic view options.
Information about the view that you choose for each window and the
arrangement of windows on your Desktop is stored on the device that
contains the viewed data. This device also stores the other information
required by the Macintosh for file handling. If you select a type of view
for a window and close the window, the view information is saved. The
next time you open the window, the view will reflect the options you
selected.
If, however, files are on read-only devices such as CD-ROMs or a writeprotected floppy disk, the view information cannot be saved. In these
cases, the view option information is held in memory until you close the
window; the information is then lost.
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If your machine does not shut down in an orderly way (that is, the
power is interrupted or the software locks up the machine in some way),
the view formats may not be saved. Always use the Shut Down command
from the Finder before turning off your Macintosh.

TIP
When looking for an
item within any view
option, you can cype
d1e first letter or few
letters of the file name.
The Macintosh jumps to
and selects d1e first item
whose name begins
with the specified letter
or letters.

Icon Views ·
con views are pictorial and are useful when you have only a few
ftles that you can identify easily by their icons. Icon views are
limited, however, in that they only permit you to view one group
of items in a window. You can show either the top hierarchical level of
items on a storage device or the contents of one folder in each window.
A disadvantage of icon views is that the items within a window are not
ordered unless you order them. The assumption is that you will locate
items by their pictures, so they do not need to appear in any particular
order.
Because the items are not ordered, you have complete control over how
they are positioned within the window. You may even choose to arrange
the items and resize or scroll the window so that some of the items are
not visible when the window is opened. Users will then have to scro ll to
see those items. Often, disks provided with purchased applications show
only an Installer or Read Me documentation in the window as it first
opens. The user then knows to begin with the visible files.
Figure 4.3 shows an example of this technique as used on the original
Before You Install System 7 disk that comes with the System 7 Personal
Upgrade Kit.

Fig. 4.3
leon view from the Before
You Install System 7 disk.

0
5 items

Before You Install System 7
1 4 K available

772K in disk

Before You hstall System 7

¢1
The disk window in figure 4.3 contains five items, but Apple has sized
the window and organized the items within it. When you insert the disk,
you only see the Read Me and Before You Install System 7 items. Users
can assume from the window's appearance that they can start by using
these two files.
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Using the Default IconView
hen you install the System 7 software, the first view that you
probably will see is an icon view. The original Macintosh team
created icon views so that users wouldn't have to look for items on
lists. Icon views work best with smaller groups of items.
Icon views are useful when the icons for most of the items in the folder
will fit on-screen and the items each have unique icons. A good example
of this setup is the Control Panels folder within the System Folder, as
shown in figure 4.4.

Fig.4.4
Control Panels folder in
standard icon view.
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The control panel items that Apple provides have icons that you can
remember easily and identify after you have become famil iar with them.
Even d1e non-Apple control panel items shown in figure 4.4 have unique
icons so that you can recognize easily. The default icon view works well
in d1is situation, and many Macintosh users will use d1 is view fo r their
Control Panels folder. As with everything else on the Macintosh, you
should select the option that works best for you.
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Using the Small leon View
The small icon view is, as its name implies, a view of the items with
miniature icons (see fig. 4.5). The miniature icons require less space
than the standard (full-sized) icons. This option works well when you
need to view a moderate number of items. The disadvantage to the small
icon view is that the icons are sometimes too small to recognize easily.

Fig. 4.5
Control Panels folder in
small icon view.
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You can use the small icon view to see several icons at a time in a
moderate-size window. People •vith compact Macintosh models are
more likely to use this view option because those models have smaller
screens. The major disadvantage of this option, as with d1e default icon
view, is that only one level of the ille hierarchy appears in the window at
a time.

Working in Icon Views
orking in icon view is as simple as using the skills covered in
Chapter 3. An icon view is a standard window, and you use the
standard methods to select d1e items: clicking, Shift-clicking,
dragging, and using Command key shortcuts.
You have a few options for simplifying multiple icon view windows. You
can resize the windows and position them o n-screen so that they do no t
overlap, or you can have a window close automatically w hen you open a
folder within it.
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To open a folder and have its parent window close automatically, press
and hold the Option key while you do uble-dick on the folder. This step
closes the old folder and opens the new folder. Moving through folders
in this manner is called tunneling because you work through the folder
hie rarchy one le vel at a time. This shortcut is helpful if you know which
folde r you want.

List Views
ist views are more traditional and appear as simple listings. They
are useful because they enable you to select options easily and see
a relatively large amount of descriptive information about the files
in the Hsts. Three primary characteristics differentiate list views from
icon views: a sorted order, detail file descriptive informatio n, and
optional hierarchical viewing options. List views cannot hold as many
items in the same amount of screen space as small icon views, but
because lists are sorted, you should be able to find the ite ms that you
wa.nt quickly.
List views may contain information about the files that appear in a
window. You can select which descriptive information is included in list
views and several othe r options through the View control panel, which is
described in Chapter 7.

TIP
You can use special
characters to force the
names of flies and
folders to the top or
bottom of lisrs sorred by
name. A table of special
characters useful for
d1is cype of sorting is in
Chapter 11. Aspace at
the beginning of a field
name forces it ro rhc
top of the list; likewise,
a+ (division sign,
formed by pressing
Oprion-1) at me
beginning of a field
name forces the item to
me bottom of a list.
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List views are sorted by criteria that you have chosen. The field used for
sorting is underlined in the window's heading just below d1e window's
tide bar. The sort sequence appears to be alphabetical, but is modified
slightly to include numbers, spaces, standard punctuation, and a variety
of special key combinations. Because of this modif'ication, ite ms outside
the standard alphabetic and nume ric characters have their own places in
the sort sequence and may affect the order of items in your lists. You
select the sort criteria by choosing a specific sorted view option from the
View menu or by clicking on a field heading in a List view window to
sort on d1at field.

Listing by Name
The most commonly used list view is the view by name. Name lists are
sorted by the names of me items wid1in the folders. Figure 4.6 is the
same set of items that appeared in the two icon view figures (f'igures 4.4
and 4.5). The N;une view holds fewer items on-screen than the icon
views.

Fig. 4.6
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listing by Size
ists sorted by file size are helpful when copying files to other
devices or when making room for something new on a stol,'age
device that is almost full. The file size sort also enables you to fi nd
the System file in the System Folder or the applications in any folder
quickly. These items generally are the largest in the folders, so they sort
to the top in a size view. Notice that the larger, more complex control
panel devices are at the top of t11e control panel view in figure 4.7.

listingby Date
One of the more useful sorted lists is view by date. The items in t11e view
are sorted by the date and time that the files were last modified. This
view enables you to find the items that you have changed recently.
Figure 4.8 shows the first few items in a date view listing of me same
folder shown in the previous fo ur figures.

listing by Other Options
Four o ther list view options are available: kind, label, version, and
comments. The sorted list optio ns are also the fields that you can
include to describe a file in a list view window. Each of the sorted list
view options is o nly available if you are showing that data item in me
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list view window. The data that appears in all list view options is
identical, and you can tailor it using the Views control panel explained
in Chapter 7. The only difference between the vario us list views is the
sorted order.

Fig 4.7
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Hierarchical Viewing
ist views have indicators d1at give yo u a visual cue to the hierarchical structure and enable you to view optio n folders and the
contents of the folders in the same window. This view is new with
System 7 and is a major productivity enhancement when working with
large storage devices. Wiili this option, you can view the entire structure
of a device, print a complete listing of that structure with one print
command, and move items within the structure more easily.
A small triangle precedes each folder in a list view. Each triangle i a

toggle switch that opens and closes the folder. Figure 4.9 shows a folde r
window for an Applications folder that contains 10 folders. Notice that
every fo lder is p receded by a triangle, and all the names are aligned in
one column.

Rg. 4.9
Applications folder with
only the top level open.

[>
[>
[>
[>
[>
[>

D
D
D
D
D
1> D
I> D
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I> D

Communications
Databases
Entertainment
Graphics and F\Jblishing
Hypercard
Other Aatform Emulation
Presentat ions
Utilities
Wo rd Processing

You can point and click on any triangle pointing to a folder to open ilie
folder and show the items wid1in it. Figure 4.10 shows d1e result of
clicking on the arrow in front of the Databases folder. The items within
the folder are listed directly below it wim tl1e names indented in outline
format.
The Application folder is in name view, so th e items wiiliin the Databases
folder are also sorted by name.
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Fig. 4.10
Result of opening the
Databases folder.
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Opening and Closing Folders
o work with a specific folder and deal with it as an individual unit,
double-click on the folder. The folder opens its own window with
its own stored view options; you can close the window by clicking
on its Close box.
You can open up the hierarchy to show the items within a folder in a
hierarchical view without opening the folder in its own window. To do
so, click on the triangle in front of the folder. When the view for a folder
is opened up, the folder's triangle is pointing down. To close up the
hierarchical view of the items within a folder, click on the downwardpointing arrow. The view closes up and the triangle moves to point
toward the folder.

Expanding and Collapsing Multiple levels
If you are working with a complex file structure or are looking for an
item that is far down in the folder hierarchy, you can shortcut the
process of opening levels by expanding all the items within a folder at
once. To expand the e ntire outline within a folder, select the folder that
you want expanded. Press and hold the Optio n <tnd Command keys,
then press the right-arrow key. This key combination opens up the entire
strucnue. You can also press and hold the Option and Command keys
and d1en click on the folder's triangle to accomplish the same thing.
Figure 4.11 shows what happened when the Database folder was
expanded wid1 this shortcut
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Fig. 4.11
Databases folder with all its
internal folders expanded.
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To see the entire folder, you have to scroll it into view. To close this
structure, press and hold the Option and Command keys and then press
the left-arrow key.

Changing Views
henever you have an active window open in the Finder, you can
change to a different view. The Finder menu bar has a men u item
devoted to view options (see fig. 4.12).

Fig. 4.12
Menu listing of all view
options.
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If you are looking at a list view and you would like to change the
seque nce of the items in the view, you can click on any of the field
headings in the top of the window to select a new sort sequence. The
field that you select becomes the sort field. The items in the window are
reordered automatically and the sort field is underlined in the heading.

Understanding and Creating Aliases
ystem 7 brings the concept of aliases to every Macintosh user.
Before Syste m 7, using aliases was restricted to programmers. In
System 7, an alias is a special type of file that serves as a pointer
to any Macintosh object. An alias represents the object to which it points.
Aliases a re the computer equivalents of telephone call forwarding. After
an alias is set up, an Open command for the alias is forwarded automatically to the object that the alias re presents. Unlike call forwarding, an
alias has the intellige nce to keep track o f the object to which it points,
even if you move the object, the alias, or both. You may make an alias of
any object that you can select from d1e Finder.
Aliases e nable you to access objects more easily without making copies
of the objects. You can make an alias of something to install it in the
Apple me nu; make an alias of a file on a file server to simplify the
process of connecting to d1e server; or use aliases on your Desktop
to access objects easily without needing to keep the objects on d1e
Desktop.

Creating an Alias
To create an alias, select d1e item to which you want it to point and
choose Make Alias from d1e File me nu in d1e Finder. Th e alias is created
in the same directory as d1e original and is named the same as the
original item, followed by the word Alias. Alias names appear in italics.
An alias is acrually a tiny file. After making an alias for any object, you can
rename, move, copy, or ch ange the icon of this file just like any other
Macintosh file. When you move the alias, it is still linked to the original
object and, with very few exceptio ns, acts as if it were the original object.
If you double-click on an alias, the original object opens.
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Determining When To Use an Alias
You will want to use aliases for two reasons; the first has to do with
security and the second with simplifying access to items.
Most people use aliases to make their work more productive. When you
use the Installer to install the System, it places an alias of the Control
Panels folder in the Apple Menu Items folder. You can then acce s the
Control Panel items easily from the Apple menu list. Using the Apple
menu folder with aliases, as covered in Chapter 7, gives you easy access
to applications, folders, and documents.
Many people only use a few applications and like to keep those on their
Desktop. Several applications, however, require that their supplementary
files reside in the same location as the applicatio n. By placing an alias of
the application on the Desktop, you can access the application from the
Desktop ·without needing to keep all the related files with it.
Network users can simplify access to their ftles as they move arou nd the
office. They can make an alias of their hard drive and carry it around on
a floppy disk. When they need to access something from their own
Desktop, they can use d1e alias to access it from any computer on the
network.
Aliases also enable network administrators to keep applications secure.
Network users sometimes copy commercial programs from the network
to floppy disks and take them home. The network administrator can
make an alias of an application and give users access to only the ~tlias.
Users could then use the application at work, but would be unable to
copy anything to disk except the alias. The alias would be worthless
when not on the network and would protect the original software.
(Remember that if you need to take a ftle with you and may not be
working on the same net\vork when you need to use it, be certain to
take the o riginal with you, not the alias.)

Using Get Info Windows
et Info windows provide you information and flexibility. You
access these windows by selecting an item and using the Get
Info command from the File menu or the keyboard shortcttt
Command-1. The Get Info windows are different and have different
functions depending on the type of item that you select when Get Info is
activated. Figures 4.13 through 4. 18 each show different types of Get
Info windows. 1 hese types do have some common components, which
are covered in the next few paragraphs.
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The title bar of the Get Info window shows the name of the selected
item, followed by the word Info. The item's icon and name are on the
first Line, with an optional second l.ine of text next to the icon. (Chapter 7 covers how to customize individual icons using the Get Info
window.) Figure 4.13 is a device Get Info window that illustrates the
common components of all Get Info windows.

Fig. 4.13

ForGone Info

A Get In fo window.
FarGon•
Kind: disk
Size: 126.9 MB on disl< ( 133, 155,840
byt•s us•d), for 3 ,785 it• ms
'Where: FarGon•, Dir•ctDriv•"' 180, SCSI
ID 6

Created : Tu•,Jun5, 1990, 12 :15 AM
Modified : Mon, May 27, 199 1, 5 :14 AM
Comments:

All the Get Info windows, except t11e one for Trash, have the same six
headings that are in figure 4.13: Kind, Size, Where, Created, Modified,
and Comments. The information that follows several of the headings
varies by item type, and some types have additional headings.
Each type enables you to enter your own notes into the box below the
Comments heading. You can use the Find command to search these
comments, and a shortened versio n of the comments can appear in the
file Hst views.

Device Info
hen you select a device icon before selecting Get Info, the resu lting info window provides infom1ation about the device. As
mentioned in Chapter 3, removable devices have their storage
media in units that may be removed and replaced. The device info
window information for a removable device represents the media
currently in the device. Figure 4.13 is a typical device info window.
The Kind heading is followed by disk for all types of disk drives- bard
drives, floppy drives, COs, o r cartridge drives.
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The Size information indicates the total amount of data stored on the
device. Within parentheses after that figure, you see the total amount of
disk space used. The difference represents overhead requirements, such
as directory information that is required to store and retrieve information from a Macintosh disk. The final piece of information after the Size
heading is the number of items stored on the device.
The Where heading is followed by information about the device or
removable media. The device name is repeated, and if the device is a
SCSI device, the SCSI lD number is listed. SCSI lD numbers are important when you are adding SCSI devices to your System; the System will
not work if a SCSI ID number is assigned to more than one device on the
same Macintosh. Depending on the manufacturer of the driver (controlling software) for the device, the listed information may include additional explanatory data about the version of the driver software that is
loaded on the device.
The Created date is the most recent initialization date of the device.
The Modified date is the last date that any data on the device was
changed.
Comments, as mentioned earlier, are the same across aU Get Info types.
You can use this area to place information that you believe is pertinent,
such as what the file contains or the phone number of a company that
provides technical support for an application.

Folder Info
Figure 4.14 is an example of a Get Info window for a folder. The Kind is
folder .

Fig. 4.14
Folder info window.
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Accountin

D

Info

Accounting

Kind: folder

Siz": 135K on disk ( 125 , 150 bytes
used), for 8 items
.,here: Far Gon•: Backup Syqu est : Public :
Cnat.,d : Mon, Jan 14, 1991 , 9 :56 PM

Hodifi"d : W•d, May 22 , 199 1, II :29 AM
Comm.,nts:
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Size re presents the total size of the folder an d its contents if they were to
be loaded into me mory. The parenthetical bytes used informatio n
indicates the space used by the files on the sto rage device. The final Size
informatio n is the number o f ite ms in the fo lde r. The ite m count
includes all the items at every level within the folder, including folders
and the files and folders within the m.
Th e \'(there information for a folder tells the e ntire path name of the
folder. The fo lder in figure 4.14 has the following path name:

FarGone :Backup Syquest:Public :
The path name translates to a map that describes where the fo lder
resides on the device and the name of the device. In this case, the folder
is inside another folder named Public, which is in a fo lde r named
Backup Syquest , which is on the device named FarGone.
Created, Modified, and Comments represent the same data as Device
Info windows.

Application Info
You access application info windows by using the Get Info command
whe n an applicatio n is selected . Applicatio n info windows have unique
features, as well as some of the same information as preceding info
types.
Kind is listed as application program, and Size represe nts the size of the
individual file. The Where, Created , Modified , and Comments d ata is
similar to d1at in the Folder Info window. Figure 4.15 shows an
applicatio n info window.
Between the Modified and Comme nts headings is a Ve rsion heading.
This area is reserved for the software publisher to enter the version,
copyright, and any other infom1ation that can be squeezed into the
allotted space. Two new items appear after the Comme nts box.
The Locked check box enables you to protect the ft.Je from changes and
accide ntal deletio n. Check the Locked box if you do no t want to permit
changes. You cl1eck the box by clicking on it and uncheck it by clicking
o n it again.
Locking a file means that users canno t change or dele te it. Some
software will not run if users cannot make changes to its application file,
so be careful before locking an application.
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F~.

4.15

Application info window.

~

~

DiskDoubler"' App
DiskDoubler"' Disk 3 .0

Kind : application program
S ize: 11 2K on disk (1 13 ,780 bytes used)
Yhere : Gold 7 : Applications : Utilities :
Created: Sun, Oct 7, 1990, 5 :13PM
Modified : Sal, Apr 20, 199 1,3 :42 PM
Ver s ion : 3 .0. 1. Copyright @1990 Salient.
A11 Rights Reserved
Comments :

r--H emory .....-·---·-·-·-··-··-··;

I Sugges ted size :

0

~

locke d

200

K

!

~K i
l-·---·-·-·-·-··-..·-·-·....-·-··-··-·-·1
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Current size :

Locking is not strong protection; you still need to back up files.
Locking a file may be useful, but do not depend on d1e lock for file
pro tection. A file can be unlocked at any time by clicking the box
again.

CAUTION

The bottom right corner of the Application Get Info box contai ns the
publisher's Suggested Size for the applicatio n and a size that you may set
for the application. The size is the memory allocation required to run the
application. If you try to start an application wim Less memory available
than me number in me Suggested Size box, the application will not start
unless you set me Current Size box to a lower number and acknmyledge
a warning dialog. Generally, you should not set the Current Size to a
smaller number than what is suggested. You may be able to use an
application with less memory man is suggested, but you also may cause
the application to behave in u npredictable ways.
If you create or read extremely large documents or have many documents open at the same time, d1e application may need more memory
space man the minimum. In those cases, increase me memory allocation
by entering a higher number in me Current Size box. If you try to open
an application when you have less memory available than the Curr m
Size but more d1an me Suggested Size, the Macintosh asks if you want to
continue operating even d10ugh there is Less mem01y available than you
intended for the application. The Suggested Size is usually a minimal
size for regular use of me application.
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See Chapter 6 for more information about memory and applications.

Document Info
ocument info boxes are similar to application info boxes. Unlike
application info boxes, however, the Version heading in document
info boxes usually is followed by n/a, which indicates not applicable. Figure 4.16 shows another difference: the Memory Allocation box
is replaced by a Stationery Pad check box.

Fig. 4.16

Chap ter 3 Info

Document info window.

Chapter 3
Kind : Microsoft Vord document
Size : 74K on disk (75 ,264 bytes used)
Yhere: Gold 7 : Business: Book in Prooess :

Created: Thu, May 16 1 199 1, 3 :OB PM
Modified: Thu 1 May 23 1 199 1, 8 :0 2 PM
Version: n /a
Comment s:

D Locked

D Stationery

pad

Check the Stationery Pad box to use the document as a template or
pattern for new documents. When this box is checked and you try and
open the document, the System displays the message shown in
figure 4.17.
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Fig. 4.17
Stationery pad open
message.

You houe opened o stationery pod, so o
new document will be creoted.
Type o nome for the new document:
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If you do not choose Cancel when the stationery pad open message
appears, you can assign a name to a new copy of the file, and use the
Save In button to select where the file is to be stored. When you ress
Return or click on the OK button, d1e Macintosh copies the file that you
selected first and assigns it the new name. With this method, you can set
up a document with a group of standard materials (such as a layout or a
letterhead) and use it as the starting point to create similar documents.
Some applications already have implemented templates or stationery.
This concept is basically the same, except that it works with all
applications that permit you to modify a document.
If you open a stationery pad from within the application that created it,
you can change the actual stationery pad. Stationery pad items have their
own unique icon, which is shown in figure 4. 18.

Fig. 4.18
Statio nery pad icon.

D

Chapter Format
The stationery pad icon is the same for documents created by all
applications. To tell which application created the stationery pad, use
Get Info or look at a list view that includes d ocument kind.
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Alias Info
lias info windows provide info rmation about aliases and the
objects that d1ey represent. Figure 4.19 illustrates the two differences between docume nt info windows and alias info windows.
The firs t is d1at instead of a Versio n heading, alias info windows have an
Original heading. Following mat headi ng is the pad1 name mat directs
you to the original object from which the alias was made. If me o bject
has been moved since the alias was made, mis information may be
out-of-date until you open me alias or use the Find Original bu tton.

Fig. 4.19
Alias info window.

§ 0 §§§

Microsoft EH cel 3.0 Info

~

~ l'fNIV><>f1 E.w <'l5.J;
Kind : alias
Size : I K on disk (580 bytes used)

'lih ere: Gold 7 : System Folder : Apple Menu
Items :
Creat ed : 'lied, May 22, 1991,2:19 PM
Modified : Fr i, May 24, 1991 , 2:57 AM
Original : Gold 7 : Applications : Exce13 .0 :
Microsoft Excel
Comme nts:

0

Looked

( Find Origin al ]

The second difference is mat the Find Original button re places the
Statio nery Pad check box. You use this butto n to update the loc.'ltion of
the o riginal file when you move it. As long as me original is o n me
device it was o n at the time me alias was made, and accessible to you r
Macintosh, the original will be fou nd an d the current path name will be
updated.
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Trash Info
The Trash info window is considerably different fro m all the others. This
window, as shown in figure 4.20, has three primary fu nctio ns: it enables
you to access and modify the trash can icon; it permits you to check the
contents of the Trash (number of files, folders, and total space used);
and it gives you a check box for rurning off the warning message that
appears when you empty the Trash.

Fig. 4.20
Trash info window.
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Trash Info

CO)

Trash

Yhrn•: On tht> duktop
Contr nts : 2 filos and 2 fol dor s aro in tht>
Trash for a total of 66K.

Modifi r d : Mon,

Ma~

27, 199 1 , 10 :12 PM

I8J Y a rn b ofor o omptlj ing

The Where of the Trash info window is always On the desktop. You do
no t have the option of moving your trash can anywhere except to
another locatio n o n the Finder's Desktop. If you try to move it to a
folder or o nto a device, you see the message The trash cannot be

moved off t he deskt op.
When you move items into the Trash, they stay on the device where they
were located, bur are moved into an invisible folder named Trash. Your
Desktop only contains one Trash can icon, bur that icon may represent
the contents of several invisible Trash folders. Every device that enables
you to delete items has its own Trash folder. The Trash info window
describes the number of files, number of folders and amount of storage
used. Unfortunately, this information is a summary rather d1an a detail
by device. To determine where each item in d1e Trash actually resides,
you need to open the Trash and use Get Info o n each item.
Check the Warn Before Emptying box when you do want to be warned
every time you select Empty Trash. The warning tells you how ma ny
files, how many folders, and how much disk space is to be deleted and
asks you to select a button to continue the deletion o r cancel the
command. The Installer cl1ecks the W;u·n Before Emptying box to urn
on the message. Yo u can rurn it off by unchecking the box in the Trash
info window.
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Creating aNew Folder
a u can use one of three standard methods to create a folder. This
section covers two methods that you use from the Finder. The
third method is to use the stand;u·d file dialog within applications
and is covered in Chapter 6.
The primary way to create a new folde r is to select the New Folder
command or press Command-N from the File menu in the Finder. A new
folde r named Untitled Folder is created in d1e active window. If d1e
window already contains an Untitled Folder, d1e new folder is named
Untitled Polder 2, Untitled Folder 3, and so on.
The new folder is created at the highest level within d1e window. To
move the new fo lde r within anothe r folder, select the new folder and
drag it to d1e appropriate folder. Whe n the desired folder highlights,
release the mouse button to drop the new folder into the existing folder.
The second way to create a new folder is to duplicate an e.xisting folde r.
You can select the Duplicate option or press Command-D from the File
menu, or you can drag a folder from ano ther device. When you duplicate
a folder, you also duplicate its contents.

Renaming Devices, Folders, or Items
evices and removable media are normally named when you
initialize them. After that, you can rename them as you wou ld
folde rs or o ther items. You can rename virtually any unlocked
item on a read/write device-including the device itself. You cannot
rename the Trash, however, because it is a unique object and canno t be
renamed or dele ted.

NOTE
When you name or
rename a removable
media device, such as a
tape cartridge or floppy
disk, you are naming
the individual cartridge
or disk and nor the
actual device.
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Changing text on the Macintosh is consistent across all Finder operatio ns
and many application programs. In general, you simply select the text to
cha nge and delete or type over it.

NOTE
Remember that item
names are limited to 31
characters and may
contain any keyboard
characters except the
colon (:).

To change a name, first select it by clicking on it. The entire name field is
highlighted. If you keep the pointer over the name field, the pointer
changes from an arrow into an 1-beam. The 1-beam cursor indicate!; that
you can enter text.
To change the entire name, click on the name. After the name field
highlights and the cursor changes to an 1-beam, begin typing the new
name. The entire name is replaced. When you finis h typing the new
name, press the Return key.
You can cancel the name change at any time before pressing Return or
clicking the mouse o n a different part of the screen. Simply delete the
entire contents of the name field and the o riginal name rentrns.
To enter text in a specific place in the name field, use the mouse tO
point tO where you want the cursor and click the mouse buttOn. The
I-beam and the blinking cursor location bar move to the place that you
click. Then simply type characters; the characters are inserted at the
location of the 1-beam.

NOTE
lf you place a file in the

Trash and a file with the
same name already
e.xists in the Trash, the
Finder automatically
renames the Hie that
you are cu rrently
throwing away. The
Finder adds a number
to the end of the name
and cominues to add
higher numbers to each
successive file that has
the same name. The
Trash is the only place
that works this way. If
you try to move an item
to ano t11er fold er that
contains an item with
the same name, you wiU
be asked if you want to
replace the original.

To delete characters, move the cursor to the immediate right of the
character d1at you want to delete and use the Delete key to remove
characters one at a time. You also can highlight the characters d1at you
want to delete or replace by clicking the mouse when the pointer is at
o ne end of the group of characters ;md then dragging the mouse until
you highlight all the characters you want to delete or replace. Pressing
the Delete key eliminates the highlighted characters. Typing when a
group of characters is highlighted replaces them with whatever you type.

Copying and Moving Items
oving and copying items uses the pointing, clicking, and dragging
skills that you learned in Chapter 3. Make sure that you can see
the folder in which you want to place the item before you select it
for moving or copying.

Copying Items
To copy an item or group of items from one media to another, follow
these steps:
1. Select the item or group of items that you want to copy.

2. Drag the items o nto the icon of another physical device or onto a
folder on the device.
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The items are copied onto the device. If you drag the items o nto
d1e device icon, they are copied o nto me top level of the hie rarchy. If you drag them onto an open window, they are placed in
that level. If you drag them o nto a folder, they are copied into that
folder.
To copy items from one folde r to another on the same device, follow
d1ese steps:
1. Select the item or group of items that you want to move.
2. Press and hold the Option key and drag the item to me Desktop or
to a differe nt folder o n the same device.
You also can duplicate an ite m by selecting it and pressing
Command-D. A copy is created in the same folder or location as
d1e origi nal. The new item has the same name as me o riginal ite m
except that me word Copy is added to me e nd of the name.

Moving Items
his section covers d1e ways that you can move an item to anome r
location on the same device. Moving items to different devices
requires that you copy d1e items and me n delete them from me
original device.
To move an ite m or group of items within a hierarchical listing, follow
mese steps:
1. Scroll d1e window until you see the item mat you want to move.
2. Select the item. If you are selecting several ite ms, you may need to
scroll between items.
3. Drag the item until you highlight the folder into which you are
moving the item. Tf the folde r is not visible, you may drag past
me top or bottom of d1e view window. The Finder will scroll
automatical ly to show a different portion of d1e item list.
Figure 4.21 shows the arrow cu rsor as it looks when you are
scrolling up to see ite ms mat are higher in d1e window. A light
outline appears above the cursor. The outline represents d1e ite ms
being moved .
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Fig 4.21
Scrolling to a new part of a
hierarchical list when
moving items.
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To move an item between windows, follow these steps:
1. Open the window that includes d1e folder to which you want to

move the item. You may need to scroll to make the folder come
into view.
2. Open the wi ndow that includes the item you want to move.
3. Select the item that you want to move. If you are selecting a group
of items, you may need to scroll between items.
4. Drag the item until the destination folder highlights.
5. Release the mouse button.
The windows in this move process can be eid1er hierarchical or not
hierarchical. The destination folder should be visible before you start the
drag, however. The automatic scrolling for destination folders only
occurs when you move items within the same window.
To move an item or group of items to the Desktop, select the item and
drag it until it is over any part of the Desktop that does not have an open
document or window covering it.
To move an item to the top level of the storage hierarchy for a device
(sometimes called the root level), select the item and drag it to the
device icon.

Using the Put Away Command
he Put Away command enables you to return items to where they
were stored before you moved them to the Desktop. This fairly
simple command helps keep the Desktop from becoming
cluttered. When you move an item to the Desktop, the ftle contains the
information d1at points back to its o riginal location. By selecting the file
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and using either the Command-Y key combination or selecting Put Away
from the File menu on the Finde r, you can return a Desk1:op ite m lO its
origi nal location. This command e nables you to keep current projects in
the Desktop as you work, and then return them to their appropriate
locations whe n you finish.

Deleting Items
o delete an individual item, drag it to the Trash. The Trash is a
special type of folder that maintains aU the items you have put in it
until you select the Empty Trash item fro m the Special menu in
the Finder. If you decide that you do not want to delete an item, you can
open the Trash and retrieve the item at any time before you empty the
Trash. When opened, the Trash window works like any other Finder
window.
Dragging a removable item su ch as a cartridge o r floppy disk into the
Trash does not erase the media. It merely removes the item from the
Desktop. If you want to erase a floppy disk or cartridge, select the item
and then select Erase Disk from the Special Menu.

Adding labels
abets are a new way for individual Macintosh users to tag items
that they can handle as a group. Any ite m that you can select,
including the Trash, can have a label attached to it. (For more
information on using labels, see Chapte r 7.)
To attach a label to an ite m, follow these steps:
1. Select the item.
2. Select a color/name combination from the Label menu.
You can show these labels in list views and select them using the
Find commands (see Chapter 5). The colors that you assign lO the
icons using the label process appear whenever the icons appear on
a color monitor in colo r mo de.
You can modify the names and colo rs of labels. If you define the label
categories thoughtfully, they can be a powerful tool for helping you
organize and select files.
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Chapter Summary
his chapter described the many ways that you can use the Finder
to view and manage files. It covered icons; icon and list views;
aliases; Get Info windows; and how to create new folders, rename
items, and copy and move items. You can use the tools described in this
chapter to perform almost any file-management task.
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Using
the Finder
s with the noncomputerized desktop, the Macintosh Desktop
tends to get cluttered. The more files you have, the more tro uble
you will have remembering the location of a specitlc file. In an
actual office, professional secretaries ru·e indispensable-partly betause
they can find the file d1at an executive needs. The System 7 Finder
provides search tools that serve as your private secretary for finding files.
The file selection options contain many ways to define a search and
pinpoint fLies wid1 specific characteristics. This chapter covers using the
Finder to find d1ings.

Performing aSimple Search
A Find command has long been a part of many Macintosh applications as
a method of searching for specific text characters within a document.
The System 7 Finder implements powerful file se:u·ch capabilities in its
Find and Find Again commands. Figure 5.1 shows the Finder's File menu
with d1e Find option highlighted. You can use the mouse or press
Command-F to select d1e Find command. Find Again finds the next
matching criteria. You can use the mo use or press Command-G to select
d1e Find Again command.

Fig. 5.1
The File menu with the
Find option highlighted.
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NOTE
Applications that
contain Find and Find
Again commands do
not always use the same
Command key
combinations or the
same approach to
find ing things. Review
the d ocumentation for
each application before
trying to use these
co mmands in any
application except the
Finder.
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You use the Find command to locate files. You can use this command
with a variety of o ptio ns. You can select and change virtually any option
at any time and in any order.
Find can also work on all files that your Macintosh can access. This
capability means that you can search for and handle files on devices
connected to your Macintosh as part of a network; you also can
work with files o n devices that are attached directly to your Macintosh.
Any Find command that you issue without setting a limitation on the
devices to be searched automatically will include all devices that your
Macintosh can access when the Find begins.
To perform a simple search, follow these steps:
1. Select the Find command with the mouse o r press Command-F.
The Find dialog appears (see fig. 5.2). You can do a simple search,
or you can select the More Choices button to define a more
sophisticated search.

Fig. fi.2
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You can customize the search as described in the section "Using
Extended Find Options," or you can search using the defaults. In a
default search, the search is based o n matching a group of
characters wid1 the characters in the name of an item; d1 is item can
be on any available storage device.
2. Type a sequence of characters in the selection box. See the !;ection
"Entering Search Criteria" for more information on this step.
3. CHck on the Find button o r press the Return key.
The Macintos h searches until it detects a match between the
characters that you specified and an item on any of the devit:es. It
then opens a window that represents the location of the iteti'l
found and selects the item for you.
You can cancel a search by pressing Command-. (period).

Searching Again
f the item is not the one you wanted, you can continue the search
by selecting the Find Agai n command with the mouse or by
pressing Command-G. lf d1e next match is not in the same
window, the window that was opened by the tlrst Find command loses
before it opens the new window.

If no match is found, you hear the System beep sound. (This may sound
like a beep; if you have customized the sound, however, it may sound
like something else-a bell, for example.)
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Entering Search Criteria
Knowing some search techniques will help you find items more quickly.
Reme mber that the Macintosh d oesn't recognize the text you enter as
words; it simply recognizes unique combinations of characters. If you
type the word card into the selection field and begin a search, the
computer will find files named discard, card file, or card. Likewise, the
Finder ignores capitalization, so it treats Card and card identically.
The best technique is to type e nough unique characters to identify the
file o r to limit the number of additional items that wou ld match the
criteria. You do not need to use the first characters o f the file name. If
the ending characters or some group of characters with in the name are
more likely to be unique to the file you are trying to find, use them.

If you do nor find the correct item o n the first search, do two things
before you continue the search with Find Again. First, look at the
window d1at was opened for d1e selected ite m. Often, files of similar
names are grouped in d1e same folder and you may see the file that you
want. Second, examine what was found and d1ink again about the
uniqueness o f the characters you have chosen as match criteria. Sometimes after the first selection is displayed , a differe nt set of characters
becomes an obvious choice for the search criteria.
If Find does not narrow the selected range sufficie ntly when you select a
set of unique characters, you can use an extended ve rsion of the Find
command.

Using Extended Find Options
earching by text characters within file names is useful, but it
doesn't cover all th e special needs of users. The extended Find
o ptions provide ways to configure a wide r set of search crite ria.
You access more sophisticated Find options by clicking on the More
Choices button in the standard Find dialog.
The Extended search window contains three boxes (see fig. 5.3). You
select options from each box to customize your search. These boxes are
not labeled, so d1ey are referred to here by their posi tion from left to
right.
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fig. 5.3
Search cype dialog within
the extended Find dialog.
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The far left box is used to select the type of search . These primaf} search
types define which of the descriptive items (fields) the Macintosh
searches to select matches. You normally select this option first,
although you do n't have to. This box is always a pop-u p menu an its
name indicates the currently selected optio n. This following page
discuss each of the options and any variations.
In the middle box, you enter logical criteria, such as starts with,
contain, is greater than, and so on. If you think of the tl1ree box
making up an English sentence, the leftmost box would contain t
subject and the middle box would contain the verb. Each type of
has its own allowable verbs, which you access through this pop-u
menu .
You usually type text in the far right box, so it is referred to as th
criteria box. Table 5.1lists the nine types of searches, the logical "teria
that may be used with each, and the text or other selectio n criteri that
may be used with the search type. Table 5.1 shows the three sets f
optio ns in the left-to-right order as they appear on-screen.

Table 5.1
Search Criteria Options

Type of Search
name

Logical Crite ria

Text Criteria

contains

entered text string

starts with
e nds with

is
is not
doesn't contain
c 1tinues
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Table 5.1
continued

Type of Search

Logical Criteria

Text Criteria

size

is less than
is greater than

entered number in K

kind

contains

entered text string
alias
application
document
folder
stationery

label

is

selected from active list

date created

is
is before
is after
is not
is
is before
is after
is not

month/day/year selected

date modified

entered text string

version

is
is before
is after
is not

entered text string

comments

contain
do not contain

entered text string

lock

is

locked
unlocked

To perform an extended search, select a combination of values from the
three boxes. You can select these values in any order, and you can
change an option any time before you activate the search.
All nine types of searches work the same way. The only difference is what
options are available in the search criteria and text criteria boxes. The
default values for the three boxes are whatever you used in your last
find. lf you have not yet performed a find, they are left at the simple
search defaults of name for search type, is for search criteria, and an
empty field for text criteria.
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Selecting Search Criteria
To change the selected search type, follow these steps:
1. Click on the far left box in the extended Find dialog.

2. Choose a search type from the pop-up menu.
After you select the search type, the selection is complete. If you
satisfied with the values in the other two boxes and the Where To
options, select the Find button or press Return to activate the se
The Where To Search options are covered in the sections "Speci
\'Vhere To Search" and "Searching All at Once." To change the log
search criteria, select a logical criteria from the middle pop-up m
This box works the same way as the search type pop-up menu.
You also can change the search criteria in the far right box. Some
types require you to enter text into this box and others present p -up
selections. Visual clues help you understand what you are to ente . If
you are to enter text, for example, the text entry field is open and
blinking cursor is in the field. See Table 5.1 for all the possible o
available for each search type. You can also refer to the next few
for the detailed description of each search type and its search crit ia
options.

Selecting aSearch Type
The search types differ somewhat, and each has its own strengths nd
weaknesses. The next few pages examine each general type so th you
will be better able to determine which is best for any situation.

Name Searches
he extended name searcl1 is a useful tool. You can use it to
the number of items matched in a given search by selecting
restrictive logical criteria. Contains, which is the default us
simple find operations, is the most flexible option, hut is also mo
to find more inappropriate matches. If you don't know the precis
of the item you are seeking, the contains option works well.

it

\XThen you do a name search, you can search by the criteria show
figure 5.4. To display these choices, click on the middle box in th
extended Find dialog.
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Fig. 5.4
Logical search criteria
options for the name
search type.
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The most restrictive of the logical criteria options for the name search, is,
restricts the search to file names that exactly match the characters in d1e
text criteria box. This option does not always find what you expect
because many items do not have the names that you expect. Many
applications include additional characters in their file names, for
example. The file name for one application is CalenderM.aker 7M. Suppose
that you do not include the r M in your search. A contains name search
would find the file with the selection criteria of CalenderM.aker, but an
is search would not find it because the match is not exact.
Despite these limitations, the extended name search options are flexible
and are very helpful for fi nding files. You can enhance your search
capability significantly by selecting file names with searches in mind. lf
you include a common word or group of characters in all the file names
of a group of files, you will be able to find the entire group quickly with
a name search. You might, for example, use the word budget or the
characters bud at the beginning or end of the file name of all your
budget files.

Size Searches
Size searches work like name searches except that the specific options
available in the logical criteria box are different, and you use the text
criteria box to enter a number that represents a
file size.
Size searches are most often used to find all the exu·emely large files on
a device. Finding and reviewing large files is an important step when you
need more storage space than is available on your devices. There are
many alternatives available for optimizing how you use your storage
space. Nearly all these alternatives require you to find the larger files
before you can select and implement a strategy to free up space.
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IdentifYing and eliminating large duplicate files often is one of
effective ways to make room on a storage device. A size search
simplifY this task.
Enter a number in the text criteria box for a size search. Size
are represented in K (as in BOOK floppy disks). When file sizes
file listings, they are also re presented in K.

in

To use the most common approach to searching by size, follow
steps:
1. Select size fro m the search type (far left) box.
2. Select from among d1e search criteria options in the m
Figure 5.5 shows both available options.

Fig. 5.5
Size search window with
logical criteria pop·up
menu.
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3. Click o n the text criteria (far right) box and enter a num
representing the size of file you want to find.
If you want to find all the files greater than lOOOK, for
select greater than in the searc h criteria box and enter the
1000 in the text character box.

4. Press Return or click on the Find button to begin the

Kind Searches
he kind search de rives its strengd1 from the information
each file that describes its type and, in many cases, the <~nnli .r"'r
that created it. Each file type that an application creates
"signature." This signature is displayed after the Kind heading in
windows and in the Kind column of list views, so it is often re

kind.
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The kind often consists of the name of the application that created the
file, fo llowed by document or stationery pad. Several signatures,
however, do no t reflect applications, such as alias ,folder, text, and
system extension. This multifaceted use of kind can be confusing, but
you can bypass the confusion fairly easily. When you are looking for
documents created by a specific application, try to use a few characters
from the application name in the text crite ria box, or use Get Info or a
List view to see exactly what kind that application assigns.
You can select from the five standard kinds or enter text to use in the
search. The selection by standard type is straightforward and is helpful
for finding all applications. Entering text enables you to select all the
documents created by a given appli<;ation. You can use th is capability for
several purposes.
For example, you can assess the work necessary to convert from one
standard application to another. Suppose that you were conside ring
changing database applications fro m FileMaker Pro to 4th Dime nsion.
You would use a kind search to dete rmine how many FileMaker Pro files
you have by typing Filel'vfaker Pro in the text character (far right) box.
To do a kind search, follow these steps:
1. Select k ind from the search type (far left) box.
2. Select an o ptio n from the search crite ria (middle) box. See
figure 5.6 fo r a complete list of the available options.
3. Select a kind from the pop-up menu on the far right; you select a
general docume nt type or type characters into the text criteria box.
Characters that you type in the text criteria box will be matched to
the kind information of files and folders the same ways that
ch aracte rs are matched to the file names in a name search.
4. Press Return or click the Find button to activate the search.

Fig. 5.6
Kind search with pop-up
menu fo r standard kind
o ptio ns.
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label Searches
haprer 4 explained how you can assign your own label rype
each file. Labels are useful for grouping ite ms and selecting
with label searches. Because you have only e ight option sseven label rypes and no label- the only logical criteria is an exac
match. Figures 5.7 and 5.8 show a labe l search, the menu for sele
label , m el the corresponding Label menu. You Carl modify the de
of labels to meet your needs. (The process is described in Chapte
you do modify labels, the label menu and the label dialog selecti
change to show the names you have selected for the labels.

o
em
e
ing
nition
7.) If
both

To perform a label find w ith the definitions shown in figures 5.7 ·
follow these steps:
1. Select label from the search rype (far left) box.

2. Select the search criteria. Figure 5.7 shows the entire list of
available options.

3. Select the appropriate label from the pop-up me nu of label ames.
4. Press Retu rn or click o n the Find button to activate the sear h.

Fig. 5.7
The e>.' tended Find window
wid1 a customized label

list.
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Fig. 5.8
The customized label list as
shown from d1e Label
menu in the Finder.
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Date Created and Modified Searches
he two date search criteria are useful for identifying new items so
that you can make backup copies o r find new ftles when tl1e name
is unknown. The search is by date, with no option for time, so you
can find all the items that were created today or all the items that were
mod ified today, but you cannot find only the items from the last hour.
The created date on a file does not necessarily indicate its logical
creation date. If you created a file by duplicating an existing file rather
than opening a new docume nt, the date reflects when the original file
was created . Although a duplicated file starts with the same crea ted and
modified dates as the original, the modified date changes when you
make and save changes to the flle.
Creatio n date is most useful for finding o lde r applications and files. It is
also handy in complex Find o perations, which are defined in the section
"Performing Complex Find Operatio ns" late r in this chapter.
To p erform a date created or date modified search, follow these steps:
1. Select eithe r date created or date modified from the search typ e

(far left) box.
2. Select from the four options in the search criteria (middle) box.
Figure 5.9 shows all the available optio ns.
3. Set the date by changing any or all of the three separate fields fo r
mo nth, day, or year. You set the date by clicking on one of three
elate fields, and then typing the date o r using the arrow butto ns to
increase or decrease the displayed number.
4. Press Rentrn or dick on d1e Find button to activate the search.

Fig. 5.9
Date created search criteria
options and date selector.
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Version and Comments Searches
he versio n and conm1ents search criteria options are limitec !by the
version and comment information stored in files. Sof1ware
develo pers and publishers do n ot always include versio n in rmation in their application files, which limits the value of a versio n Sf ~ch.
The primary limitatio n on the comments search is that even if you
place comme nts in each document tlu-ough the Get Info w indow, he
informatio n may disappear and thus limit its validity as a search cr eria
Rebuilding the Desktop, for exam p le, eliminates the comme nts fie ~ data
stored in files. (For mo re informatio n o n rebuilding the Desktop, f.e
Chapte r 13.) You may search on comments, but they are relatively hartlived by nature.
To perform a ve rsion or comme nts search, follow these steps :
1. Select version o r comments fro m the search typ e (far left) b x.

2. Select either the contain or do not contain option from the earch
criteria (middle) box, as shown in figur e 5.10.

Fig. 5.10
A comments search with
the two logical criteria
shown.
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3. Type the text characters to be used for the search. (For ma r d etail
o n using text characters in searches, see the section "Enteri g
Search Crite ria" earlier in this ch apter.)
4. Press the Return key or click on th e Find butto n to activate
search.

e
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lock Searches
f you lock files in the Get Info windows, you can search for files
based on their locked or unlocked status. Because locking
prevents modifying or deleting the files, you cannot copy over the
files or remove them without first finding and unlocking them.
If you lock files, you may find that the simplest backup routines become
more complex. The easiest way to back up a folder and its contents is to
drag it to another storage device. If you later drag a new copy of the
folder to the backup device, the Finder asks whether you want to replace
the older version. After getting your OK, it replaces the older version. If
you have any locked files in the folder, the replace cannot proceed
because the locked files cannot be deleted. A lock search identifies the
files quickly so that you can unlock them and continue the process.
To perform a lock file search, follow these steps:
1. Select lock from the search type (far left) box.
2. Select locked or unlocked from the far right box, as shown in
figure 5.11.
3. Press Return or click on the Find button to activate the search.

Fig. 5.11
The Lock search dialog
with irs rwo options visible .
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Specifying Where To Search
In addition to providing options for the search definition, the extended
Find dialog enables you to control where the search occurs. Figures 5.12
and 5.13 illustrate some of the options available on a System with two
disks, one named Gold 7 and the o ther named Orbit.
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Fig. 5.12
Extended Find dialog
without an active window.
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Fig. 5.13
Extended Find dialog
when the window titled
Business is active.
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The options list varies depending on the situation when you selec the
Find command. You always have the option of searching on all di and
on any one of the disks that are available to the System. If there is n
active Finder window, you also have the option of searching only les
within that window. If there is no active Finder window, the on th
desktop option is available.
The final option on the pop-up menu is the selected items, which
its
the search to the items that you selected before activating the Fin
command. Select from among location options by clicking on the eld to
the right of the word Search and dragging the mouse until the opt n
that you want highlights. Then release the mouse.
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Searching All at Once
he default search process for Find commands searches for one
match at a time and, if necessary, opens the appropriate window
to display the selected file. If the item is not what you wa nt, you
can use the Find Again command ro move to the next match until you
either find the file that you want or determine that it is not present. This
process can be tedious, and it makes finding all the files that match the
criteria and performing actions on the group (such as moving o r
deleting) difficult.
You can use the Ail at Once check box in the extended Find search
windows to override the default. \Vhen you check this box, the results
are no t presented one file at a time but are highlighted as a group in an
expanded hierarchical window. The results are limited to items that may
appear in one active Finder window. You will not be able ro select items
from multiple storage devices in o ne find. To tlnd items on subsequent
devices, you need to use the Find Again command.
When you have multiple devices active and have selected the On All
Disks and the Ail at Once options, the location selection pop-up menu
automatically changes to the tlrst device in the device list. The Finder
recognizes that you cannot show all the results in one window. [f you
have ftles on the Deskrop and files are found on the d evice both on and
off the Desktop, the message in figure 5.14 appears.

Fig. 5.14
Message that appears when
items are found both on
and off the Desktop.

It i s not possilll e to show oil of the
motching items In on e window. Se lec t
"Find Agoin " to see more m otching Items
on "Go ld 7".

~

OK

J)

If you see this message, select Find Again to review the remaining
matched files.
When multiple devices are being searched, the Finder indicates the
progress by displaying which device it is checking. Figure 5.15 is an
example of that progress report. It shows that the Gold 7 device is being
checked. Notice that the status bar starts out filled with the candy stripe
pattern. This pattern is not an indicatio n of the relative percentage that
has been checked on the device; it only in dicates d1at a search is in
progress.
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Performing Complex Find Operations
You can combine two or more searches to narrow a selection. Fo ow
these steps:
1.

Search on an AJl at Once basis.

2. Before you click on anything after the search is completed, elect
the Find command again and choose the additional criteria
3. Check to make sure that the new criteria has the location s ection
optio n set to the selected items.
4. Start the search.
Because the first search selected and highlighted all the items tha
matched your criteria, the second search only seeks a match to y r new
criteria from within the first set.
Do not click the mouse between multiple find operations. Items lected
from the initial find remain selected-and are thus available to b
searched by your second or subsequent search criteria- o nly if y have
not deselected them by clicking on a new selection.

Chapter Summary
he Find commands and options built into the System 7 Fin
provide tools for searching and selecting files or groups of
from your storage devices. These commands are important
because many people work on shared storage devices over netw
have large storage devices of their own. These search features are
especially helpful when you need to locate files on a network se
because you will probably not know the exact name of the file th
need. The Find tools also provide relatively simple ways for netw
administrators to review files and improve the overall manageme
the network.
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Working with
Applications
pplications are what make any computer practical for the d y-eoday user. Although most users will employ System 7's pow ful
Finder, it is not the type of application that they can help t m
complete daily business tasks. Several publishers provide specitk
application programs that enable you to perform specific tasks wi
the environment of the Macintosh System.
One of the primary advantages of using a Macintosh is that most , plications functio n consistently. Apple provided a wide variety of tool nd
documentation to developers, which encourages them co use a c sisten t interface. Consequently, most Macintosh applications have
ny
similarities. After you learn to use one applicatio n, you have a sigr ificant
head start toward using additional applications. This chapter cov s how
to start applications and explains tl1e most common attributes an
functions of most Macintosh applications.

Installing an Application
ost o f this chapter assumes that you installed the application on
one of your storage devices. Depending on the application, you
can use a generic installation process, use a provided Install
program, o r fo llow detailed instructions docume nted by the application
developer.

Generic Install Process
The simplest install process works for many programs and simply
involves copying the applicatio n file and any associated ftles tO a storage
device that your Macinrosh can access. Some applications work fro m
floppy disks, but most require additional space and must be placed o n a
larger storage device. The process is the same as covered in Chapter 4
for copying any file on a Macintosh. You can place the file (s) on your
Desktop or within folders . [f you copy an entire application from a
floppy disk tO another storage device, be careful that you do n't accide ntally copy an extra System Folder to the device.

Install Programs and Custom Install Procedures
Many applicatio ns have Install programs that are like the System 7
Installer covered in Chapter 2. If you have no t yet installed the application, refer to the applicatio n documentation. If you have lost track of the
docume ntatio n, check the flo ppy disks for a file named Read Me or an
application with Install or Installer- in its name. Reread the general
System 7 installation guidelines in Chapter 2 for hints about using
installation applications.

Starting an Application
ou usually start a Macintosh application by opening the application or opening documents created by the application. The two
most common methods fo r opening applications are ide ntical to
the procedures for opening folders covered in Chapter 4. Experienced
Macintosh users often use advanced methods to start applicatio ns. Some
advanced methods are discussed in the section "Using Advanced Open
Approaches" later in this chapter.
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Starting Applications from the File Menu
he most basic way to stan an application is to open it. To
application, select the application in a Finder window or o
Desktop. (You select the application by clicking on it.) Th
choose Open from the Finder's File menu (see fig. 6.1).
You can also open an application by selecting it and pressing Com

d-0.

Fig. 6.1
The File menu with the
Open option highlighted.
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You can also start an application by opening a document that wa
created by it. For the open process to work, the application must e
available on one of the storage devices that the Macintosh can ac
There are two advantages to starting an application by opening a
not
document instead of opening the application directly. First, you
have to find the application and then open it. Second, the docum
opened with the application; you don't have to open the applicat
then open the document that you want.
To open a document and the application that created it, simply s
the document that you want from the Desktop. Then either selec
from the Finder's File menu or press Command-O.
If the document that you opened is a Stationery Pad document (s
Chapter 4) , a copy of the document is created and opened with
application. Otherwise, the selected document is opened with th
application.
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Starting an application by opening a document also enables you to select
multiple items and open them aU at once. This method is helpful when
you perform a Find to find multiple documents with similar names (see
Chapter 5). The Find command selects aU the ite ms that match the
search criteria and keeps them selected until you dick on another
document or within another wind ow. If you need to review the contents
of the found documents to determine which one you need, you can use
the Open command to open the entire grou p of files and their associated applicatio ns.
The number and size of applications and documents open at any given
time is limited only by the memory that is available for them.

Double-Clicking To Start an Application
xpericnced Macintosh users rarely open files-including applications-from the File me nu. Double-clicking on the files is easier.
To open the application, you simply double-click on the application icon.
You can open multiple items by selecting all the ite ms and then doubleclicking o n o ne of them. The open process is the same whether you use
the Open command or do~ble-click on files.

Using Advanced Open Approaches
Many Macintosh users set up shortcuts for opening applications and
docume nts thac they use frequently. One shortcut is to drag the application to the Desktop so that you can open it quickly.
Another shortcut is to make an alias of the item (as described in Chapter 4) and the n install the alias in the Apple menu or set up the application as a startup application. Setting up the Apple menu and Startup
options are covered in Chapter 7.
If you install an application or one of its docume nts in the Apple me nu,
you can open the application by selecting it from the menu. Figu re 6.2
shows part of an Apple menu that has a few applications installed in it.
You could start the applications America Online and AppleLink 6.2 by
selecting them from th is menu, for example. (See Chapter 7 for information on setting up the Apple menu.)
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Fig. 6.2
The Apple menu with
some applications
installed.
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Startup items are defined for each startup device. (Chapter 7 cant ins a
detailed explanation of a startup device.) When you start or resta your
Macintosh, it checks to see what, if any, applications or document have
been defined as startup items. This checking process only looks ~
startup instructions within the System Folder of the device used t
the Macintosh. When it finds startup instructions, the application
documents open automatically.
System 7 enables you to open a document and its application by
selecting the document and dragging its icon to the application ic n.
This method-which is new to System 7-works in all Finder vie\\
formats and does not copy the document in the process. It also w rks if
you use an alias for either the document or the application.
The Finder recognizes which documents were created by each ap
tion and which other document types a given application can nor
open. It only permits you to drop a document onto an applicatio
that can open it. If you want to try opening a document with an a
tion that would not normally handle it, or if you want to import it
contents into another application, you must open the application st
and try the Open command. If the Open command will not open e
document, look for an Import command.

Using Macintosh-Friendly Applications
s mentioned at the beginning of the chapter, most Macintos
applications have several attributes in common. Most applic tions
enable you to use the same techniques to complete comma
tasks, such as creating files, opening fi les, saving files, and printin
Macintosh-friendly applications use menus and windows in the sa e
manner as the Finder. (See Chapter 3 for more information on usi
menus and windows.)
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Generally, Macin tosh users have voted with their wallets by refusing to
purchase applications that are not consistent with standard fu nctions
and techniques. You may find an exceptio n, but almost any published
:\1acin tosh application has virtually identical processes for completing
similar functio ns. As much as possible, all applications use standard
windows, file dialogs, menus, many menu items, and a number of
standard Comm and-key optio ns. The following material expands on the
standard items covered in Chapter 3 and explains additional functions
that are normally only used from within applications.

Using Standard Menus
The most common me nus in applications are the Apple, File, Edit, Font,
Balloon He lp, and Active Application menus. Except for the Apple and
Active Applicatio n menus, these menus may contain a variety of fu nctio ns and optio ns. The menus gene rally do have several standard items
in common, however. The fo llowing sections cover these standard items.

Apple Menu
The Apple menu provides a group of items that are available to the
Macintosh user at aU times, no matter what application is active. Except
for the top line, this menu is consiste nt throughout applications. When
the Finder is the active application, the first item on the me nu is Abom
the Macintosh. In almost every othe r case, the first ite m is About
application name. Instead o f application name, you see a name that
describes the current application, such as Microsoft Word. The d ialog
ofte n refe rs to this ite m.
Figure 6.3 shows the first item in d1e Apple menu when Microsoft Word
is the active application . Figure 6.4 shows d1e About dialog that opens
when that item is selected . Applicatio n developers and publishers often
use d1e About dialog to provide the name of the application, the
publisher, and the version number. This dialog may include additional
items. As you see in figure 6.4, Microsoft has included a Help button.
Many applicatio ns e nable you to access Help from the About d ialog.
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Fig. 6.3
The fi rst item in the Apple
menu w hen Microsoft
Word is the active
applicatio n.

About Microsoft Word ...
CEToo lboH

Fig. 6.4

[~)

The Micro soft Word Abo m
dialog.

[Canc el ]
Mi crosoft Word Uersion 4. 0
April 10, 1989
© 1987- 1989 Microsoft Corporatio n

File Menu
The File menu is always the tlrst menu to the right of the Apple m u.
Figures 65 through 6.7 show the File menus from three vastly d' rent
applications developed by unrelated companies. The applications ·e the
Finder, America OnJine, and Microsoft Word.

Fig. 6.5
The Finder File menu.
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Fig. 6.6
The America Online
communications program
File menu.
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Fig. 6.7
The Microsoft Word word
processing program
File menu.
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Figure 6.5 shows the familiar Finder file menu that comes with the Apple
System. Figure 6.6 is from a communications program that supports the
America Online network, and figure 6.7 is from a word processing
program from Microsoft. Notice that even though each of these three
File menus has unique attributes, they are also similar. The following
sections cover items in the order that they will probably appear in
application File menus.
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TIP
You will learn more
fro m the following
sectio ns if you refer
back to the figures 6.5
through 6.7 while you
read the mate riaL You
can also review the File
menus fro m the
applications o n yo ur
Macintosh.

New
Virtually any application that can create documents will have a Ne
o ption in d1e File menu. Many applications automatically create a
untitled document fo r you to work with when you start them, unl ss you
open the application by opening an existing document. You creat new
documents in almost any application by selecting New fro m the F e
menu. You can also use its keyboard equivalent, Command-N.

Open
The Open menu item opens existing documents from within an a plication. It works consistently across applications, and its keyboard e ivalent is Command-O. In most cases, selecting Open o nly enables y to
choose and o pen a document created by the active application.
Many applications enable you to o pen files that you created with
applications. The o pen process for files from o ther applications is
standardized as the process for opening files created by the active
application. There are, however, two commonly used options for
o pening files created by other applications. The first is to press an
the Shift key and then select the Open menu item. This combinati
means open any file tbat is compatible witb this application, and
permits you to open a larger number o f files. Yo u could, fo r exam
open a generic text file from a word processor.
The second special way of opening documents created by o ther a
tions is tl1e Import o r Place menu item within the File menu . Imp
selects, translates, and opens a documen t in the formac that the ac
applicatio n requires. Place translates and adds the contents of a d
ment into an existing document. You most often see Place in page
progran1s; this command enables you to add text and graphics ere
a variety of programs to a page Layout document.

1er
o t as

hold
n
t
le,

·ve
uayout
ted in

The Open menu item triggers the application's version of the sta n ard
file dialog so that yo u can navigate up and d own the folder hie rar
within any device and between devices available to your Macintos
(directly connected or connected thro ugh a network). The stand, ftle
dialog is used in Open, Save, Save As, and many specialized lmpor
Export menu selections. See tl1e section "Using the Standard File
later in this chapter for more information.

'"ill

You
probably have to navigate to select tlle document you wa to
o pen, unless it is in the folder you last accessed. After you find the
document, you can double-dick on its name or select it and click t e
Open button to open the document.
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Close
he Close me nu item generally closes the d ocume nt shown in the
active window. Most applkations keep track of whether you have
changed documents since they were last saved; if you UJ' to close a
document with unsaved changes, the program asks whethe r you want to
save the changes. Figure 6.8 shows a sample Close dialog.

Fig. 6.8
A sample Close dialog.
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)
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The Close dialog message informs you that you have not saved the
document. This dialog appears in o ne of these situations:
• When you specifically close a docume nt
• When you close an application but have not saved all the
documents you have created or modified
• When you shut clown or restart your Macintosh and have open
application documents that have been changed since you saved
them
The dialog is primarily a warning, but most applications include butto ns
in the Close dialog so that you can choose between saving the docu ment
or closing it wid10ut saving (dms losing the changes you have made). If
you select a Save button and the docume nt has been saved p reviously,
the changed document replaces the earlier version. If the document has
never been saved , the Close d ialog interprets pressing the Save Button as
if it were a Save As button. Most applications close the document after it
has been saved from the Close dialog. Applications that do not close the
document automatically after saving will redisplay the Close dialog so
that you can select the Close button .
The Close command has a keyboard equivalent of Command-Win
many-but not all-applications. Check the menu before you U)' this key
combination; some applications use it for othe r functions.
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Save
The Save menu item takes the document you have in memory an stores
it on the selected storage device. If you are working on a docum t that
you saved previously, the Save command generally replaces thee
version of the document with the changed versio n that is in mer
You can also use the keyboard equivalent, Command-S.

NOTE
Applications sometimes
save items into the
current directory rather
than replacing the
o riginaJ file. In these
cases, a new copy of the
document might be
saved in a location that
is not o bvious. The
current directory is the
locatio n that you
selected the last time
you used the standard
ftle dialog. See the
section "Using the
Standard File DiaJog"
later in this chapter for
information on how to
select a locatio n fo r
sa,~n g items or for
selecting items to open.

In some cases-most often when you have opened a file that was reated
by a different application- the Save dialog asks whether you wan
replace the existing document. The accompanying dialogs are set
explanatory. If the document is new, the Save option automatica
triggers a Save As command.

Save As
Like Save, Save As also takes the document in memory and store
sto rage device. UnJike Save, however, it assumes that you want t
or change the document name or location. It creates a new copy
document using the name you specify and places it in the locatio
you choose.
If you save to the same location as the prio r document and selec 1e
same name, it replaces the existing document. Most applications sk
whether you mean to replace the existing document before they
replace it.

Unless you navigate to a new location, Save As assumes that you ant
to save items in the folder you last accessed. (You use d1e stand a file
dialog to navigate to a new location; see the section "Using the S ndard
File Dialog" later in this chapter.)

Page Setup
fan application suppotts printing, the Page Setup option b
up a dialog for selecting printing options. If you have chan
printers through the Chooser in the Apple menu since a d
was created, you need to select Page Setup whether or not you "
change any optio ns. This process provides the application with i
tion about the printer you are using and enables you to select pr
options. See the section on printing in Chapter 3 for more infon
on this optio n.

logs
ed
·ument

ation
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Print
You use Pri nt to direct ourput to the primer chosen with the Chooser .
This output can be virtually anything, including d ocuments, windows,
the Desktop, and reports designed by applications but not stored as
documents. When you select Print, a Print dialog appears with several
options; the available options depend o n the application that you are
using. Each application tailors the Print dialog to provide options
appropriate to that application. Generally, you can select Print using the
Command-P key combination.

Uuit
TIP
Selecting the Shut
Down or Restart
options from the
Finder's Special menu
automatically triggers
Quit commands for aU
open applications.
These Quit commands
provide you the option
to save all the changes
you have made.

The last File menu item in most applications-except the Finder-is
Quit. This menu item is usually triggered by the key combination
Command-Q and signals the application that you are finished with it and
that it should close its files in an orderly manne r. Quit triggers Save
dialogs for documents d1at have not been saved since changes have been
mad e. It also often triggers od1er actions that are appropriate when
shutting down an application.
Do not turn off the power on your Macintosh \vithour first quitting
applicatio ns. Quit ensures that documents are closed properly, enables
you to save items that you have not saved, and saves any defaults that
you have set for the application. Do not assume d1at an application has
saved everything to the selected storage device until after you select
Quit.

Edit Menu
ost Macintosh applications also have an Edit menu, which houses
many powerful menu items. The most bas ic and u seful options are
Cut, Copy, and Paste, but its othe r options are also important. The
options are covered here in the orde r that they would normally appear
in a n application Edit menu.
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Edit menu options generally are more diverse than File menu o
but some items are universal to all applications. These items are
at or near the top of Edit menu in every application. Figures 6.9 rough
6.11 show three different Edit Menus, again from a variety of so rces
(Finder, Canvas, and HyperCard). These applications have very ifferent
Edit menus, but they represent the types of Edit menus you will ee in
various applications.

Fig. 6.9
The Edit menu from the
Finder.
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Fig. 6.10
The Edit menu from the
drawing application Canvas
2.1 from Deneba Software.
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Fig. 6.11
The Edit menu from the
development application
HyperCard 2.1 from Claris
Corporatio n.
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A brief review of these three different Edit menus shows that despite
their diversity, the first five options are virtually identical and even use
the same keyboard equivalents.

Undo or Redo
Undo and Redo are not included in all applications. When they are
included, they are the first item on the Edit menu. When you complete
an action that is reversible, the Undo option is an active cho ice.

NOTE
Menu items that are
available for you to
select and use are black;
inactive choices are
gray. Grayed items are
o nly tempo rarily
unavailable because
they are inappropriate
based on your current
selectio n. Fo r example,
the Eject menu item in
the Finder is grayed
when no device has
been se lected.
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All three examples have Undo optio ns and all use the same keyboard
equivalent (Command-Z). The Undo menu item often changes to explain
what will be reversed if you select lt, such as Undo Typing or Undo
Paste. After you select Undo, the menu item often changes to Redo. The
Undo and Redo command optio ns enable you to recover from mistakes
if you find them soo n after making them. They also permit you to
experiment without the risk of losing valuable work.
Most applications only support a simple versio n of Undo/Redo. A simple
Undo/Redo only permits you to reverse the most recent action. Some
applicatio ns do provide sophisticated Undo/Redo options that support
reversing several recent actio ns. Review the documentation for yo ur
applications to see what Undo/Redo options they support.
The best undo does not require support from your applications; it
requires you to back up your work regularly. If you duplicate your
documents before making extensive changes, you can always go back to
the saved document and undo aU the work that you have done since the

last save. If you are completing complex work that might require ou to
change your mind often, use the Save As menu item to save wor in
process regularly.

Clipboard Tools
he next three Edit menu items are known collectively as th
Clipboard tools. The Clipboard is a temporary holding are that is
available to all applications, including the Finder. Remem r that
the area is temporary, and that whenever you send something n v to the
Clipboard, it replaces what was there previously. The Clipboard a last·
in, first-out work area that provides significant flexibility and eas data
transfer within and between any Macintosh applications. Cut an I Copy
both work on the current selection. (Selection is covered in the ction
"Selecting Items" in Chapter 3.)
Cut deletes (cuts) the selection from its current location. It place a
temporary copy of the selection onto the Clipboard; you can the use
the Paste command to access the item or items that you cut.
Copy makes a copy of the selection-which it places in the Clipb ardbut it does not delete the original. You then have two copies oft e
selection: the original and the one in the Clipboard. This option lso
makes the selection accessible by the Paste command.
Paste rounds out the Clipboard tools and enables you to take wh
on d1e Clipboard and insert it at the cursor's current position. P,
have some limitations. It cannot paste a graphic into a document
cannot handle graphics, fo r example, nor can it paste a selection
field that is defined to exclude the data type being pasted.

rever is
te does
hat
nto a

The combination of Cut, Copy, and Paste works across and withi
Macintosh applications. You can use the commands to handle vi
any type of data that may be stored within a Macintosh documen
The Clipboard tools permit flexibility for simple moving and cop ·ng of
items within and across applicatio ns. Many word processing pro ms
that will not permit you to create graphics or charts, for example
petmit you to paste in a graphic from a drawing application o r a
from a spreadsheet application. Even within a single application,
ability to select portions of text, graphics, or other items and del
move, or copy them using Clipboard tools makes applications ea er to
understand and use.
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To copy a selection into a different document, follow these steps:
1. Find the material you want ro copy and select it with the available

selection tools.
2. Move to the document that the item is to be copied into and click
on the location where you want to place the copy. Moving to a
new document might require that you open the document, if it is
not already open.
3. Use the Paste command to copy the selection to the new location.
The two documents do not have to be open at the same time.
These steps are general because different types of objects and different
applications have unique capabilities for selecting and placing items. The
approach is the same, but the specific steps may vary.
You can copy an item repeatedly that is in the Clipboard. Remember,
however, that the Clipboard Is normally emptied when you shut down
or restart your Macintosh. A few programs store a copy of the Clipboard,
as used within a document, with each file. You cannot rely on a copy
being stored, however, because this it is not the normal way for
Macintosh applications to use the Clipboard.
Many applications ask whether you want to save the Clipboard when you
close a file or application and something large is stored on the Clipboard. This question does not ~:,ruarantee that the application will save a
copy of the Clipboard. It is primarily a warning that the Clipboard is
large and will take additional disk space to be stored while you move
between applications. Some applications use their own versions of a
clipboard and transfer the data to and from the general Clipboard.
Application-specific clipboards are often saved to a temporary file on
disk when you move to another ftle.

TIP
The Clipboard is
transient. Use it only for
the quick transfer of
items.

Certain methods enable you to store Clipboard information on a more
pem1anent basis. The most common approach uses either the Scrapbook
desk accessory supplied with the System software or a more powerful
version of a Scrapbook from another publisher. (See Chapter 7 for
informatio n about the Scrapbook.) Basically, you can paste an unlimited
number of items into the Scrapbook and retrieve them later using the
Cut and Copy commands.

Balloon Help Menu
ou use the Balloon Help menu in o ther applications the same way
that you use it from the Finder (see Chapter 3). Developers may
add items to the menu, as Apple did when writing the System 7
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version of the Finder. Apple's develope r guide line s do not requir
deve lo pers tO add Help menu items. Applications released prio r t
System 7 will probably only comajn the balloon help that Apple
provides for standard System elements.

NOTE
Publish & Subscribe are
tools that suppo rt d ata
sharing between documents and applications,
eve n when they are not
o pen at the same time
and may reside o n
d ifferent Maci ntoshes
across a network. This
pair of co mmands is
d iscussed Chapter 10,
·'tnterApplicatio n Communication."Applications
that were released
befo re System 7 may
nor have these commands available until
they are updated.

Fig. 6.12
A Help Butto n from a
HyperCard Stack.

The first ite m in the Balloon Help menu is About Balloon Help; t
seco nd item toggles betwee n Show Balloons and Hide Balloons.
menu ite ms are standard across applications and are always avail,
Chapter 3 me ntioned the diversity of help systems and approach
accessing help within applications. Se arching for help within an a
tion that d oes not have full Balloon he lp is by trial and error. Firs
pressing command-?; seve ral applicatio ns provide help when you
this key combination. In many cases, help found in thjs manner i
context-sensitive, \vhich means that the application recognizes w
your cursor was when you selected help, so it may give an answe
a pp ropriate to that location .

If this key combinatio n d oes not work, look for any Help buttons ithin
the applicatio n and look for a He lp o ption on the applicatio n me
(including the top items o n the Apple menu) . Figure 6.12 shows
sta ndard Hype rCard He lp buttOn, and figures 6.13 through 6.15
three diffe rent application menus d1at include help options. Hel
options o n me nus have been placed in a wide variety of locatio ns
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Fig. 6.13
The GoTo menu from
HyperCard.
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Fig. 6.14
The Window menu from
Microsoft Word.
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Rg. 6.15
The File menu from Disk
Doubler.
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Application Menu
he far right menu item on the menu bar is the Application menu.
This menu enables you to select between active applications, to
see which applications are active, and to hide and show the
windows of any active applications. The current application is always on
the first li ne of the Application menu (see fig. 6.16). You can hide its
ope n windows and menu bar by selecting d1at first line.

Fig. 6.16
An Application menu with
Microsoft Word and CEIAC
windows hidden and the
Finder active.
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You can use this menu to hide od1er windows and move between open
applications. System 7 keeps the Finder application open and ready to
use at all times so that you usually have at least d1e Finder and one other
application open. (For more information o n this menu, see rhe section
"Using Multiple Applications" later in this chapter.)

Using the Standard File Dialog
pen and Save As both use the standard file dialog. This is a
standardized approach for navigating wiiliin and between !ltorage
devices while wiiliin an application. The concepts of folders, files,
the Desb.'top, and devices are unchanged from Finder navigation, but the
formats of me information and the tools you use to navigate are slightly
different when used from with in applications. Figure 6.17 is an example
of a standard file d ialog for opening a fLie from within an applicatio n;
figure 6.18 is an example of a standard fLie dialog for saving a file.

Fig. 6.17
A standard Open dialog.
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Fig. 6.18
A standard Save As dialog.
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The dialogs vary somewhat between applications, but they always
contain some standard elemems.
At the top of the dialogs is a pop-up menu. The label of this menu is the
name of the folder or device that was last accessed by a Save As or Open
command. In figure 6.18, the folder name is Book inPt"Ocess. The
triangle to the right side of the folder name reminds you that you can
click the folder name to activate a pop-up menu. From this p op-up
menu, you can move to different storage folder levels.
The scroUable field beneath the pop-up menu is a list of items within the
folder or device. Items that are dimmed are not accessible from the
dialog. In a Save As dialog, the only available items are folder names,
unless the pop-up window ·indicates that the view is at the Desktop level,
where devices as weU as folders may be listed. Figure 6.19 shows the
dialog in figure 6.18 at the Desktop level.

Fig. 6.19
A standard Save As dialog
at the Desktop level.
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Beneath the scroUable window is a place for the document name. The
field often contains a descriptive heading such as Save Current Document As. If you have saved the document before, this field normally
contains the name of the document so that you can select or modify it.
Documents that have not been saved usuaUy start with Untitled in this
space, or the space may be left blank. In either case, if the text is
highlighted, you can type over it to replace it.
Save As dialogs usuaUy open with the entry field highlighted. You ca n
select text, move the cursor, insett text, and delete text in this field in
the same ways covered in Chapter 4 for modifying file names. The
general approach for selecting and modifying text works in almost every
text-handling sintation on any Macintosh.
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If the scroll.able window contains several items, you can jump quickly to
a specific part of the window rather than moving ro it with the scroll bar.
Type the first few characters of the file name. With a Save As dialog, you
must select something other than the name entry field before th is step
will work. (You select something else by clicking on any other part of the
dialog.) If you have the name entry field selected , the dialog assu mes
that the characters you type are a new file name, not a name to search
for in the scrollable window.
Figure 6.20 shows the results of selecting something other than the
name field and typingP. After the Pis typed, the dialog changes in rwo
ways. First, the selected item is highlighted-in this case, the folder
named Public. Second, the Save button changes to an Open button. This
change indicates that you can open the folder or device as a place to save
your document. If you open it (by pressing d1e Return key o r clicking on
the button), the button name changes back to Save.

Fig. 6.20
The standard file dialog
with a folder selected.
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Switching Folder levels
he hierarchy of storage levels is impmtant to remember when
you navigate between levels. The top hierarchy level o n your
Macintosh is the Desktop level. At the Desktop level, standard file
dialogs show only documents that you have dragged to or created o n the
Desktop and storage devices (including floppy disks and cartridges) mat
are either attached directly to your Macintosh o r currently accessible to it
thro ugh a network or File Sharing option.
When you open a folder or device icon at the Desktop level of the
hierarchy, the window switches to show the top level of the hierarchy
wid1in that folder or device. This is called moving down the hierarchy.
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If the window contains folders, you can move fun her down the hierarchy by opening a folder.
You move back up the hierarchy by moving to a folder, device, or
Desktop level that contains the folder or device currently showing in the
window. The pop-up menu in standard file dialogs shows all the levels
above the current o ne and e nables you to move quickly to any one of
them.
You can move down the hierarchy by selecting a folder or device icon
from the window and opening it (by using the Ope n command or by
double-clicking). Most applications also provide a Desktop button that
enables you to switch directly to the Desktop. This button works well if
you know how the files and folders are organized on the storage devices.
If not, cancel the standard file dialog, switch to tl1e Finder to locate tl1e
folder, then switch back to the application and restan tl1e open or save
process. You can use the applicatio n window to switch between
applications.
To select a different level within the same folder hierarchy, click on the
pop-up menu label or arrow, move me mouse until t11e level you want is
highlighted, and release me mouse butto n. The information in the
scrollable window represents the new level. Figure 6.21 is an example of
using the pop-up menu.

Fig. 6.21
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To move up o nly one level, click on the storage device icon. In figure
6.21, the sto rage device icon is d1e image to me left o f the words Gold 7.
Clicking on the storage device icon t.1kes you up one level for each time
you click until it reaches the DesktOp.
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NOTE
Earlier versions of the
System used the storage
device icon to move
between storage
devices.

Switching to the Desktop or Other Devices
If you know that a file will not be stored on the selected storage device,
on the Desktop, o r at a level near the top of the hierarchy, you might
want to jump directly to the Desktop level. Use the pop-up menu to
select t11e Desktop level.
After you are at the Desktop level, you can select a storage device that is
d ifferent from the ones t11at your Macintosh can currently access. You
select a device by opening (double-clicking o n) the device in the
scroll able window. If you are using floppy disks and want to replace the
disk in the drive, use the Eject button to eject me current disk.

Creating aNew Folder
You may want to create a new folder to store an item. Some applications
contain a New Folder button within the Save As dialog. Figure 6.22
shows an example of this option. Click the New button; a dialog appears
t11at enables you to create and name a new folder and then return to the
Save As dialog.
If the Save As dialog does not permit you to create a new folder, you
need to cancel the save operation temporarily, leave the application, and
use the Finder to create the folder. Return to the application with the
Application menu o r by clicking on a window belonging to me application. Finally, use the Save As dialog to save the document.

Using Other Save Options
any applications support saving to a variety of o utput formats mat
you can select by using optional butto ns o r pop-up menu selections that modify the standard file dialog. The Stationery option
enables you to create a document as a stationery pad. (For more
information, see the alternate method of creating stationery pads wim
the Get Info window in Chapter 4.)
You choo!;e t.he Statio nery Pad option in one of two ways, depenping on
the application. Some applications include buttons that enable you to
select the regular document icon or the stationery pad icon. The lower
right corner of figure 6.22 is an example of a dialog with these btHtons.
The icon on the right is a stationery pad, as indicated by me stacK of
paper icon; the icon o n the left is a regular document icon. Other
applications enable you to select the o ption from a list of formats in
which the document can be saved.
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Fig. 6.22
A standard file Save As
dialog with Stationery Pad
and New Folder options.
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Alternate file format options are normally offered by a button or pop-up
menu. Such buttons are normally labeled File Format or Options .
A pop-up window displays the name of the format that is currently
selected. In either case, use these windows to view and select from
available options. Figure 6.23 shows the options presented when you
select d1e File Format button in figure 6.21. These examples are from
Microsoft Word, but other applications provide similar approaches.

Fig. 6.23
The File Format option
dialog from Microsoft
Word.
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Using Multiple Applications
hen you work, you often change gears in the middle of a task, shift
into doing another related task, and then shift back to complete
the original task. Suppose that you are working on a report and
halfway through writing it you decide that adding a graphic or a chart
would improve the quality of the report. You would probably stop and
find or create a chart to represent a point in your report. After )'OU had
the appropriate chart, you would return to writing the report.
Moving between the chart creation process and report creation process
is mirrored by moving between a word processing application and a
spreadsheet or other chart creation program on your Macintosh.
Applications perform various tasks, but for the example, suppose that
you require two different applications.
Not long ago, Macintosh users who wanted to use a second application
temporarily had to close the first application, open the second, close that
second, and then reopen the first. System 7 and the later 6.x versions of
the System implemented a method that enabled you to use multiple
applications at one time. MultiFinder, the pre-System 7 approa~:h to
using multiple applications simultaneously, was an add-on to the
System. As an add-on, it had noticeable overhead in speed and memory.
System 7, however, has a multiple-program capability built into the
basic System software.

Moving between Applications
You can return to the Finder at any time. The shift function applies to
any open application. You can shift from any open application to any
other open application by using the Application menu or by cli<;king in a
window belonging to that application.

Opening Additional Applications
You can open additional applications using any of the standard
approaches mentioned earlier in this chapter. If you plan to open
applications from within other applications rather than from the Finder,
creating aliases and placing them in the Apple Menu Items folder
provides the handiest way to open additional applications.
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TIP
If you keep several
applications open at a
time, get into the habit
of saving your work
when leaving an
application and moving
to another. This habit
can save you having to
reconstruct lost work if
there is a power outage
or if the Macintosh gets
rurned off before you
have a chance ro return
to each application and
save your work.

Realizing Limits
You have two primary limitations to using multiple applications. The
first is human and the second involves how much available memory your
Macintosh possesses to handle applications.
The human limitation is an issue of how many items you can comfortably
have in process simultaneously. Some users work best doing several
projects at a time from a cluttered desk. Others are more comfortable
and more efficient with their attention focused into only one effort.
The Macintosh memory limitation depends on the size of the applications that you use and the amount of available memory. (For the amount
of memory that may be used in various Macintosh models, see
Chapter 2.) If you will be using applications that require more than 8M
of memory at a time, review the information about memory and 32-bit
processing in Chapters 2 and 7.

If you attempt to open an application and there is not enough memory
available for it to run, you see a message similar to the one in figure
6.24. As the message indicates, you need to close some other application
to free up memory for the new application.

Rg. 6.24
Warning alert when there
is insufficient memory ro
open the requested
application.
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If you have closed and possibly reopened and reclosed applications, you
may see the insufficient memory message when logic dictates that
enough memory should be available . If you have not set aside memory
for other functions, such as a disk cache, enough memory may be
available but not accessible. This problem occurs because of memory
fragmentation. Each program allocates memory when it is opened, and if
it works correctly, releases memory when you close it. Some programs
may handle the memory release improperly, however. Even if they do
release it correctly, the memory may be scattered so that a large enough
block of memory is not available for the new application to open. To fix
memo ry fragmentatio n, restru.t your Macintosh to close all o pen applications and clear memory.
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If memory fragmentation occurs often, you may want either to open all
the applicatio ns at once that you expect to need for a work session- and
leave them open-or keep open the ones that you most often use. To
resolve the problem permanently, you may need to purchase more
memory.

Chapter Summary
his chapter targeted using applications with System 7. It covered
the standard features, such as the Clipboard tools, that are
available while using virtuaUy every Macintosh application. It also
included an overview of o ther generally available features that are
accessible from within applications.
Many applications are available, and specific menus vary along with the
functionality of the applications. Many Macintosh applications contain
common features. These features enable you to move between applications and to learn new applications easily after you become accustomed
to the standard features and general approaches used by Macintoshfriendly applications.
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Using Options
To Customize
Your Macintosh
y nature, personal computers are meant to serve the needs of a
single person at a given time. The Macintosh System software
enables you to set many options to personalize your Ma intosh so
that it can better meet your needs. This chapter focuses on the standard
options available for personalizing a Macintosh and explains how to
select and use those options.
The standard Macintosh System, as installed by the Installer, provides
you with several customization options. This chapter includes the
information that is necessary for you to understand and use these
options. The stm·tup device is the most basic concept of Macintosh
customization, and it is the first topic covered. Because you cannot start
your Macintosh without a valid startup device (often called a sthrtup
disk) , the concept of an emergency startup disk is covered next'. After
that, detail options such as the Apple menu and all the items within it
(DAs, control panels, and so on) and icon customization are explained.
The chapter also covers-in detail-the standard DAs and control panels
provided with System 7.

USING
MACINTOSH
T

SYSTEM 7

Using Startup Devices
ost of the standard options that you can use to personalize your
Macintosh are stored on a startup device. By keeping options
stored on the st.1.rtup device instead of in the actual Macintosh
hardware, you can use many different sets of startup options on the
same Macintosh. If each user has his or her own startup device, several
people may use the same Macintosh and each have it tailored to their
specific needs.
A sta.rtup device is a storage device that has bee n initialized and contains
a System Folder. To avoid repetition, disk is used in this chapter to refer
to all types of read/write storage media, including but not limited to
cartridges, hard disks, and floppy disks.
The best way to create a new startup device is to use the Macintosh
System Installer. This process ensures that a complete System and all the
tools for setting options are available. (Chapter 2 covers the installation
process in detail.)
Technically, you can format a disk and copy a working System Folder to
that disk to make it appear to be a valid startup device. Apple strongly
advises against creating a startup device in this manner, but the
approach will work a good percentage of d1e time. The danger is that
you w ill not know that the disk doesn't work until you start getting
unexplained error situations, such as programs quitting unexpectedly,
the e ntire System freezing, or unexplainable error messages. Even when
you get these error situations, you will not know what caused the
problem. For this reason, you should always use the Installer to create a
new System Folder on any device.
You should have only o ne System Folder on any startup device, and you
should not place additional copies of the System o r Finder fLies on your
startup device. The Installer will remove duplicate System Folder items
before installing new ones if you have left them in the System Folder.
Some technical users advocate meth ods of "fooling the System" into not
recognizing a second System or Finde r on a startup device. To date,
however, no med1od has been found that is more than 90 to 95 percent
reliable. If your Macintosh finds more than o ne System or Finder on a
startup device, it ·will generate problems.
The prohibition on keeping multiple System files on an individual disk
only applies if d1e disk will be used as a startup device. You can keep
historical copies of your System Folders, System Bles, and Finder fLies on
a disk if you do not plan to use that disk as a startup.
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When you turn off File Sharing, you can cause problems for anyo ne who
is accessing ftles o n your Macintosh. Sending a warning messa~e is polite
and gives the users time to save and close their work in an orderly
manner. As soon as you request File Sharing to be stopped, a d ialog
appears that enables you to set the amount of time before sharing
actually stops (see fig. 9.19) . The amount you select is saved and will be
presented as a default the next time that you shut down File Sharing.

Fig. 9.19
How many minutes until file
sharing i s disabled?

The Delay Sharing
Shutdown dialog.

Cancel

At times, you might want to use zero minutes as the time delay for
shutting down File Sharing. Suppose, for example, that you need to shut
down your Macintosh in an emergency. In this case, shutting down File
Sharing with no lead time is better than simply turning off your Macintosh without turning off File Sharing. Most program linking software will
recognize the orderly shut down of File Sharing and will not be as likely
to lose valuable work in process as it would if only the Macintosh were
shut down.

Setting Sharing Options for an Item
ou use d1e Finder to select items and set sharing options for them.
The general definition of shareable items, anything that may be
selected from the Finder, has a few limitations and one exception.
You cannot share more than 10 items from any Macintosh at any given
time. You can use File Sharing for more items by turning them on and
off or by sharing items that contain other items. If you share an entire
device, aU the items on that device are counted as only one item toward
the File Sharing limit. Turning File Sharing for items on and off too
frequently will make access of your ftles difficult for users and may defeat
the entire purpose of sharing.
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Fig. 9.17
The name "Cheryl 's Mac" is already in use
on the RppleTalk network. Pl ease choose
another Macintosh name.

Warning message when
trying to select a name that
already exists on t~e
network.

The File Sharing window contains two buttons. The top one is for
turning File Sharing on and off, and the bottom one is for turning
Program Linking on and off. If either of these buttons displays Start, the
respective option is not on. To start, click on the respective Start button.
The status box next to the File Sharing and Program Linking buttons
offers an explanation of the current status and what will happen when
you click on the button. After you click on the File Sharing button, it may
take a few minutes for File Sharing to become totally activated; the
network is being checked for the Macintosh name you have selected and
your disks are being checked for items marked for sharing so that they
may be made available when sharing is fully activated. If you change your
mind before the start-up process is complete, click the Cancel button.
The cancel button is the same button used for Start and Stop, it changes
names depending on the status of File Sharing. Figure 9.16 showed the
Sharing Setup window before either option was turned on. Figure 9.18
shows the window after File Sharing has been turned on.

Fig. 9.18
The Sharing Setup window
when File Sharing is rurned
on and Program Linking is
rurned off.
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The Sharing Setup window permits you to enter o r modify the: Macintosh name, the owner name, and a password. To enter text into the
name and password fields, simply click o n the empty field and type.
Click anywhere else when you are done . Editing or replacing text is
explained in detail under "Renaming Devices, Folders, or Iteflls" in
Chapter 4. The Macintosh name, the owner name and the password are
limited to 31 characters, and they can contain any characters (Including
spaces) except the colon (:) .
Figure 9. 16 shows the Sharing Setup window. Notice that the password
field contains five bullets; this is a security measure. After you type your
password, the System stores it and covers the field with bulletS to
prevent others from seeing it.

Fig. g.16
The Sharing Setup window
before File Sharing is
turned o n.
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The Macintosh name must be unique so that it can distinguish your
Macintosh from other servers on the network. It is possible to assign a
name that is used somewhere else o n the network if the server with that
name is not currently active on the network (that is, the Macintosh for
that server is turned off or does not have File Sharing turned o n). When
you start File Sharing, the network will be checked for the name. If a
match is fo und, you will not be able to continue the start process
without first changing the Macintosh name. Figure 9. 17 shows the error
message that appears when a duplicate name is entered.
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Deleting aGroup or aGroup Member
You can delete a member from a group by selecting the appropriate icon
in the Group window and dragging it to the Trash. If you want to
remove an individual from a group temporarily, delete the individual
from the group entirely, and then add him or her back later. You can
also turn off individual access, which will prevent that person from
having access to group items. Turning off an individual's access, however, suspends that person from accessing anything shared from your
Macintosh.
You delete a group in the same manner as deleting an individual: click
on the icon and drag it to the Trash. You cannot turn off a group
temporarily except by removing its members or turning off access for
each of its members. If the group is large, turning off access for each of
the shared items will probably be easier than deleting and recreating the
group.

Setting Server Options
he Sharing Setup control panel enables you to set up, start, and
stop your Macintosh from working as a network server. You can
open the control panel any of the ways that you open an application (see the section "Starting an Application" in Chapter 6) .

If you use File Sharing e.xtensively, you can save time by installing aliases
in the Apple menu for the three File Sharing control panels. (For more
information on creating aliases, see Chapter 7.)
If your Macintosh has been named from a pre-System 7 version of the
Chooser or by other network software, the existing name will be used as
the default owner and Macintosh names for File Sharing. Your File
Sharing names are important for these reasons:
• The Macintosh name is the nan1e that the server (your Macintosh)
will have on the network.
• The owner name is the name that you use so that you r Macintosh
recognizes you as its owner when you try to access it from another
machine.
•

The owner name is the default name that you use when you try to
access other servers from your Macintosh.
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You can open any of the items in a group window to see its option
window. The option window is the same window you see when you
open the individual item from the Users & Groups window. This second
way of accessing d1e options for review and change is handy when
working with numerous individuals and groups. Remember, options for
each individual are set in d1at person's option windows. You qo not set
access options by grou p.
After you add a member to a group, the ind ividual option window for
that user shows that he or she is a member of that group. The window
also shows any other g roups to which he o r she belongs. Figure 9.15
tells you that Bill is a member of both the Instructors and Linda and Bill
groups.

Fig. 9.15
Window showing that Bill
is a member of the
InstructOrs and Linda and
Bill groups.

Bill
U s~r

U
'~'

Password :

File Sharing

181 Allo"' u.s er to connect
181 Allow user to change password
Groups :
Instructors
Linda and Bill

~ Program Linking
0

Allow user to link to programs
on this Macintos h

The Users & Groups control panel windows work like standard Finder
windows and can be shown in list view or the defau lt icon views.
Showing group members by name or by type often enables you to review
a group more easily.
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To add a member to a group, clkk on the icon for the individual to be
added and drag it until it is on top of the group. Figure 9.13 shows the
user named Aeoltus being added to the Instructors group.

Fig. 9.13
Adding the user Aeolius to
the group Instructors.
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The individual item for the group member is not deleted. An individual
may be given access to some items on an individual basis, other items as
part of a group, and still other items as part of a second or third group.

Viewing Group Information
After you have added members to a group, the group window displays a
hanging picture icon for each member in the group. Figure 9.14 shows
the Instructors group and its five members. Notice that the owner,
Lavon a, is a member of this group. Remember that adding yourself to a
group is sometimes useful.

Fig. 9.14
The Instructors group
window when the group
has five members.
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Fig. 9.10
The group icon for a new
group.
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Fig. 9.11
An empty group window.
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2. Rename the group.
After you define a group, you can add individuals to it at any time.
Figure 9.12 shows a Users & Groups window containing $everal
individuals and two groups.

Fig. 9.12
A sample Users & Groups
window with several
individuals and two
groups.
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You can set a password for the user by entering it into the password box
in the upper right corner of the window. You should set an initial
password for each user and d1en permit the user to change it. If you do
not select a password, access is open to anyone who tries to access with
the user name. If you do not select a password, no password is required
until me user assigns one.
Removing a user is like deleting a ftle. Click on the user icon and drag it
into the Trash. The System will not let you temporarily remove a user by
dragging the icon to another part of your disk. You must either leave it
in me Users & Groups set or drag it into the Trash. You may, however,
turn off a user's access temporarily by opening the user option window
and turning off the Allow User To Connect option.

Groups
hen you set up sharing for an item, you need to indicate who is
permitted to share it. If you want more than one person (besides
me owner) to use an item and you do not want to open the item
to everyone, you need to define a group. The simplest approach is to
create groups mat correspond to natural work groups. A large company
may have groups for departments such as Accounting and Human
Resources. These different collections of users will probably have
different sharing needs; therefore, each department can be a unique
group. The main factor you need to consider when creating groups and
selecting members is commonality of use. You may define as many
groups as you like, so you can customize access very precisely.

Defining aNew Group
To define a new group, follow dlese steps:
1. Select me New Group item from the File menu.

A group icon is added to you r Users & Groups window. The
Group icon is similar to the icon for individuals, but it contains
two heads instead of one (see figure 9.10).
When you open the new group icon, an empty window appears.
The Group window shows you me members of a group and
permits you to select and adjust the options for each member. The
new group window contains no items because new groups contain
no members; you must add the members (see figure 9.11).
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A new user icon appears with the name New User. If you have not
renamed the prior new user, you will already have an item named New
User, so the new icon will be named New User 2 . You should always
rename a New User immediately. Leaving items named New User on
your network might permit unauthorized users to gain access. \Vhen you
create a new user, the name of the new user icon is selected so that you
can type a new name immediately withom selecting the item. You
rename a user as you would edit any other text on the Macintosh. Figure
9.8 continues the example started in Figure 9.6 and shows the new user
icon.

Rg. 9.8
The Users & Groups
window items immediately
after adding the first
individual user.

0

0

LaVDna

<Guest>

To adjust options for an individual user, open the user window by
double-clicking on the user's icon. The current options for the user will
appear in a window like the one in Figure 9.9. By default, the new user
can connect from other computers on the network (Allow User To
Connect) and can change his or her password (Allow User To Change
Password). By default, the user is not allowed to use program linking
(Allow User to Link To Programs On This Macintosh). You can click on
the boxes for each of these items to turn options on or off.

Fig. 9.9

New User

The New User options
window with defaults.
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Allow user to link t o prog rams
on this Macintosh

Remember that a guest does not have to provide a password w access
your shared items. If you permit guest access, select the sharing options
for each item carefully (see the sectio n "Setting Sharing Options For
Items" later in this chapter). If you leave the default of Everyone turned
on for shared items and turn on Allow Guests to Connect, anyone on the
network can freely access, copy, change, or delete shared items. Figure
9.6 shows a Guest window.

Rg. 9.6

<G u es t>

A Guest window.

U

,;9.;;;;::

Fil e Sharing
~ Allow guests to connect

~

Program linl<in g

0

Allow guests to link t o progr ams
on this Macintosh

Individual
ndividuals are people on the network. These individuals are also
known as users. You may add and delete users at any time. To be
safe, you should not add a user until d1at user has a definite need
to share something.
To add a new user, open the Users & Groups control panel. Then press
Command-Nor select New User from the File menu (see figure 9.7).

Rg. 9.7
The top of the File menu
when the Users & Groups
control panel window is
active.

New User
OO N
New Group
Open
3€ 0
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Cl ose Window oow
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Fig. 9.5

Louono

The window containing the
File Sharing options for the
owner.
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The Program Linking option permits you to turn on program linking if
you have applications with program linking capabilities. The default is
Off, which assumes that most people will not want to run linked
programs.
The scrollable area under the Groups heading shows any grOtfP memberships that exist for the owner. As the owner, you must add yourself to
groups if you want access to your items from another computer and you
have not given yourself full access using the other three owner options.
Adding yourself to a group gives you access as defined for the group. In
most cases, the Group window is empty for the owner; you can always
access everything from your Macintosh and setting full access from other
computers is simpler than including yourself in groups.

Guests
ouble·clicking on the Guest icon opens the Guest wind9w. This
window enables you to set the two Guest optio ns. You can rurn
guest access on or off (Allow Guests To Connect), and if the access
is rurned on, you can rurn program linking on or off (Allow GLests to
Link to Programs on This Macintosh).
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Selecting User Options
ile Sharing recognizes four distinct user types and pem1its you to
select appropriate options fo r each type. By default, you are the
ownet· of any item on your System, and each person to whom you
give access becomes an individual user. Groups are fo rmed by selecti ng
individuals and including them as members of a d efined and named set.
(Creating groups is covered in the section "Groups" later in this chapter.) Guests are any network users who have been given specific privileges. You should think carefully before providing any type of access to
guests.

Owner
When you first open the Users & Groups contro l panel, you see that two
users have been p redefined for you. The first user is the owner and
represents you. The second predefined user is the user <Guest>. Figure
9.4 shows the items as they would appear if the Macintosh owner's name
is Lavona.

Fig. 9.4
The icons in an initial
Users & Groups window
for a Macintosh owned by
Lavona.

[]
Lavon a

0

<Guest>

You can view and adjust the options for the owner by double-clicking
the owner's icon. Figure 9.5 shows the contents of the owner's item.
The owner window allows you to select four options. The default for the
first three items is On and the fourth is Off. The defaults assume that you
will want to be able to access your Macintosh from o ther computers on
the network (Allow User To Connect), be able to change your password
(Allow User To Change Password) , and see the entire startup disk from
other computers (Allow User To See Entire Disk). If you do not want to
permit yourself access from other computers, you may dick in the box
next to the Allow User To Connect heading to block access. If you have
allowed yourself access from other computers, you can turn off the
password and entire disk options by clicking on the appropriate boxes.
As in all Macintosh box selections, an X in a box indicates that the option
is turned on.
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Fig. 9.3
The Users & Groups
control panel.

m

Users & Groups
Security is the primary reason for carefully planning which us<~rs and
groups should be permitted to access items on your Macintosh. Unless
you scrupulously copy everything that you make available for sharing
before you share it and evel)' time it changes, you are giving co ntrol of
the shared items to someone else.

I

Permitting another person to access a file is analogous to giving your
original of a paper document to someone. If the document is taken,
copied, lost, o r marred, you must depend on your backup. When you
give others access privileges to an item, the chances of the item being
inad vertently copied or inappropriately changed increase. Any user with
access is a potential cause of problems.
There is even a chance of someone copying or changing your documents
who you didn't expect to have access to the documents. Password
protection only works to keep users from signin_g o n to your server. If an
authorized user leaves a Macintosh unattended and unprotected while
accessing items on the network, anyone who can use that Macintosh
automatically has all the privileges given to the primary user. Many
special security products are available from software and hardware
vendors to decrease the probability of an unauthorized person accessing
ftles on networks. These products can be as basic as screen savers with
password protection, or as sophisticated as complex physical devices
that keep people from using a Macintosh without some sort of key. Most
Macintosh users don't need to be overly concerned about seUJrity, but
you must recognize the risks. Sharing items always has an element of
risk, even if the risk is only from authorized users.
The safest course to use with File Sharing or any other network is to
select your users carefully, limit access privileges to only required needs,
and regularly back up shared data to disks or folders that are not shared.
Backup is easy and inexpensive and protects your files from everything
except information getting into the wrong hands.
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General access makes items available on machines other than the one on
which they reside. (Items are anything that can be selected from the
Finder of the machine on which they reside.) If you have general access
to an item on another server, only the limitatio ns set by the owner keep
you fro m do ing vir tually anything to the item. Access privileges are
important and are covered in the sectio n "Determining Access Privileges"
later in this chapter.
Program linking is mo re than permitting a user to access items. Program
linking allows applications (programs) on the same or different computers to communicate with other applications. You may only set up
program linking between applications that are designed to link with
other ap plications. One use of program linking is for data transfer.
Several new and revised products enable you to collect information in
one applicatio n and automatically transfer it to ano ther applicatio n.
Program linking is covered in more detail under its technical name of
InterApplication Communications (see Chapter 10).

You need to be comfortable with five aspects of File Sharing to be an
effective File Sharing user. As with most Macintosh procedures, File
Sharing procedures and functions do no t have a fixed order. Much o f the
flexibility and strength of File Sharing is that it gives you control. You can
' select only what you want to use. You may change most anything later
\'lith minimal impact. (Some things have more of an impact than others;
these items are d early noted in the sections that follow.)
The following five sections cover t11e five File Sharing fu nction types in
depth. If you plan to set up your own File Sharing network, read
through all five sectio ns before starting. You then can use the sections as
a reference for specific tasks.

Determining Access Privileges
he first step in sharing items sho uld be to determine who needs
access and what type of access to give each user. The Users &
Groups control panel enables you to implement your user
selectio n and to change your selections. The control panel icon is shown
in Figure 9.3 with the arrow cursor about to select it.
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Fig. 9.2
Selecting the File Sharing
Software item.
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with other Macintos h computer s on your network.

Qu i t

7. Click on the Install Button.
8. Insert disks as the Installer requests them. (It will normally request
only a few disks from the entire System 7 set.)
9. Click the Quit button when the Installer completes the installation
and asks if you want to do additional installations.

If some computers on your network are still using version 6.07 of the
Macintosh System, they can still access network items if you inn aU File
Sharing on them. To install File Sharing o n a System 6.07 startup device,
follow the File Sharing inst.-tllation instructions for adding File Sharing,
but be certain to customize and only select the File Sharing option in
step 6.
If your Macintosh has an EtherTalk or TokenTalk card installed in it,
select either EtherTalk or TokenTalk in step 6.

Previewing File Sharing Options and Components
ile Sharing is composed of several different functions. Yo will be
able to control access to documents and programs o n your
Macintosh and, when granted privileges by others, have access to
items on their machines. (I'hese machines are technically referred to as
servers.) There are two access types: general access and program linking.
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Fig. 9.1
File Sharing control panels.
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Use rs & Groups
If the three control panels are not in your Control Panels folder, File
Sharing is not correctly installed on your Macintosh. Because File
Sharing is included in the Easy Install option described in Chapter 2,
it is normally installed automatically with System 7. Still, you can
install System 7 without installing File Sharing, and File Sharing can be
removed after it is installed. If your Macintosh has System 7 installed
but File Sharing is not installed, you can add File Sharing easily. Use
the Installer from the System 7 disks as if you were going to install
System 7.
To instaH File Sharing, follow these steps:
1. Insert the Install 1 disk into the floppy drive. The disk window
appears.
2. Open the Installer. You can either double-click on the Installer or
select it and then use Open from the File menu.
3. Click OK on tl1e information dialog.
4. If the middle of the screen has the name of any device except your
startup device, click on the Switch Disk button until th e correct
device name appears.
5. After tile disk to wh ich you want to add File Sharing appears, click
on the Customize button.
6. Scroll until you see the optio n File Sharing Sofrware and click on
the line to select it. Figure 9.2 shows the Hne selected.
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Networks can provide much more than printer sharing. The File Sharing
network is a good example of the types of services that networks can
provide. It provides the ability to share data, tasks, and devices between
computers.

Defining the Terms "Server," "Node,"and "Zone"
server refers to a specific computer. It is a computer that enables
network users to store and exchange information. On a traditional, formal network, the server is a machine that is dedicated to
use by the network. Because it is not used for other tasks while in use as
a server, d1is type of server is normally referred to as a dedicated server.
The need to dedicate an entire computer to network function · has been
a barrier for most small work groups that would like to use a network.
AppleTalk, which permitted use of networked printers without a server,
was revolutionary when it was first introduced. File Sharing takes the
concept one step further so that the entire, fully functional File Sharing
network is implemented without the need for a dedicated server.
Every File Sharing user may designate his or her Macintosh as a server by
making devices and rues available to other network users. The computers designated as servers continue to be fully functional computers for
their users. Unlike traditional networks d1at have a central server that is
managed by a person designated as the network administrator1 File
Sharing networks may have as many servers as there are computers on
the network. Each File Sharing server is managed by the individual
Macintosh user.
A node is any device mat is attached to and can communicate "\'vith me
network. Each computer is a node, as is each network printer.
A zone is a collection of nodes in a complex network. File Sharing
permits you to access zones that have been defined by other network
software, but it does not give you the tools to set up zones. Zones are
necessary only when a network contains a large number of nodes.

Installing File Sharing Software
You complete most tasks on shared files the same way you complete
those tasks on files resident o n your Macintosh. You use three special
control panels to control File Sharing. The File Sharing control panels
are shown in Figure 9.1.
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• All the necessary software is included widl the System.
• No additional hardware is required, except c.1bling and connectors
like those used to connect to a network printer.
•

File Sharing can be installed, set up, and monitored without
extensive training.

• Access to network files under File Sharing is simple. After a user is
given access to shared items, that user can access dlose items as
though they were attached to his or her own Macintosh. (The
owner of the items may restrict the type of access, which is
covered in dle section "Managing User Options" later in this
chapter.)
Terminology has served as a barrier to wide understanding of computer
networks. Much of dle world of computers was mired in "tech nos peak"
prior to the introduction of the first Macintosh, and networking was
spoken of in terms that were off-limits to the ordinary user. Net'ivorks
can be complex and hard to understand, but File Sharing proves that
they don't have to be. Only a few network guru terms are likely to be
important to the Macintosh File Sharing user. These terms are server,
node, and zone. The following sections cover the basic description of a
network and the network terms applicable to File Sharing users.

Defining aNetwork
basic network is two or more devices that are connected by cables
and can share data, tasks, or both. The most common Macintosh
network consists of two or more computers sharing a printer.
Setting up such a network consists of connecting the devices with the
appropriate cables and connectors, and using the Installer (as described
in Chapter 2) to install the appropriate printer software.
After a Macintosh network is set up, any computer on the network can
print using any printer on the network. Network users print following
the same procedures dley would use if dle printer were attached directly
to their computers. If dle selected network printer is busy, the Macintosh
waits patiently for printing in process to finish before printing its own
file. When the Background Printing option is turned on in the Chooser,
the user can continue to do other tasks while the Macintosh waits and
then processes the printing. (Background printing is discussed in the
"Print Spooling" section of Chapter 3.)
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Understanding the parts of a network and the basic terminology used
in networking is important in setting up and using your File Sparing
network.
There are two minimum parts to any computer network:
•

Hardware and network protocol software.

I

The hardware includes the computers and other devices to be
shared. Every device on a network must have a hardware connection to the network. The devices also must be able to communicate by exchanging data according to a set of rules called the
network protocol. The hardware portion of the standard Macintosh network interface is called LocalTalk; the network ~rotocol
portion is called AppleTalk.

NOTE
The name AppleTalk is
often used to refer to
the combination of
AppleTalk and
LocalTalk functionality.
Because both are built
into your Macintosh,
you will not need to be
concerned with them as
separate entities unless
you wiU be using a
more sophisticated
network solution than
File Sharing.

EtherTalk and TokenTalk network protocol software is also
included with System 7. These protocols are specifically designed
to interact with Ethernet and Token Ring networks. If you will be
using one of these protocols, you will be part of a more sophisti·
cated network. Contact the person responsible for the network
(usually called a network administrator) and discuss you r specific
network before installing File Sharing on your Macintosh.
• User interface software.
The user interface software is to using a network what ~e Finder
is to using a Macintosh. It is the set of tools and procedu res that
people use to set up and use their network. The File Sharing
software provides all the tools you will use to set up and use your
File Sharing network after you make the cable connectio s. The
user interface software is named File Sharing. Generally, however,
the term File Sharing is used to refer to the entire process of using
it, which assumes the presence of the appropriate hardware and
network protocol software.
Large networks require sophisticated tools and extensive secm'ty
controls; consequently, they require very sophisticated user in erface
software. The simplicity of the File Sharing software is based on the
assumption tl1at your network will be small. If you are interested in why
you may need more complex and sophisticated network interface
software, see the sections "Problems with File Sharing" and "Fije Sharing
versus AppleShare" later in this chapter.
File Sharing stands out as a significant change to the world of personal
computing for four reasons:
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File Sharing
ile Sharing is one of the major enhancements of System 7 over
prior versions of the System. This chapter covers the basic concept
of networking and the details m:cessary to install, set up and use
File Sharing.

Understanding File Sharing
File Sharing is the name of System 7's built-in, user-friendly network
software. It enables individual Macintosh users to share files, folders, and
entire disks with other users. File Sharing permits you to install and use
network functions in a straightfoiWard manner and at minimal cost.
File Sharing implements personal networking. It provides the ability to
set up a relatively small network (gener-ally fewer than 10 computers)
simply and cost-effectively. Users on this network can share resources
based on the specifications of each resource owner wid1out requiring
central resources or a person to act as a network administrator.
File Sharing depends on network capabilities that are built into your
Macintosh, the File Sharing software that comes with System 7, and
external cables to connect d1e devices that are to be part of the network.
If you already have System 7, you only need ro purchase the cables in
order to implement a File Sharing network that uses two or more
Macintosh computers.
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generally large and take a while to download. These networks do
enable you to select from many available files at your convenience.
•

Bulletin Board Systems
Local Bulletin Board systems might have collectio ns of sound and
fo nt files. Use extra care when using noncommercial Bulletin
Board Systems; you could download a file containing a virus that
may damage files on your hard drives. If you only want to download fonts and sounds, you are safe; font and sound files cannot
comain virus infections.
Bulletin Board Systems are cost-effective if they only require you to
make a local call and if they are staffed with operators who are
reliable in policing files to keep them clear of viruses and within
the applicable copyright restrictions.

Chapter Summary
his chapter gave a brief overview of font installation and use and a
short review of the emerging Macintosh sound options. Fonts and
sounds make working o n your Macintosh more fun and rewarding, and when used carefully, they increase the quality and impact of
your output. Fonts and sounds use many of the same installation and
removal techniques, which means that after you learn to handle o ne, you
can handle the other.
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These applications are available at many software shops and in mailorder catalogs. You can contact the publishers directly using the
following numbers:
Altsys Corporation: 1-214-680-2060
Letraset: l-800-343-1YPE

SoundApplications
Many exciting and functional sound products exist for professional
musicians, but they deal primarily with a specialized music fo J;"mat
(MIDI) that is not applicable for most Macintosh users. Currently, few
commercial applications exist for general sound editing. Built-in sound
input is a relatively recent addition to the Macintosh family. any new
sound editing applications will probably be available soon.
Farallon and Articulate Systems both provide sound editing applications
with their recorders, and Farallon sells SoundEdit as a separa~e package.
The HyperCard Developer Kit from Claris Corporation includes an Audio
Toolkit that you can use to edit sounds for HyperCard stacks.

Noncommercial Options
NOTE
A virus is a special.izcd
application that
attaches to files and
replicates. Viruses arc
most often intended to
be nonthreate ning, but
they may be destrucc.ive.
Viruses spread qu ickly
and can infect
entire disks. If you
use noncommercial
solhvare, o r if you
share software with
o ther people, you
should install a
commercial virus
detector to safeguard
against viruses.
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ants and sounds created by other people are often put jnto the
public domain by their creators for sharing with other Macintosh
users. These files normally are provided without charge or for a
minimal shareware fee requested to be sent to the author. Th . three
primary sources of these types of noncommercial files m·e
•

User Groups
User groups are associations of people who have joined together
to share information, get help, and assist others with their computers. User groups normally are a good source of font file11, sound
files, and noncommercial applications at the absolute minimum
cost. Items may be free or require only a mjnimal disk-copying fee.

•

On-line Networks

The national commercial networks such as America Online,
CompuServe, and GEnie have large selections of font and sound
files. The charge for collecting font files normally is not too
expensive. Collecting sound ftles can be expensive, however,
because the networks charge an hourly rate and sound files are

Getting Additional Fonts and Sounds
here are literally thousands of available fonts and sounds. You can
purchase professionally designed and recorded fonts and sounds
as you would purchase application software. You also can create
your own sounds or look into the various noncommercial items that are
available. Commercial fonts are widely available, but commercial sounds
are just beginning to become available. In the near future, you can
expect to see a significant increase in commercial sound availability.

Commercial Font Options
Several companies provide fonts and font families. Agfa Corporation,
BitStream, Inc., and Monotype Typography, Inc. provide numerous
TrueType fonts. You can use the following numbers to order products
and request catalogs from the companies:
Agfa Corporation: 1-800-424-1YPE
Bitstream, Inc.: 1-800·237·333;
Monorype Typography, Inc: 1-800-666-6897

Create Your Own Fonts
If you have an artistic bent and are willing to spend a lot of time on the
details, you can purchase a font development package and design your
own fonts. You can also use a sound recorder to capture or modify
sounds. Creating your own items is the cheapest option financially, but
may be the most expensive after you factor in the time it takes to
develop fonts or sounds.

Font Applications
Several applications are available to assist with creating or modifying
fonts. Both Metamorphosis Professional from Altsys Corporation and
FontStudio 2.0 fro m Laserset enable you to create TrueType fonts
automatically from existing bit-mapped and PostScript fonts.
To design True'I'ype fonts from scratch, you probably will use
Fontographer from Altsys or FontStudio 2.0.
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Amplitude
Amplitude is the volume, or loudness, of a sound. The amplitude is
indicated by the distance between the highest and lowest points of the
soundwave. The greater the amplitude, the louder the sound. Adjusting
the volume on your Macintosh changes the overall amplitude ~t which
sounds are played, but the waveforms represent the relative amplitude
of any given sound or portion of a sound. Relative amplitude~ ithin a
waveform can be seen as the height of the waves. The Indigo sound is
louder at the beginning and tapers off towards the end.

Digitization
Digitization converts sounds into computer formats. The process
depends on a special electronic circuit called an analog-to-digital converter. The converter takes a sample of the sound at periodic intervals
and saves the samples for playback through a digital-to-analog converter.
The quality of digitized sound is determined by three factors:
• The number of samples taken per second, which is called
the sampling rate
•

The number of bits stored per sample, which is called thE:
1
sampling t·esolution

• The quality and design of d1e circuitry used to record ancl play
back the sounds

Sound Size
igher-quality sounds cost both memory and disk storage space.
The variables are sampling rate and resolution. The Macintosh
supports sampling rates of 11kHz or 22kHz, which means that
sounds may have been sampled at 11,000 or 22,000 samples per second.
The memory and storage requirements for sounds sampled an stored at
22kHz are d ouble those required for 11kHz sounds.
One second of sound sampled at 11kHz takes U K of memory and 22K
of disk space. The same second of sound takes 22K of each when
sampled at 22kHz. The difference may not seem important for qne
second, but most sou nds are lo nger and take a lot of space. A o~e
minute sound at 22kHz requires 1,320K.
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Installing Sounds
You install sound files in the same way that you install fonts-by
dragging them into the System or System Folder. Like fonts, available
sounds are normally stored in the System file. To install or remove a
sound from the System, use the procedures defined for installing and
removing fonts. For step-by-step details, see the sections "Installing a
Font" and "Re moving a Font" earlier in this chapter.

Viewing aSound
The graphic presentation of sounds is normally as a soundwave. All
sound editing software provides for the display of sounds as soundwaves, and most e nable you to edit sounds by selecting, cutting,
copying, and pasting to and from soundwave images. You can open a
sound with virtually any sound editing application and view its waveform. Figure 8.36 shows the sound Indigo as a waveform. Indigo is one
of the sounds that the Installer automatically installs into the System.

Rg. 8.36
The waveform of the
System sound Indigo.

A waveform is a graphical plotting of the frequency and amplitude of a
sound. The amplitude and frequency normally both change over the
duration of the sound.

Frequency
Frequency is the number of waves that occur within o ne second and is
what de termines the pitch. Sounds with a high frequency of soundwaves
are high-pitched. The sound waves of higher frequency sounds have
compact right-to-left wave dimensions.
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Defining Sound Files and Types
Over the years, several sound file formats have been develo ped. Figure
8.35 shows the icons for four types of sound files. Unfortunately,
System 7 recogn izes only the far left format as a n installable format.

Fig. 8.35
Four sound format icons.
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Documents with the icon o n the left can be installed in the Systlem. The
file kind shown for installable System 7 files is sound. The other three
formats are samples from the many sound icons you may see. 1/he icons
to d1e right of the System 7 sound file are a generic sound document, a
SoundWave 1.2 sound file, and a Sound Mover document. Each of these
formats contains at least one sound. Virtually every sound appl~cation
has its own sound icon, and in many cases, a unique sound format.
These formats are not directly installable into System 7, but they are still
useful.
You can preview any installable sound file by double-clicking Ol) the icon
or file. The Sound control panel enables you to select an alert sound
from among the installed sounds. (For more information on installing an
alert sound, see Chapter 6.) Many applications, such as HyperCard ,
enable you to select and play installed sounds.
The embedded document type of an installable sound file is SFIL, and it
has a resource of type SND. Prior to System 7, sound ftles were commonly stored in type SND. You can convert these types to installable
sounds with a free public domain application named sndConverter 1.1,
which is available from many user groups and on-line systems.
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Using Sounds
ounds are not yet as widely used as fonts. Although all Macintoshes have built-in high-quality sound output, only recently have
some Macintosh models begun to come with built-in sound
recording capability. If your Macintosh does not have a microphone, you
might want to purchase a microphone and recording add-on to add the
recording capability. Two such microphones are MacRecorder by
Farallon or Voice-Link from Articulate Systems. The sound capabilities in
System 7 include a simplified installation process and, as witl1 System 6,
the abiLity to select your alert sound. Chapter 7 explains how to select
alert sounds. Some appLications, like HyperCard, use sound e..xtensively.
Developers have used sound in games, specialized music applications,
and as part of multimedia presentation applications. Until recently,
however, they had not seriously developed sound as an integral part of
mainstream appLications. Macintosh power users have been using special
sounds for several years, but the sound use has been limited to only a
few applications and various alert sounds. The advent of built-in
recording capability has kicked off a new wave of application development, and many developers are currently integrating sound into their
applications.
A new product that is representative of the emerging uses for sound
is Voice Font from Information Presentation Technologies, Inc. Any
application that enables you to select a font and underline it can use
Voice Font. With this product, you can insert sounds into the documents
of virtually all applications. The Voice Font software uses the built-in or
add-on microphones to record sounds to insert w hen you select its
special font from the Font me nu. A sound icon represents tl1e sounds
visually. When you underline the inserted sound icon, the sound that
you inserted plays. If the sound icon is underlined when it is first
displayed on the monitor, the sound plays automatically. You can leave
the icon underlined to have the sound play automatically when the
document is opened to the page containing it. You can use this capability to add verbal comments to draft docu ments or to add personal voice
messages to correspondence sent as Macintosh files.
The attraction of products like Voice Font is that they bring new sou nd
capabilities to existing applications. Everyone who purchases such
products can benefit from enhanced sound features without waiting for
upgraded versions of all their applications. Many new uses for Macintosh
sound can be expected over tl1e coming years. Appendix E, "Looking
Past System 7.0," explores some of the likely changes.
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Using the Utilities Menu
be two most commonly used items from the Utilities menu are the
Download PostScript File and Start Page Options. Figur 8.33
shows the options in the Utilities menu.

I

Fig. 8.33
The Utilities menu from
the LaserWriter Font
Utility.

Download Po stScript File ...
Start Page Options ...

Remou e Tr uelype'" ...
Restart Printer ...

The Download PostScript File option enables you to send a fik saved as
PostScript directly to the printer without opening an application. You
can print a file this way because PostScript is saved as printer instructions that are independent of applications. You will use this option to
print PostScript illes for applications that are not installed on your
Macintosh. This option is also useful when you need to print a file
created by a different type of computer, such as printing an MS-DOS
PostScript file on a Macintosh.
The Start Page Options item enables you to turn off or turn on the
automatic generation of an inf01mation page whenever the printer is
started. Some people like to print this page so that d1ey can review the
output and see if they need to replace a toner cartridge in the printer.
Others prefer to turn it off to save time on startup and not waste the
paper and toner required to print the page. If you select this option, the
dialog in figure 8.34 appears. Click on the On or Off button, d)en click
on the OK button or press Enter w accept the changes. Click on Cancel
to cancel the request

Fig. 8.34
The Start Page Options
dialog.

Printer start pag e:

o on
@ Off

( Cancel
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mathematical instructions for creating font characters into the p rimer's
memory. If the instructions are not available when it is time to pri nt, the
characters are produced as bit-mapped images. Most applications will
also download PostScript extensions if they are required to print a
document.
To display the fo nts in a given PostScript printer , be certain that you
have selected the printer with the Chooser; d1en select Display Available
Fonts fro m d1e File menu. The message Getti ng f ont list s f r om
pri nt er name appears on-screen while the Macintosh is collecting
informatio n from the printer. After d1e informatio n is collected, a d isplay
simU:Lr to figu re 8.32 appears to show you d1e fo nts that have been
installed or built into the printer.

Fig. 8.32
LaserWriter Fo nt Utility
display o f available fo nts.

LaserWriter: laserWriter I I NTH

0

Prin1er·~

llisl:tsl

@ Printer

Fonts in printer:
AuantGar de-Boolc
Au on tGord e- 8 o o k 0 b liqu e

AuantG arde - Demi
Auan t Garde- DemiOblique
Boolcman- Demi
Boolcman- Demi Italic
Bo olc man-Light
Boo lc man-Light Ita lic
Couri er

The Page Setup menu item is the standard page setup used in all
applications. (See Chapter 6 for details on Page Setup.) The Print Font
Catalog option prints a list of the fo nts that currently are in the printer's
memory. The Print Font Samples option prints a sample of each fo nt in
the printer's memory.
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The Macintosh System knows which characters legaUy may have accents
applied to them. If you type an accent mark combination ·with al) inappropriate character following it, the result is the accent mark by itSelf,
followed by the character.

Using Fonts with aPostScript Printer
he LaserWriter Font Utility is provided with System 7 and normally is located on the More Tidbits disk. This utility includes
helpful tools for Apple's PostScript LaserWriters and some other
PostScript printers. The more commonly used functions enable you to
download fonts to a printer, display the fonts available in the printer,
print lists and samples of those fonts, and transfer a PostScript file to the
printer.

Using the File Menu
The File menu (see fig. 8.31) contains entries to download PostScript
extension files to the memory of a PostScript printer, display fo nts
that are installed in the printer memory, initialize a disk attach _d to a
LaserWriter, and print font catalogs and samples.

Fig. 8.31
LaserWriter Font Utility File

menu.

Download Fonts...
~0
Display Ruailable Fonts ... 8€L
Initialize Print er 's Di sk ...
Page Setup ...
Print Font Catalog...
Print Font Samples ...

8€P

Quit

il€1)

To download a PostScript extension file, select Download Fonts from the
menu and use the provided file selection window to navigate t the font
file to be downloaded. After you select the file, the download p rocess
continues automatically. Downloading an extension file loads the
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Fig. 8.29
Microsoft Word Font
menu.

12 Point

Uo(l [PmDIDfi
1B Point
24 Point

Chicago

Geneve
1411~~tt

Monaco
New York
Times

Fig. 8.30

./ Plein TeHt

Microsoft Word Style
options from Format
menu.

Bold
ltolir.
Underli ne

mmooomrn

01llmtli!D[!!)

8€02
3€0 8
8€ 0 I
3€0 U
3€o o
3€o w

Creating Accented Characters
Any standard font with alphabetic characters enables you to use the
standard international characters. Typing an accented character requires
you to use the Option key and a trigger character for the specific type of
accent. rn most cases, the trigger is d1e key representing the character
that is most Likely to need the accent. Option-trigger combinations are
shown in table 8.1.

Table 8.1
Accent Characters

Key combination

Accent
Acute accent

C)

Option-E, then the character to be accented

C with a cediUa(c;)

Optlon-C

CircumflexC)

Option-!, then the character to be accented

Grave accent(')

Option- ' , then the character to be accented

Tilde C)

Option-N, then the character to be accented

Umlaut C)

Option-U, then the character to be accented
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Fig. 8.27
MacWrite II Style menu.
lto/ic
Strike Thn.1
"[l)(ll(!)(!)[!!J

Underline
Word Underline
Doubl e Underline
Superscript
Subscript

3CB
:le i
3CJ
3C M
:leU
{} acu
{} 3C l
{} 3C+
{} 3C-

Color
Custom ...

Fig. 8.28
MacWrite II re.xt with ftrst
sentence changed ro
Venice 14 and Outline
style applied.

:!CD

~ ~ !nJ llxi !m!X&ff~ ~

ffcoo:!G ~. The
second sentence Is to remain In the original " default" font. The default
font In thi s case Is Geneva 12.

As mentioned previously, all applications do not use the same font
menus. Figures 8.29 and 8.30 show the font selection menus fo r
Microsoft Word, another popular word processing application. Although
the menus are slightly different, they work in much the same way. To
complete the same tasks as described for MacWrite II, you would select
both the font name and font size from the Font menu, and then use the
Format menu to select a style.
These basic techniques work in virtually any Macintosh application that
allows you to select fonts, styles, and sizes. Remember that you do not
need to treat font types (bit-mapped, Truel'ype, or PostScript) in unique
ways. Applications can use all types interchangeably.
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Fig. 8.24
MacWrite U tell:t with
first sentence changed
to Venice.

8nmp£e text to f>r- mo&fl..ed &y fon-t chm-C~Ct:E:ri..etws. The second sentence
I s to remeln In the orlglne l "defcull" font. The default font 1n thi s cese I s
Geneva 12.

3. While the text is still selected, choose a font size from the Size
menu (see fig. 8 .25). The Size menu shows only one font size in
outlined text. Venice is a bit-mapped font with only size 14
installed, so size 14 is outlined to indicate that this size is most
likely to generate precise characters. Select 14 pt, and the size of
the selected characters changes immediately (see fig. 8.26).

Fig. 8.25
MacWrite II Size menu.

7 pt
9 pt
10 pt
./ 12 pt
18 pt

24 pt
36 pt
48 pt
60 pt
72 pt
Other...

0 :leO

Fig. 8.26

8a.mp£.e text to be moc!Lfi.ed: by font cfmractet-Lstws. The second

MacWrite II text with first
sentence changed to
Venice 14.

sen t ence Is to remcin In the origlnol "default" font. The default font i n
this case Is Geneva 12.

4. You may select a special style from the Style menu (see fig. 8.27).
In this example, the outline style is chosen. Figure 8.28 show·s the
finished text.
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The process of selecting fonts and size and style characteristi
have predetermined and ordered steps. Consistent with Mac
philosophy, the font selectio n process permits you to decide
want w change and then change all or part of the options se
Applications have unique lo nt and font selection menus and
special menu items that enable you w select fonts and fo nt c
tics in one step. In general, you will always select characters
step before applyi ng any o ptions. The fo llowing example use
MacWrite II word processing application to illustrate an appr
modifying a font, its size, and its style. Remember that you d
to change all three variables, and you can change them in an.
like.
To assign a new font, size, and style-in that order-using M
follow these steps:
1. Select the text that you want to change. If you have not et typed
the text, cljck where you will be typing. Figure 8.22 sho s a
paragraph of text.

Fig. 8.22
MacWrite 11 paragraph
of text.

f on t in thi

2. Choose a font name from the Font menu (see fig. 8.23).
case, Venice is chosen. When you release the mouse bu
select the font name, highlighted text is modified to refl
new fo nt characteristics. Figure 8.24 shows the selected
chan ged to Veruce.

Fig. 8.23
MacWrite n Font menu.

New York
T.irnes
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Fig. 8.21
Adobe Type Reunion menu
with AGaramond family
selected.

Regular
ltolic
Semibold
$emibold llolic
Bold
Bold /Iuiie

Bool<mon

Cairo
Chorter BT
Chicago
Couri er
Geneuo
Heluetlca
Heluetlca Compressed
Heh.letlca Condensed
Heluetlca Norrow
London
Monaco
New Yor1c
Palatlno
Symbol
Times
uenice
2apf Dingbats

~
~
~

Using Fonts in Applications
fter you install fonts, you can use them from any application.
Although applications vary in how they handle fonts, they do have
some similarities.

Selecting a Font
Most applications, including rhe Finder, e nable you ro set a defau lt font,
bur the process varies by application; refer ro the documentation or help
messages for each application. Nearly every application has a Font menu,
however, and many also have special Size and Style menus.
Installed fo nt sizes appear in outline form. TrueType fonts normal ly
show all sizes in outline form . The outlined sizes always create clearer
output.
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Suitcase II by Fifth Generation Systems, Inc. is the most popul of these
utilities. It enables you to install or remove fonts and sounds " thout
restarting your System or closing all applications.
A second type of font management application cleans up the t:
by placing fonts of the same type together into their respective
The most popular of these programs is Adobe Type Reunion,
requires that you first instalJ ATM to use it. It also shows all d1
one font style instead of allowing application font menus to sh
font as it would appear if selected . Figure 8.20 shows me same
menu as figure 8.19, except with Type Reunion installed. Th e l
more manageable, and you can find a specific font more easily.

t listing
amilies.
ich
fonts in
w each
tis now

Fig. 8.20
A Font menu adjusted by

1)rpe Reunion.

Au ant Garde
Bookman
Cairo
Charter BT
Chicago
Courier
Geneua
lleluetica
lleluetica Compressed
Helueti ca Conden sed
llelueti ca Narrow
London
Monaco
New York
Palatino
Symbol
Times
Uenice
Za
bats

~
~

._

The me nu in figu re 8.20 only shows a single line for each font t ily.
When using Type Reunion, an arrow appears to the right of eve r family
with more than one font installed. When you select the item, a cond
me nu appears. Figure 8.21 shows the fonts installed for the AG -amond
fumily.
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The second reason is d1at installing many fon ts makes font menus long
and somewhat hard to use. Fo nt lists appear in alphabetical order, but
many fon ts- especially PostScript fonts-have unexpected names d1at
make them hard to find in fo nt lists. Figure 8 .19 shows ilie first half of a
font me nu d1at has many fonts installed. Notice that the names are not
o rdered by family because of d1e way the PostScript fonts are named.
(You cannot rename fonts unless you use a special program.) Notice
d1at the Helvetica fonts are scattered, rather than together unde r dle
expected position for Helvetica in dle alphabet.

Fig. 8.19
A standard Font

menu
illustrating scarrered fonr
names.

AGaramond
AGanmond Bold

AG•m•mom1 BoiJlt.,Uc
AC..,..m.nd lt•li~
AGua.nand Semibold
AGm-tw»ruls.,,111.1x>Lilm1ic
Avant Garde
B Avant Garde Demi
B Bookman Demi
Bl Avant Garde DemiObllque

Bl Bookman. Demiltalic
Bookman
C Helvetica Condensed

!iPl~~

Charter BT

Chicago
CL Helvetica Condensed Light
CLB Helvetica Condensed Black

Courier
Genevll
IIOOIIIC~Jlln~SS8d

HelueEKIGomprmed
./Helvetica
ReiiJeUIU:ompressed
I Avant Garde Booi<Oblique

I Bookman Lightltalic

....

Using Special Font Management Applications
o u can purchase and install one o r more extension applications to
help you manage your fonts. One type of application e nables you
to install a fo nt temporarily wiiliout moving it to the System.
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Fig. 8.18
PostScript downloadable
font extension installation
message.

EHtenslons need t o be stored In the
EHtenslons folde r In order to be ouolloble
to the Moclntosh. Put "AGIIrBol" Into the
EHtenslo ns folder?
( C11nce1

1n

OK

n

To install PostScript fonts, complete these additional steps:
1. Drag the extension file onto the System Folder.

2. Restart your Macintosh.

Removing aFont
ou should remove fonts from your System file if you do
to use them. Each installed font takes up RAM and disk s
makes font menus longer and harder to navigate. Becaus
moving a font changes the System, you cannot remove a font u
Finder is the o nly open application.

t expect
ace and
reless the

To remove a font, follow these steps:
1. Close all open applications, including desk accessories.

2. Open the System Folder and scroll until the System file a pears.
3. Open the System file by double-clicking on it.
4. Click on the font that you want to remove and drag it to
place on the disk or to the Trash.
5. Close the System file.
If the font is a PostScript font, open the Extensions folder and
font extension file out of it. Restart the System to remove the
completely.

g the

Managing Font Selection
You should limit the number of fo nts installed on your System r two
reasons. The first reason is that Fonts use RAM and hard disk sp ce. If
you are short of RAM or hard disk space, be careful deciding wh t fonts
to install.
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Fig. 8.16
Dmgging a font suitcase
onto the System Folder.

Gold 7
Name

Size

Kind
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E!l~
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Helvetica

London

Los Jlngeles

Palat ine

San Francisco
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Symbol
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Fig. B.17
Font installation message
when dragging onto the
System Folder.

Fonts need to be stored in the System file
In order to be ouoiloble to the Moclnto sh.
Put "Uenice 14" into the System file?
[ Concel )

NOTE
You can drag a font
suitcase, a bit-mapped
font, o r a TrueType font
onto the System Folder.

n

OK

D

If the font is not a PostScript font, the installation process is complete
after step 6, and you can begin to use the new font immediately.
If the font is a PostScript font, you also must install the extension file by
dragging that file onto the System Folder. You see the message in figure
8.18. Click on OK. Extensions are not activated until you restart your
Macintosh. PostScript extension files must contain the PostScript code
necessary for ATM, or a PostScript translator in an output device, to draw
characters in the designated font. These files normally are found on
disks that you have purchased; most PostScript fonts are commercial
products.
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To preview a fo nt that resides in a Suitcase file, o pen the suite
then select and o pen d1e fo nt You may preview fonts in the S
in this manner, but the Key Caps desk accessory gives mo re i
on fo nts that are currently active. (For more information on
Caps DA, see Chapter 7).

se and
tern file
rmation
Key

Installing a Font
You can only instaU fo nts if the Finder is the only open applic io n. If
you try to install a font while ano ther application is open, you ee a
message that reads, The System file cannot be changed hile

programs other t han the Fi nder are open.
To install a fo nt, drag the fo nt ille onto the System Folder or, . you
prefer, the System file. To install the Venice 14 fo nt (which is i the
Venice suitcase) o n the System 7 Fonts disk, for example, folio these
steps:
1. Close aUo pen applications, including desk accessories.

2. Insert the disk that contains the fo nt to be installed. In
example, insert the Fonts disk that came with System 7.
3. Open you r startu p device so that a Finder window sho
System Folder.
4. Click on the font that you want to install and drag it o n t p of the
System Fo lder. For d1is example, you will install the Ven ·e 14 font
that is in the Venice suitcase. Figure 8.16 shows this dra
and the highlighted System Folder.
5. Release the mouse button when the System Folder is hi
A message like the one in figure 8.17 appears to ind icate hat
fo nts are being installed.
6. Click the OK button in the dialog or press Return to ace
installation.
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Previewing Fonts
The System 7 Finder enables you to preview a font without installing
it. Open the font file as you would open any other file; a sample of its
format appears. If d1e font is a bit-mapped font, the sample appears in
the size described by the font file. Figure 8.14 shows the preview display
for d1e Times 18 font.

Fig. B.14
A preview of Times 18.

~~~~
@I Times 18
··Sample ..........................................................................................,

I

How razorback-jumping
frogs can level six piqued
gymnasts!

I

!
!i

·-·-·-·-·---·-·-·--·-·-·-·-........._,_,_,_, __,_,_,__]
To us. this f ont , drag it into v our svstom filo.

TrueType fonts are no t size dependent. When you open a TrueType
font, the screen displays samples at various sizes. Figure 8.15 is the
preview of the Times TrueType fo nt. This figure shows 9 point, 12 point,
and 18 point views.

Rg. 8.15
A preview of Times
TrucType.

,---z Times = -

l---------------------·----·-·-·--·-·-·-·-·---'
-::~:~~~~::;~:~~-;::;;::;:~:~~-~:;----l,
tymhut.l

~;::;;;k.jum;;;-~;~~;~1

six --],

[________________________,_ _j
piqued B}flllMSis I

· 18 poin t - - - - - - - - - - - · - - - · - - - - - -1

How razorback-jumping
frogs can level six piqued
gymnasts!

I
I

I
II

..................-..................-... -...-............,_ ..,_.............__ ,_,_,_,__1
To uso this font, drag it into your Systom fil • .
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Fig. 8.13
Font file types shown in list
view format.

Font File Types
Name

Sze

LJ

Cairo 18

D

GaramBol

9K
33K
69K
9K
42K

(] limes
(] limes 14

D

Zap fCin

Kind
font suit case
system ex t ension
font
font
system ex tension

Installing Fonts
TIP
Use the Icon view to
view fo nt files unless
you remember the type
of each item.

he System 7 Installer inst.·llls a few fo nts in the System fi The
exact fonts that it installs depend on the Installer optior that you
select. No matter which fonts it installs, the System 7 di <S will
contain additional fonts that you can add to your System. This ·ection
covers previewing fonts and installing and removing them fro your
System.
Except for the System, which is a special suitcase file, suitcase ~es are
optional under System 7. Apple still uses them to store fonts, As, and
sounds, as on the System 7 disks. If you were a Macintosh use before
System 7, or if you have access to older fo nts, DAs, and sound you
probably will get them in suitcases. \Vhen you drag a suitcase · o n onto
the System or System Folder, the Finder moves the contents o the
suitcase into the appropriate places (the Apple Menu Items fol ler for
DAs; the System for fonts and sounds). It then throws away th suitcase.
\'\'hen you drag items from the System or another suitcase ont the
Desktop or a Finder window, those are converted to stand-alo e
documents. The stand-alo ne format is fine, but if you want to ~e them
in prior versions of the System, you have to put them back intc suitcases.
(Before System 7, they had to be in suitcases to be installed.)
You can convert fonts, DAs, and sounds to suitcase format by c :agging
them onto an existing suitcase. System 7 does not give you a tc :>I to
create an empty suitcase, but you can create one by copying ar existing
suitcase; the Fonts disk that comes with System 7 contains seve al
suitcases. You then drag the contents of the copied suitcase in ~ the
Trash. If you follow this procedure once and save the suitcase ~mpty
Suitcase would be a good name for it), you can copy it whene\ r you
want to start a new suitcase file.
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The top row shows two font docume nts used in System 7. The font o n
the left, Times 14, is a bit-mapped font. The name and icon indicates that
the font is bit-mapped-the name contains the font's point size and the
icon shows an A in only one size. The font on the right is the Times
TrueTyp e font. Notice that the name does not contain a number and that
the icon shows an A in multiple sizes.
The middle row shows two PostScript fo nts: o ne from Bitstream and one
from Adobe. Font vendors usually have unique icons to re present their
J>ostScript fonts. These fonts are for d ownloading to PostScript printers.
The bottom row is a fo nt suitcase. The name indicates that it contains a
Cairo 18 font.
A fo nt suitcase may contain mo re than one font. Figure 8 .12 shows the
contents of a Times font suitcase as it appears o n the Font disk in the
System 7 software.

Rg. 8.12
l~ont sui[case

wid1 several
Times fonrs.
()
()
()
()
()
()
()
()
()

limes 9
limes (bold)
limes (bold, Italic)
Trnes Otalic)
Times 10
Times 12
Times 14
Times 16
limes 24

7K
65K
67K
66K
7K
7K
9K
1 OK
13K

font
font
font
font
font
font
font
font

Notice that some items in the Times suitcase contain numbe rs and some
do not. The ones with numbers are bit-mapped fonts and the ones
without numbers are TrueType fonts. If you view the fonts by icon, you
can also see the differe nce in icons. Keeping different font families and
types within a suitcase is perfectly acceptable. The fonts you store in a
font suitcase depend only on how convenient the arrangement is for you
and whether you can find a font when you need it.
Figure 8.13 shows a list view of the Finder window in figure 8.11. Notice
that the Times and Times 14 fonts both Hst the kind as font. This, like
the view of tl1e font suitcase, does not show which items are TrueType
and which are bit-mapped fonts. The two PostScript downloadable
fonts- GaramBol and ZapfDin-are shown as System extensions, and
the Cairo 18 suitcase is Hsted as afont suitcase.
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By double-clicking on the System file, you can see what fonts
installed in the System and open them to preview their conte
(Another way to preview installed fonts is to use the Key Caps
accessory explained in Chapter 7.) Figure 8.10 shows the Tim
within a System window. Notice that this window is the same
other Finder window. You can alter the format view as describ
Chapter4.

s.
esk
fonts
· any
d in

Fig. 8.10
An open System window
with Times fonts shown.

A5 mentioned earlier, you can store font files anywhere, especi
are not being used at the time. Fonts are often stored in sui tea
These fLies are merely containers that work like a special type
and they have a special icon that looks like a suitcase. With Sys
you can open any suitcase by double-clicking on it and then tr
contents as if the suitcase were in a standard Finder menu. Yo
drag fonts (and sounds) on top of a suitcase icon, or into an o
suitcase window to move them into the suitcase. Before Syste
could not be stored anywhere except in the System or in suite,
System 7 enables you to take individual fonts from suitcases
them as individual files . Figure 8.11 shows the icons for five co
types of font files: a bit-mapped font, a TrueType font, two diffi
brands of PostScript fonts, and a font suitcase.

Fig. 8.11
Font file icons.
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1. An application requests a character.

2. The Macintosh System checks whether the exact size, fo nt, and
style are installed in the System (or by an application that adds
fonts to System fonts) .
3. If the exact font-including size and style-is installed as a bitmapped fo nt, it is used to d isplay the image.
4. When an exact match is not available, the System checks the fo nt
type.
5. If a Truel'ype version of the fo nt is instaUed, d1e screen display is
created using True1'ype.

6. If a l'ostScript version of the font is installed (without a TrueType
version installed) an d ATM is installed, the System creates a bit
map from the PostScript outline a nd uses it for the screen display.
If no ne of the crite ria in ste ps 3 through 6 are matched, the closest
existing bit map is scaled for use o r an application default fon t is used.
In either case, quality suffers.

Storing Fonts
onts are stored as individual files on disks, withjn fo nt suitcases,
and within d1e System file (which is a special form of su itcase).
PostScript font files required to be sent to printers are normally
stored in the Extensio ns folder and are covered in more detail in tl1e
section "Using Fonts with a PostScrip t Printer" late r in this chapter.
For fo nts to be active (selectable from tl1e Finder and applications), they
must be installed in the System d1at was used to stare up the Macintosh,
or they must be opened with special font management software. You can
store fo nt files anywhere; without special software, however, you cannot
acmally use the fo nts within applications or the Finder unless you firs t
install them in the System or open them with a special program.
Programs that permit you to o pen and close fonts without installjng
them in the System are helpful particularly if you use a wide variety of
fonts that might require more me mory than your Macintosh has available. By opening and closing fonts as you need the m, you can maximize
fon t memory usage. More detail on special fo nt management software is
available in the section "Using Special Font Management Applications"
later in this chapter.
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The bit-mapped screen fonts are treated Like any other screen ont.
Handling the extension files is covered in the section "Using nts with
a PostScript Printer" later in this chapter.

Other PostScript Platforms
ostScript has been around longer than TrueType and h
considerable acceptance as a standard way to describe ~
printers and typesetting devices. NeXT computers use a
called Display PostScript for monitor display, but Display Post
limited acceptability-mostly due to the processing cost of cal
the images. PostScript fonts contain instructions like TrueTyp
but PostScript is an older technology that is less flexible and 1
than TrueType.

received
nts for
ersion
cript has
ulating
formulas,
s efficient

The PostScript version used in Macintosh computers uses Typ
These are available from several vendors, although Adobe and itstream
have been around the longest and are the best-known publish rs.

Adobe Type Manager
The Adobe Type Manager (ATM) is an application that you ca
and install to improve the display of standard PostScript fonts
monitor or non-PostScript printer. You can use ATM with Syst
does not interfere with TrueType processing. ATM requires th
have the extension (downloadable) font files inst.1lled on your
for every font that it is to assist. This installation costs storage ace
because several font printer description files are normally bull into
PostScript printers and do not need to be present on the Maci tosh
except to use with ATM.

Understanding the On-Screen Display

I
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Because the Macintosh can send bit-mapped fonts, TrueType ~
PostScript fonts with ATM to a monitor, you may have difficul
mining what is happening when characters are being displaye
section explains what occurs so that you can determine more
fonts to insmll in your System and how they might affect tl1e s
quality of the on-screen images.

nts, and
deterThis
sily what
ed and

The Macintosh System uses the following steps to determine
send to the display device:

at to

means that a TrueType image appears in the best possible resolution for
every device. Figure 8.9 shows a character at 72 points with the Times
TrueType font installed. Compare this letter to the bit-mapped version
shown in figure 8.7.

Fig. 8.9

A

Character at 72 points with
the Times TrueType font
installed.

TrueType fonts provide good resolution on many output devices
without you having to keep special downloadable fonts on your
Macintosh or in your printer. Some printers can perform the TrueType
calculations for handling the font descriptions, and others require that
the Macintosh completes the calculations. When the Macintosh does the
font calculation, the calculation process affects the time it takes to do a
task. Because TrueType is efficient, however, the impact is not noticeable unless you are performing a lot of complex font processing or using
a low-end Macintosh model.
A few of the printers that currently support TrueType calculations are
• LaserWriter II NTX
•

LaserWriter II NT

•

Personal LaserWriter NT

•

QMS .ColorScript 100

PostScript
ostScript font technology is actually a page description language. It
was designed to prepare images for reproduction on several laser
printers, typesetting devices, and solid ink color printers that have
built-in PostScript translation capability. PostScript fonts must be
resident in the printer when the item is printed so that the printer's
processor can translate the outline to the appropriate size and resolution
for printing. When you use PostScript on a Macintosh, you install both a
special bit-mapped screen font and, if the printer does not have the font
permanently installed, an extension file (called a PostScript font file).
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Fig. 8.7

A

Times 72 from a Times 14
bit-mapped font.

The second major issue with bit-mapped fonts is that installin
sizes, especially if larger sizes are included, requires a conside
amount of RAM and disk space for storage. Figure 8.8 shows tl
tents of a suitcase that contains several larger-sized Times font
sizes require a total of 205K of disk storage space.

_o

Fig. 8.8
Times suitcase with
larger-sized fonts.
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TrueType
rueType is an example of outline font technology. True
functionality is built into System 7. TrueType does not d
on individual bit-mapped images of characters, which re
adjustment for each size. Each TrueType font contains the rna
formulas that define the outlines of the font characters. The Ma
uses the formulas to generate the font images in any size. True
less disk space than bit-mapped fonts, which must have several
installed to be used effectively. The TrueType Times font that s
all sizes takes onJy 67K of disk storage space as compared to 20
required for the limited set of Times bit-mapped font sizes sho
figure 8.8.
When you use TrueType, the Macintosh determines the resolut
the output device- normally a monitor or printer-to which yo
a font, and it determines which pixels are to be turned on to fi
outline most closely at that resolution. This adjustment for eac
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Bit Map
he initial Macintosh fonts were bit-mapped fonts. These fonts were
basicaUy created by filling in squares on a grid. Each bit-mapped
character is defined by a grid of squares that measures 72-by-72
squares. By turning squares on (dark) or off (clear) , a character appears.
This font structure was designed for the resolution of the original
Macintosh monitors, which are still used on the Classic models. Figure
8.6 shows a letter in Times 36 in a regular and enlarged view. The
enlarged view shows the bit map required to create the character. The
term screen font also refe rs to bit-mapped fonts.

Fig. 8.6
Times 36 shown in actual
size and as a bit map.

Bit·mapped fonts have two major problems. The first is output quality. If
the resolution of the device to which the fonts are sent is not the same as
intended by the font designer, or if the exact size that you specify is not
instaUed, the font may be jagged. Figure 8 .7 shows a 72-point image
created from a Times 14 font. Notice that the jagged lines resemble the
general shape of the e nlarged bit map shown in figure 8.6. The bit map
required to define the shape for the 14-point size contains irregularities
that have a much different effect when magnified to 72 points.
This effect is because e nlargi ng the bit map for the 14-point size magnifies the irregularities that are required to give detail to the image at a
14-point size.
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Adobe Garamond, and applying the Italic style modification fr
within
an application. Character quality usually will be better if you u specific
fonts instead of using generic fonts and modifying them with plications.

Adobe Garamond
Adobe Garamond Italic
Adobe Garamond Bold
Adobe Garamond Bold Italic

Fig. 8.5
Four fonts in the Adobe
Garamond font family.

TIP
Mixing several font
families on a page often
detracts from the page's
overall impact. Use
fonts selectively. Fonts
from one font family
will generally provide
enough flexibility while
maintaining a relative ly
consistent look across
the page.

Many terms are used to describe the stylistic modifications tha re
applied when creating a font. These terms include black, bold,
compressed, condensed, demi, fat, gray, heavy, inline, italic, li t, line,
medium, micro, narrow, obUque, roman, semibold, shadow, st ck, thin,
and ultraUght.
These terms are not defined precisely, although they are used
consistently. Black is normally slightly larger and darker than b
terms book and roman often denote the basic character set wit
modifications such as bold, italic, or narrow. The major font p
provide catalogs that show samples of standard output from ea

mewhat
ld. The
out
Ushers
h font

file.

Defining Font Types
he initial Macintosh had bit-mapped fonts that looked go d on the
Macintosh monitor and reproduced fairly well on an Ima eWriter
printer. In 1984, the screen resolution of72 dots per inc (dpi)
was considered impressive. The flexibility to change fonts, font izes, and
styles was a major factor enabling the emergence of the field of iesktop
publishing. Eventua.Uy, Macintosh computers were attached to rioters
and other devices that supported higher resolution (more dots er
inch), and more sophisticated font technology was required. T s section
covers the standard font technology types (bit map, TrueType, · d
PostScript).
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Fig. 8.3
Times 14 characters.
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Fonts normaUy contain letters, numbers, and symbols, but they are not
technically required to contain these ele ments. Most of the fonts you
use wiU be standard character fonts, such as most of the ones that come
with System 7. You may want to use special symbol fonts for other purposes. Figure 8.4 shows some of the characters in another font-Zapf
Dingbats 14.

Fig. 8.4
Zapf Dingbats 14
characters.
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Using Fonts
page produced in one font is much like a speech given in a
monotone. Fonts that enable you to add emphasis to text just as
tone and inflection enable a professional speaker to add emphasis
to a speech. By using different fontS, you can enhance clarity and make
your printed documents more interesting and effective than typewritten
documents. CarefulJy applying font style and size options can make a
tremendous difference in how an audience receives a message. Professional documents, like this book, use variations in fonts to highlight
titles, headings, and other important information.
Anotl1er reason for font variations is to provide readability in different
situations. You could write a letter, for example, in a smaller and more
ornamental font. A document that will be exhibited on a large screen,
however, should have a larger, less complex font.
Macintosh users who produce many and varied documents usually keep
several fonts and at least one font family that contains many fonts with
preapplied style modifiers.
Adobe Garamond is a commonly used font family. Figure 8.5 lists four
individual fonts in this family. Notice that all but the first font name have
a stylistic modifier as part of its name. You can create a close approximation of the Adobe Garamond Italic font by using the first font,
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Macintosh Definition
he first Macintosh computers and System software cam
several font families. The definition of a font was sligh
from the traditional printing definition. A Macintosh fa
collectio n of characters that could be accessed with keys fro
keyboard. These fonts came in various sizes, but they were n
mined. It was assumed that applications would permit users t
stylistic modifications. In fact, the font definitions allowed ap
to adjust the sizes. The terminology became blurred. People r
Courier as a font, and Courier 12 as a font at size 12. Styles w
defined as part of the font name.
As newer technologies-PostScript and TrueType-became a'
fonts became described as a general group of characteristics i
style. Sizes and additional stylistic variations for these fonts ar
able by applications, but they have specific font files for speci
Predefined font files wiU invariably provide cleaner printed te

with
different

predeterapply
ications
ferred to
e not
Hable,
a general
modifistyles.

ies and
You do no t need to understand the logic behind how font f
styles are named. You should, however, remember these fou r portant
concepts:
• There are three general font types (bit-mapped, Postscr·
TrueType), which are covered in the section "Defining
later in this chapter.
•

Macintosh font file names that contain numbers represe
family at a specific size. The number in the ftle name re
the font size in points .

•

Macintosh font file names sometimes include style mod'
weU as a family name, such as Courier Bold Italic. In the cases,
the style or styles in the name are applied to the mathe tical
definition of the characters. These characters provide m
output than plain characters that have styles-such as b
italic-applied within an application.

•

Each key on the keyboard represents a unique character
a modifier key often provides a wider group of character
standard modifiers are Shift, Option, and the Shift-Optio
combination. You can use the Key Caps DA to view the r
using these modifiers. (Chapter 7 covers how to use Key

Figure 8.3 shows the characters in a Times font that would ap
on-screen if you typed the top row of keys on the extended ke.
The second through fourth rows show the characters that app
same order as the first row-when you press and hold the indi
modifier keys and then type the to p row of keys.

I
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•

Many monitors do not accurately reflect true font sizes. The new
TrueType technology and other products me ntioned later in this
chapter have been designed to help make fonts appear the correct
size o n-screen. Items displayed on-screen, however, are nor always
precisely the ir true size.

•

Optical illusion plays a major role in the appearance of font size.
Width of characters and the spacing between them affects the way
they appear and causes the m to look large r or smaller in comparison to other characters of the same he ight.
Times 9

Rg. 8.1
Times in sizes 9, 12,
18, and 24.

Times 12

Times 18

Times 24
Prior to System 7, some applications limited fo nt support to a maximu m
size of 127 points. Newer font technologies have made this Limit
unnecessary, and newer versions of applications will probably not
impose this limit. The Compatibility Checker from Apple's Before You
Install disk flags applications that limit font size to 127 points or less.

Style
Fonts come in a variety of styles and sizes. A font style is a specific
variation of shapes and thicknesses within a font. Style type availability
varies widely by font family, but two styles are commonly available: italic
and bold. Figure 8.2 shows the Times 14 font with fou r different styles
applied.

Fig. 8.2
Times 14 plain, Times 14
bold, Times 14 italic, and
Times 14 bold italic.

Times 14

Times 14 Bold
Times 14 Italic
Times 14 Bold Italic
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Defining "Font"
he term font is vague. Like many words in the English I guage, its
history is interesting and is appropriate to the current u age of the
word. The terminology comes from the printing indust and has
been modified slightly for computer use.
The term font has its origin in the history of printing. Founds
of distinctive character configurations produced and named b
foundry. Over time, the word found metamorphosed to fount
to font, but the basic definition remained. In typesetting,Jont
to a complete set (or alphabet) of type in o ne fami ly, size, an
By this definition, an example of a font is Courier Bold 12 poi
is a name that represents a set of general characteristics. Bold
a style. 12 indicates the size at which the type is displayed or
Courier Italic 12 point is a different font. Any difference in ov
characteristics (the font name), size, or style defines a new fo . (See
more on styles later in this chapter.)

Typeface refers to a group of fonts that share the same charact ristics but
are in a variety of sizes and styles. These font groups are often eferred
to asfontfamilies, which is the origin of the phrase family n e.

Size
Font sizes are normally referred to in units of measurement ca ed
points. Seventy-two points make an inch. In printing terminal , points
(abbreviated aspts.) are the common denominator for type si·
applications. Type sizes on the Macintosh may be as small as 4
and as large as 32,000 points. Figure 8.1 shows the Times font
sizes.
Fonts in the same point size might not always appear to be th
for several reasons. The following are the d1ree most common
•
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Fonts are measured from the top of the highest point of
character (generally tl1e top of an ascender, such as the ghest
point of a d) to the lowest point of any character (gener,
bottom of a descender, such as the lowest po int of a g) .
human eye is drawn to the body of the characters (know
x-height), rather than the fully extended characters; ther
font of precisely the same size will look different, depen
how much of the height is allocated to x-height rather th n
ascenders and descenders.

Adding Fonts
and Sounds
ystem 7 comes with a selection of fonts and sounds that enable
you to customize your Macintosh and its output. Most applications
contain a Font menu that you can use to select the format of
characters that you type. General purpose applications are just now
beginning to implement sound as a variable that you can invoke and use
to enrich documents. All applications support sound to some extent;
System 7 and applications use sound to notify you of problems or
events that require your response. This chapter covers standard fo nt and
sound formats and how to find, install, use, and remove them.
The Macintosh System has always enabled users to add and delete fonts
and sounds. Prior to System 7, the process was relatively complex and
scared off many users. System 7 provides new tools for managing fonts
and sounds and a new built-in technology that improves how characters
look on-screen and on the printed pages created by most primers.
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Chapter Summary
his chapter discussed the basic tools for customizing y
tosh. You learned that most customization applies to a
device rather than to a actual Macintosh. You may keep
customization sets stored on different startup devices, or take
options with you by moving the device to another Macintosh.

r Macintartup
everal
our

You read about the various Apple-provided standard desk ace
and control panels, and the Apple Menu Items folder and the tartup
folder. Examples helped you determine the kind of customiza ·an that
you need and how to make it work for you.
The final portion of the chapter focused on creating custom i
files.
New users often either get carried away and customize everyt
they are afraid to change anything on the Macintosh. To realiz
potential of your Macintosh and simplify your work, you need
about customization. Unless you have time to play, however,)
start by customizing a few items and adding other options ove time.
You can easily get involved and have fun with the customizati process.
There is no harm in having fun with your computer; in fact, th aspect
of the Macintosh helps make work more interesting and can i
both your creativity and productivity.
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To create a custom icon from a screen image, follow these steps:
1. Arrange the Desktop so that whatever you want to use as the icon
is shown.

2. Press Command-Shift-3. If sound is turned on, you will hear the
sound of a shutter opening and closing as if you were taking a
picture with a camera. A file named Picture 0 is created and stored
on your startup disk. This file is a picture of the entire Macintosh
screen you had displayed at the time you took the picture. If the
directory already contains a file named Picture 0, the picture will
be numbered Picture 1, and so on.
3. Double-dick on the Picture 0 icon. Assuming that you have not
installed another program to handle opening Picture files and that
you have left TeachText on your startup drive, the Finder will ask
you whether you want it to display the document with TeachText.
Answer Yes, and you see the picture that you captured.
4. Select the portion of the picture that you want to use by drawing a
box around it. (See Chapter 3 for information on selecting items
by drawing a box.)
5. Press Command-C or select the Copy option from the Edit menu
to copy the selected area to the Clipboard.
6. Press Command-Q or select Quit from the File menu to close
TeachText.
7. Find and select the item with the icon that you want to modify.
8. Press Command-! or select Get Info from the File menu.
9. Click on the icon in the upper left portion of the Get Info window.
10. Press Command-V to paste the new icon.
The new icon will now appear in the Get Info window and
everywhere else that the file is represented by its icon.
To return an icon to the default icon, click on the icon in the Info
window and press Command-X to cut your replacement icon.
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Setting Startup Items
f you want specific applications started or files opened
you start your Macintosh, you can set up the computer
those applications or documents automatically when it
Install the items, or aliases for them, in the Startup Items fold
resides within the System Folder.

ery time
open

To set up an item as a startup item, open the Finder windows
both folders and drag the application ico n from the original £
Startup Items folder. Because many applications must be star
same folder with their supporting files, you might prefer to m
and move it-rather than the original file-to the Startup Ite
All the items in your Startup Items folder will open automatic
your Macintosh starts up. If you moved your startup device to
computer and the items are not available or the computer do
enough memory to open them, an error message appears.
To remove an item from the automatic startup list, remove it m the
Startup Items folder. You then can either delete it or move it a ywhere
on the disk, except within in the System Folder and its subsidi ry
folders.

Customizing Icons
ou can change the icon for any item. Creating custom ic ns
requires that you have, or can create, a selectable pictur for the
icon . One of the more interesting uses of customization
an image of the contents of each document as its icon. A colie
pictures created this way can make identifying the contents of
ment easier. You can create a copy of the screen by using Co
The step-by-step example that follows shows how to create a p
install it as a custom icon. Do not be concerned with the size · a
picture; the System adjusts the size automatically.
The following steps take you through creating a picture of you
creating
and using that view ;c; an icon for a file. In this example, you
the picture (called a screen dump) from the Finder, although} u could
do it from any applicatio n.
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Each optional item of information for list views appears in the lower
right corner of the Views control panel. Each item contains a box to the
left of it. To select an item, click on the box. To deselect the ite m, click
on the box again. An X appears in the box of selected items.
If you select several items, you will probably have to scroll the windows
horizontally to see all the information for a given item. list views always
show the selected information for any item next to the ite m's name. The
information items appear in the orde r that they are listed in the Views
control panel. Figure 7.44 shows a Finder window with no optional
items selected, and figure 7.45 shows d1e same window with d1e Show
Size option turned on.

Fig. 7.44
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List view with no optional
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Fig. 7.45
List view with size o p tion
selected .
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Work Group Sharing Control Panels
The final common Apple-provided conu·ol panel items set up and
manage File Sharing within work groups. See Chapter 9 for details on
these ite ms.
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Fig. 7.42
List view with Calculate
Folder Size and Disk
Header Info rmatio n
o ptions turned off.
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When the Show Disk Info in Header optio n is turned on, all F
windows show a line of disk information just below the title b
line contains the number of items in the window, the total am
disk space that was used on the storage device tl1at holds the'
and the amount of storage space left on the storage device (se

der
r. This
unt of
indow,

fig. 7.43).

If you leave this option turned off, or turn it off after turning i on, the
disk information line only shows for the primary (top level) v.~ dow of
any storage device.

Fig. 7.43
List view with both
Calculate Folder Size and
Disk Information optio ns
turned o n.
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Ch aptt:r 4 covt:rt:d tht: various available list view o ptions a nd h w you

might use them. The Views control panel enables you to select ~hich
information appears in Finder windows. You can tl1en use this nformatio n for sorting the views.
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Figure 7.41 shows a List view Finder window as it appears with large
icons selected. This option, whe n combined with the remaining list view
options, gives you extensive flexibility to create views that mee t your
needs and preferences.

Fig. 7.41
List view Finder window
with largest icon option
selected.
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When list views show the size of items, the default settings show folders
with a- (dash) in the Size column. The Calculate Folder Size option
enables you to have that column display the e ntire size of each folder
and its contents. This option is helpful for reviewing the contents of a
storage d evice, but consider it carefully before setting it. When you turn
on this option and display Size in List views, your Macintosh calculates
the size of every folder in the view whenever a list view is opened.

TIP
You can always see the
calculated size of any
folder by selecting it in
the Finder and using
Command·! to display
its Get lnfo dam.

The calculation process rakes time, which makes opening windows
slower. Large folde rs slow window opening enough to be noticeable
even on high-end, faster Macintoshes. If you are not using o ne of the
fas ter models and have folders that contain many ite ms, leave this option
turned off except when you are specifically reviewing folder sizes.
Figure 7.42 shows how folder size appears whe n the Calculate Folder
Size option is turned off. (Fig. 7.43 shows the same folder with Calculate
Folder Size turned on.)
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TIP
You can temporarily
and simply tum off the
Snap to Grid option.
Press and hold the
Command key when
you drop an icon into
place. The item is
placed where you drop
it rather than moved to
an appropriate grid
location.

If you often have long names assigned to icons, the standard
grid may cause names to overlap in icon views. One solution i
the staggered grid button from the Views control panel. The s
grid arranges the grid rows so that alternating grid locations a
screen are on slightly different levels. The best way to underst
concept is to look at the examples next to the Straight Grid a
gered Grid buttons in the Views control panel. Figure 7.40 sh
Views control panel.

raight
to select
ggered
oss the
nd this
Stagthe

The result of a staggered grid is that it can show longer file na
without you changing to a smaller font or resorting to a larger
because the icons would not fit without overlapping names.

Size of List Views
very list view has icons at the left side of each item. You
change the size of those icons from the default small ic
full-sized icons used in icon views, or you can select an
are size. To change the icon size, click on the button beneath
illustrated small, medium, or large icons in the List Views sect'
Views control panel.

Fig. 7.40
Views control panel with
cursor pointing to the
Straight Grid button.
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Grid Options
he Grid options take a little imagination to understand, but they
are useful for keeping a neat and orderly Desktop when using icon
views. The Grid is an invisible set of horizontal and vertical lines
that are drawn on your Desktop and within any Finder window. These
invisible lines create a grid of squares that you can use to align icons.
You can arrange icons in any order and relative positions you like, but
most people prefer them aligned in neat rows, regardless of how they
are arranged. The grid is a tool for making rows straight and spacing
icons evenly. Turn on the Snap to Grid option and move an icon; the
System aligns the icon horizontally and vertically within the invisible grid
square d1at is closest to where you dragged the icon.
You turn the grid o n or off by clicking on d1e box next to d1e words
Always Snap t o Grid. Items do not snap to the grid unless they are
being moved for some other reason. You might turn off this option,
move an item to a special place, and then mrn the option on again so
that other icons align according to the invisible grid.
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Font and Font Size
he default font and font size is a compromise that cov the
needs of the average user. As an average, it works well. ost
people who have used the Macintosh since 1984 have ot had the
capability to change the default font in the Finder. Changing
possible, but not for the average user.
You might change the font and font size for several reasons.
lists several problems and solutions dealing with fonts and fo

Table 7.1
Problems and Solutions for
Fonts and Font Sizes

TIP
Adjusting views is
simpler if you open a
Finder window first.

Problem

Solution

You have to strain to read the icon
names and list views in Finder windows.

Improve readabili
selecting a larger
and a more asser

You don't mind smaller text and prefer
to see more list view items without
having to scroll.

Select a smaller~

You simply prefer a different font.

Select a font that
you.

eases

To select a font and font size from the Views control panel, fo ow these
steps:
1. Click on the font name pop-up menu and select a font me. If a
Finder window is showing on-screen, you can see the c ange
immediately. Select a different font if you do not like th results.

2. Click on the downward-pointing triangle at the right si
top line of the Views menu and select a font size.

of the

3. Review your results and, if necessary, change them usin the same
steps.
If you want to experiment with sizes other than those suggest d, select
the number in the font size number field and type in any size ou would
like to try.

Figures 7.38 and 7.39 illustrate the difference between two p, s of font
name and font size selections.
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To select a startup disk, click on its icon in the Startup Disk control
panel. The change goes into effect the next time you start or restart the
Macintosh.

Views
he Views control panel enables you to select a number of options
that customize how Finder windows display information. Most
control panel options are set up once and changed rarely. In
contrast, you may want to change the view options often.
You can set up three major groups of options and six distinct options
from this window. The Views control panel, as shown in figure 7.37,
enables you to adjust these items:
•

What font and font sizes the Finder users

•

How Icon view icons are arranged

• The size of icons when shown in List views
•

Whether Finder windows contain disk usage information

• Whether folder sizes are calculated automaticaUy
• What information is shown in list views

Rg. 7.37
Views control panel.
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Select an Alert sound by cJjcking on its name in the scrollabl field in the
Sound control panel. The sound plays when you select it, so o u can
determine if you want to use it or try another.

Startup Disk
f you have multiple disks that can be used as startup d ks, use the
Startup Disk control panel to select your preferred sra p device.
Figure 7.36 shows the Startup Disk window. Startup d ices were
explained in the section "Using Startup Devices" at the begin ing of this
chapter.

Rg. 7.36
Startup Disk control panel.

St a rt up Disk

21£]

S•l•ct a Startup Disk :

--

c:=J

HD-80

\"'<'hen you restart your computer, it checks whether your pre~ red disk
is available. lf the disk is available, the computer uses it, provi ed that
the floppy drive does not contain a disk.
If your selected disk does not have a System Folder, the Maci
continues checking other d rives so that it may complete the s
can override the startup disk selection at any time by placing
disk in a floppy drive. The Macintosh always defaults to a flop
startup disk is present in that drive when you start or restart
purer. This optio n is important when you accidentally mess u
System Folder o ptions and the selected startup device does n
your Macintosh completely. You can d1en start fro m the flopp
repair the System Folder optio ns.
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e comyour
start
and

Modem Options
Select internal or external modems by clicking on the appropriate icon
in the lower right corner of the Portable control panel.

Sound
he Sound control panel adjusts sound volume, selects Alert
sounds, and-on some models-adds and removes additional
sounds. Figure 7.35 shows a Sound control panel for a Macintosh
without a microphone and sound recording tools. See Chapter 8 for
more information about sounds.

Fig. 7.35

~Iii

Sound control panel.

Speaker
Volume

7~
6 54 3210-

Sound
Alert Sounds
Boing
BOOP!
Clink-Klank
Droplet
Indigo
Monkey
Quack
Simple Beep
Sosumi

Wild Eep

.Q

0

Volume
Speaker volume adjustment is set to values from 0 to 7 where 7 is the
loudest and 0 indicates no sound. If you select 0 for your sound volume,
the menu bar flashes whenever a sound normally would play. Select
sound volume by dragging the selector bar up and down to the sound
level that you want. Then release the mouse button.

Alert Sounds
You hear the Alert sound when your computer needs your attention or
wants to tell you that something has occurred. The Alert sound is often
called the Beep sound. You can select the Alert sound. (Chapter 8 covers
the standard process for installing new sou nds.) Some models enable
you to record new sounds from within the Sound control panel. The
available sounds appear in the selection field of this control panel.
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minutes. (For more information on sleep, see the section "Bat
earlier in this chapter.)
The time delay until the hard disk sleeps may be less than ore ual to the
System sleep time delay. The bar immediately under the Syste sleep
time selection is the internal hard disk sleep adjustment. A h
disk
uses a lot of power, so if you are concerned about consei'Ving
the hard disk sleep option to a low number. If you are worldn
application that does not need frequent access to the hard dis
work for a while with the hard disk in Sleep mode. Drag the s ection
indicator as you did for the System sleep option. Putting the h rd disk
into Sleep mode physically turns it off. It turns back on au tom tically
whenever the portable attempts to access it.
Just under the Hard Disk sleep time selection bar is a box. CH on this
box if you want the computer to stay awake whenever it is plu ged in. If
you select this option, you see a warning that you should not l ve your
portable on for an extended time as it may damage the screen. o leave
the portable plugged in and awake for extended periods, use
saver application to prevent bum-in damage to the screen.

RAM Disk Options
he RAM disk options enable you to set aside part of you
portable's memory to be used as if it were a hard disk.
hard disks use more power and are slower than RAM ac
using a RAM disk can extend battery power and reduce delays.
using a RAM disk, copy important data to a disk periodically. I
Macintosh loses power, you will lose aU the information in the
Memory allocated to a RA..t\1 disk is not available for loading op ons.

Automatic Wake-Up Options
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The automatic wake-up options enable you to set a time and d
your Portable to wake up or to specify that it will wake up wh
phone rings (and it is connected to a phone line through a mo
information on setting the time, see the section "Alarm Clock"
this chapter.

te for
the
em). For
arlier in

The box in front of the time turns on the option to wake up at
fied time. Click in the box to turn on this option; click in the b
to turn off the option. Click in the box before When Phone Ri
specify that the computer should wake up when the phone rin
in the box again to turn off the option. The items set by the bo
when an X appears in the appropriate box.

specix again
s to
. Click
es are on

lf, on the od1er hand, the Macintosh inte rprets clicks that you intended
to be two single-clicks as a double-click, select the far right selection for
faster double-click speed. The Double-Click Speed selection goes into
effect immediately.

Portable
The Portable control panel is only useful with a Macintosh portable. The
Portable control panel enables you to select several options (see
fig. 7.34).

fig. 7.34

Portable

-D

Portable control panel.
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Portable Brightness
The first portable option is the screen brightness. You select d1e brightness by clicking on d1e Screen ContraSt slide and dragging it up or down
on the brightness indicato r. You can see me results instantly.

Portable Sleep Options
The next three options are me sleep controls. These options tell the
portable when it should go to sleep to conserve battery power. The top
option sets the number of minutes that the Portable should wait, with no
activity, until it automatically goes into Sleep mode. Drag the selection
indicator from left to right or right to left to specify d1e number of
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Fig. 7.33
Mouse control panel
window.
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Very Slow
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Doub le-Cllck Speed

Mousetracking
ousetracking refers to the correlation between the mov

ent of
the mouse and the movement of the cursor. There .are s ven
possible settings for mousetracking as indicated by the
the top of the window.
If you set the setting to Slow, the mouse movement is basicall.
one with the cursor. If you move the mouse one inch, the curs
approximately one inch on a standard monitor. This option w
some people, but most prefer a faster setting.

The Fast setting causes the cursor to move slightly more than ·ce as far
as the mouse. Many experienced Macintosh users select this o
Most new mouse users will be more comfortable with one oft
speed selections.
The Very Slow option is designed for using the mouse with a
tablet or for drawing with the mouse. Most people find this se ing too
unresponsive for other uses.

Double-Click Speed
The Macintosh recognizes a double-dick by the elapsed time b tween
two clicks. If you find that your Macintosh either doesn't reco ize
double-clicks when you intended them or recognizes them wh n you
didn't mean them, change the double-dick speed.
To adjust the speed, click on the appropriate button. The spac
the arrows in the window represents the time that the Macinto
to see if another click occurs. The far left option is the longest
select this option if your Macintosh doesn't recognize your do
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between
h waits
ait;
le-clicks.

Click on the Options bunon to display the type of video card that the
selected monitor uses.
Click on the Ide ntify bunon to display the number of each mo nito r o n
its screen. The numbers that show o n each monitor relate directly to the
numbers shown on the mo nitor icon in the Monitors window. Figure
7.32 shows the IdentifY butto n with one monitor attached .

Fig. 7.32
Identify option from d1e
Monitors control panel
showing monitor 1.

Charac te r is tics of selected monitor :

0

Gra ys : Black & White
4
®Colors : 16

~
[options ... )
{7

monitors and menu bar to

Selecting aPrimary Monitor
The primary mo nitor shows the menu bar. To change the primary
monitor, click on the me nu bar in the Monitors window and drag it to
the mo nitor that you want to be primary.

Mouse
he Mouse control panel enables you to adjust the speed of cursor
moveme nt when you use a mouse (or mouse replacement, su ch
as d1e built-in track ball on the original portables) and to set the
sensitivity for recognizing multiple clicks as double-clicks. Figure 7.33
shows the Mou se control panel window.
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The Desktop is not lim ited by what you can see on a single mo itor. If
you add monitors to your Macintosh, you can use the Monitor control
panel to identify additional portions of the Desktop to be sho
those monitors. By dragging the icons representing the monit
control panel window, you can place them tO the to p, right, b
left of the primary monitor, which will cause them to show ad
Desktop space or windows covering the Desktop in whatever
you have set up monitors. (Obvio usly, you will want to place
monitors in the relative locatio ns indicated by the icons.)
If you configured an extra monitor tO be to the right of the prit
monitor, you can move the mouse pointer to the second moni
dragging it off the right side of the primary monitor; the point
then appear on d1e second monitor. You can drag items betwe n
mo nitors in this manner.

You occasionally may want to keep a document o n an extra m itor to
refer to while you are working o n another document on the p
monito r. Documents d1at are too large to fit on one of the mo
be positio ned to show partially on each of two separ ate mo nit
of the Desktop as an infinitely large work space, with the moni
serving as windows looking onto a portio n of the work space.
The final o ption is to have monitors show exactly the same thi
option is most useful for presentations or reviewing what som
looks like with different colo r options. To show the same thin 'n both
monitors, drag the second monitOr icon on top of tl1e first one
If you want the mouse to flow smoothly across the boundaries
monitors and not leave part of the Desktop that is not viewabl
monitors, be certain to drag the monitor icons to touch but no
each other. Do not set up the physical monitors to touch each
they may cause interference with each others' displays.

etween
between
overlap
ther as

The large middle part of the Monitors window and the Option butto n
are reserved for when you use more than one monitor simulta ously.
To select a monitor so that you can set or view its optio ns, eli o n the
monitor icon in the window. The selected monitor has a dark 1 e
around its icon.
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Fig. 7.31
The Monirors control
panel.
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Drag monitors and menu bar to rearrange them.

(Identify)

You might set your monitors to show fewer colors than they are capable
of showing for several reasons. The primary reasons are speed, memory
use, and applications that do not support the full range of available
colors and will not work correctly when your monitor is set to the higher
color settings.
Also, the more color options that are available, tl1e more memory and
disk space is required to manipulate and store documents. If you are
short on memory and storage space, you may want to work with fewer
colors to speed processing and lessen the disk storage requirements for
documents. Unless you are doing sophisticated color processing, tl1e 256
color option shou ld be enough for most applications. The next step,
Millions, is useful for sophisticated color, but you should only use this
option on faster models with large storage devices and lots of RAM.

Using Multiple Monitors
any people find that the Desktop on standard monitors is not large
enough for their needs. You then can either purchase a much
larger monitor or attach multiple monitors to the Macintosh and
use each of tl1em to show a different part of the Desktop.
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Some Macintosh models enable you to turn on 32-bit address·
the Macintosh can access large amounts of RAM (usually more
If your computer permits this option, the bottom portion of
control panel contains On and Off buttons for 32-bit addressi
You might want to turn on 32-bit processing if you are using I ·ge
applications, applications with large documents, or several s Ller
applications that require a total of more than the normal allo ble
memory.
You might not want to use this option because of incompatibi ties with
older Macintosh software. An application needs to be 32-bit cl an to
work effectively under 32-bit addressing. The Compatibility C cker on
the Before You Install disk in the System 7 packages lists man} programs
and whether they are 32-bit compatible. U your applications a not
listed, check with another source or find out by trial and error Always
check your applications before rurning on 32-bit addressing.
You can use the Default Button in the Memory conu·ol panel 'ndow to
set all the items controlled by this control panel to the default alues for
your model.

Monitors
ou use the Monitors control panel to select the color or
setting on your monitor and, if you have multiple moni
the relative positions of the monitors and indicate whic
primary monitor. Figure 7.31 shows the Monitors control pan
when only one monitor is installed.

ray
rs, to set
is the
window

Choosing Color or Black and White

NOTE
Many of the monitor
changes require you tO
restart your Macintosh
before they go into
effect
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The buttons on the upper left side of the window enable you t select
Grays or Colors. If your Macintosh and its monitor do not sup rt color
or gray scales, ignore this selection.
Use the scroLiable field located next to the Grays and Colors b ons to
select the number of colors or shades of gray that the monitor ill
display. The field only includes options that are supported by
hardware configuration. Numbers represent the options-exc
Black & White o ption. The higher the number, the more color
monitor can display. When you select one of the options, you
the effect on the bar at the bottom left side of the \vindow. Th
shows how colors/grays appear with the current selection.

Drive reliability is an important issue. If you use a drive that contains
several bad blocks (u nreadable portions of the disk), applications may
quit unexpectedly. Most programs can deal with bad blocks when
reading or writing to disk and d1en make adjustments that enable the
software accessing the disk to recover and use anod1er portion of the
disk. Application programs do not expect that memory might become
corrupted, which Is what a bad block seems like to an application
program.

TIP
Use a disk utllity
program to lock out all
bad blocks and prepare
any hard drive that you
plan to use for VM.
Several packages
contain this feature,
such as Symantec
Utilities for Macintosh
(SUM). To avoid
sudden crashes when
using VM, regularly
check your drive with a
disk utility.

VM takes space o n d1e selected hard drive and allocates it as additional
memory for applications. When an application needs memory that is not
available from the installed RAM, it tries to access memory from this
special allocation. Therefore, the Macintosh often reads and writes data
to and from disk Instead of to and from RAM. If you have an older,
slower disk drive, this process slows work noticeably when It is accessing
the disk.
The amount of memory accessible by virtual memory, installed RAM, or
bod1 depends on your model and the available space on the hard drive.
See Chapter 2 for rhe model limitations. Devices used for virtual memory
cannot be removable media drives such as cartridge drives or WORM
drives.
Virtual memory has two separate costs. The first is disk space. When disk
space is allocated to virtual memory, you may not use mat space for
anything else. You may not reallocate disk usage between VM and
normal storage without selecting me change in me Memory control
panel and restarting your computer. Therefore, you cannot change me
allocation in the middle of an application because you would have to
quit all your applications to restart.
The second cost is speed. If you set aside too much virrual memory, the
required read and write process considerably slows your applications.
This decreased speed is most noticeable when you are using a large
program. VM is generally most effective when you use many small
progran1s simultaneously.
You can allocate and use as much virrual memory as me amount of
installed RAM without slowing me Macintosh too much. This means that
you can double rhe available memory. If you need more memory or you
have an older, slower disk drive, acid RAM to your Macintosh instead of
relying heavily on VM.
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To change the size of the disk cache within the Memory contr
use the arrows on the upper right corner of the control panel
increase or decrease the number in the box next to it. You ca
disk cache (and other options as available) to the standard de
the Use Defaults button. You must restart your Macintosh for
cache changes to take effect.

panel,
indow to
etthe
ults with
e disk

Managing Virtual Memory
f your Macintosh can use virtual memory, the Memory c
panel window displays virtual memory options (see fig.
Virtual Memory options are in the middle portion of th
The options include On and Off buttons and a pop-up menu ~
selecting a disk drive. The information below the pop-up men
much space is available on the selected drive and how much
currently active on your Macintosh. The number includes tl1e
memory allocation, if you have made one.

Fig. 7.31l
Warning message from the
Memory control panel.

Chapter 2 defines virtual memory in more depth and identifie
models support it. To use VM, you also must have space on a
hard drive that is attached to your Macintosh. (You cannot us
device to use VM to add memory to a Macintosh if the device i
directly attached to that Macintosh.)

network

The hard drive must have been set up with drivers that suppo
Apple drives, the setup program mentioned in the installation
Chapter 2 automatically sets up the drives for VM. If you try to
Apple drive for VM that has not been set up with this software
the warning shown in figure 7.30. You cannot use VM until yo
the setup on the drive.

rocess in
se an
you see
update

0

Before you can turn on Uirtual Memory, you
need to update your hard disks. Start your
computer using th e "Disk Tools" disk, then
use the Apple HD SC Setup program to
upda te your hard disks.
[(
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Fig. 7.28
Memory control panel
opening w indow on
low·end Macintoshes.
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Setting the Disk Cache
he Disk Cache is a portion of the Macintosh-installed memory that
can be set aside to process data more effectively. When data is
being read from or written to disk, the disk cache is treated as a
very fast buffer to speed up the read and write operations. Your computer model determines the default and maximum disk cache sizes that
are set on your Macintosh.
You may decrease the disk cache size below the default setting if you are
short o n memory and want to free up memory for applications. You
may want to increase the allocation, however, if you have added RAM
and want to improve the speed of reading and writing data to disk. The
improvement depends o n your Macintosh model and the disk drive that
you are using.
Many drive manufacturers provide suggested disk cache sizes in their
documentation. If no documentation is provided and you have extra
memory, you can experiment to determine the most effective
combinatio n.
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To select a color from the color wheel, see the section "Settin
Highlight Color" earlier in this chapter.

Interpreting labels
hen you use a disk with label options that were set up
different startup, you may see labels and colors that we
intended for the items. The reason is that the label nam
color are not stored with each item. To save memory and stor
the Macintosh only saves the number of the label assigned wi
document and saves a table to keep track of the names and co rs
assigned. Each startup device has its own unique table of label ames
and colors that was set with the Labels control panel.
If you use storage devices with more than one startup, standar ize some
of the label names and colors that you use.

You can translate from one startup to another easily if you can ccess the
label list from both startup option sets. The System assigns th abel
color and name sets by their order in the label list.
Labels can become confusing when files are used across netw
do not have standard label names. To avoid this problem, assi
standard label names and colors if you plan to access storage
from several Macintoshes.

Memory
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The Memory control panel enables you to adjust the way a Ma
uses its installed memory. In some cases, it also permits you t
virtual memory from a hard disk. Not all Macintosh models ha
same capabilities for using memory. Chapter 1 covers memory
and Chapter 2 covers which Macintosh models may use differe
memory options. If your Macintosh is relatively new, you can I
memory features in the Special Features booklet that came wi
Macintosh.
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Due to the differences in capability, the Memory control panel
looks different on different computers. Figure 7.28 shows the
it appears in low-end Macintosh models, which do not suppor
memory. Figure 7.29 shows the window as it appears on highmodels that do support virtual memory.
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Fig.7.26
L1bels control panel with
customized label names.

Changing Label Names
o select a new label name, open the Labels control panel and
select the name that you want to change. To change the name
completely, double-click on the name; any text that you type
replaces the old name. To edit the text, click on the name where you
want to add text.

Changing Label Colors
Each of the seven label names may have a specific color assigned to it.
When you assign a label name to an item, the item appears in that color
on color monitors. You can modify the seven defalllt colors. To change a
color, click on it. The Label Color selection wheel appears (see fig. 7.27).

Fig. 7.27
L1bel color selectio n
wheel.
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The Delay Until Repeat option sets how sensitive the Macintosh is to
holding down an individual key. It determines how long the Macintosh
waits before assuming that you want a key to be repeated (using the Key
Repeat Rate). If you set it to the Short delay setting, the characters might
repeat when you do not mean for them to because the Macintosh will
not wait very long to begin repeating the character. Select one of the
four options from Long to Short, or turn key repeat off altogether.

TIP
If you open the Key
Caps desk accessory
window before you
open the General
Controls control panel,
you can experiment
with the Key Repeat
Rate and Delay Until
Repeat settings while
the control panel
window is open. This
step will simplifY setting
these options to match
your personal preferences because you can
test each setting and
quickly readjust it.

If you have multiple keyboard layouts installed on your Macintosh, the
scrolling field below the words Keyboard Layout will have more than
one option. Click on an option to select it. You must see your Apple
dealer to obtain additional Keyboard Layout options.

labels
he Labels control panel enables you to customize the labels that
you assign to items and the colors associated with each l!tbel
name. For information on assigning labels, see the section
"Adding Labels" in Chapter 4.
The initial set of label names (Essential, Hot, In Progress, Cool, Personal,
Project 1, and Project 2) give you an idea of the type of names that you
can assign to labels. For labels to be of much use to you, you need to
assign names that make sense to you and relate to the way you use your
Macintosh.
Trunk carefully before you select your options. At first glance, assigning
one of seven different label names (or none) to an item seems sufficient.
Many Macintosh users, however, have a problem organizing all their files
and documents into seven or eight categories. Spend some time
planning label names before setting them up on your Macintosll.
You can search for items by label with the Find options from the Finder
as explained in Chapter 5. Labels also appear in Finder list views.
Figure 7.26 shows some sample label names.
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Selecting 12- or 24-Hour Clock
The 12- or 24-hour clock option enables you to show times as 2:56:01
PM or 14:56:01. Click the button before the words 12hr. or 24hr.

Setting the Date on the Internal Clock
You change the date field like you change the time elements. You can
select and edit month, day, and year elements.

Keyboard
he Keyboard control panel enables you to adjust how your
Macintosh responds to keyboard input. You can adjust the Key
Repeat Rate and the Delay Until Repeat options. If you installed
more than one keyboard layout, you can select between various Keyboard Layouts (British, German, Italian, and U.S.). The Keyboard control
panel window, with the U.S. keyboard installed, is shown in figure 7.25.

Fig. 7.25
The Keyboard control
panel window.
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The Key Repeat Rate option adjusts how fast a key repeats a character
after it recognizes that you are holding down a key. It changes the
number of times a key is repeated when held down. A lower setting
would generate fewer repeats than a higher setting when the key is held
down for the same amount of time. The default setting is 4 of 5, where 5
is fastest. To change this option, click on any of the boxes below the
words Key Repeat Rate.
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Adjusting the Blink Rate for Menu Names
hen you select an item from a menu, the menu item name blinks
to show that you have made a selection. The default is for items to
blink three times when selected. To change the number (>f blinks,
select Off, 1, or 2. The miniature representation of a menu demonstrates
your choice.

Setting the Time on the Internal Clock
If no one has set the time on your Macintosh, it may contain the wrong
time and date. You might also need to change the time if you move
across time zones or have a time change such as moving to daylight
saving time.
Earlier in this chapter you learned how to adjust the time from the Alarm
Clock desk accessory. The General Controls control panel also enables
you to adjust the time and date. Changing the time in either place
adjusts the time everywhere on the Macintosh.
To adjust the time, click on one of the three time elements (hour ,
minute, or second). The window changes to show arrows for modifying
the time (see fig. 7.24).

Fig. 7.24
Setting the time from the
General Controls window.
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You change an element by clicking on it and typing the desired n umber
or using the up and down arrows to raise and lower the numbers when
the element is highlighted.
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After the pattern d1at you want is in the miniaturized Desktop window,
click anywhere wimin me miniaturized Desktop to set the actual
Desktop to the new pattern.

If your monitor supports color or shades of gray, you can adjust the
color of any of me available patterns by clicking one of the smaller boxes
at me botto m of the window.
There are eight default colors. If your mo nito r suppo rts more o ptions,
double-click o n any of the squares to bring up a colo r w heel and replace
the default color. The colo r wheel works in the same manner as described in me section "Setting d1e Highlight Color" earlier in this
chapter.
The square o n d1e left side enables you to create a custom pattern. To
adjust d1e pattern, select a patte rn with which you want to begin (the
original pattern will not be deleted or replaced). Modify me pattern by
using the pattern-editing square to the left of me miniaturized Desktop
view.
The pattern-editing square shows a magnified view of a tiny portion of
me Desktop. Each Desktop pattern is made of these views and then
re peated to fill the space of the entire Desktop.
Each square within the pattern-editing square is a pixel (picture
element) . Yo u can change mese individual e le me ms for a ny color
available on your monitor. If you are working o n a color o r gray-scale
monitor Desktop, you can select colors for each pixel by first clicking o n
me desired color and men clicking o n the pixel. Wim a little creativity,
you can design some interesting Desktop patte rns. Black-and-white
monitor u sers can adjust individual pixels back and forth between black
and white by clicking on them.

Setting Rate of Insertion Point Blinking
o u use the second General Contro ls option to adju st the rate of
speed at w hicl1 me insertion point blinks. The insertion point is
the Line that blinks at me location where (within a document, or
within a name for an item) typed text will be inserted.
To change me blinking speed, click on one of the three buttons representing speeds from Slow to Fast. When you click o n a button, the
example above me unlabeled button shows the selected rate of blinking.
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Fig. 7.22
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Adjusting Desktop Pattern and Color
he upper left portion of the General Controls window enables you
to change the background of d1e Finder Deskto p. This control
area has three sections: the square on the left, the miniaturized
view of a Desktop on the right, and eight smaller squares in a row at me
bottom. The eight smaller squares only show if you have selected a color
or gray-scale monitor.
Several Desktop patterns are available, or you can create your own
patterns. To select an available pattern, click on the arrows at the top of
the miniaturized Desktop view to scroll through the available :>elections.
Figure 7.23 shows a different pattern.

Fig. 7.23
Scrolling through available
Desktop patterns.
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Rg. 7.21
The color wheel to set
Highlight Colo r with a
mo nitor set to four grays.
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If you have opened the color wheel, click o n d1e OK button to accept dle
changed color wheel or click on Cancel to revert to dle previous colo r.
Changes dlat you make using the general selection pop-up menu or dle
color wheel are made automatically when you select them. Use dle Close
box on me main Color control panel window to close me control panel
u nless you plan to use it again soon.

Setting the Window Border Color
he second option you can set widl the Color control panel is the
window border color. This optio n subdy changes dle color of dle
shadings on dle windows and the controls that outline windows.
Follow dle procedure for changing dle highlight color, except use the
pop-up menu for Window Color. You can choose from nine options;
dlere is no Od1er o ptio n.

General Controls
The General Controls control panel contains options that have been
available since the early Macintosh models. Most people are likely to use
these options when first starting to use a Macintosh. Figure 7.22 shows
the Ge neral Controls window and the six optio ns mat it enables you to
adjust.
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Rg. 7.20
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To use the color wheel, click on any part of the wheel to select that
color, or adjust the selected color by using the up and down arrows next
to the sets of values for Hue, Saturation, Brightness, Red, Green, and
Blue. Increasing or decreasing the numbers increases or decreases the
values associated with Hue, Saturation, Bright ness, or the three colors.
These terms are artist and printer terms and will make sense to those
with the proper training. For the rest of us, simply experiment with the
options and see what type of changes occur.
The scroll bar on the light side is a brightness control. It accomplishes
the same thing as changing numbers in the Brightness box. It adjusts the
perceived brightness (as differentiated from darkness) of the entire color
wheel. Sliding it down causes the numbers next to all of the color boxes
and the Brightness box to decrease. Sliding it all the way down turns the
color wheel black.
The large rectangular box in the upper left quadrant shows the current
highlight color in the bottom half and the newly selected highlight color
in the top half. When you first open the window, these colors are the
same.
If the Macintosh is set up for four or fewer grays or colors, the color
wheel shows letters in the wheel (such as R for red) to indicat color
values, instead of showing the wider value of colors available ith other
color options (see fig. 7.21).
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Fig. 7.18
The Color control panel.
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3. You see the o ptions shown in figure 7. 19. Drag the mouse on the
menu until you highlight the color that you want or select Other.

Fig. 7.19
The Color control panel
with highlight color
options.
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4. Release the mouse button.
5. If you selected one of the colors, click the OK button to confirm
the color.

If you selected Othe r, a color wheel window opens that enables
you to select the color you want from those available. Figure 7.20
shows a color wheel for selecting the highlight color.
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Understanding Standard Control Panels
f you selected any option-except one of the options with
minimal in its name- from the System 7 Installer when you
installed System 7, several control panels were installed for you .
This section explains the standard control panels and how you can
customize them for your System.
Not all control panels work with every Macintosh. Most Macintosh users
don't have color-capable Macintoshes, so the Color control panel is
useless for them. If you try to use a standard control panel that your
Macintosh does not support, a dialog similar to the o ne in figure 7.17
appears.

Fig. 7.17

The con tro l pan el "Color" cannot be use d
with this Macintosh.

Dialog that appears whe n
you try co use a control
panel that your Macintosh
does not support.

n

OK

J]l

Press the Return key or click the OK button to remove the window from
your screen and continue using your Macintosh.

Colors
If you have a color monitor, you can change the standard highlight and
window border colors. The highlight colo r shows that you selected an
item, such as the name of a file, folder, or disk. The window border
color shades the thumb slides, arrows, boxes, and some of the lines that
outline each window. These changes will be in effect in all applications.

NOTE
You can only change
the highlight color and
window border colors
when you have a color
or gray-scale monitor
and the monitor is set
to display color. (Sec
the section "Monitors"
later in this chapter.)
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Setting the Highlight Color
To set the highlight color, follow these steps:
1. Open the Color control panel.

2. Click on the pop-up menu next to the words Hig hlight colo r
(see fig. 7.18). Notice the downward-pointing triangle, which
indicates a pop-up menu.

This ch apter o nly covers the control panels that are included with
System 7. See Chapter 11 for the pros and cons of using control panels
from other sou rces.

Ac~vating

a Control Panel

he most common way to activate a control panel is ro selecLthe
Control Panels folder from the Apple menu and then double-click
on the control panel that you want to use. The Control Panels
windo·w , as shown in figure 7.16, is a Finder window that displays the
contents of the Control Panels folder. You can ch ange the view of the
folder as with any od1er folder, and you can open d1e items in any
standard way, such as double-clicking on the item.

Fig. 7.16
Icon view of d1e Control
Panels folder with several
standard control panels.
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lf you use a specific control panel often, you may want to make an alias
and place d1at alias in the Apple Menu Items folder so that you can open
it more quickly. Suppose that you are moving back and forth between
two startup devices. You can more easily change the device if an alias of
the startup device control panel is installed in the Apple menu.
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5. Click anywhere on the window of the document into which you
want to place the item.
6. Click where you want to place the item.
7. Use Command-V (Paste) to paste the item.
The preceding numbered steps do not close the Scrapbook. Unless your
Macintosh is short o n memory, leave the Scrapbook open when you start
using it. If you need it again, you can return to it more quickly if it is
open and is displaying the page that you used last.
To get another item from the Scrapbook, click on the Scrapbook screen
(if it is showing) or select Scrapbook from the Applications menu. The
Applications menu is the far right menu on the menu bar. Repeat steps
3-7 to place the new item into your document.
To close the Scrapbook, make it the active window by clicking in the
window or selecting it from the Applications menu. Then click the
window's Close box, press Command-Q, or select Quit from the File
menu.

Using Control Panels
NOTE
Control panels
represent o ne of the
few times that an alias
canno t be used to
re place a file. The actual
control panel file
usually must be in the
Contro l Panels folder,
although some
pre-System 7 control
panels require unique
placement.
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ontml panels are miniature applications that you can use to
customize parts of your System. They are stored in the ~ontrol
Panels folder \Vithin the System Folder; many will not wbrk
correctly unless stored there.
Prior to System 7, control panels were officially named control panel
devices. The abbreviation CDEV became the standard reference: and is
still used as ;m abbreviation even though they are now officially control
panels.
To install a control panel, drag the control panel file into the Control
Panels folder. This process is identical to installing Apple menu items,
except the folder name is different.
Unlike most Apple menu items, many control panels are not ayailable
unless they were in the Control Panels folder when you starred or
restarted the Macintosh. Thus, if you install a control panel and it does
not appear to be working con-ectly, restart your Macintosh and try it
again.

TIP
When you paste sounds
into the Scrapbook,
you can play them by
clicking on the Play
Sound butto n. Figure
7.15 shows a Scrapbook
window with a sound
pasted into it. The
sound stored in this
example is in SND
format, which is a
stand~u·d Macintosh
sound format.

Placing an Item into the Scrapbook
To place an item into the Scrapbook, follow these steps:
1. Select the item that you want to save. To select an item, use the
selection tools in the applicatio n d1at contains the item.

You can select several items of the same type to be placed in d1e
Scrapbook in one step. The items will remain as a group and form
one entry in d1e Scrapbook. They also are treated as a group when
you cut or copy them ro paste them into application documents.
The only difference in handling a group is that you select all the
items before cutting or copying d1em.
2. Copy or Cut the item to put it on the Clipboard. You can use
Command-X to cut or Command-C to copy. Cut deletes the item
from the original document, and Copy creates a copy of the item
and leaves the original item intact.
3. Open the Scrapbook.
Assuming you keep the Scrapbook in the Apple Menu Items folder,
you open it by selecting Scrapbook from the Apple menu.
4. Paste the item into the Scrapbook by using Command-V or
selecting Paste from the Edit menu.

Retrieving an Item from the Scrapbook

TIP
Get into the habit of
using Copy when
getting an item from t11e
Scrapbook, even if you
do not think that you
will need the item
again. Lf you use Cut
and the copy process is
interrupted before you
successfully paste the
item into a new
document and save that
document, d1e ite m is
lost. Remember that the
Clipboard d1at is used
to suppo rt cutting and
pasting is temporary.

ou can use the Scrapbook many ways, depending on your needs.
If you use it to store bits of text so that you can refer to them later,
you need o nly o pen me Scrapbook ancluse the scroll bar to find
the item. Taking an item from the Scrapbook and placing it into a
document involves a few more steps.
To retrieve an item from the Scrapbook, follow mese steps:
1. If the screen does not yet show where you want me item placed,
open the document and click on me position where you want to
place me item.

2. Open the Scrapbook.
Assuming that you keep the Scrapbook in the Apple Menu Items
folder, you open it by selecting Scrapbook from the Apple menu.
3. Use d1e scroll bar to find the item.
4. Press Command-C (Copy).
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Fig. 7.14
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You can move to a higher page number on the Note Pad by clicking on
the upturned corner of the note or to a lower page number by clicking
on the lower left corner of the note.

Puzzle
In the spirit of having fun wid1 your Macintosh, a simple puzzle DA is
included in me standard set. It Is a traditional child's puzzle that requires
you to move pieces one at a time to form a picture.

Scrapbook
he Scrapbook DA manages a file that holds items that you place In
it. You can save items for future reference or transfer d1em to
different locations o r applications. The Scrapbook works like d1e
Note Pad except for four major differences:
• The Scrapbook can contain any type of item that may be cut or
copied into me Clipboard. This includes nearly any type of object
that you can select in any Macintosh application. Some examples
are text, sounds, graphics, and HyperCa rd buttons. See the section
"Clipboard Tools" in Chapter 6 for a review of how to cut, copy,
and paste items.
•

Items saved to me Scrapbook may be large. They are not limited in
size as are the Notebook entries.

• You may not type directly into the Scrapbook.
•

The Scrapbook may contain an unlimited nu mber of items. (Every
time you add to the Scrapbook, an additional page is added to
hold whatever you are adding.)

Figure 7. 14 shows d1e Scrapbook as it looks when initial!}' opened by the
Scrapbook DA. The item shown is a PI CT, as noted in the lower right
corner of the Scrapbook window. Pict is a type of picture format that
many applications use. To move to the next object in the Scrapbook,
move the scroll bar as if you are moving wimin a single window.
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The Key Caps DA recognizes a variety of standard keyboard configurations. If your keyboard has function keys and other extra keys, the Key
Caps window shows the additional keys. You can select a new tom, use
modifier keys, and type into the text window in any sequences you
prefer. There is no required order for actions.
If you are looking for a specific character in a font, you would most likely
first select the font from the Key Caps menu . You can then watch the
characters on the keys as you try various modifier keys and key combinations. After you find the appropriate modifier keys, you can then try
typing the character to confirm which key or key combination produces
the d1aracter. (It is easy to be off one key.)
You might want to see how a specific character or group of characters
would appear in a variety of fonts. To do so, simply type the characters
into the text window and then select fonts to see the characters available
in each of them.

Note Pad
he Note Pad OA enables you to write short reference notes to
yourself; you are limited to eight notes of 490 or fewer characters.
You can copy text into and out of the Note Pad with Cur, Copy,
and Paste. Figure 7.13 shows the Note Pad DA with an empty first page.

Fig.7.13
Note Pad page when d1e
DA is first opened.
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Note Pad

ch aracters in the unmodified and Shift key modifier states. The additional options can be very interesting. Some fonts are made entirely of
symbo ls like arrows, miniature icons, bullets, and virtually any pictorial
eleme nt rather than the traditional alphabetic and numeric characters.
Key Caps helps you see which key or key combinations generate specific
characters.
Key combinatio ns are the combination of pressing any key with one or
more modifier keys. The standard modifier keys are the Shift key, the
Command key, the Option key, and the Control Key. Many text fonts
have characters like the ~ and ta> symbols available by using these
modifier keys. Key Caps is very useful for ide ntifying the key combination required to generate these characters.
Generally, you use one of two basic me thods to view the information
available from Key Caps. You can use the on-screen keyboard to see what
characters are created when you press a key or key combination. (When
you press a modifier key, the individual keys on the on-screen keyboard
change to reflect the impact of the modifier).
The second way to use Key Caps is to type somed1ing into the light wide
rectangular area near the top of the Key Caps window. After you type
something, the window is modified to show the characters in whatever
font you select from the Key Caps menu.
Figure 7 .12 shows the keys whe n an Adobe font, Helvetica Black, is
selected with the Option and Shift keys are held down. For the most
part, the characte rs in the figure are standard for te"'t fonts when the
Option and Shift keys are used to modify key selections.

Fig. 7.12
Key Caps window with
Option and Shift Keys used
on Helvetica Black Font.
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Calculator
he Calculato r DA enables you to perform simple calculations
without opening a special application or reaching for a 9alculator.
Figure 7.11 shows the Calculator DA window. The Calculator DA
supports addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division. You can use
the mouse to click on the calculator butto ns, or you can enter numbers
from your keyboard. If you r Macintosh has a numeric keypad, the
numbers on the Calculator are in the S<unt: rdative position as the
numeric keypad.

Fig. 7.11
The Calculator DA.

You can select the calculated results and copy and paste them into other
documents. When you close the Calculator, it remembers the last
mathematical result; it displays this result when you reopen the DA.

Chooser
The Chooser DA is covered in detail in the Printing section of Chapter 3.

Key Caps
The Key Caps DA is useful for seeing what characters are generated
when you press individual keys, press keys in combination with modifier
keys, or use any of the fonts installed on your Macintosh. Whenever Key
Caps is the currently active window, Key Caps appears in the menu bar.
The Key Caps menu enables you to see how the available characters
differ for each font that you have installed. The available characters vary
considerably by font, and fonts are rarely made up of only text characters. Even relatively standard text fonts only have standard typewriter
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Battery
he Battery DA is only useful with portable Macintoshes; it is
installed only when you select the Installer option for a portable
Macintosh or for all Macintosh models. When you are usi ng a
portable, you need to stay aware of the state of its battery so that you can
conserve power and recharge or replace the battery before it runs out of
power. The Battery DA opens a window that shows the current power
level of the battery and enables you to put the portable to sleep by
clicking on the Sleep button.
Figure 7.10 shows the Battery DA window as it appears when the battery
is nearly full. The power level appears as a darkened space to indicate
the proportion of the remaini ng banery power. An icon of a lightning
bolt appears when the battery is full.

Fig. 7.10
Battery DA window fo r a
Macintosh portable with a
full battery.
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When you are using a computer, you wiU probably stop working
occasionally to answer the phone, take a break, or attend to other
business. On most compu ters, you might not shut clown d1e computer in
this siruation because it is handier to have things exacdy as you left them
when you come back. Portable computers, on the other, require you to
conserve battery energy. The Sleep state on Macintosh portables
conserves energy, yet it enab les you to return to work as if you had not
been away. When you use the Sleep button or select Sleep from the
Special menu in the Finder, d1e portable goes into a semiactive stace that
uses virrually no energy, yet remembers everything about the state of the
Macintosh when you put it ro sleep. When you wake up the portable by
pressing any key on the keyboard or moving the tntck ball or mouse, it
looks as if you never left it.
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Fig. 7.8
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3. To change an item that appears in the middle row of the expanded
Alarm Clock window, select the item by clicking on it.
4. Type over the entry o r use d1e u p and down arrows
decrease its value.

to

increase or

When the alarm clock icon has been selected, a special item appears to
the left of the time in the middle window. This item is an On/Off switch
for tbe alarm. When the wind ow is first opened , d1e switch is down,
which indicates that the alarm is off. Turn on the alarm by clicking o n
the switch. Turn off the alarm by clicking o n the switch again.
The alarm is not fully activated until you do one of the fo llowing:
•

Click on the Close box to close the entire alarm clock window

•

Click the lever so that the Alarm Clock window shrinks to its
smaller shape

•

Make another window active

When d1e alarm is turned on and the selected time is reached, the alarm
clock icon flas hes over the Apple menu icon and d1e alert sou nd plays. If
you have d1e System speaker volume set to ze ro, the menu bar flashes
instead of a sound playing. To stop the flashing alarm, open me Alarm
Clock and turn off the alarm by opening the expanded alarm clock
window and clicking o n the On/Off switch.
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Fig. 7.6
The initial window that
appears when you open
the Alarm Clock DA.
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This DA is useful for keeping track of the time while you are working.
Because it is small, it does not take up much space on your Desktop.
You can move it arou nd by clicking on it and dragging ir to another
location on-screen. You can drag it anywhere except to the area reserved
for the menu bar. It works like a standard window in that it is covered
up by other active windows when they are moved over it.
To set the date, time, or alarm, fo llow d1ese steps:
1. Expand the Alarm Clock window by clicking on the lever on the
right side o f the window.

The window expands. Figure 7. 7 shows the expanded Alarm Clock
window. To close the window, click on the lever again.

Fig. 7.7
Expanded Alarm Clock
window.
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The first time the expanded alarm clock window is opened, the
middle item on the bottom row is highlighted and a date appears
in the middle row.
After the ft.rst time, the expanded window will open with the item
d1at you last used highlighted.
2. To modify an item, click on d1e item in the bottom row.
The clock icon activates the rime-setting o ption, the calendar icon
activates the dare-setting option, and the ringing alarm icon
activates the alarm option. When you highlight an item, the data
that you may change for it appears in the midd le line of the
window. Figure 7.8 shows the window after selecting d1e alarm
optio n, and figure 7.9 shows it after selecting the clock o ptio n.
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Fig. 7.4
Standard desk accessories
and the Scrapbook file as
found on the Tidbits disk
from System 7.
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The icons for these items may look different on your Macintosh.
System 7 adjusts the icon images depending on the monitor settings.
You may adjust monitor settings with the Monitors control panel
covered later in this chapter.
Because the Installer places these items in the Apple Menu Items folder,
they will appear in the Apple menu. Figure 7.5 shows the standard items
as they would appear in an Apple menu if they were all installed. The
About items are not included in the figure because they vary by
application.

Fig. 7.5

~ Alarm Clock
B Battery
Will Ca lculator
~C hoos er
(±J Contro l Panels
(@J Key Caps
Note Pad
~Puzzle
~ Scrapbook

The standard Apple
menu items.

hJ

Alarm Clock
You use the Alarm Clock DA to display and set the time and date and set
an alarm to alert you at a given time. When you select this item, the
window in figure 7.6 appears.
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2. Open a view of the System Folder so that you can see the folders
within it. (One way of opening this view is to double-dick o n the
folder.)
3. Locate the Apple Menu Items folder within d1e System Folder.
4. Leave the Finder view of the Apple Menu Items folder o pen; then
use Find fro m the Finder or search thro ugh folders to locate d1e
alias or item you want to install.
5. Drag the alias or item into the Apple Menu Items folder.
The Finder installs d1e alias or item in the Apple menu. The next
time you open the Apple menu, it will contai n d1e new item.
When you install items in the System Folder o n the current startup
device, the Apple menu is updated immediately. If you install an inactive
System Folder, the item appears on d1e Apple menu after you restart
fro m d1e device containing that System Folder. You can drag multiple
items into the folder at one time. The folder has no practical limit, but
the list does get hard to scroll when it gets too long.

TIP
If your list is long and
you don't want to
remove any items from
it, you can force items
to the top or bottom of
the list by renaming
them. See the section
"List Views" in
Chapter 4.

To remove an item fro m d1e Apple menu, drag the item out of the Apple
Menu Items folder and to any o ther location. The items you remove
remain on the disk if you drag them to anod1er locatio n on the disk. You
can delete items by dragging them to the Trash.
The About items in the Apple menu are part of applications, and you
cannot delete them.

Using the Standard Apple DAs
pple includes eight standard DAs o n the System 7 installation
disks. Which of these are installed depends on the options you
select when using the Installer. When you install a minimal
System, very few if any DAs are installed. When you install a standard
System, the Installer creates an Apple Menu Items folder and places all
the appropriate DAs into the folder.
Figure 7.4 shows the standard Apple desk accessories and the Scrapbook
file that is necessary to support the Scrapbook DA. The figure represents
items o n the Tid bits disk fro m the Macintosh System Software 7.0 disk
set. With d1e exception of a minimal System, all the items Listed are
installed autOmatically. (A few exceptio ns exist and are covered with
other details about each of the DAs in the following pages.)
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Installing Apple Menu Items
our work habits and needs will determine the best uses fo r the
Apple menu items o n yo ur Macintosh. If you frequently use or
open a folder, application, document, or any other item, you can
simplify your clay-to-day work by installing it in the Apple menu, thus
making it easier to access d1e item.
You can use the Apple menu to access anything that can be opened. Yo u
might consider including these items on the Apple menu:
• Applications
•

Control panels

•

Desk accessories (DAs)

•

Documents

•

Folders

•

Storage devices (local or networked)

•

Suitcase files such as the System, or a collection of fonts or sounds

You can install the items clirecdy, but you will probably want tQ install an
alias for everything except very small ap plicatio ns like DAs. (For more
inf01mation o n ;Liiases, see d1e section "Understanding and Creating
Aliases" in Chapter 4.) Some flies require you to use an alias to install
them in the Apple menu because d1ey will not work correcdy if they are
not placed in their normal locations. Virtually all items that no1mally
reside in the System Folder or in sub-folders within the System fo lder fit
into this category.
Many applicatio ns require that supporting fLies, such as a dictionary, be
in the same folder as the application. To be certain that you do not
confuse an application and cause potential problems, always leave d1e
items together. You have two choices if you wan t to place the application
in the Apple menu. You can either place all the files for the Application
in the Apple menu (which clutters the menu), or you can in sta~l an alias
in the menu.
To install an item in the Apple menu, follow these steps:
1. Find the System Folder.

Make sure that it is the System Folder fo r the startup device that
you want to modify; only the Apple Menu Items folder on the
current startup device affects the Apple menu.
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Prior to Syste m 7, the Apple menu could only contain a line or two at
the top d1at told about an application and me nu items to select and
open special applications called desk accessories. Desk accessories,
which are also referred to as DAs, are miniature applications that you use
within other applications.
Prior versions of d1e System software required you to use a program
called Font/DA Mover to install DAs. Font/DA Mover copied DAs into the
file named System in the System Folder. You could o nly access the DAs
by selecting them from the Apple menu.
DAs were part of the earliest Macintosh System and were accepted
quickly. People soon wanted to use many diffe rent DAs and be able to
open and close them at will, rather than being required to install the m
and restart their Macintosh before being able to access them. Several
products were created to e nable people to open and close additional
DAs w id10m adding them to their System file. System 7 simplified d1e
installation process and converted DAs to miniature applications that
could be installed or opened on d1e fly. DAs that you install unde r
System 7 can be stored anywhere on any device your Macintosh can
access, and you can open them like any other application.
Many people will want to keep DAs under the Apple menu as they did in
older versions of the System. \XIhen you drag older DAs into the System
Folder, the Finder recognizes that they are older, converts them to the
new System 7 application format, and installs them in the Apple me nu
as if you had dragged the m into the Apple Menu Items folder.
System 7 simp lified the process of adding items to the Apple menu and
vastly increased the kinds of items d1at can be placed in the me nu. You
can now place virtually anything in the App le menu, including folde rs,
d evices, applications, documents, conu·ol panels, and DAs. By keeping
ite ms in this menu, you can get to them quickly no matter what you are
doing on your Macintosh. You can open ftles, applications, folders, and
so on without returning to the Finder and seeking the ite ms to be
opened. System 7 enables users to customize this me nu so that it
includes those items that they want.
The minimum Apple Me nu h ems folder requires a document named
Control Panels. This ite m is an alias a nd is placed in the folder to
simplify access to the items in the Control Panels folder.
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System 7 has special icons for each of the four items in figure 7. 2 so that
you can recognize the items easily. The icons of the two folder files are
more descriptive than generic folder icons, and they represent the
specific fo lders that d1e System requires. The fifth, and last, file necessary
to create a valid System 7 startup disk is a Control Panels alias file within
the Apple Menu Items folder. That icon looks like the Control Panels
icon, except that the name is italicized. Figure 7.3 shows the en tire disk
in name view so that you ca n see all five files on the disk. (Notice that
every icon you see o n a Macintosh represents e ither a device or a file.
Folders and aliases are simply special types of file.)

Fig. 7.3
A fully opened name view
of the emergency startup

disk.
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To display a fully open name view of any disk, open the disk b doubleclicking on its icon and select all d1e items on it (use Select All from the
Edit menu or press Command-A). Then press Option-Command- ~ - This
process opens all the folders and sub-folders of all selected folders. To
reverse the process and close up a view, select the items that y~u want
fully closed and press Option-Command- (--- .

Setting Up and Using the Apple Menu
ou use the Apple Menu Items folder to install applications,
d ocuments, and folders into the Apple menu. You can then select
these items quickly and simply no matter which applicatio n you
are using.
To o pen the Apple menu, click on the Apple icon in the far left corner of
the menu bar. This menu item is present no matter what application you
are using. Apple's guidelines require d1at all developers provide for the
Apple menu is always present when you are using Macintosh applications. To select an item fro m the Apple menu, click on the ApP.le icon,
drag the mouse until the item you want is highlighted, and rel ase the
mouse button.
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Fig. 7.1
The default (icon) view of
the emergency startup
disk.
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The only item o n d1e disk is a System Fo lder. Notice the space that the
item uses-not much room remains on the disk. Double-click on the
System Folder co open it-so that you can see its contents. Figure 7.2
shows what you see when you open the System Folder on a disk created
with d1e minimum software fo r all Macintoshes and no extra options.

Fig. 7.2
The minimum contents of
a System Folder.
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There are minimum requirements for w hat must be within a System
Folder. It must contain the four items that you see in figure 7.2 . The
required flies include two folders-Apple Menu Items and Control
Panels folders; o ne suitcase file named System; and the Finder application document. (For more information on suitcase files, see Chapter 8.)
A System Folder normally includes additional files, but you can start a
Macintos h if only these four files are present.
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Finding Your Emergency Startup Disk
he key to using Macintosh customization effectively is keeping an
emergency startup disk on a floppy disk so that you can always
start up your Macintosh, even if you make a major error in
modifying your System Folder. The Disk Tools floppy disk that comes
with System 7 is a good emergency st:utup disk. Your emergency startup
disk enables you to access your startup device so that you can remove
problem files; it is not designed to st;u·t up your Macintosh for (:veryday
operations. The Macintosh System requires more space than an 800K
disk can hold, and even a 1.4M disk will not ho ld enough information to
contain a full System with a workable set of printer drivers, optio n files,
and an average-sized application.
Chapter 2 explains how to create a minimal disk that you can use as an
emergency startup disk. These instructio ns assume that your Macimosh
can use 1.4M disks. If not, your emergency strutup disk will ha,~e to be a
pre-System 7 disk, which is all right. You will not harm your computer
by starcing up with a pre-System 7 disk. For an emergency startup, any
disk will serve your needs that can get you to the Desktop so that you
can move or delete ftles.

Demystifying the System Folder
After you are certain that you have a startup disk to use in case anything
goes wrong, you can safely begin to try out customization options
without any fear that you might make an error and be unable tO start up
your Macintosh.
Almost every customization option changes, or uses, the System Folder
in some way. The System Folder is not as mysterious as it may seem
when you are fu·st exposed to ic Inserc your emergency startup disk and
look at its contents. Figure 7.1 shows the icon view of an emergency
startup disk.
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In some situations, having different sets of options available is handy.
Suppose, for example, that you only want System 7 active at certain
times and a prior version of the System software active at others. You
could then keep multiple startup devices and install and set options
differently on each device. You select between available startup devices
with the Startup Disk control panel. (For more information on this
control panel, see the section "Startup Disk" later in this chapter.) You
will have to restart your Macintosh to switch from one set of startup
options w another.
With some limitations, you also can move a startup device to another
Macintosh to take your setup with you. The limitations depend on the
requirements of the Macintosh model to which you are moving and the
options d1at you have set. If you have set up your startup device for a
specific Macintosh model, rather than selecting the software for any
Macintosh, the startup can be limited to Macintosh computers of the
same model.

Customizing Your Startup
he System Folder is where any Macintosh looks for information
about your preferences and where most options are stored. The
System Folder contains several special folders that store various
types of option information and tools to assist with the customization
process. When you install a new copy of the System or set options, you
are usually modifying the contents of the System Folder, although you
may not realize it.
The Apple Menu Items and Control Panels folders are important to
setting options, and this section covers each item in detail. The Extensions folder is also in the System Folder. (Chapter 11 discusses the
Extensions Folder.) Customization that involves extensions is more
complex and requires different consideration than the customization
covered in this chapter.
Don't be concerned if you look in your System Folder and find a variety
of folders and files that this book does not cover. The contents of the
System Folder often depend on the applications that you use. Many
applications install or create files and folders in the System Folder, and
most applications store special preference files and temporary ftles in the
System Folder or in the folder that contains the application document.
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Items that contain other shared items cannot be shared. If you artempt
to share a device that has a shared folder on it, for example, the message
in Figure 9.20 appears after you complete the set sharing process.

Fig. 9.20
Warning message that
indicates item may not be
shared because it contains
a shared item.

"FarGone" could not be shared, because
there is a shared folder inside it.
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~

To select and set up an item for File Sharing, follow these steps:
1. Select the item to be shared from the Finder.

2. Select Sharing from the File menu (see fig. 9.21) . (If the Sharing
option is dimmed, the selected item is not eligible to be shared.)
The standard File Sharing permissions window appears (see
fig. 9.22).

Fig. 9.21
Selecting Sharing from the
File menu.
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Fig. 9.22
The File Sharing
permissions window.
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3. Click on the box labeled Share this item and its contents.
4. Select additional options as desired and close the window.
5. Select Save from the Save Changes dialog (see fig. 9.23) to save the
changes.
lfyou want to return to the permissions Specifications window,
select Cancel. If you want to delete the changes you just made and
close the permissions window, select Don't Save.

Fig. 9.23
The Save Changes dialog
for confirming changes.
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Additional sharing options include who has permission to see folders
within the item, see files, and make changes. The defaults permit
everyone full access to the shared item.
In most cases you will want to turn off each of the options o n the
Everyone line and select a User/Group from the pop-up menu. After
selecting a User/Group, you may want to turn off some of the access
options. Suppose, for example, that you want to permit a group to view
the ftles but not change them. You would turn off the Make Changes
option but leave the other two options turned on.
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If you want to apply the sharing options to all the folders that are
currently enclosed within the item, click on the box next to MakH all

currently enclosed folders like this one.
This powerful option might provide more extensive access than you
had planned. Be careful when selecting this option: you might ant to
reorganize what files you have stored in which folders to limit the
number of items you make available for sharing.
The final sharing option enables you to protect your items from being
moved, renamed, or deleted. Click on the box next to Can' t be moved,
renamed or deleted to protect your files from damage by other users.
Because this option is so powerful, you will be asked to confirm this
selection after you have confirmed that you want to save the access
privilege changes. Click on OK to confirm tl1at you do want the changes
to apply to all internal folders. The message in figure 9.24 appears.

Rg. 9.24
Are you sure you want to change all
folders in side this one to show these
priuileges?

The message confirming
that you want to save
changes on internal
folders.
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As soon as you have turned on sharing for a folder, its icon changes to

give a visual clue that the folder is being shared. Figure 9.25 shqws a
window with three folders. The first folder is available for sharir1g and
tl1e other rwo are not.

Rg. 9.25
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When another user is accessing a folder, the folder's icon chan~es from
the standard icon and displays a folder with t'iVO faces. The full' ret of
folder icons is shown in the section "Monitoring File Sharing" later in
this Chapter.
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Using Shared Items
onnecting to items on someone else's Macintosh starts by accessing the Chooser. If you are part of a very large network, the
window might contain additional d ata, such as information about
zones. The Choose window in figure 9.26 shows a network with one
zone and a Macintosh with software installed for three different printers.
The Kodak M150+ printe r is not an Apple printer. Standard Macintosh
printers appear in the Chooser window when the printer software has
been installed properly.
To access File Sharing, dick on the AppleS hare icon. File Sharing is no t
AppleShare, but it uses many of the AppleS hare protocols and you use
the AppleShare icon to access File Sharing. From the viewpoint of
someone accessing a server, the access process is identical for
AppleShare and File Sharing. If the AppleS hare icon does not appear in
your Chooser window, you will need to install or reinstall the File
Sharing software as covered in the "Installing File Sharing Software"
section earlier in this Chapter.
After you select d1e AppleShare icon, your Macintosh checks whether
AppleTalk is set to Active, warns you that it needs to be active if it isn't,
and asks you to approve turning it on. The File Sharing software the n
checks the network for servers and displays their names on the right side
of the Chooser window. Figure 9.26 shows that the list contains one
server: Cheryl's Mac.

Fig. 9.26
Chooser window with dte
AppleShare ico n selected
and the se..,e r named
Cheryl's Mac lis ted o n the
right.
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If the server you want does no t appear in the Chooser window, it might
be shut down or have sharing turned off. All that you can do is ru;k the
owner to check the status of the Macintosh (server). This window shows
all servers that are currently active on the network, even if you do not
have authorized access to them.

If the Macintosh that you want to access appears, request connectio n by
double-clicking on its name. The Connection Sign-On window appears
(see fig. 9.27).

Fig. 9.27
Chooser Connection
Sign-On wind ow.
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The name of the server you selected appears as the file server name. The
name you set up as the owner in the File Sharing Setup process is filled
in as the default Registered User name. Registered User is the d6:fault
type of user. You can replace the Registered User name by selecting the
default name and typing in the field. Type the password into the
password field only after you have entered the correct Registered User
name.
Click o n the Set Password button if you want to change your paSsword.
You can only change your password if the owner of the senrer yo u are
accessing has set the options to allow you to update your password.
When Guest is selected instead of Registered User, both the Name and
Password fields disappear and the Set Password button is dimmed to
indicate that it is inactive. Figure 9.28 shows how the window appears
when Guest button has been selected.
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Fig. 9.28
Chooser Connection
Sign·On window with
Guest option selected.
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After you enter your selections in the sign-on window, click on the OK
button to continue the connection process. If the user name and
password combination or guest access meets the requirements set by the
owner of the server, you are connected. If there is a problem, a dialog
appears to notify you.

If the connection is not accepted, try retyping the name and password
information. If you accidentally typed incorrectly the first time and
correct the error the second time, you are connected. If the connection
is still not accepted, ask the owner of the server to check what access
privileges have been set for you.
After you are connected to the server, you see a list of shared items on
that server. Figure 9.29 displays a list of three items, but only the first
two are available for sharing. Items that you may not access, or that you
have already accessed, are dimmed. You can select and open one or
more of the available items just as you would select items from a
standard file list. In the figure, the top item is selected.
After you open an item successfully, an icon for the item appears on your
Desktop. The icon in Figure 9.30 represents a shared item from another
Macintosh. This shared item icon is the same no matter what type of
item is being shared.
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Rg. 9.29
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Fig. 9.30
The standard Deskwp icon
for an item accessed from a
server.

Accessing Additional Items
f you have permission to access more items than you have opened
from a server, you can access the server again provided you do so
with the same status-Guest or Registered User, with the same
user name if you are accessing it as a Registered User. Accessing additional items begins the same way as the initial access except that a
different window appears after you select the server. Instead of the
Connection Sign-On window, the window in Figure 9.31 appears.
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Fig. 9.31
Trying to access a server
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The item selection listing is identical to the one when you initially signed
on to the server, except that items you are already accessing are now
dimmed (see fig. 9.32). If you signed on as a Registered User the first
time, you also will be shown as a Registered User this time. In the
example, the first and subsequent connections were made as a Guest.

Fig. 9.32
The item selection window
when accessing the same
server again.
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Automating Future Connections
fyou will be accessing the same server on a regular basis, you
may want to set up an automatic connection. You can use o ne
of two different approaches to automatic connection, and both
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approaches work equally well. The first way is used when you select the
item to be accessed from another server. You click the Open at Startup
box next to the item in the item selection window when you are
selecting it. If you attempt to select an item for automatic startup for
which you do not have appropriate access, the message in Figure 9.33
appears.

Fig. 9.33

The disk " Accounting to Share" cannot be
used, because you do not haue enough
access priuileges .

Message whe n trying to
select an item for startup
when access is not
approved.

n OK

)J

If you select the Open at Startup option as a registered user, two
additio nal buttons appear in the file selection dialog as soon as yo u click
the automatic connection box. These additional buttons enable you to
tell File Sharing to save only your name or both your name and password. Including both your name and password makes connecting
simpler, but it also enables someone else to use your Macintosh t'o gain
unauthorized access to files more easily. If you have adequate security,
the name and password option may make sense, but you should
consider the risks carefully before selecting that o ption.
The second way to set up for simpler access is to select the shared item
o n your Desktop and make an alias of the item. You can use this option
at any point rather than only when you set up access to the server. You
can save the alias anywhere you want on your hard disk; you can even
rename it if you like. When you next need co access the item represented
by the alias, you merely open the alias. If you were signed o n as ~ guest,
the connection process ·will be totally automatic. If you were signed on
as a Registered User, you will be asked to type your password. The
connection process only scops to ask you to type your password. If the
permissions are still valid and the server and item are available for
sharing, the connection is made without further typing or selection.

Monitoring File Sharing
If you are permitting others to share items fro m your devices, yo might
want to see what items you currently have defined for sharing, af\d
which users are connected to your Macintosh at any given momeht. You
monicor File Sharing by using the File Sharing Mo nitor control panel, by
noting how different icons appear, and by using Get Info.
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Using the Rle Sharing Monitor
he File Sharing Monitor control panel has o nly one window but it
contains a lot of useful information. The File Sharing Monitor
window contains two scrollable lists (see fig 9.34). The left list
displays the items you have made available for sharing. The right list
displays the users who are currently connected to your items. The File
Sharing Activity bar at the bottom of the File Sharing Monitor window
gives an indication of how much File Sharing activity is being processed
against your Macintosh. If many people are accessing data, the bar will
be darkened for most of its length.

Fig. 9.34
File Sharing Mo nitor
control panel window.
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If you see a user connected who should not be and you want to disconnect him or her, select the user's window and click on the Disconnect
button. The shut down delay window shown in Figure 9.35 enables you
to select the amount of time to delay before disconnecting the selected
user. Enter 0 into the time delay before disconnecting if you want no
delay time. The disconnected user may lose some work if you disconnect
before he or she can quit work in an orderly manner.

Fig. 9.35
Minutes until
Disconnected window.

How many minutes until selec t ed
users are disc onnected ?

Cancel
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Identifying File Sharing Items from Icons
n addition to the File Sharing Monitor, several indications from the
Finder and other parts of the System make monitoring File Sharing
simpler.
The four icons in Figure 9.36 all represent folders. The top item is a
folder that is being shared from another Macintosh (although t~e same
icon would be used if the item being shared was a disk or document).
The second item is a folder that you have set up for sharing but no one is
currently accessing. The third item is a folder set up for sharing and
currently being accessed by someone else, and the bottom folder is a
standard folder on your Macintosh that has no sharing activity at all.
Another clue to look for when File Sharing is turned on is that every
folder you own has a small tab highlighted on the top of it. If you look
closely at the two middle folders in Figure 9.36, you can see the darkened area at the top of each of those folders.

Fig. 9.36
Finder icons for folders
with various sharing
attributes.

The standard file window for opening items from within applications
also has a special icon to represent a shared item on the Desktop. The
icon is a miniature version of the AppleShare icon used in the Chooser
for selecting File Sharing. You see tl1is icon next to the Accounting to
Share item in figure 9.37.
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Identifying File Sharing Items with Get Info
You may use the Finder Get Info command to get information about
shared items just as you use it to get information about your own devices
and files. Figure 9.38 shows the Info windows for two shared folders .
The one on the left is an item shared from another Macintosh. It tells
you the name of the server and the space used on its drive. The item on
the right is a folder that has been set up to permit sharing by other users
but is o n the Macintosh you are currently using.

Fig. 9.37
A standard file dialog with
a shared item on tJ1e
Desktop.
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bytes usrd)
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Info windows on an item
shared from anotJ1er
Macintosh and an item
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The icons indicate the type of file as with standard folder listings. The
most useful information is found after the Kind and Where headings.
Notice that the shared disk item is not a disk-it is an item from a d isk.
Also, the si.ze represenrs me amount of space used o n the disk, which
may be much more than the space used by the item being shared.
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The items look different at the top level. After you get into the folders
and look at individual items, however, you cannot always determine
whether an item is on one of your disks or a shared disk. Figure 9.39
shows the contents of the two folders that were used in the prior
examples. Each contains an Excel 3.0 document, but detennining which
is on a shared disk and which is not on a shared disk isn't easy. In most
cases, this similarity is not a problem because you will want to treat the
files in the same way.

Fig. 9.39
Inside shared and local
folders.
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Determining Whether To Use File Sharing
ile Sharing, as you might expect, has both costs and benefits, You
should carefully consider the costs, benefits, and related iSsues
before deciding to use File Sharing.

Benefits of Rle Sharing
File Sharing opens the flow of information between network users. You
can permit others to access your hard disk or selected portions o f your
hard disk, and you can access the parts of their devices that they make
available to you. With File Sharing, and good planing of what to share,
you can share documents effectively and increase the productivity of
everyone o n the network. You can place documents into shared folders
rather than routing paper copies or floppy disks. You can access items in
shared folders quickly, instead of having to find the owner and asking for
a co py.
You can place devices such as CD-ROMs on one machine and make them
available to everyone on the network. File Sharing enables you to

I
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perform general functions on your Macintosh that you cannot do
without it or another network product.
With File Sharing you can
•

Share an item or items with a limited sub-group of network users

•

Share an item or items wid1 every user on the network

•

Share some ite ms with one set of users and other items or sets of
items with diffe rent groups of users

• Access your own devices from other computers on the network

NOTE
You can have a
maximum of 10 items
set up for sharing at any
given time. This
limitation is not as
restrictive as it may
sound because a single
item can be an entire
hard disk.

If you have chosen to share items and you and others on your network
have applications d1at support Program Linking, you also may permit the
programs to interact over the network. This interaction is a powerful
aspect of lnterApplication Communications (lAC). With File Sharing,
linking, and IAC, you may have documents automatically updated when
a change occurs wid1in a linking program on a different Macintosh. (For
more information on IAC, see Chapter 10.)

Problems with File Sharing
ile Sharing is not aU good news. Data may be copied too freely and
modified by people who should not be modifying it. Keeping track
of the most recent version of a docume nt, or which documents
have bee n modified , can be difficult even when only one person is
changing d1em. When documents are made available for sharing, they
may be changed wid10ut d1e owner being aware of the change.
Because only one person can actually work on a docume nt at a time, the
Macintosh locks each open file so that no o ne else may use it. This
means that the owner may not be able to access files because someone
else is accessing them.
Most of these problems can be resolved by carefully considering who can
access ite ms and setting privileges with care. Timing is also an imporrant
factor. The bottom line is that if people must access files on your
Macintosh, you will have to leave it on when they might need to access
it. If you restart or shut down your Macintosh, or put a Macintosh
p ortable to sleep, you may cause the other users to lose their connection
and possibly lose work in process.
Likewise, if you are using data from another Macintosh, you must
depend o n the availability of d1at server and its data.
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File Sharing does not use a dedicated server; instead, it uses resources
on both the sending and receiving Macintosh. If many users are accessing your hard disk, you may find that reading to and writing from your
disk is slower. This slower performance is the primary reason that File
Sharing is limited to a small number of users. File Sharing should not
severely affect using your Macintosh unless a large amount o f File
Sharing activity is being applied to your Macintosh and its storage
devices.
Shared items cannot be moved to the owner's Desktop or thrown away,
although items w ithin them can be thrown away. All documents within a
shared item can be thrown away-not just the documents that are being
accessed by another user. With these limitations, the owner can access
his or her own items in all the normal standard ways.

File Sharing Versus AppleShare
ile Sharing is designed for small networks and has no formal
centralized controls. You can avoid several of the problem
mentioned in the prior section by using AppleShare. The
AppleShare network software provides all the capabilities of File Sharing,
except that shared documents are placed o n one or more central servers
and administered by a network adm inistrator. Because the AppleShare
server is dedicated to sharing, a regular schedule of server availability
will more likely be produced and followed (in that the administfll.tor will
ensure that the server is powered up and available when it is scheduled
to be).
The down side of using AppleShare is that a comp uter and hard d isk
must be dedicated to the network, and that computer may not be used
for anything else when the network is active. A certain amount of
bureaucracy is required to maintain an AppleShare network. A network
administrator uses AppleShare administrative applications to set security
and sharing rules rather than permitting users to select sharing options
for their own files. The centralized control provides additio nal safety and
control. Unfortunately, it also may keep some users from working as
quickly and effectively as they would if they were able to select the
sharing options for their data.
If a network is to have more than 5 to 10 users, AppleShare is a much
better solutio n than File Sharing. Genera11y, smaller networks can be
monitored and controlled effectively by their users without a dedicated
server and nerwork administrator.
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ChapterSummary
his chapter covered the basics of networking and File Sharing. It
explained aU the tools necessary to set up and use File Sharing on
your Maci ntosh and to access files on other Computers attached to
the same network. The brief discussio n of nerwork topics covered aU the
ite ms necessary to give you a working knowledge of File Sharing. File
Sharing involves the same general Macintosh techniques covered in
earlier chapters. This chapter highlighted some conce rns about File
Sharing and suggested that you think carefully before deciding to set
it up.
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lnterApph af
Communica io s
merApplication Communications (lAC) is the technical name for a
simple concept. The concept reflects dynamic sharing of information bt:tween different applications on one or more computers. At
the basic level, lAC is a set of tools for software developers. But lAC is
more than a technical tool fo r developers. lAC functionality already is
available to Macintosh users in a few applications and should be widely
available during 1992. This chapter provides a brief introductio n to lAC
for Macintosh users, and a more detailed look at Publish and Su bscribe,
which is one form of lAC as implemented by two software publishers. It
also provides some ideas about the future implementations of this
powerful tool set.

Understanding lAC
InterApplication Communications (lAC) permits the applications on a
single Macintosh or on networked Macintoshes to share data beiween
applications and to exchange messages with each other. Apple has
provided support for lAC in System 7 and guidelines and tools fpr
developers.
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To use lAC functio ns, you need System 7 and at least one-but normally
two or more-applications that specifically support lAC. Ali the discussions of lAC in this chapter assume that when you anempt to use lAC,
you have applications d-u1t have been writte n to include lAC functionality.
Unlike other Macintosh capabilities like d1e Cut and Paste commands,
lAC functionality is not standardized when built into applications. lAC is
and will be implemented by different application developers in their
own unique ways. This chapter explains how lAC might help you and
how some developers have Implemented it. To use lAC wim a sp ecific
application, however, you will need to read documentation for that
application.
You can use lAC wim only one lAC-compatible application if you use it
to communicate between documents created by the one applicatio n
either on your own Macintosh or across a network.

As its name implies, lAC supports d1e exchange of information between
applicatio ns. Many software developers have jumped on the bandwagon
and have developed or planned products to take advantage of lAC and
make it available for many purposes.
Even before the official release of System 7, Microsoft had shipped
Excel 3.0 with support for a number of lAC functions, and several
compan.ies had announced plans to release products that would provide
exte nsive ability to link programs to each o ther dynamically. Several
products have been announced that are expressly designed for a multi·
application e nvironment. They communicate wid1 each other by sending
messages technicaUy known as Apple Events.
In addition to equipping me System with the basic fu nctionality to
support lAC, Apple defined a set of sta ndard Apple Events. Apple Events
are messages that all Syste m 7-comp atible application s should recognize
and be able to handle. Apple also developed a model human interface
for me imple me ntation o f lAC. The model provides an example of an
approach for dynamically sharing data between applications. The model,
Publish and Subscribe, is being widely impleme nted and is being used as
the pattern for making lAC approachable for everyday Macintosh users.
Unde r Publish and Subscribe, the user with something to share instructs
the application they are going to publish an edition. Users who require
me information instruct their applications to subscribe to one or more
editions.
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Conceptually, most computer users are not new to the type of dynamic
data exchange implied by lAC. If you have used charting or used a Total
function in a spreadsheet, you already have seen dynamic update within
an application. Dynamic update is the process by which something is
modified automatically to reflect changes made elsewhere. Dynamic
update is the cornerstone upon which all computer spreadsheets have
been based, and it is used in many databases and other applicatio ns. The
example that follows illustrates a simple dynamic update process. lAC
takes the dynamic update concept and extends it by enabling data
exchange and updates between applications.
Figure 10.1 shows an Excel 3.0 document with a chart and the numbers
that the chart reflects. Figure 10.2 shows the resulting changes to the
chart when the number at cell B54, the Units Sold for 1994, is changed.
The chart automatically updates to display the revised data. The last bar
for 1994 becomes smaller than the one for 1993, and the scale of the
chart adjusts to reflect the new data.

Fig. 10.1

Profit Projection

An Excel 3.0 document
with a chart and the

data it represents.
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Fig. 10.2
The Excel 3.0 document
with automatic chart
changes generated by a
data change.

With Publish and Subscribe, the changes in one application can be
carried to other documents and applications as simply as an automatic
update within a document. This procedure is illustrated in a step-by-step
example in "Understanding and Using Publish and Subscribe" later in the
chapter.

Understanding the Implications of lAC
ack in 1983 when Apple implemented Cut and Paste on the Lisa
(the predecessor to the Macintosh line), no one could predict how
these commands would affect applications. Similarly, no o ne can
truly predict all the changes d1at will stem from the implementatio n of
lAC in System 7. The next three sections cover some of the more likely,
thus predictable, impacts o f lAC.
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Implementation
ven before the release of System 7, it was o bvious that lAC would
be widely accepted and implemented by all the majo r software
developers. The basic set of Apple Events is already being included
in new applications and upgrades to older applications. Users are
already expecting their applications to support at least minimal 11\C.

Specialization
lAC enables developers to create products designed to handle only one
unique function, and to have that function usable by a nearly unlimited
array of other applications. Some potential implementations are spelling
and grammar checking, address book maintenance, and database access.
These functions are necessary in many applicatio n types, but they may
be performed more effectively with an application tailored specifically to
the functions.
Over the years, Macintosh applications have become more and more
complex as users have demanded additional specialized functions. Most
users, however, don't use more than a small part of the functionality
built into their applications. It is costly to every Macintosh user to have
functions needed by only a few users built into applications. Excess
functionality means that more memory is needed to hold the application, more disk space is required to store the application, and more user
learning time is necessary due to increased application complexity.
lAC permits specialized functions to be split into separate applications
that individual users may select. The mix-and-match capability might
catch o n, but there will always be a place for applications that co ntain a
relatively fixed set of core functions. Macintosh applications will continue to keep full function applications as well as these new specialized
mix-and-match applications.
An illustration of the place of full function and mix-and-match concepts

and their joint viability can be seen in the world of women's fashions.
Dresses are full function. Skirts, blouses, and jackets, on the other hand,
need to be combined to fulftlJ the same function as a dress. The
women's clothing section of any major department store reflects the
healthy market for both fulJ.function and mix-and-match items. People
enjoy having the option to pick and choose what meets d1eir likes and
needs. This concept is in harmony with the general Macintosh approach
of alJowing users to customize as much as possible.
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Application Control
lAC's implementation of standard messages that are sent, received, and
understood by applicatio ns instead of users can set up processes in
which applicatio ns are controlled by something other than a user. lAC
also can enable a user to control an application indirectly through
another application. Bill Gates, chairman of Microsoft Corporation,
illustrates this concept well. At tl1e official introduction of System 7, he
opened up an Excel 3.0 spreadsheet and a copy of Microsoft's Flight
Simulator. He then used commands in Excel 3.0 to fly the plane in the
simulator. While this is not a practical example, it shows some of the
flexibility available through lAC.
A practical example wou ld be for a database program to send a message
to a word processor to generate a form letter whenever a customer
exceeded a credit limit. With standard Apple Events, the database could
trigger the word processor to open, access the fo rm letter, use data from
the database, and print the appropriate letter and mailing label.

Understanding and Using Publish and Subscribe
ublish and Subscribe is already supported by several applications.
As mentioned earlier, it is the model for the user interface for
dynamically sharing data between applications. Apple provided
various tools for developers to simplify support of Publish and Subscribe
functions. Apple found by past experience that developers are likely to
use tools that make their life simpler. When simple development tools
are available, consistency in implementation increases.
The examples in this chapter use Microsoft Excel 3.0 and MacWrite Pro.
These applications provide a basis for understanding how to use Publish
and Subscribe, and they highlight two different approaches to implementing it. Carefully reviewing the examples should help you take
advantage of Publish and Subscribe in any of your applications that
support it.
The metaphor for Publish and Subscribe is taken from non-computer
publishing. The non-computer publisher is normally a company formed
by o ne or more persons. The publisher selects and creates something,
such as a newspaper or magazine, and makes it available by publishing it
so that others can subscribe to it. The publisher creates individual
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editions of d1e publication and sends them to subscribers. After a
subscription is arranged, the subscriber can depend on the publisher to
send each new edition. From the subscriber's viewpoint, d1e process is
automatic.
Unlike the world of paper publications, new editions of computer
publications can trigger automatic updates to subscribers. The person
changing material included in a publication does not have to publish a
new document actively. Therefore, d1e process is automatic from the
viewpoint of both the person changing data and the person subscribing
to the publication.
Suppose, for example, that Tim, d1e treasurer of a fictional company,
produces a quarterly report that includes an updated projection of unit
sales for the years 1991 through 1994. Before Publish and Subscribe,
Tim always had one of the members of the marketing research group
provide a copy of the final document so that he could open ir, select the
chart, and copy it to the Clipboard or Scrapbook for pasting into his
quarterly report. With the process shown in the following examples,
however, marketing research people do not have to make a copy and
Tim does not have to do anything to receive updates. After initially
setting up the publisher (using Create a Publisher) and a subscription
(using Subscribe To) , the entire process is automated. Any last-minute
adjustments are reflected in the quarterly report automatically.
Because Publish and Subscribe is easy to use, it appears decepti ely
simple . Remember that it is still a powerful and comprehensive 1ool.
Think carefully about the entire process before setting up links and
sharing information, especially if you are sharing information th~ough
program linking over a network. Network use increases the risk ~hat an
unauthorized user might make changes that can affect your work.

Creating a Publisher
The first step in creating a publisher is to decide what is to be published
for use by other applications and documents.
Subscribers can subscribe to publications from another document
created by the same application, from different applications on the same
Macintosh, or from the same or different applications resident on other
computers on a network. You must have File Sharing or another
network turned on for applications to share data across a network. File
Sharing is covered in Chapter 9.
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After you decide what is to be published, the owner of the data needs to
open the application and select d1e data to be published. In d1e example,
Excel 3.0 is to publish the chart showing the projected number of units
shipped by year. You select the material to be published as if you are
planning to cut, copy, or edit it. Select by clicking on the material or
dragging the mouse over it. Then select Create Publisher from the menu.
Figure 10.3 shows the chart selected (the handles around the outside of
the chart indicate that it is selected) and the Create Publisher option
about to be selected from the Edit menu.

Fig. 10.3
The Edit menu from
Excel 3.0 with Create
Publisher selected.

Cu t
Copy
Pos te
Cleor
Post e Speci al ...
Pas te link

After you select Create Publisher, a standard Publish dialog appears (see
fig. 10.4). The left side of the dialog shows a miniaturized preview of the
material to be published. The Options butto n in the lower right comer
does not appear in this dialog in all applications. If the Options button is
not in this dialog, you have to look for its functionality elsewhere in the
application by trying other menus and menu items or reviewing application documentation. The Options button, or its equivalent, enables you
to select options for d1e specific edition to be published.
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The Publish butto n actually creates an edition. The remainder o the
dialog is a variatio n of the standard File dialog that enables you b name
and decide where to store a file. Try to use short, descriptive na r es for
editions. As you will see later, Subscribe windows do not have r om for
much data, so long file names can be hard to decipher. (For det ils on
how to name and store your editio n files, see the section "Usinf he
Standard File Dialog" in Chapter 6.)

Fig. 10.4
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To take advantage of the tailoring optio ns that your application rovides,
use the Optio ns button or its equivalent. Read the documentati for
your application to see what optio ns are available and when ym can or
cannot set o r assign them. Most applicatio ns will allow you to S( and
change a1J the options at any time befo re o r after you actually p blish,
but this capability is not universal. Some require you to select o tio ns
before using d1e Publish butto n, and od1ers do not let you selec options
until after you use the Publish button. This timing Limitation is n ~t
consistent with the Macintosh tradition of enabHng users to cho se
options and to choose when options should be selected or chan ~ed .
This situation might be temporary and disappear after Publish a d
Subscribe is more widely implemented and users demand that F ~blish
and Subscribe is consistent throughout applications.

r.

The available options depend on the type of applicatio n that yo are
using to do the publishing and the type of data to be published. b ptio ns
often permit you to select from various fo rmats fo r the editio n. yo u are
publishing a graphic image, you may be given the option to sele t
between publishing it as a Clipboard image (the format normall created
by a Cut or Copy command) or as a snapshot image (the format normally
created when you use the built-in Command-Shift-3 o ption to CJ ate a
picture of the screen).
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The Excel 3.0 Options button enables you to choose between publishing
a screen view or a printed view. This option affects both the size and
appearance of the published data. If the available options in your
applications are not obvious, try them out and see what they do. You
can always delete the extra editions after you have explored them.
Figure 10.5 shows the Publisher Options d ialog from Excel 3.0.

Fig. 10.5
The Excel 3.0 Publisher
Options dialog.
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If you close a publishing document without saving the file, the changes
are no t maintained and the new editions that you created are eliminated.
Closing without saving is useful if you need to send a temporary change
to currently active subscribers. Figure 10.6 shows the warning dialog that
appears when you try closing a document that contains unsaved changes
to a published document. You wi ll norma!Jy select the Yes button, which
is the default, to save the document and the edition changes.

Fig. 10.6
Soue chonges in 'Pro fit
Projection'?
(This document contolns new
publisher s. You mu st so ue this
document to kee p th em.)

Message warning that
publishing information has
not been saved.
[
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Setting Publisher Options
After you publish an edition by selecting the Publish butto
Publish dialog, the edition is ready for subscribers to use.
person using the publishing application, however, has add
options that may be set or ignored. In Excel3.0, those options ar
accessible through the Links item in the File menu (see fig. 10.7).
applications will keep the publishing and subscription menu ite
Edit menu. Refer to the documentation for your applications, or
menus to find the appropriate option.

Rg. 10.7
The Links item in the File
menu of Excel 3.0 accesses
additional Publish and
Subscribe options.

Open ••.
Close
linlcs ...
Soue
Soue As ...
Soue Workspace ...
Delete ...
Print Preuiew
Poge Setup ...
Print ...

agp

Excel 3.0 supports several types of links between applications a
ments. The top line indicates the link type. Publishers and Subsc
are the Publish and Subscribe Link types. To review the options ft
published item, select Publishers from the Link Types pop-up m
select the item containing the name you assigned to the edition.
Notice that the names in figure 10.8 include information about
and their locations, as well as the file name. The edition is name
Edition # 1 and stored in the folder named Qtr on the disk name
The Subscriber window shows it as SCSI :Qtr: Units Edition
can see from this clipping of edition names in Subscriber windo
you should keep d1e names of Editions, and any folders that may
them, relatively short.
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Fig. 10.8
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The Link dialog from
Excel 3.0.
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After selecting an item fro m the Link d ialog, select the Options button to
bring up a Publisher Options window. The Publisher Options window,
as shown in figure 10.9, enables you to
•

Review the hierarchical locatio n of the edition by using the pop-u p
menu at the top of the window

•

Select between having the editio n automatically updated every
time you save the docu me nt o r o nly whe n you come to this
window

•

Send the Edition to reflect d1e informatio n currently in the files

•

See the date and time d1at the edition was last published (sent)

•

Cancel the e ntire p ublishe r-the editions and links between them
and other documents-with the Cancel Publisher button

•

Use d1e Cancel bu tton to leave the dialog without taking any
action

Fig. 10.9
The Publisher Optio ns
window.
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Starting a Subscription
o start a subscription, open the application and the docu
will be the subscriber. After you position the cursor where
want to place the edition, select Subscribe To from the Edi
Subscribe To is on the main portion of the Excel 3.0 Edit menu.
MacWrite Jlro on the other hand, includes all the publishing com
in a hierarchical menu item named Publishing within its Edit me
Figure 10.10 shows this menu with the Subscribe To item select
functionality for Publishers and Subscribers in d1e Excel 3.0 Li
is also provided wid1in this hierarchical menu for MacWrite Pro.
coming years, these slightly different approaches (different scree
locatio ns, buttons, button names, and so on) will probably be ,
formed into a standard approach. For now, the different approa
require a little more effort to learn to use the functionality acros
applications. Consider your personal preferences when you deci
which software to purchase.

Fig. 10.10
MacWrite Pro Edit menu
showing the hierarchical
Publishing item.
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Suspend All Edit ions
llide Borders

The Subscribe To item brings up a Subscription dialog (see fig. .11)
d1at Js similar to the MacWrite Pro Subscription dialog. This dial is
similar to the standard Publisher dialog. It contains a preview th
adjusts as you select individual items from the File window, and
contains the standard File dialog tools to find a specific edition. o u
activate a new subscription by selecting an individual item and c eking
o n the Subscribe button.
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Fig. 10.11
A Subscriber dialog.
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After you set up a subscription to an edition, d1e information in iliat
edition appears in ilie document iliat has subscribed to it. Except for two
differences, iliis transfer of information is similar to a transfer using Cut
and Paste. First, Cut and Paste is a point-in-time data transfer that copies
data into the receiving document. No update is performed with Cut and
Paste unless you redo ilie process with updated information. Using
Publish and Subscribe provides automatic (or semi-automatic, depending on ilie options you select) update of the information without having
to redo all the steps.
Second, Cut and Paste is limited in that it copies data in only one format.
In contrast, most applications provide options in Publish and Subscribe
that enrich ilie copying process and can provide more flexibility. Figure
10.12 shows how the chart published by Excel 3.0 appears in MacWrite
Pro after activating a subscription to the document used in ilie Publish
example shown in figures 10.1 and 10.2.

Setting Subscriber Options and Managing Subscriptions
ust as ilie publisher has additional options, the subscribing
applications also have options. MacWrite Pro enables you to
access these options in ilie hierarchical Publishing menu. The
Subscriber Options item is highlighted in figure 10.13. You access ilie
Subscriber options wiili the Links menu item in Excel 3.0.
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Fig. 10.12
MacWrite Pro document
with chart provided by
subscription to an
Excel 3.0 editio n.
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The Subscriber Options window is almost a mirror image of the Publisher
Options dialog. Compare the Subscriber Options window in figure 10.14
with the Publisher Options dialog in figure 10.9. The primary differences
are changing Send Edition Now button to Get Edition Now, changing
the Cancel Publisher button to a Cancel Subscriber button, and adding
two items. Although each application defines its own format and content
for these windows, most are consistent across the two windows.

Fig. 10.14
The Subscriber Options
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The first of the two new items is an Open Publisher button. This button
enables you to open the application and document used to publish t he
edition. You may open the items only if they are on your Macintosh or
you have appropriate network permission to access them.
The second item, which is the Keep Subscriber Style Changes check
box, might not be present in all applications. There are many types of
possible style changes. If the edition is text, you might be able to change
the font, font size, and style for the entire edition. You probably wiU not
be able to change the individual elements of an edition. The concept
of editions is based on the theory that changes to the edition should
be completed in the publishing document, not in the subscribing
document.
In some applications like MacWrite Pro, you can change the scale of an
object brought in as a picture. Because the chart is a picture object as far
as MacWrlte Pro is concerned, the Picture tools are available.
Figure 10.15 shows the Picture menu from MacWrite Pro. You use this
menu whenever you need to adjust the size of a picture in MacWrite Pro.
Pictures imported as editions are adjustable in the same manner as other
pictures. In the example, the imported chart was too large to look nice
in the report; therefore, the Scale item is selected so that the size of the
picture can be adjusted.
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Fig. 10.15
The Scale item fro m the
Picrure window in
.MacWrite Pro.

Fit Frome To Contents
Fit Content s To Frame
Center Content s

The MacWrite Scale option brings up a Scale Picture dialog that
can
option
use to enlarge or reduce the size of a picture. In this example,
is being used to reduce the item's width and height by 58 nPr'r"'~
the
Figure 10.16 shows the Scale Picture dialog and figu re 10.17
resulting scaled edition (chart) in the subscribing document.

Fig. 10.16
The Scale Picrure d ialog
from MacWrite Pro.
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Understanding the Dynamic linkage and Possible Problems
fter a subscription is set up, the data update process can be fully
automated. If both the publish and subscription options have
been set to their default options, the subscribing document will
automatically reflect any changes to the edition as the changes are made
and saved in the publishing document. As noted in the Option window
descriptions, both the publisher and the subscriber can limit what is sent
or received. Suppose that a subscription option specifies receiving
updates automatically. The item would then be updated whenever the
edition is updated either by manual or automatic update from the
publishing document. If the subscribing document is open at the time
of an update, the change is immediately reflected on-screen for that
document. If the document is not open, the change can be seen when
the document is next opened.
If the linkage between a publisher and a subscriber is disrupted, the
automatic updates cannot be completed. If the disruption is temporary,
such as if the item is on a server that is not currently available, the link is
automatically revived when the volume becomes available. lf, however,
the edition has been renamed, the link stays active just as an alias
remains alive when its source item is renamed.
Also, like an alias, the linkage is only maintained as long as the edition
remains on tl1e same volume to which it was initially published. If you
delete the edition by dragging it to the Trash, it is no longer available to
its subscribers, but they will continue to have the object as it was last
published. You generally cannot recreate a link after you eliminate it by
discarding the p ublishing document, discarding the edition file, or
canceling the publisher. If, however, the publishing document still exists
on tl1e same volume, you can select the border of the previously
published item and create a new publisher with the same name as the
original. Most subscribers will recognize the recreated editio n automati·
cally.

If yo u open a document when one o f the editions the document has
subscribed to is not available, it automatically will attempt to find tl1e
edition. lf the item is on a server or a volume that is not mounted, you
are prompted to make the volume available. You can mount the appropriate volume or select Cancel to proceed without the link If the volume
is available but the edition or publishing document is missing, an error
message similar to the one in figure 10.18 might appear.
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Fig. 10.18

Error registering
subscriber.

An error message stating

that the editio n is missing.

[

OK
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If you attempt to access or update an edition that is not available, an
error message similar to the one in figure 10.19 might appear.

Fig. 10.19

nn error occurred reodlng
doto from th e edition.
New doto wos not reod.

Error message when
attempting to update a
missing edition.

Viewing Edition Filesfrom the Finder
Edition files have special characteristics when viewed from the Finder.
Figure 10.20 shows the info window accessed by the Get Info command.
The Kind field of this info window displays the application that created
the edition. In this example, the application was Microsoft Excel 3.0.

Fig. 10.20
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If you open an edition file from the Finder, a special window appears
(see fig. 10.21). The window displays a preview of the edition, the type
of item that the edition contains, and a button that allows you to open
the application and file that published the edition.
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Fig. 10.21
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Recognizing Publish and Subscribe Risks
hen you use Publish and Subscribe, you need to be concerned
with most of the items covered in the File Sharing chapter
(Chapter 9), as well as some new o nes. If you do not select
Manual update for subscriptions, you need to recognize that the
published data is likely to change and your documents might thus
contain the unpredictable results of those changes. Editions can change
witho ut your noticing the changes because control is in the hands of d1e
users o f the publishing documems.
Use of Publish and Subscribe requires that every member of the work
group who can access publishing documents be careful when changing
items that can affect subscribing documents. If users do change items,
they sho uld be careful to set the publish options so that subscribers are
not updated automatically. The capabilities of Publish and Subscribe
more than compensate for the extra care needed when using these
functions.
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Looking at the Future of lAC
he future of lAC is unknown to a major extent. Currently, not all
of its uses have been defined, and developers have proposed
several approaches to lAC. Obviously, the basic events described
by Apple as required or core events will be supponed eventually by most
Macintosh applications, and the Publish and Subscribe process will be
implemented widely.
Microsoft Corporation has defined a form of lAC that works on MS-DOS
machines and provides compatibility between Macintosh documents and
MS-DOS documents. This approach will interest users in mixed MS-DOS
and Macintosh offices, but it will use features d efined by Microsoft rather
than those of the more general Macintosh community.
Userland and Claris have also announced implementations of lAC for
use across applications. Each wants its approach and processes accepted
as the standard approach. Both approaches handle the official core
Apple Events, but have added to them. Userland has focused on a
proprietary messaging system that it hopes to sell to developers for
use in applications. The Claris approach is focused on making Claris
products work better together, and it encourages using HyperCard as a
central command center for accessing other applications.
Only time wiU teU which of these approaches, or some other one, is to
become a standard. Currently, you should be careful when you select
lAC applications to ensure that they are compatible with each other.
Publish and Subscribe are sufficiently well-defined by Apple and many
software publishers have adopted them. Consequently, you can probably
expect to see them as commonly supported as the Cut and Paste
commands.

Understanding Program Linking
Program linking significantly increases flexibility for applications and
users across a network. In the coming years, you probably v.riJI see a lot
of program linking. You should use care, however, when you turn on
program linking for network users. Program linking does not limit a
program on o ne Macintosh from virtually taking control of another
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Macintosh on the network. This potential control has many implications
for the type of applications that may be developed and the security
issues that must be considered.
The issues covered for File Sharing and Publish and Subscribe should be
considered when contemplating program linking; they represent the
types of issues that are raised when programs (applications) Link to each
other. Permitting program linking to the programs on other Macintosh
computers is puning your documents at risk of unexpected change.
This valuable feature requires that you carefully consider security
implications.

ChapterSummary
his chapter introduced lAC and its impact on Macintosh applications. A step-by-step example illustrated the Publish and Subscribe
option that is now becoming available in many Macintosh applications. This option is a powerful work group tool for linking applications.
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Considering
Further Customization
he options and modifications available for a Macimosh System are
not limited to those that are included as part the System 7
package. The many customization tools discussed in Chapters 7
and 8 enable you to make an immense variety of adjustmems and
modifications, but these tools barely scratch the surface of available
options. From the beginning, the personal, configurable Macimo h
System sparked professional and amateur programmers to conceive and
develop new tools. Most of these tools extend your ability to configure
your Macimosh. Although their functions vary widely, most tools enable
some form of enhancemem for personal productivity. Many also make
your Macintosh computing experience simpler and more enjoyable.
Many of the early custom tools have evolved into standard tools and
have been integrated into the System sofuvare. Many of the new features
in System 7 are direct descendants of widely accepted and extensively
used products.

This chapter focuses on the cypes of customization and tools available tO
tailor your Macintosh to your specific needs. The focus of this chapter is
on software tools that enable you to modify the Macintosh experience
across aU applications. When you select and instaU specific applications
to meet functional requ irements, you also are customizing what is
available to be used on your Macin tosh . The impact of applications is
limited, however, to one part of your Macintosh use.
System customization is much broader. It affects how you use your
Macintosh wid1 every application. Most people know what they want
from applications, but surprisingly few new Macintosh users are aware of
the many approaches and products available fo r tailoring the System in
ways th at can significantly affect thei r daily Macintosh use across aU
applications.
The majo ricy of Macintosh users take advan tage of opportunities to
cu stomize the ir System in several ways that Apple did not originally
intend. All customization tools are either commercial software that is
available wherever application software is available, free software, or
shareware. (See the section "Finding Free Software and Shareware" later
in this chapter.) You select customization tools the same way that you
select application software; that is, you select tools that you believe will
be usefu l and will meet your requirements for risk aversion and
affordabil icy.
Customizing your System is simple, and it usually only involves dragging
something o nto the System Folde r or using an Installe r provided by the
software developer. The most important part of customizing your System
is not d1e installation process. Many customization tools are incompatible with each od1er and with the software d1at supports hardware addo ns, such as special monitors or accelerators. Your first clue that you
migh t have an incompatibili cy may be a System freeze on starntp, which
is when your Macintosh freezes in the middle of everyday tasks or
displays on-screen bomb messages without obvious reason. (See
Chapters 12 and 13 for more information.)
Identifying what tool or tools are incompatible is tedious at best and
excruciatingly time-consuming at worst. You must understand the
process of tracing customization d1anges and reversing them before you
start customizing your Macintosh. After you understand how to recover
from a flawed tool or an incompatibilicy, you can experiment freely,
based on you r willingness to risk having to go through the recovery
process again and again. Not all tools are equally dangerous. The tools
u sed as examples in d1is chapter have been tested widely with System 7
and wid1 each othe r. These and most commercial customization tools
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that are marketed as being System 7-compatible should be less ri~ky than
randomly chosen tools. To improve your probable success with cusromization, read this entire chapter carefully before starting to customize.
Then back up your hard drive before installing any new cusromization
tools.

Finding and Reversing Customization Changes
ystem customization is great when it is right and terrible when it
has gone wrong. User group help line records indicate that
software customization gone wro ng is the most common cause of
Macintosh problems. Even people who had no intention of customizing
their Systems often have problems, either because they have inadvertently added a customization tool o r because a friend "did them a ravor"
by installing a "neat tool." This section gives you the information }'Ou
need to find customization changes and, in many cases, reverse them
within a matter of minutes.

Checking the Startup Device
If you suspect that something or someone may have changed your
customization features, your first step is to check to see which startup
device was used to start the Macintosh. Because the startup device's
System Folder loads most customization features, using a startup device
other than the one you normally use will probably produce different
options and defaults. You can tell which startup device was used by
looking at the Desktop. Assuming that no o ne has moved the icons, the
top icon on the right side always represents the device that was u ed as
the startup device. If the device shown is no t your standard starru p, or if
you believe that someone might have moved the ico ns, use the Starrup
Disk control panel device to specify a starrup device, and restart your
Macintosh.
Figure 11.1 shows a Desktop with an internal hard drive named SCSI,
a Syquest (removable cartridge) drive containing a cartridge named
Gold 7, and an e:~:ternal drive named FarGone. (The icon for the
FarGone drive is the default icon for jasmine brand drives.) The icons on
your System may be different, but the starn1p device is always the top
one, unless someone moves it after restarting your System.
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Fig. 11.1
ldemifying the starrup
device.

Checking Standard Op~ons
f no one has changed the volume used as the startup device, your
nex't step is to review the standard Apple-provided control panel
settings and Finder options on the startup device. Then you can
eliminate those as the cause o f the change. (For explanations of the
Apple-provided options, see Chapter 7).

Reviewing Special Folders
If you are fairly certain t11at t11e changes you are investigating are not the
result o f a change in a standard option, your ne>..'t step is to look in two
special fo lde rs in the System Folde r- Extensions and Contro l Pa nelsa nd the n in the System Folder itself. Most genernl Madntosh
customizatio n involves !Nil's (initialization programs) , which automatically load whe n you start your Macintosh. Altho ugh most LNITs, or
startup docume nts, are stored in exte nsio n files, INITs ofte n are stored
in control pan el files a nd some times in files in the top level of your
Syste m Folde r.
If you find a nonstandard item that you don 't recognize in the System
Folde r, the Extensions folder, or Control Panels folder, check the item.
The easiest way to dete rmi ne if a fi le represents part of Apple's standard
Syste m software is to select the fi le a nd use the Finder's Get Info
command. App le places a copyright notice in each file and includes d1e
Syste m version numbe r immediately under the item name. Figure 11.2
illustrates the copyright notice as seen in the Data Access Language
(DAL) extension. (See Appendix C for mo re information on DAL.)
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Fig. 11.2
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1986-91

~

Comments:

0

Locked

lf you d etermine that an item is not part of the standard System sofhvare
and is not something that you want, remove the item from its folder. If
you are absolutely certain you d on't need the item, you can drag iL into
d1e Trash; if yo u want to keep it for fun1re reference, you can create a
folder for disabled items and move the item into the fo lder. If you are
not sure about a file, you sho uld keep a copy until you are ce rtain that
your System is working correctly. Many files that are not obvious may be
necessary for your System to work correctly. A folde r of disabled items
makes those items readily available if you or someone else wants 10 find
them later. Most extensions are not fully disabled until you remove the
file containing them from the System Folder and restart your Macintosh.

Extensions
Extensions are generally enhancements to the Macintosh System
software. Three general types o f extensions are available:
•

Printer drivers and other imaging drivers

•

Network drivers

•

System enhancement INITs

Figure 11.3 shows a selection of standard extensions that could b ' in
your System Folder. If you find an unfam iliar extension icon in you·
Extension fo lder, investigate the extensio n as a possible source of your
System's unexplained change.
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Fig. 11.3
A few stand ard System 7
extensio ns.
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Control Panels
Figure 11.4 displays some standard control panels. (See Chapter 7 for a
detailed discussion of the standard control panels.) Aside from the
Extensions folder, the Control Panels folder is the most likely place co
find a customizing tool.

Fig. 11.4
A few standard System 7
control panels.
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Miscellaneous System Folder Items (I NITs)
he System Folder is the hardest folder to inspect because it is
often cluttered with documents t11at were installed witll applications. System 7 introduced a series of new folders within tlte
System Folder. The new folders are the Apple Menu Items, Control
Panels, Extensions, Preferences, and Smrtup Items folders. As more
developers start using these folders for the files that support their
applications, the System Folder should become less crowded and easier
to review. Unfortunately, tlle new folders don 't help until tlle majority of
your applications are written specifically to use tllese folders . Before you
begin investigating System Folder ftles, you might want to ensure that
d1e System Folder contains tlle "offending" item.

NOTE
Restarting your
Macintosh while
holding down the Shift
key temporarily disables
all LNITs.

lf tlle change that you are researching disappears, it is almost definitely
caused eid1er by a single ftle in one of tllese three special folders or by
two or more conflicting files in tlle folders. ( fhe conflict may be as
simple as mutually exclusive customization tools.) lf you have previously
examined the Extensions Folder and the Control Panels folder and have
not found a probable cause for the change to your Macintosh, you can
be fairly certain d1at a file in your System Folder is causing the problem.
Unless you want to replace your entire System Folder witll a recent
backup of its contents, trial and error is the next step in t11e investigation
process. The trial and error process involves removing all non-Apple
items from the System Folder, returning them one at a time, and
restarting the System after returning each one. This process is tediousequivalent to looking for a needle in a haystack. Another option is to
determine which System Folder items include INITs. You can use a
public-domain or commercial package that manages IN ITs to identify
items tllat contain INITs. Most of tllese programs include a selectio n
window tllat Lists all tlle possible items and enables you to turn dtem on
or off. Any of tlle items listed in d1at window may be causing the change
to your System. (See tlle section "Managing Customization" later in this
chapter for details o n INIT management programs.)
A good way to learn about some of the !NITs in your System is to watch
your Macintosh as it starts up. Special icons may be displayed on-screen
during the startup process. Many !NITs display a special icon at startup
to let you know that tlley are in your System.
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The safest and most certain way to undo customization and restore your
System to normal is to start with a clean install as described in Chapter
12. The clean install requires you to save the contents of your System
Folder so that you can later try reinstalling the items one at a time. The
problem with using a clean install is that it undoes all the customization
that you may have set, including all the options using standard Apple
tools. All the control panel items are set back to their defaults, and all
the preference files for your applications will be excluded from the
newly installed System. You can restore your application preference files
after doing a clean install by dragging them from your saved folder to the
appropriate locations in the new System Folder. The biggest advantage
of a clean install is that you get an entirely new System. Like any other
files, the System 7 files are subject to rare but random problems due to
miscopying files to disk. They are also subject to an error creeping in
due to an unplanned change in the media that stores the System.

Making Customization Changes
s mentioned earlier, making customization changes is very simple.
To install most customization tools, you select and drag them onto
the System Folder of your startup device. Some require that you
restart your Macintosh before they go into effect, but others will be in
effect immediately. More complex customization tools may have an
Installer that places files in appropriate places. Read any documentation
that comes with the tools-there may be limitations or known conflicts
with od1er customization tools.

~

CAUTION

If you are going to experiment with customization tools and are
not certain about the safety of the tools you will be installing, the
safest step is to back up all your storage devices before installing
any of the tools. Installing any of the specific cusromization tools
described in this chapter is quite safe and does not require this
extreme degree of protection, but you might later want to try
other tools that are more risky.
You should never rename customization tools before installing them
unless you fully understand the implications of renaming them. The only
time that you may want to rename a customization item is when it
requires a special loading sequence. In this case, the documentation for
the specific tool will clarify what the requirement is and how you may
change ilie name.
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TIP
Disks use a magnetic
process to store data
and are usually very
reliable, but the Earth 's
atmosphere contains
random particles that
can and do cause disk
changes. These cl1anges
can cause errors to
occur. Your disks may
become unrellable for
several reasons, which
is part of the reason for
backing up your disks
regularly. ReinstaiUng
an application or the
System is always a
useful step in attempting to repair a problem.

Table11.1
Lowest and Highest Sore
Characters

System 7 first looks in the Extensions folder for INITs and alphab~tically
loads them. Then it looks in the top level of the System Folder, loading
its INITs in alphabetical order. Finally it looks in the Control Panels
folder to load its IN ITs. This sequence of loading can be critical to the
function of some INITs. Some INITs need to be one of the earliest INITs
loaded (before your INIT icons scroll off-screen). Others might need to
be loaded after most of the others. You can adjust the loading order of
items by changing their names to include a leading character that affects
how they are alphabetized.
All computers use special characters, as well as numbers and letters,
when sorting or alphabetizing. The easiest way to move an item to the
beginning or end of an alphabetized list is to use special sort chaJ'acters
at the beginning of the item's name. A space is the lowest sort character,
and I is the next one. If you want an item to sort to the beginning or end
of an alphabetized list, use the characters shown in Table 11.1 at the
beginning of the item's name. The first five characters (lowest) cause
items to be sorted to the beginning of a sorted list, and the last five
(highest) cause them to be sorted to the end. Many dictionaries and
computer references provide a more complete listing of characters and
their sort sequences, called an ASCII character chart.
Order

Character

Keys used

1st

space bar

2nd

Shift-1

3rd

Option-[

4th

Option-]

5th

#

Shift-3

5th from last

6

Option-)
Option-;

4th from last
3rd from last

Option-

2nd from last

Shift-Option-

Last

+

Option-/
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Investigating and Understanding Customization Types
his section covers the common types of customization tools that
are available for System 7 users. The examples will give you a
good understanding of what you can do to add to or change the
functionality of your System. The variety of customization types available
for the Macintosh seems limitless. As you may guess from the preceding
section, most customization techniques require you to drag items to the
System Folder. The Finder simplifies installation of these special files by
recognizing which items need to be in the Control Panels and Extensions
folders within the System Folder, and by automatically moving them
there when you drag the files onto the System Folder. Unfortunately,
some of the older customization tools have needs that System 7 does
not recognize and might require special installation techniques. (For
more information, see Appendix A.)
No matter how you install customization tools-by dragging them onto
the System Folder or by using a special Installer program required by
some complex tools-these customization tools are powerful. If you
plan to add several customization tools, you should install them one at a
time, trying each one before installing the next. Remember that when
you add a tool, it might conflict with others that already are in your
System, and the conflict could make booting from the startup device that
contains them impossible. If you install customization tools one at a time
and ensure that each one works before installing the next one, tracing
and repairing problems is relatively simple because you know which tool
triggered the problem.

Extensions
Extensions are modifications that add to the functionality of a Macintosh.
They may add the capability to work with a new type of hardware,
modify the way a standard part of the Macintosh System works, or add
new functionality. Figure 11.5 shows examples of some nonstandard
extensions, each of which is explained later in this chapter. (Nonstandard extensions are extensio ns that you add ratl1er than those that
come as part of System 7.)
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Fig. 11.5

~

Examples of nonstandard
extensions.
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Thunder ?rt-1
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Extensions to Add Devices
\'<'hen you add specialized hardware to your Macimosh, the installation
process may include the addition of a special program called a d1'i ver.
Driver extensions enable your Macimosh and its attached devices to
communicate with each other. The Macintosh hardware and System
software come with built-in drivers for communicating with flopp)' disk
drives, standard SCSI hard drives, Apple printers, and computers that are
on a File Sharing or AppleS hare network. If you want to add a nonstandard device, such as a scanner or a CD-ROM, you need an extension
file. The item named Apple CD-ROM in figure 11.5 is an example of a
hardware extension.

Extensions To Change Functions
A good example of an extension that modifies the Macintosh inte\·face is
Type Reunion (see Chapter 8 for details), a commercial package published by Adobe. This extension converts the Font menu in all applications to show fonts in a hierarchical menu of family names rather than in
alphabetical order.
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IconWrap is a small, special-purpose extension, useful only to people
who have installed many custom options. The purpose of this extension
is to enable the startup icons to use more than one line when displayed.
The number of icons that show on one line, which depends on the
width of your monitor, is limited. Without IconWrap, the System might
attempt to display items off the right edge of your monitor where you
cannot see them. These icons are good reminders of what you have
added to the System. When IconWrap is active, it senses when the first
line is full of icons and attempts to place the remaining icons on a new
line above the first one. Although not 100 percent successful, IconWrap
does enable you to see more icons when you start your Macintosh.
(IconWrap is free software; see the section "Finding Free Software and
Shareware" later in this chapter for details .)
Notice d1at the name of the IconWrap extension in figure 11.5 starts with
an exclamation point (!). This symbol alerts you that you must load this
INIT before loading too many others. IconWrap cannot serve its function
if you load od1er !NITs, thereby displaying their icons on-screen, before
you activate it.

Extensions to Add Functions
he remaining items in the list of sample nonstandard extensions
shown in figure 11.5 add new functionality to your Macintosh.
They cover the remaining types of extensions in the figure.

FKEYS
FKEYs technically are not extensions, but like extensions, they add
function. FKEYs (function keys) assign small programs that perform a
specific function. You activate an FKEY by typing its defined key while
pressing the Command and Shift keys. The Window to Back FKEY
enables you to move the active window out of the way (to d1e back)
quickly and activate me window beneath it. This function is handy,
especially for people using on-line networks. Like IconWrap, Window to
Back is free.
FKEYs are similar to fonts and sounds because they add to me System
resources. Apple has not recognized a need for general users to add
FKEYs to d1ei.r System file; therefore, you must use special techniques to
install them. Almough free programs for installing FKEYs are available,
you might find Suitcase II especially handy because of its many other
functions.
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Suitcase II
Suitcase II, a commercial product published by Fifth Generation Systems, enables you to manage Desk Accessories (mini-applications that
normally are stored in the Apple Menu Items folder), Fonts, FKEYs, and
Sounds. Other extensions also fulfiiJ these functions, but Suitcase II is
one of the most popular and reliable of its type.
The Suitcase II extension provides a number of useful functions. lt
installs itself near the top of the Apple menu and enables you to instaiJ
additional fonts, FKEYs, Sounds, and Apple Menu items temporarily. It
also enables you to select these items to be installed temporarily every
time your Macintosh is started. This temporary installation allows you to
close the items at any time without having to close all your applications
first. It also has a couple of useful functions for viewing items.
The opening window from Suitcase II (see fig. 11.6) displays only items
of type DAs, which means that it shows Apple menu items. To display
alternate item types, you can select Fonts, FKEYS, or Sounds. The System
displays the active items of the given item type in a scrollable list on the
left side of the window.

Fig. 11.6
Suitcase ll's opening
window.
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The Suitcases button enables you to install items without having to
install them in your System file. \Vhen you click on Suitcases, a special
version of the standard File dialog opens (see fig. 11.7) to enable you to
search out and select items that sho uld be installed. You can spe ·ify an
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item to be installed automatically every time you restart your Macintosh,
as if it were in the System Folder, or you can open an item temporarily.
To have an item opened automatically at startup, click the box labeled

Reopen at Startup.
Rg. 11.7

Ia Unused DR' s .... I

Suitcase II's Open a
Suitcase window, displaying the contents of the
folder Unused DA's.

Cl Acta 2.0
D
D
D
D
D

Canopener DR
Comment Stuff
lnits & CPD's
JimScreen
NotePad

-o-

=FarGone

[

!: j(J< t

[

Desktop

~

Open

:•:I:

l
l

,

(Op!~n lUI :•o:o)
~ (Inspect 3€ 1)
'

3€A D Show Rll Types
··········-··································
3€S D Open Shared
(Cancel 3€.
3€R [8] Reopen Rt Startup

l

You can specify several files that you want the System to open automatically, and you can change the specific combination for specific uses. You
can close any suitcase that Suitcase II has opened, even if it was opened
during startup. At virtually any time, you can open and close suitcase
items, which means that you do not need to close all your applications
to be able to install new fonts or sounds as you would if you were
adding them to your System file. If you do add or delete fonts and
sounds with Suitcase II, some applications may not automatically
recognize your changes until you restart the applications.
Suitcase II offers PostScript users a special benefit. Normally, the
downloadable font description files that are sent to printers or other
output devices must be in the Extensions folder, which clutters up the
folder. With Suitcase II, however, when you open a PostScript font's
screen font, the System automatically looks for d1e downloadable font
description file in the folder in which the font suitcase resides. If it does
not find it, it will d1en look for it in the Extensions folder.
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TIP
If you use a lot of
PostScript fonts and
have Suitcase II,
establish a PostScript
folder on your startup
disk. Then make one or
more suitcases of your
screen fonts and place
them and your
downloadable font
description files in the
same folder.

With Suitcase II you can also view any screen font and, if it is a PostScript
font, see the name used to identify its matching PostScript font description me. This method is the only simple and reliable way to determine
what PostScript font description files are associated ·with individual bitmapped font flies. The font description flies are actually downloaded
(sent to) output devices to define PostScript characters. Any bit-mapped
font that has been designed to work with a PostScript font description
me will show the associated file name under the words print er font
file name. (The descriptive words are a carryover from when printers
were the only devices that used PostScript font descriptions.) The font
description file name shows in the Suitcase II window even if that file is
not available on your System. If a font has not been defined to have an
associated PostScript font description flie, the words This is a bitmapped font appear in the font name field. Figure 11.8 is a Suitcase II
view of the screen font named AGaramond. Its associated PostScript font
description file is named AGarR.eg.

Fig. 11.8

@ Normal

Suitcase Il's listing for the
font AGaramond.

0
0

Condensed
EHtended

D Bold
D Italic
D Underline
D Outline
D Shadow

Printer font file name:

AGerReg
The quick bfO'om fox jtuups over the lru:y dogj

[Done

31!. ]

Downloadable Fonts
Instead of using Suitcase II or a similar product, you can install
downloadable (PostScript font description) font files by dragging them
onto your System Folder. The icon with nothing bur the big A on it in
figure 11.5 is an Adobe brand PostScript font description file. If you use
downloadable font files, remember that they don't cover the needs of
displaying the font on your monitor. You must install bit-mapped fonts
to support screen displays. (See Chapter 8 for details on fonts and font
options.) Most PostScript font description files are commercial products.
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Thunder 7
hunder 7, a commercial product published by Baseline Publishing,
Inc., is a good example of a functional addition that most of its
users find indispensable. Thunder 7, or an extension like it, is
essential to people who care about spelling and word usage and who
use many applications on their Macintosh. Thunder 7 provides more
than run-of-the-mill spelling checking. It provides a Thesaurus that
enables you to review word meanings and select alternate words. In
addition, it contains a powerful glossary feature that uses a special
dictionary named Words to Replace. The entries in the Words to Replace
dictionary each have a set of characters used to trigger a replacement
and a second set of characters that replaces the first set. Whenever the
spell-checking process finds the first set of characters, Thunder 7
automatically replaces it with the second set. The Words to Replace
dictionary comes preloaded with commonly misspelled words followed
by their cotTect spellings, but you can add your own entry pairs. This
extension actually requires both an Extensions file and a Control Panels
file, which is not uncommon. If you simply drag the files onto the System
Folder, the Finder is smart enough to know where to place them.
The following list presents several of the advantages to using a general
spelling checker instead of built-in spelling checkers in individual
applications:
• All applications use the special dictionaries that you establish with
a general spelling checker, so you don't need to add the terms to
specialized dictionaries. This feature helps you to improve the
consistency of your work across applications.
• You do not need to keep the dictionaries, which normally are
large, for every individual application on your hard disk. The
dictionaries for the general spelling program serve all purposes.
•

General-purpose spelling programs normally have more flexibility
and options than built-in spelling functions. Limited grammar
checking is one benefit that often is not available in applications,
but normally is available in general spelling programs.

• The general spelling checker makes word look-up capabilities
available to applications that do not have those functions built in.
The Preferences dialog from Thunder 7 (see fig. 11.9) gives an indicator
of d1e variety of things that it can check and also hints at the two
automatic replacement options for date and time.
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Fig. 11.9
Thunder 7's Preferences
dialog.
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The ability of a general spelling checker to work in software that
does nor have built-in spelling support is especially important if you
use electronic mail. Figure 11.10 shows the dialog displayed when
Thunder 7 detects a spelling error in a document created with America
Online communications software.

Fig. 11.10
A spelling error detected by
Thunder 7 when writing
electronic mail with
America Online's software.
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Stufflt Deluxe
he Stufflt Deluxe application, published by Aladdin Systems, Inc.,
enables you to compress files so that they use less disk space and
cost you less to send to (upload) or receive from (download) online networks. Many people use either Stufflt Deluxe or Disk Doubler,
published by Salient Software, to archive files so that the flles use less
space. The e>..'tension for Stufflt is called Stufflt Engine.
Stufflt Deluxe and Disk Doubler are the current standard file compaction
methods for the Macintosh. You should get both products if you want to
get free software from on-line systems or bulletin board systems.

Timbuktu
The Timbuktu extension, pubUshed by Farralion, enables you to
observe, use, and exchange files with another Macintosh on a network.
Timbuktu must be installed o n both Macintosh computers; password
controls limit what you can access and do on any specific Macintosh.
Timbuktu is not the same as File Sharing. Given the correct password,
you can actually run one Macintosh from another one, including seeing
on-screen what is on that Macintosh's screen. A version ofTimbuktu is
available that also enables you to access and control another Macintosh
by modem, which is handy if you need to provide long-distance support
to another user.

Control Panels
Many customization tools require you to interact with them to set
preferences or see results. When you install these tools (by dragging
them onto the System Folder), the Finder places a file in the Contro l
Panels folder. You then can use these special files as described in the
section "Using Control Panels" in Chapter 7. The twelve nonstandard
Control Panels in figure 11.11 are widely used and show a good cross
section of available Conu·ot Panels.
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Fig. 11.11
Twelve nonstandard
Control Panels.
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Control Panels to Change Function
Four of the items in figure 11.11 change e.xisting Macintosh func tions:
ATM, AccessPC, Cu rsor Animator, and SuperClock!
ATM (Adobe Type Manager) is a commercial product from Adobe. This
contro l panel modifies the System to improve the way that PostScript
fo nts look o n most monito rs and non-PostScript printers.
AccessPC, a commercial product fro m Insignia SolutionS, changes you r
System's disk recognition routines to enable MS-DOS disks to be written
to and read by your Macintosh and aU its applications without any
special handling. \-x!henever you insert a blank, unformatted disk,
AccessJ>C gives you the option of formatting it as a Macintosh disk or an
MS-DOS disk.
Cursor Animator is a free prod uct that enables you to select from a
variety of animated cursors to replace the wristwatch cursor built into
System 7. This control panel is more for fun than anything else . The
au thor requests that you send him a picture postcard if you like this free
customization tool.
SuperCiock!, also free software, is an alternative to the Alarm Clock
control panel that comes with System 7. SuperClock! adds the time to
your menu bar and enables you to click on it to check the date. Several
other useful options (see fig. 11.12) that are not in the standard Alarm
Clock contro l panel are available with Su perClock!
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Fig. 11.12
A few of the SuperCiock!
options.
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You can use SuperClockl's timer to notify you several ways after a
specific amount of time has passed. You also can specify the sound of
the alarm clock and the timer.

Control Panels to Add Function
igure 11.11 also shows six control p anels that add new functio ns
to your Macintosh. The free control panel PopChar is handy for
two reasons. If you forget what key combination creates a special
character, you can use PopChar to choose from a list of available
characters (see fig. 11.13). PopChar also specifies the keyboard shortcut
of the character that you select (the fork-like symbol represents the
Option key). The dialog also displays the name of the font that you
were using when you selected PopChar and the font's full characte r set
(LB Helvetica Black in fig. 11.13).
PopChar also is handy if individual keys o n your keyboard do not work
properly or if you have a disabil ity that makes typing difficult. Pop Cha.r
enables you to bypass d1e keyboard by using the mouse to select
characters.

Fig. 11.13
PopChar's dialog, with
the character Aselected.
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SoundMaster enables you to assign sounds to various activities on your
Macintosh. You can assign a special sound to play whenever a specific
action occurs. Figure 11.14 shows some of SoundMaster's options and
some sample sou nd files. SoundMaster is shareware; you can try it free
of charge, but are asked to send the author 15 dollars if you keep it.

Fig. 11.14
SoundMaster's option
dialog.
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After Dark, published by Berkeley Systems, Inc. , is a type of custo mization tool known as a screen saver. Screen savers protect your monitor
from having spots burned into it as would occur if you left the same
pattern on the screen for an extended period of time. After Dark
provides an extensive set of options and modules that are displayed
when your Macintosh would otherwise be inactive. After Dark keeps
your screen changing, which eliminates the danger of burn-in. You can
select a Macintosh picture file or a message to move abou t the screen, or
you can select a module to provide a more interesting display. After Dark
modules include psychedelic designs, a fis h tank with fish swimming
through, and the infamous Flying Toasters. You also can install and use
modules created by other developers or from the commercial package
More After Dark.
QuicKeys 2, published by CE Software, Inc., is a good example of a type
of customization tool known as a macro program . Macro programs
enable you to record and save combinations of mouse actio ns and
keystrokes to use at a later time. The combinations that you save are
called macros. You can name macros so that you can select them from
a menu, and you can assign them unique keystrokes that cause them to
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repeat. Macros can significantly reduce effort required to do repetitive
tasks. QuicKeys 2 handles simple and comple..x tasks and makes sening
up and using macros simple.
Open-wide is a tool d1at customizes how standard file dialogs appear.
(For more information, see the section "Using the Standard File Dialog"
in Chapter 6). The maximum length for Macintosh file names is 31
characters. If you attempt to show long file names in an unaltered
standard file dialog, d1e System condenses the text to a font size that
permits d1e name to fit in me space allocated. This procedure often
makes d1e names hard to read. Open-wide modifies the size of the
standard ftle dialog so d1at the longer file names fit wimout modifying
their font size. The control panel for this tool enables you to select the
maximum size for d1e d ialogs and to identify applications mat will
continue to have me St."ll1dard dialog size. Open-wid e is free, but the
author requests mat you send him a postcard if you like it.
Timbuktu, which was discussed in the Extensio ns section, also has a
control panel for setting some of its options.

Control Panels as Miniapplications
he final type o f control panel customization is the mi niapplication,
such as SCSIProbe and MacEnvy. These useful tools could have
been written as small stand-alone applications but were instead
written for access from the Control Panels folder.
SCSIProbe enables you to view the status of and information about your
Macintosh and its attached devices d1at use SCSI (Small Computer
Systems Interface, pronounced "scuzzy"). Most hard disks, tape drives,
scanners, and CD-ROM drives and some printers that you use on a
Macintosh are SCSI devices. SCSIProbe Versio n 3.02 or later is required
for use with System 7.
When you add a new device, make sure mat you set its SCSI I0 to a
number mat is not being used on me Macintosh. SCSIProbe enables you
to see which SCSI IDs are already in use, and it also permits you to ask
SCSIProbe tO mount devices. When SCSlProbe is asked to mount
devices, it locates any devices that are unavailable on me Desktopunavailable because the devices were turned o ff when you started me
System or are unrecognized for some other reason. SCSIProbe searches
for devices and displays meir icons on me Desktop. Devices must be
mounted to be accessible in me Finder and in most applications.
Figu re 11.15 shows SCSIProbe's dialog.
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Fig. 11.15
SCS!Probe's dialog.

The MacEmry control panel enables you to display a considerable
amount of information about your Macintosh, its attached device , and
the System's installed software. You select the type of information that
you want by clicking the appropriate icon, each of which represents the
type of information that Mac Envy will display. The icons in the top row,
from left to right, represent information about your Macintosh's
memory, System software, and SCSI devices, respectively (see fig. 11.16).
The icons in the bottom row, also from left to right, represent monitor
information, miscellaneous information, and a small game.

Fig. 11.16
MacEnvy's information
screen.
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Apple Menu Items
n addition to the items covered in the Chapter 7 discussion of d1e
Apple Menu Items folder, you can add special small applications
iliat provide additional functions to your Macintosh. These
applications are known as desk accessories or DAs. You install desk
accessories like any other customizatlon tool-by dragging it onto ilie
System Folder. Figure 11.17 shows four sample desk accessories.

Fig. 11.17
Four desk accessories.
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Alarming Events keeps track of your schedule and reminds you of
appointments. This program, from CE Sofrware, is a flexible appointment secretary for iliose who don't always have one handy. It also
enables you to print schedules.
SmartScrap, published by Solutions, Inc., is a replacement for ilie
Scrapbook included wid1 System 7. SmartScrap enables you to use
multiple scrapbook files, displays a pictorial index of a scrapbook, and
adds ilie ability to select and copy part of a scrapbook item instead of
being limited to copying entire entries.
Vantage, published by Baseline Publishing, Inc., is a miniature word
processing program mat is handy for simple word processing functions
whenever you don't want to invest the time or memory to open a fullfledged word processing application.
System Errors is a free program iliat lists the codes mat ilie Macintosh
System and Finder give in error messages and a brief explanation of
what each of the codes means.

Resource Modification
If you are a programmer or have a technical bent, you may also customize your Macintosh by modifying resources. Most Macintosh files have a
number of resources assigned to iliem. A file's icon is one e-xample of a
resource, and its window shape is another. If you want to customize
your System in iliis way, you should purchase a good book on using the
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program ResEdit. You also need the program ResEdit, which is an Apple
application that is distributed to developers, through some user groups,
and with a few commercial books. Although ResEdit is not for the
fainthearted , after you understand its processes, many options are quite
simple to change.

Managing Customization
anaging customization is important. You cannot assume that
custom options, which Apple does not provide with the System
software, will work with each other. If you indiscriminately modify
your System, you can make your Macintosh so different from a st.andard
Macintosh that other people may have trouble using it. People who
make a lot of custom changes commonly run into difficulties that require
them to trace conflicts between two or more customization tools. Several
commercial and free programs are available that turn special
customization tools on or off whenever you restart your MacintOsh.
These programs help you trace problems and select various combinations of customizations tools to be used at different times.
Do not be afraid to use a few customization tools. Make sure that you
follow the previously mentioned advice: add the tools one at a lime, and
use each one before adding another. On the other hand, don't add tools
unless you find them useful.

Finding Free Software and Shareware
Several of the items mentioned in this chapter are either free orr
shareware. Shareware is software that you can try out for free but that
obligates you to pay a fee of some type if you keep it. Unlike commercial
software that you purchase in retail outlets or through mail order, you
need to seek free software and shareware from user groups, on-Line
networks, and local bulletin board systems. The price of free and
shareware software is not always a good indication of its qualit)t. Many of
tl1ese items are more powerful than available commercial solutio ns, and
many of their functions are not supported by any commercial product.
Because free or shareware customization tools usually pass through
many intermediaries on their way to you, and because the author is
sometimes unknown, this type of software is more Likely than commercial software to contain a virus. You need to be certain that you select
software sources that you trust or use a virus detection program to test it
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before installing it. Commercial software is not entirely virus-free, but
most software publishers take precautions to avoid infiltration of viruses
into their commercial products.
Selecting a reliable source reduces the probability of your disks becoming infected by a virus. A good user group will test items for viruses and
for usability before making them available. The major on-line networks
practice careful virus protection; some of them also test items for
usability before making them available to the public.

If you are uncertain about commercial options or the less expensive
customization options, contact a user group for good advice from other
Macintosh users. Apple has a free number to call to find a local group
near you: (800) 538-9696, extension 500. You also can join a global
group like TAU, the international group for business and professional
users of Apple computers. TAU will send you information write to
TAU
1113 Wheaton Oaks Drive
Wheaton, IL 60187

Chapter Summary
his chapter provides an overview of the types of additional
customization tools generally available for your Macintosh. You
learned about some of the more popular customization tools and
how to trace unexplained changes in your Macintosh. Many of these
tools significantly increase your Macintosh's usability, and the available
products provide you with almost endless combinations of features.
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Troubleshooting
Includes
Troubleshooting Installation and Startup
Troubleshooting the Finder and Applications
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Installation an
ou are not likely to have a problem installing System 7. If you do,
however, this chapter should help you trace the cause of th e
problem and determine what steps to take next. This chap ter
focuses on problems you might encounter using the Compatibility
Checker, using the Installer, or trying to start up your Macintosh after
installing System 7.
Chapter 13 is devoted to problems that occur at other times.

Compatibility Checker Problems
Error messages that appear when you are starting and running the items
on the Before You Install disk are frustrating, but they are not necessarily
severe. This section discusses these error messages and explains how to
handle them.

Disk Space Problem
fyou see a message indicating that more space is needed, check
the d isk that contains the Compatibility Checker to be certajn that
it is no t locked. The Compatibility Checker will not run from a
locked disk. If you try to launch the Compatibility Checker from a locked
disk, it normally asks if you want the program installed on your startup
drive. If the startup drive does not have e nough room left, however, the
Compatibility Checker warns you. You can get around the warning in
two ways: run the Compatibility Checke r from an unlocked copy of the
disk, or free up space on your hard disk and copy the Compatibility
Checke r to it.
Freeing up space on your hard disk is generally the best option. If the
hard disk does not have enough room fo r the Compatibility Checke r,
you will probably need to clear space o n the disk before it contruns
enough room for the new System files, anyway.

Compatibility Checker Freezes
The Macintosh may come to a stop and leave you with a frozen screen
while you are using the Compatibility Checker. You may thjnk that the
Compatibility Checker has frozen when it is actually still working. If the
screen appears frozen, wait at least 5 to 10 minutes to be cenain that it
has, indeed , stopped . If it still doesn 't show any sign of activity, a
customization item-such as a virus checker-may be the cause of this
problem. lf you remove or turn off the lNITs and control panels in your
pre-System 7 startup and try the stack again, it will probably work. If you
don't know how to handle !NITs and control panels in the old software,
you may avoid the issue by doing the System 7 installation before
running the Compatibility Checker and pressing and holding the Shift
key whe n you restart your Macintosh after the installation. (Pressing the
Shift key when you turn on the computer temporarily turns off all
INITs.) After restarting without the IN ITs, you may try the Compatibility
Checker again. In most cases, it will work.
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The Read Me file on the Before You Install disk \vams that the software
will no t work when you have virus checking activated. You must remove
the virus checking items from your System Folder or use the previo usly
mentioned method to turn off !NITS if you want to be certain of Marti ng
without them. Most System freezes that occur when using the Compatibility Checker a1·e the direct result of virus checking software. You can
run a virus checker on the Before You Install disk before you use the
disk, and then temporarily restart your Macintosh without the virus
checker.

Script or Button Error
his error is similar to a freeze, except that HyperCard generates an
error message. This type of error is almost always an indication of
an INIT that does not work wid1 the Compatibility Checker . You
can get around d1e problem using d1e same procedure described for a
Compatibility Checker freeze.

Bus Error
Several problems can cause a message indicating a bus error to appear.
The most common is that one of you r disk drives contains old driver
software. The process of updating hard drives is covered in Chapter 2. If
you have an Apple drive, updating will be simple ; if your hard drive is
not from Apple, however, you may have to contact the manufacturer for
updated software, or you may have to purchase a software product such
as SilverLining by LaCie.
Before you assume that the driver software is bad, check other probable
causes. !NITs, SCSI errors, and loose cables might also cause bus errors,
ald10ugh hardware malfunctions cause most bus errors.

Worst Case

I

If you cannot run the Compatibility Checker for some reason (such as
not having the HyperCard applicatio n), you can still install System 7. In
this situation, you should install it eidler on an empty disk or on a disk
that has had its System disabled. (For more information, see the section
"Clean Install" later in dlis chapter). By approaching the installation in
this manner, you avoid installing anything d1at is not part of the Ap pleprovided System software.
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After you install the System and have it working, you can try adding
special customization items one at a time.

Installer Problems
he Installer is a fussy program. A high percentage of people who
call the Apple System 7 Help numbers are having problems
because of something minor wrong with the lnstall1 disk. It is
important that you lock the disk before using it. In several cases, the
Install 1 disk appeared to be fine but had not been copied correctly.
\Vhen copied incorrectly, the disk is worse than useless because it often
fails and gives the impression that something else is at fault. This section
covers problems with the Installer.

Disk Problems
\Vhen installing, you may see this message:

The Installer document "Install" requires xxx version
of the Installer application. Try opening the
Installer application that is i n the same folder as
this Installer document .

TIP
Before installing new
software, always make
a copy of a new
application or System
disk and store the
original in a safe place.
By doi ng this, you will
prepare yourself for any
unforeseen disk
problems.
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This message is triggered in some cases where the Jnstalll disk has
minor problems.
You may try opening the Installer as indicated in the error message. A
better approach, however, is to obtain a fresh copy of the Install1 disk,
copy it, and start over by starting the Macintosh with that disk in the
floppy drive.
The Installer might not accept Disk 2 or other disks during the install
process. This problem is most likely to occur if you are using a d efective
disk or if the disk has an incorrect name. You cannot rename the disks.
Refer to Chapter 1 for the required disks and disk nantes.

General Problems
Several error messages and situations indicate limitations of the
Macintosh and the attached devices you are using. A few of those are
•

Not enough memory

•

Incompatible ROM

•

Unrecognized hard drive

•

Not enough space on hard drive

Chapters 1 and 2 cover the System requirements for System 7. Review
these requirements if you get one of these error messages when installing System 7.

Not Enough Space
ystem 7 requires at least 1M to 1.3M o f space on the startup
device. If you use several special customization tools, your System
Folder may get into the 2M to 7M range. If the Installer do es not
find enough room on the hard drive to install System 7, you can wo rk
around this problem in a couple ways.
First, you can select the Installer option that loads only a minimal
version of the System, which requires a smaller amount of disk space.
The second, and more preferable approach, is to quit from the Installer
and then make more room on your hard drive. (You can make mo re
room by throwing things away or using a file compressio n utility. Lf you
throw files away, be certain that you have a backup of them in case you
need them again later.)

Installer Freezes
When the Installer freezes, you might have a device with obsolete driver
software. When the hard drive software is not compatible, you may see
one or several of the following messages:

Sorry a System error occurred.
Fi nder Address error
bu s error
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Startup Problems
ou may run into problems for several reasons when you start
up your Macintosh. The first type of problem is related to the
Macintosh as a whole, and the second is more likely to be caused
·
by something on the startup disk.

Blank Screen
If the Macintosh is turned on but nothing appears on-screen, begin with
the "obvious" solutions by checking that the power source is appropriately plugged in and the power is turned on. This procedure might seem
very basic, but it is a common cause of problems and is easy to check
and fix. Next, check the monitor to be certain that it is plugged in and
turned on. If the monitor is a separate device, check the cable between
the moniror and the Macintosh ro ensu re that it is connected properly.
If the connections seem to be all right, check the brightness control for
the screen and press a key or move the mouse to be certain that a screen
saver is not blanking the screen.

If none of these solutions solves the problem, turn the computer off and
on again. If the screen is still blank, you need to have a service technician
examine your Macintosh.

Macintosh or Diskette Icon On-Screen
The Macintosh may appear to start up fine but then stop before the
Desktop appears and display a special icon. These icons may indicate a
problem. There are several standard icons that might appear in the
center of your screen during startup.

Happy Macintosh Icon
The Happy Macintosh icon is in the shape of the Classic o r SE Macintosh
model and has a smiling face on its screen. If this icon appears, you may
also relax and smile; this icon indicates that the Macintosh is fine and the
System is being loaded from your startup disk. The Happy Macintosh
icon might stay on-screen for a few minutes before the Macintosh seems
to be working on the startup process; do not be concerned as long as
the computer continues after a few minutes.
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Sad Macintosh Icon
f the Macintosh stops with a miniature Macintosh icon that has a
frown on its face, the computer has a problem. First, check. to
make sure that you have a valid startup device on the Macintosh.
Second, if you have several SCSI devices attached and one has re>:ently
been added or moved, make sure that they each have a unique SCSI 10
and that the SCSI chain has only one terminator. If you do have multiple
SCSI devices and are not familiar with the terms SCSI 10 or termination,
refer to the documentation that came with your SCSI devices or 1alk to a
service technician.
If tl1e problem is not yet identified, try turning off the power and starting
up with a different startup disk. You might have a floppy disk in the drive
that you need to eject; eject the disk by pressing the mouse burton
before the startup begins and holding it until the disk is ejected or the
startup is completed.
If the problem still occurs, write down the numbers and letters, if any,
that appear u nder the sad Macintosh icon. If they begin with OF, you
probably have a software problem. Otherwise, you may have a problem
with the Macintosh or its hard drive. Call your dealer or service technician for help.

Diskette Icon
When the Macintosh stops the startup process and displays a floppy disk
icon in the middle of the screen, the Macintosh has not found a startup
device. When seeking a startup device, the Macintosh always looks first
at any disks in floppy drives. If it finds a floppy disk that is not a valid
startup device, it ejects the floppy disk and displays the diskette icon
with an Xon it. The computer then continues checking for other startup
devices. If the diskette icon appears with a question mark on it, the
Macintosh cannot find a valid startup device.
If you see the diskette icon with a question mark, insert a startup floppy
and the Macintosh should start up. This startup problem might be tl1e
result of a SCSI problem as mentioned in the "Sad Macintosh Icon"
section, or there may be something wrong with the System installed on
the desired startup device.
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Basics To Check for Startup Problems
hen encountering startup problems, you sho uld check a few
basics to ensure that you don't have a relatively simple problem
that may appear more serious. The three most common problems
encountered at startup are not necessarily unique to System 7. They are
encountered often enough, however, that you should first eliminate
them before spending time investigating less commo n errors. You can
correct the first three of these general items by using the Installer to
create or update the desired startup device.

Is the Device a Startup Disk?
Chapter 7 covers startup devices and what makes a valid startup device.
A Macintosh will nor stare successfully without a valid startup device
available. The startup device provides instructions and information that
are necessary to start up a Macintosh.

Does the Startup Meet the Requirements for Your Macintosh?
Every Macintosh model has specific files that must be present on d1e
startup device. If you did not use Installer option to install the software
fo r any Macintosh when insmlling the System on d1e startup device, it
might not have the files required for the model you are using. If d1e
wrong Installer option was used, or the startup device has been moved
to another model of Macintosh, d1e only way to ensure that the startup
d evice will work on the Macintosh is to reinstall the System on the
startup device.

Was the Installer Used?
lf you created d1e System Folder on the startup device by dragging the
files from another device rather than using the Installer, the device is
probably nor prepared for startup. Prior to System 7, you could often
make an o perational versio n of d1e System by dragging the appropriate
folder and files onto a new device. System 7 is much more complex and
requires you to use the Installer to create a reliable startup device.
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Do You Use a Nonstandard Monitor or an Accelerator?
f you use an accelerator or a nonstandard monitor (o ne not
provided by Apple), it may require a speciallNIT to be able to
work on your Macintosh. This situation can generate two types of
problems.
The ftrst problem occurs when the INIT has not been installed or has not
been installed in the correct place. Try staning fro m another device and
placing the INIT file in the Extensions folder. If this step does not solve
the problem, try placing the INIT file in the top level of the System
Folder. Fina11y, try it in the Control Panels folder. If it does not work in
any of these locations, you are facing d1e second type of problem.
The second problem type is that the INIT fo r the accelerator or mo nitor
is incompatible with System 7 or with some o ther INIT in your System.
Contact your dealer or the manufacturer of the device to see if the INIT
is compatible with System 7; if necessary, o rder an update of the lNIT.
If the accelerator or monitor INIT is supposed to be compatible with
System 7, you will need to determine what other INIT or I NITs in your
System are not compatible with it. You may be able to get d1 is information from the manufacturer or dealer, a user group, or an on-line system.
If you cannot obtain the information from any of those sources, use the
process defined in the section "Finding and Reversing Customizatio n
Changes" in Chapter 11 to determine ·which item needs to be removed
from your System to allow the device INIT to work.

Other Problem Types
Although most people do not run into problems, there seems nearly an
infinite number of error messages and co mbinatio ns of problems that
may occur. This section covers the most commo n problems so that you
can see the types of problems you may run into, and it gives suggestions
for dealing wid1 them.
The most pervasive and elusive of general problems is a damaged
System. No specific symptoms ind icate a damaged System. Any series of
unacco untable Macintosh problems could ind icate a flawed System,
which is the reason that most professio nal consultants advise System
reinstallation whenever they encounter what appear to be random
problems. A flawed System occurs either as a result of an imperfect
installation process or as a result of later changes to the co menrs of the
System Folder.
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If you encounter a number of problems, such as freezes on startup or a
variety of error messages not covered in this or the next chapter, first try
restarting with the Shift key held down to disable all INITs. If this step
solves the problem, you have an INIT error of some type and need to
trace the individual INIT as covered in the section "Finding and Reversing Customization Changes" in Chapter 11. If restarting without INITs
does not make the problem go away, you may have a flawed System. The
best way to proceed is to save a copy of your System Folder on a backup
device, remove it, and do a clean install as covered in the last section of
this chapter. If d1e proble ms continue after you do a clean install,
something might be physically wrong with your Macintosh and you
should see a service technician. If the problems clear up, they were
either caused by a flawed System or cuswmization tools in the System
Folder that you replaced. Review the first parts of Chapter 11 if you want
to investigate further the possibility of a customization problem.
The following sections explain a few of the more specific problem types.

Dialog on Startup
You may see a startup dialog that says

A driver for the selected AppleTalk connection could
not be found. The built-in LocalTalk port will be used
instead.
If this message appears, try reinstalling the printer software from d1e
Disk Tools disk; d1en restart. In most cases, these steps will eliminate the
message.

BusError or Finder BusError
s indicated earlier in d1is chapter, these errors generally indicate
that you have a device with outdated drivers. This problem can
only be resolved by installing new drivers or identifying the device
with the old drivers and removing it from the Macintosh. If you don't
know which device has the o ld drivers, you will need to use trial and
error to discover it.
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Frozen Welcome to Macintosh Screen
Some !NITs and accelerators cause the Macintosh to freeze on its
opening screen. Wait at least five minutes to be sure that the Macintosh
is actuaUy frozen; it may just be operating more slowly than you expect.
Then press and hold the Shift key and restart the computer; this step
disables aU INITs. If this step does not solve the problem, restart with a
pre-System 7 startup disk and review the installed customization tools.
(See the section "Finding and Reversing Customization Changes" in
Chapter 11.)
A second cause of a frozen Welcome screen is the presence of an
accelerator board or other piece of hardware that is not compatible with
System 7. If you suspect this type of problem, contact your dealer or the
manufacturer of the device for an upgrade to System 7-compatible
hardware.

Clean Install
clean install means using the Installer to create a brand new
System Folder, which can solve many error situations. If the
startup device on which you are installing contains a System
Folder, the Installer assumes that you want to keep all your
customization items. Because these items are the most likely to c:tuse
problems, you should not install them automatically.
To keep the files from your existing old System and still reduce the risk
of incompatibility, follow these steps:
1. Start up with a pre-System 7 startup disk.
2. If you have fonts, DAs, or both in your System, be certain you have
copies of them stored some place besides the System Folder. You
can also use the Font/DA Mover program to copy them from the
System Folder. Ask for help from a friend or expert, if necessary.
(The Font/DA Mover is not straightforward, and its features are
incorporated invisibly into the Finder in System 7; learning its
complexities is not worthwhile for one-time use. Therefore, it is
not covered here.)
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3. Take the Finder out of the System Folder, move it into the Trash,
and empty the Trash. This step is important because the Installer
usually recognizes a valid System Folder, even if it has been
renamed , and the Installer might find it if you attempt to hide it in
od1e r ways.
4. Rename the System Folder. (You might want to name it Old
System Files, for example.)
5. Reboot using the Install I disk and proceed with the installation
process.
Because you have hidden and modified the original System Folder, the
Installer will create an entirely new System Folder rather than using data
from your old one.
After the installation is complete, review the old System Folder that you
renamed and try moving items by dragging them, one at a time, into the
new System Folde r. Try each item by restarting the Macintosh and
testing it before installing the next one. To reinstall fonts and sounds for
the old System file, double-click on the file and drag the items to the
new System file. After you have saved the fonts and sounds for ilie old
System ftle, drag it into the Trash.

Chapter Summary
nJy a few problems are likely to come up when you are preparing
to install or are installing System 7. Most problems are related to

either incompatible drivers for a hard disk or to an INIT that is not
compatible with System 7. If your hard drive is not the problem, you can
try a clean install. The brief description of a d ean install primarily
reviews the mate rials in Chapter 2.

If you are h aving trouble wiili the Compatibility Checker, the Installer, or
starting up after installing System 7, review Chapter 2. You can then
return to this chapter and do a d ean install.
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Finder and
ew things are more frustrating than having your computer quit
working. Most people start using a Macintosh to do one specific
function, but they qu ickly move on to using it as a productivity
tool that helps with many different tasks. \Vhen you use any tool a lot,
you are more likely to run into its limitations. The Macintosh and
System 7 are reliable tools, but you still may encounter several problems
with them. This chapter covers some of the steps you can take to limit or
resolve problems.

General Solutions
Although this chapter highlights most types of errors that you might
encounter, predicting every type of problem that may occur is impossible. These general solutions are good approaches in situations where
you do not know the exact problem. They will help you solve, or at least
diagnose, a high percentage of the problems.
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Starting without INITs
s you learned earlier, one of the most common sources of problems is a conflict between the System and some combination of
INITs. If you want the power of using several !NITs, take care
when adding them and recognize that some of them are mutually
exclusive. Chapter 11 covers INIT issues in detail.

Turning Off Options
When System 7 was introduced, several device drivers and applications
were not yet compatible with all the System 7 features. If you are having
trouble with an application, you may be able to make it work by
• Turning off virtual memory
• Turning off File Sharing
• Turning off 32-bit addressing
• Setting the color option of a color or gray-scale monitor to less
than the maximum it can handle
If any of these methods solves the problem, contact the publisher of the
application to ask about getting a upgrade that is compatible with the
new System 7 features.

Rebuilding the Desktop Files
Every formatted Macintosh disk has at least one hidden (invisible) file
that stores information about the items on the disk and how they appear
on your Desktop. Chapter 4 explains that every item you can see from
the Desktop is a file of some type. There are two very important pieces
of information stored in the invisible Desktop data. The first is the data
that links icons to applications so that you can open a document and its
application by opening the document. The second is the physical
locations for files stored on the disk. The invisible Desktop files are
updated automatically whenever you add files to a disk or change them.
The process of having your Macintosh analyze all the files on a disk and
build an entirely new set of Desktop data is called Rebuilding the
Desktop. You will want to rebuild your Desktop for three primary
reasons:
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•

The data in the invisible Desktop information might not be
updated properly in all cases and could cause inexplicable System
problems. A System crash or a power interruption is the most
likely result of partial or erroneous updates to the invisible
Desktop data.

•

Your Macintosh may be taking longer to open windows and find
applications. The invisible Desktop data becomes cluttered with
obsolete data as you remove items from your Macintosh. The
System searches this data when opening windows and analyzing
your open commands. The System takes longer to do these tasks
when there is more data to search.

•

You see the message app lication is busy o r cannot be
f ound when you know that the application for a documen t you
are trying to open is on the disk and not currently open. This
message indicates that the linkage between the document icon and
the application is damaged.

Apple suggests that you should rebuild your Desktop regularly as a
preventative measure. For most Macintosh users, "regularly" mea.ns
every month or two. If you create and delete many files and move
applicatio ns onto and off your devices often, you will probably want to
rebuild your Desktop more often.
To rebuild d1e Desktop, follow these steps:
1. Press the Command and Option keys before starting or restarting
your Macintosh. Hold the keys until you see a message that is
similar to Are you sure you want to rebuild t he
desktop file on the disk xxx? Comments in i fo
windows will be lost. The xxx will be replaced with the
name of your startup disk.

2. Click o n the Okay button to rebuild the Desktop data on the disk
o r on the Cancel button if you do not want to rebuild the data. If
you select the Okay button, the System analyzes the files every
type o n the device and create an up-to-date set of invisible
Desktop data on the device.

oe

3. If you have more than o ne storage device on your Macintosh, the
message box will appear for each ind ividual device so that yo u can
choose whether to rebuild the data for each device.
The rebuild process takes a few minutes on a device with only a few files
in it. (Remember that every item on the device, including folders, is a
file.) The process might take 5 or 10 minutes on a device that contains a
large number of files.
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Reinstalling Rles
The devices you use to store files (applications, documents, folders,
and the System files) are normally read/w-rite devices. By definition,
read /write devices are temporary storage devices and the data on them is
subject to modification or destruction. One way that data could be
destroyed or damaged is for a magnet to be placed too close to a
diskette, cartridge, or hard drive. A second way that data can be damaged
is for someone to intentionally or accidentally changes data or files on
the device. A third way that data could be lost is for a disk or device to
become unreadable. Nothing in Life is perfect and disk drives fail like any
other mechanical device. To be safe, you need to protect your acquisition and work effort investments by keeping backups of documents that
you create and the original master disks and installers for all applications
and Systems that you store on any device.
You can resolve many problems by reinstalling the System or the
application that was in use when you encountered the problems.
Individual documents also can become damaged, so you should keep
them as well. Keeping a backup source for everything greatly simplifies
the process of reinstalling items when they become damaged.

Checking for Viruses
omputer viruses are not as common on Macintosh computers as
they are on other personal computers. Macintosh viruses do exist,
however, and they can cause problems when running applications.
You should keep virus detection software installed on your Macintosh
and use it periodically to check each of your storage devices for infection. You should perform a complete check at least once a month.
Several commercial virus protection tools are available, such as SAM
(Symantec Antivirus for Macintosh) by Symantec.
If you use a vims detection tool and find that a file is infected with a
virus, delete the file and otl1er infected files immediately. Some virus
detection tools have options to remove the virus from some files, but
only use this option as a last resort when you don't have a clean copy of
the file backed up. The longer you leave a .file on your Macintosh with a
virus active, the more items tl1e virus will infect and tl1e greater the
chance that you will lose some or all your stored data. Viruses do not
damage hardware.
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Application Problems
orne applications will not work whe n you try to use them. This
deficie ncy happens for many reasons, and every applicatio n has its
own e rror-handling routines and messages. If the applicatio n
provides a detailed message when you try to start it, you might be able to
diagnose the proble m. If th e message is not clear, the solution is not
obvious, or the application gives no message at all, this section V(ill be
useful.

TIP
Most application
manuals document
each of the error
messages that you
could encounter when
using the application.
Do not forget to look in
manuals when you
come across an error
message; they are a
valuable tool for tracing
and repairing problems.

Not Compatible
Applications have minimum requirements for the System that they will
be run on. Before you purchase a new application, check if it is designed
to work on your particular model and setup. For example, you might not
be able to run a program designed to handle only 24-bit color images on
a Macintosh that does not support color.
This proble m is not common if you u se mainstream applications. Most
applications work on the entire curre nt Macintosh line when en()ugh
memory is available and an appropriate System is installed . You might
not be able to use all the functio ns of an application on a low-e nd
Macintosh, but you should be able to use most applications.
As mentioned previously, many applications were not able to work
with some of th e System 7 options when the new System software was
introduced . If you have problems starting an application, you might
need to upgrade the application so that it can work properly unde r
System 7.

Not Enough Memory
System 7 uses more me mory than prior versions of the Syste m, an d the
new System enables you to use multiple applications simultaneously.
Conseque ntly, you are more like ly to run into memory shortages than
under previous versions of the Syste m.
When you attempt to open an applicatio n that requires or prefe rs more
me mory than is currently available, ·a warning or e rror dialog appears,
depending o n the amount of memo ry available and the absolute
minimum requ ired by the program. Figure 13.1 is a n example of the
warning dialog.
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Fig. 13.1
Warning dialog when the
available memory is less
than ideal for an
application.

" HyperCord" prefers 1,OOOK of memory.
916K is ouolloble. Do you wont to op en It
using th e ou olloble m emory?
( Concel J

n OK

J)

You can select OK in the dialog; the application will open and probably
work if you do not need to handle a large document or multiple
documents. Be aware that when the application is running with less
memory than suggested, it probably will be somewhat unstable and
more likely to fail unexpectedly. Do no t run applications regularly
under these circumstances.
If the memory shortage is too great, the dialog will be an error dialog
instead of a warning. When you get an error dialog, you cannot run the
application until more memory is available for it. Figure 13.2 is a sample
of the inadequate memory error dialog. If you frequently get memory
erro rs, you might want to purchase additional memory o r use virtual
memory. See the section o n the Memory control panel in Chap ter 7 for
more information.

Fig. 13.2
An error dialog signalling

inadequate memory.

Th er e Is not enough memory to op en
" Hypercord" (75 0K needed, 161 K
ouolloble). Closing windows or quitting
oppllcotlon progroms co n moke more
memory ouolloble.

(

OK

Jl

When a memory d ialog appears, make the Finder the active application
and select About This Macintosh fro m the Apple menu to review memory
use. Figure 13.3 is an example of the About This Macintosh window.
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Fig. 13.3
A sample About This
Macintosh window.

;;
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About This M8clntosh
Syst•m Softv.,r• 7.0
~ M.,c;ntosh llfx
8,192K

l"rg•s t Unused Block:

Microsoft Word

1 ,OOOK

-=:J

Sys t•m Software

4,321K

Total Memory:

•
l!il

(l) Appl• Computor, Inc. 1983-1991

2,129K

~

~
~
The window lists the model of your Macintosh, the version of the System
that is installed, the total memory on the machine, the largest contiguous amount as yet unused, and the amount used by the System and each
active application.

System Memory
ystem 7 usually does take more memory than prior versions of the
System. If you are short on memory and have IN ITs active,
consider removing some of the INITs in your System. A relatively
clean installation of System 7 without many INITs will take roughly 1M
on a standard Macintosh SE. This installation would then leave about 1M
for applications on a 2M Macintosh.

Application Memory
You can easily forget that applications are open and leave them running
after you finish using them. Look in the About the Macintosh window for
open applications that you do not need active. (Keep any applid tions
open that you currently need.) You then can select the ones that you
don't need, one at a time, from the Application menu (the far righ t item
on the menu bar) and close them. Closing unneeded applications frees
memory.
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Missing Memory
ometimes the About This Macintosh window shows enough
ava ilable memory for an application, but when you try to open it, a
memory dialog appears. The problem is that memory is available,
but it is scattered rather than available in a single block big enough to
start the application. This problem only occurs if you have opened and
closed several applications since starting up the computer. The only
solution to that problem is either to close additional applications or to
restart the computer, which closes all the applications and clears
memory.

Application Freezes or Quits
If an application freezes (in that, you cannot do anything because the
screen is locked), you might be able to get its attention by pressing
Command-. (period). This key combination may cancel whatever action
the application is trying to process.

If you cannot unfreeze it, try pressing Command-Option-Esc; this key
combination often will force the application to quit. Not all applications
respond to this key combination, but the System tries to close them if
the message makes its way past the processing problem.
If you can get out of the applicatio n, save all appropriate work from your
other applications and restart the computer. You should always restart as
soon as possible after an application has failed because the application
may have left fragments of itself in memory that can cause problems with
other applications.
If an application displays a warning message when it quits, take note of
the message in case you need to trace the cause of the problem. The first
time you have a problem with an application, you might simply want to
restart your Macintosh and the application and hope that the problem
does not happen again. Problems are often due to a unique combination
of circumstances and will not recur. If a problem continues, try the
general solutions from the beginning of this chapter; contact the software publisher about an upgrade if you think that the application is not
compatible with one of d1e basic components of your System.
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NOTE
Applications are not
responsible for working
effectively with !NITs.
You may have to gi1•e
up a favorite INIT if it
conflicts wit.h one of
your applications.

If the application will not start or quits with a message indicatin that an
error of Type 1 has occurred, you may need an updated version f the
application.

If your applications fail with Bus Errors or Invalid F-line Errors,
problem may stem from an out-of-date driver on one of your st
devices. INIT updates that make devices work effectively with S
are available from the distributors or manufacturers of most de

Other Types of Problems
This section covers a wide variety of problems that may or may
related to a specific application. These problems-or problems
them-are common. You can apply the possible solutions offer
to other, similar problems that you may encounter.

t be
e
here

Disk Cannot Be Found
uppose that you try to copy something to a floppy disk. T
disk's icon is on the Desktop, but when you try to copy, a
appears saying that you cannot copy a ftle onto the disk b
the disk cannot be found. You can help the Finder reestablish re
tion of the disk by using the Command-Shift-1 key combination
the disk (assuming it is in floppy drive 1); then reinsert the disk.
floppy disk is in floppy drive 2, use the Command-Shift-2 key co
tion.

floppy
essage
ause
ognieject
f the
bina-

Disk Cannot Be Unmounted
If a device cannot be unmounted (removed from the Desktop) ,
message appears like the one in figure 13.4. The device cannot b
removed because File Sharing is turned on and the System is pro ecting
you from removing a device that others could be using on the n
ork.
To remove the volume, you first need to turn off File Sharing. C pter 9
covers File Sharing controls.
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Fig. 13.4
The dlslc "Syst em 7.0" cou ld not be put
aw ay, because It i s being shored.

Error message that appears
when you try to unmount a
volume when File Sharing
is turned o n.

n

OK

B

You also might run into a problem with unmounting a volu me or
throwing away a file because you have not closed the application that
was using it. Technically, a file should be released whenever you close its
application. Some applicatio ns, however, do not always follow the rules
and thus hold onto the files until they are closed or another file is
selected. In this case, closing the application should free up the file or
volume.

File Sharing Problems
he Users & Groups data file on your startup disk can become
corrupted and need to be replaced. This type o f damage has at
least two symptoms. The first is an error message when you try to
open the Sharing Setup control panel (see fig. 13.5).

Rg. 13.5
Error message indicating
d1at d1c Sharing Setup
control panel could not be
opened.

Th e Sharing Set up control ponel could not
be opened, be cause the Users & Group s
Oat o File In the Pref erences folder Is bad.
Drag that fil e out of the Preferences
fold er and rest art your computer.

n OK

Jl

The second is the message File Sharing could not be e nabled
when you select the Strut button in the File Sharing Setup control panel.
You might be able to fix the problem by removing the Users & Grou ps
data file from the Preferences folder within you r System Folder. Unfortunately, this file contains all the information on the users and groups that
you have defined and the permissio ns that you have set for them. If you
define a fairly large number of Users & Groups, you may want to keep a
backup of this file somewhere else o n your startup d evice.
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If the original file becomes corrupted, you may then copy the ba
into the Preferences folder and rename it Users & Groups data fi
method will save you redefining the users. Figure 13.6 shows th
fo r the Users & Gro ups Data File so that you can recognize it to
backup.

Fig. 13.6

~

The Users & Gro ups Data
File icon.

Users & Groups Data File

Finder View Settings Will Not Stay Set
If you set options in the Views Control Panel and they do not sta set
when restarting fro m the same startup device, you might have a
rupted Finder Preferences file. You can fix this problem easily. 0
}>reference fo lder in the System Folder or use Find to select the
the file into the trash and restar t your Macintosh. The Finder aut
cally creates a new Preferences file with all the settings at their d
values.
You can then use the Views control panel to set your desired op
these options should stay set. (Chapter 7 covers the Views contr
panel.) Figure 13.7 shows the leon for the Finder Preferences file

Fig. 13.7
The Finder Preferences
icon from the Preferences
folder.

Finder Preferences

Font Suitcases Damaged Message
s mentioned in Chapter 8, you normally can open fo nt suit ase
files by double-clicking on them. If a message appears indi ting
that some of the fonts are damaged, yo u still might be able o
recover the fonts in the file.
The fo nts in the file may have been compressed by the Font/Sou Valet
applicatio n that comes with Suitcase 11 or some o ther application If you
know that they have been compressed, run that program again t
decompress the fonts and, if appropriate, sounds, in the suitcase efore
accessing them with the Finder in System 7.
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lf d1e file has not been compressed, you might actually have a damaged
font in the suitcase. Yo u can save individual items from the su itcase with
eime r ResEdit 2.1 or me Font/DA Mover. (Versio n 4.1 of Fon t/DA Mover
is required for System 7; if you are using System 6 and d on 't need to
work with TrucTypc fo nts, you can use Version 3.8.) If you do not have
eime r p rogram or you are not familiar with using mem, check a local
user group o r Apple dealer. You might be able to fi nd someone who can
assist you in attempting to repair the suitcase o r extract the good font
files from it.
A bette r solution is to reinstall the fo nt files from the o riginal floppy
disks.
Font/DA Mover versio n 4. 1 is not included in the Syste m 7 upgrade
package. It is included on Apple's TrueType update disks and o n the
disks mat come with me StyleWriter and Personal LaserWriter LS
p rinters. The TrueTyp e update d isks are available through Apple,
Apple dealers, and some user groups.

Network Slowdown
f the network appears to be transferri ng data more slowly than it
should (based on past experie nce), you can check duee things.
First, ch eck to see what else is being d one on d1e network. If an
unusually large number of users ar e trying to print simultaneously or
access servers on the network, the entire network may slow down
con siderably.
Second, check the devices on me network for viruses. Some viruses are
most likely to be noticed because mey cause files to increase in size and
generate no n-productive activity as me virus copies itself to add itional
files.
If neime r increased activity nor a known virus is me cause of me
pro blem, one of the cables or connectors on the network might be loose
or might be beginning to fail. You can use trial and error to trace me
failing connector or cable by replacing or re moving cables and connecto rs o ne at a time.
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Print Monitor Problems
he Print Monitor sends error messages whenever it encou
a printing error. You may see the printing status messages
selecting the Print Monitor from the active application me
Unfortunately, the printing messages are vague and often frus tra
someone who understands the more detailed messages sent ave
AppleTalk network. If you want to see a more explanatory defini
an error, use the Chooser to turn off the background printing te
rarily. The detailed messages from the network printer appear o
as they occur when background printing is turned off because t
Monitor is not intercepting them.

ers
y
ng to
the
o n of
po-screen
Print

The most common printer problems are caused when you have ixed
drivers on machines using the same printer. The System 7 softw
package comes with a special Installer on its Printing disk that e
you to install the new drivers o n Macintosh models using either
or System 6.

If the Print Monitor refuses to print documents and displays me
that indicate the files are damaged, try reinstalling the printer f1l
using the Installer on the Printing disk from System 7. If you are sing a
nonstandard printer, be certain that you have installed its driver n the
Extensions folder within your System Folder.

Cannot Use Virtual Memory
If the memory control panel does not permit you to use Virtual emory,
you probably do not have the necessary hardware to support vi at
memory. When you access the Memory control panel, it checks ur
Macintosh to see if it is a model that should support virtual me ry.If
the control panel sees a non-compatible Macintosh, it does not veyou
the virtual memory options when it opens.
See Chapter 2 for information covering which Macintosh model
virtual memory and Chapter 7 for details on the Memory contra
If your model can support virtual memory, you still will not be.
turn it on unless your hard disk driver is compatible with virtua
and your hard drive contains a large enough block of available s

support
panel.
le to
emory
ace.
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You can check the status of the drivers for your hard drive by contacting
the manufacturer. If you believe that you have enough space o n your
hard drive, although it may not be all in one place (which is likely if you
have been moving and deleting files) , you can use a disk utility package
to optimize the drive and move the empty space ·i nto one contiguous
block. Be certain that any disk utility program you use specifically stares
that it is compatible with System 7. Disk utility programs developed
prior to System 7 may damage files on your devices.

Chapter Summary
his chapter covered some of the more common problems that
occur when using a Macintosh. It also gave hints for how to avoid
and correct some of the most common types of problems. By
reviewing d1e example problems, you will see that many problems tend
to have similar sources; you then can fairly easily develop a feel for how
to research problems and where to find solutions. Some problems
require the assistance of a technician, but most problems can be
diagnosed and fiXed without any technical training.
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IX

Issues and
Suggestions for
System 6 User
acintosh users converting from System 6 co System 7 are t: ·ed
with several special issues. The new Finder is easier to Je, fo r
new users. For users of prior versions of the System, howe er,
learning System 7 might be more difficult to learn initially becau users
will have to adjust their working habits for the System's many ch nges
and enhancements. The response of people who have converted as
been almost unanimously positive, and most assert that learning he new
System is worth any effort that the change takes. The chapters o his
and
book cover the details on using the new functionality of the Syst
Finder, as well as many of the issues in working with them. This ppendix highlights some of the primary differences and concerns for 10se
converting from System 6.
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Finder and MultiFinder
rior w System 7, you were given the option to choose whether
you wanted to use MultiFinder. The basic difference when using
MultiFinder was that without it, you could only access the features
of the active application and any desk accessories that had been installed. When you used MultiFinder, you could have multiple open
applications and switch between them easily.

Why Use Multifinder?
Without MultiFinder, you had to quit the current application before you
could complete a Desktop task (such as renaming a floppy disk) that was
not specifically supported by the applicatio n or desk accessories that you
had installed. Although the Finder was always present to some degree,
its commands and features were not available unless it was the only
active application.
MultiFinder permitted you to keep multiple applications open at one
time and enabled you to jump back and forth between applications
without having to close any of them. Under MultiFinder, the Desktop
was always avaHable. System 7 works as if MultiFinder were active at all
times.
Although many people used MultiFinder under System 6, some never
used it for a variety of reasons. Some saw no reason to try it, others had
wo little memory in their computers to open multiple applications, and
still others didn't use it because it required slightly more memory than
running without it. Some programs, mostly older applications and
entertainment products, worked less efficiently or not at all under
MultiFinder. Part of the problem with MultiFinder is that it was added on
to the operating system rather than being part of the basic design.
Therefore, is was both less reliable and more confusing lO use.

What IsDifferent in System 71
Under System 7, multiapplication functionality was considered from the
start and is a standard part of the operating system. You no longer have a
choice ro select or not select MultiFinder. You always have access to the
System 7 Finder, no matter what other applications you may have
started. In fact, depending on the available memory and the size of your
applications, you may have several applications open and processing
concurrently.
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Applications will continue to work when you jump out to anoth
application. Suppose that you ask the Finder to copy a file (that , a
folder) containing many files. \'<'hile the Finder is copying the fil you
can switch to another application and continue working.
Figures A.l and A.2 illustrate the difference between System 6 at
System 7 when you select the application icon in the far right co er of
the menu bar. System 6 used the icon as a switch that enabled y to
toggle through the open applications. If you had several applica
open, you would cycle through them by moving on to the next
time you clicked on the icon.

Fig. A.l
The Application icon after
selection in System 6.

The application icon in System 7 not only enables you to select e
specific application to which you are moving, it gives a list of acti e
applications and permits you to hide the windows of any or all
applications.

Fig. A.2
The Application menu after
selecting d1e application
icon in System 7.
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Because you do not need the option to select MultiFinder in Syst
the Special menu is also different. Figure A.3 shows the new Spe
menu. Notice that the Set Startup option, which was primarily us
select or deselect MultiFinder, no longer appears. The Eject Disk
present but is now less likely to be used. The Put Away item on t
menu now ejects selected floppy disks.
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Fig. A.3
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The Special menu in
System 7.

Clean Up Desktop
Empty Trosh ...
Eject Disk
Erose Disk ...

3€E

Re start
Shut Down

The secondary use of the Set Startup command in prior versions of the
System was to identify applications or documents to be opened automatically when the Macintosh was started. This functionality is re placed
by a special Startup Items folder in the System Folder. If you want items
to open automatically on startup, place them or aliases of them in the
Startup Items folder.
The Finder menu has many other functional additions. Refer to Chapters 4 and 5 to explore the capabilities of the System 7 Finder.

Desk Accessories
nder System 7, Desk Accessories (DAs) are converted to , and
treated as, applications. You can still get to them quickly with the
Apple menu, but you now can place any application in the Apple
menu, not just DAs.
If you use the Installer to install System 7 o n a drive with an existing
System Folder and the System includes DAs, they will automatically be
converted and moved to the new Apple Menu Items folder. If you drag a
suitcase to a System 7 System Folde r, the Finder automatically takes the
DAs from the suitcase, converts them to applications, and moves the m
to the Apple Menu Ite ms folder. If you want to move these ex-DAs to
another part of your stomge device, you can run them by opening them
like any other application. Only those DAs that are in the Apple Menu
Ite ms folder or opened by a special application like Suitcase II will show
on the Apple menu. The Font/DA Mover applicatio n has been replaced
by the new capability of the Finder to open suitcases and move items
directly into the System.

Chapter 7 covers the Apple Menu Ite ms fo lder and installing DAs.
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CDEVS and INITS
DEVs are now control panels, and INITs are, for the most art,
extensions. Some control panels, however , do include INI
some CDEVs did in the past. The name change does not c
the functionality of these items. The only o ther change you will
affects CDEVs and lNITs is that they are now stored in special fo
within the System Folder. These items are covered in detail in C pter 11, but a few additional words are appropriate here for Syste 1 6
users.
CDEVs and lNITs are the most likely items to need upgrading so
they will work under System 7. Many of these items were writte
modify how a Macintosh works, and by definition they work on I
operating system commands and functions. Even though there
old CDEVs and INITs that do not work with System 7, most do v.
already have been upgraded. Begin by using the Compatibility C
advice concerning which CDEVs and lNITs to remove before ins
System 7, and then try adding ti1em to your new System one at a
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Some CDEVs and JNITs confuse the Finder when they are being stalled. You might be able to make them work by moving them
in the System Folder. lf a CDEV does not work as a control pane
moving it to ti1e Extensions folder and placing an alias of it in th
Control Panels folder. This method will often make an older CD
as a control panel under System 7.
Another way to make some older CDEVs and INITs work as con
panels or extensions under System 7 is to put them in the top le
the System Folder. Finally, remember that some of these control
and extensions have associated folders or files required to supp
functionality. Try putting any associated files and folders in the s
folder with the control panel or e:ll.1ension. lf that does not make e
control panel or extension work correctly, try moving the associ ed
items to the top level of the System Folder.
Whenever the Finder sees a control panel or extensio n (or an ol
or INI1) being dragged onto the System Folder, it automatically sumes
that tile items belong in the Control Panels or Extensions folders You
may either let the Finder move them to those folders, or you can
Cancel to the Finder move message as shown in figure A.4 and st
move altogether. As suggested in the preceding paragraphs, ther
tinles when these items will need to be in different places than t
chosen by the Finder. To move control panels and extensions to
other than m e Finder default locations, open the window of the
that you want the control panels or extensions to be placed in a
them into the window.
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Fig. A.4
These Items ne ed to be stored In special
pl oces Inside th e Syst em Folder In order to
be ouelloble to the Moclntosh. Put them
w her e th ey belong ?

The Finder message when
moving items onto the
System Folder.

[ Con cei J

n OK

J)

The Finder tells you wh ere it placed the items. After you drag ite ms onto
the System Folder and the Finde r moves those items to their approp riate
folders, you see a message similar to figure A.5.

Fig. A.5
1 control ponel w os put into th e Control
Ponels f older.
1 eHt enslon w os pu t Into the EHtenslons
folder.

Finder message indicating
where it has placed items
in the System folder.

K

OK

]J

The Trash
nder System 6 and earlier versions of the System, the Trash was an
invisible ite m that could not be accessed from anything except the
Finder . The Trash was cleared whe n you selected Empty Trash
from the Finder's Special me nu, when you shut down o r restarted the
Macintosh, and at intermittent times. The Trash e mptied sp oradically
and u npredictably. Some times it emptied when applications were
op ened ; othe r times it emptied when items were being copied. At o d1er
times, it seemed d1at d1e Trash simply cleared when the Finder gave up a
selected p ortio n of its memory (RAM) to another fu nction. Many
Macintosh users lost d ata when the Trash emptied at u nexpected times
because they had expected to be able to retrieve the d ata.
In System 7, the Trash is still an invisible folder, bu t it maintains its
contents until you specifically empty it. This folder includes all the files
that have been put in the Trash since the last time you emptied it. Under
Syste m 7, if you use Get Info on the Trash folder, you see how many
files and folders the Trash contains and how much disk space these
ite ms represen t. Figure A.6 shows a Trash Info window. Working with
the new Trash is covered wi th od1er System 7 file-handling techniqu es
in Chapter 4.
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Fig. A.6
ATrash Info window.
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The Desktop
he Desl..1:op has always been a special place for Macintosh
System 7 makes the Desktop easier to access and slightly c
the way that it works. Basically, instead of moving items th
place on the Desktop to the top level of your storage devices, th
places Desktop items in a new quasi-invisible folder on each dev·
Desktop folder is not usable as a folder from the System 7 Finde
however, visible in standard File dialogs and from the Finder in
versions of the System. When an application presents a standard
dialog to open or save files, the dialog includes a Desktop optio
enables you to see everything on the Desktop and a list of all the
devices. Figure A. 7 shows a Save As dialog. Notice the Desktop b
the lower right corner. This option replaces the Drive option in
versions of the System.

Fig. A.7
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Figure A.8 shows an example of the dialog that appears when you select
the Desktop bunon. In the example, both hard drives (SCSI and
FarGone) are shown as well as the two folders that have been moved to
the Desktop. The Trash is a dimmed item to let you know that it is there.
You cannot access files in the Trash from most applications without first
taking them out of the Trash. For more details on usi ng the Desktop, see
Chapters 3, 4, and 6.

Fig. A.B
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Compatibility
n many ways, compatibility is in the eyes of the user. Many people
have developed Lists designed to indicate what is or is not compatible with System 7. Unfortunately, most compatibility lists are not
created with a user's needs in mind, and to some extent cannot be
compiled from that perspective. Why? Because the Macintosh's various
options and extreme flexibility, the software modifications that you can
make, and the devices that you can attach to your computer create a
unique environment for each Macintosh. Ultimately, compatibility must
relate to how things work on the specific environment that you will be
employing.
At best, you can determine what the d eveloper or publisher believes is
the general compatibility of a product. To do so, use something like
Apple's Compatibility Checker and the printed list that comes with the
upgrade. You also can obtain lists o r reports from magazines, dealers,
user groups, on-line networks, and bulletin boards. These sources are all
useful, although the true test of compatibility is how well something
works on your Macintosh with your particular serup.
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TIP
If you look at a storage
device used under
System 7 from an
earlier version of the
System, you will see
the Tr.u;h folder and the
Desktop folders as
visible folders. Do not
delete these folders
without due consideration. Any items that
you have placed in the
Trash since it was last
emptied under
System 7 will be in the
Trash folder. All the
items that were on
the Desktop and reside
on the storage device
are in the Desktop
folder. Because most
people o nly keep
important files on their
Desktop, deleting the
Desktop fo lder might
delete important files
permanently.

Compatibility Checker Stack
The best starting point for checking the compatibility of your app
tions, INITs, CDEVs, and DAs with System 7 is the Compatibility
stack. Chapter 1 explains that the compatibility tool is useful fo r
ing software. The stack also gives you the option of moving quest
startup items to a spedal folde r for late r instaUation and testing.

·caecker
aluatnable

The definition of compatibility that the Compatibility Checker sta
is straightforward but not 100 percent reliable for each user. App
all developers to provide information about the compatibility oft
products and appropriate version numbers, and then used that i
tion to develop the stack. The biggest weaknesses of the stack ar
is a point-in-time list and that it is missing most shareware and p
domain items. Even with its weaknesses, it is useful and a good p
start checking compatibility. Chapter 1 explains how to use this s
and how to interpret the levels of compatibility d1at it reports.

k uses
asked
eir

ce to
ck

Other Compatibility lnfonnation Sources
Most major on-line networks now include special areas, folders,
message threads dealing with System 7 compatibility. Many deale
keeping lists, and most user groups will share infom1ation conce
their members' experiences with System 7. Reme mber to check,
these sources. As a Macintosh user, you can always find other use
are willing to help.

who

Conversion to System 7
onverting to System 7 is inevitable. The only reasons to del
conversion are incompatibility of a major, essential piece o
software or hardware or the need to u pgrade your Maci nto
before converting. Early response to the Syste m bas outperforme
Apple's most o ptimistic estimates. System 7 is the future. Nearly
future applicatio ns and revisions will require System 7. Check Ch ters
1 and 2 for suggestio ns about how to convert and what obstacles o u
may have to overcome. As a Macintosh use r, you need to conside
Syste m 7 an impo rtant part of your future computing world.
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HyperCard
yperCard is an application that is often used for training
and other supplemental portions of applications. Its purp
almost impossible to define, yet people of aU levels of co
expertise use it. Every Macintosh user should investigate and be
what familiar with HyperCard.

me-

This appendix gives a brief look at some of the capabilities of Hy erCard,
provides information about available versio ns and how they rela to
Macintosh System versions, and briefly covers the significance of
HyperCard 2.0.
Every version of HyperCard, even the limited versio n that is ship ed with
the System 7 upgrade kits, includes a user's manual that should
enough to help a novice get started . An in-depth study of Hyper rd
could easily fiU o ne or more books, so it is not covered here.
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Demystifying HyperCard
t its introduction, HyperCard was described as a "software erector
set." It is an application that builds a new environment, not
dissimilar to the way the Macintosh Desktop is a new e nvironment. HyperCard is based on the metaphor of individual objects placed
on cards. Every HyperCard document is a stack of cards that includes
buttons, anows, graphics, text, and sound objects arranged for a
particular purpose. HyperCard documents are each miniature applications and are referred to as stacks.
HyperCard is a tool d1at enables people to make applications. It was
released with a number of pre mad e applications. It has been used as a
construction set to develop children 's stories, games, address books,
corporate d atabases, front ends to complex databases, and an almost
unlimited variety of applications. HyperCard makes it possible for
people with litde programming expertise to develop applications that
are easy for novices to u se.
HyperCard stacks are very diverse, and after they have been started, may
not even be recognizable as HyperCard stacks. Simple stacks often have
some common ele me nts d1at make them obviously HyperCard stacks,
but experienced HyperCard designers can and do build virtually any type
of application with HyperCard.
For example, children in an elementary school in Terre Haute, Indiana
developed stacks using HyperCard. The children didn't know that
developing applications was supposed to be difficult, so whe n challenged by their teacher to play with this new tool, they developed
interesting and effective stacks to te ll stories, present animated shows,
and serve a wide variety of other functions.

Understanding More About HyperCard
HyperCard was shipped free wid1 each Macintosh computer from late
1989 through 1990. It was also sold as a separate package for people
who purchased Macintosh computers prior to the official HyperCard
introduction in August 1989. A limited version of HyperCard is still
shipped with every Macintosh and is provided in the System 7 upgrade
kits. At one time, Apple referred to it as System Software.
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In September of 1990, Apple transferred responsibility for Hype ard to
Claris, its wholly owned software development subsidiary. Claris
immediately began to shift the emphasis and wo rking definition
HyperCard to that of a development language whose engine is
de
available to all Macintosh users but whose tools are limited to th
purchase them separately.
HyperCard is widely used and even more widely owned. Becaus
virtually every Macintosh user has HyperCard, it is a universal to
by many developers for demonstratio n, training, and help syste
HyperCard is the most simple programming tOol available and h
moved many Macintosh users into the world of programming.

used
gently

Using HyperCard on Other Platforms
ne of the appealing aspects of HyperCard is the trans porta
its applications. Several vendors have developed HyperCar
that work on a wide variety of computers (including MS-0
systems) , and the clo nes are advertised as being able to convert
HyperCard stacks that have been developed on a Macintosh.

ility of
clones
S
d use

Apple supports a version of HyperCard designed especially for tl Apple
IIGS computer, and tools are available for transferring stacks tO a d from
the Macintosh and Apple IIGS versions.

Understanding HyperCard Versions
HyperCard has had a d istinct growth path that has been tied clos y to
the growth and development of the basic Macintosh System so
e.
Except for the significant change in capability offered in tl1e upgr
Version 2 of the ap plication, all t11e upgrades have been offered
charge to all registered owt1ers of HyperCard.
Table B.llists Versions by System.
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Table B.!
Compatible HyperCard
Versions for Macintosh
Systems

Macintosh System

EarUest HyperCard

Latest HyperCard

5.0 through 6.03

1.2.2

1.2.2

6.05

L.2.2

2.1

6.07

2.0

2. L

7.0

2. 1

2. 1

The HyperCard Developmem Kit, whic h is available from many software
vendors, is a fu ll development package d1at includes aumoring materials
and technical support. The HyperCard upgrade package is a sHghdy
more limited upgrade optio n. This o ption e nables people who are nm
registered as having purchased a versio n of HyperCard from Cl:u·is to get
me full application at a lower price. The upgrade kit is fully functional,
but it includes fewer sample stacks and very limited documentation, and
it excludes several of the useful develo pment tools included in the
HyperCard Development Kit. Curre ntly, every user registered wid1 Claris
for a ny HyperCard 2.0 or later version is e ligible for free upgrades
m rough Version 2. 1. Simply call Claris Customer Relations at
(408) 727-8227.
Users wim older versions of HyperCard who want to use it only with preSystem 7 versions of d1e System can upgrade as far as me original
Version 2.0 through several user groups. This upgrade memod will not
provide you wid1 any documentation, however. User groups are not
licensed £O distribute Version 2.0v2 or later versio ns, although they may
arrange group purchases of the HyperCard upgrade.

Looking to the Future
he future should be stro ng for HyperCard. Its scripting (programming) langu age, HyperTalk, is elegant yet easy to learn and use. It
h as sophisticated tools built into it that support lAC (see Chapter 10) and could be the basis for widespread u se of lAC by nontechnical
users. Many people believe that Apple's upcoming scripting language,
which is a means for users to use lAC directly £O control their applications, will somehow be based on HyperTalk or a variation of it. In any
case, HyperCard is here to stay. The time you spe nd discovering this
interesting package is well spem and will open up new worlds of
opportunities for novice and expert computer users.
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Generally speaking, the S49 fee for the HyperCard upgrade is a
investment for any Macimosh user and is highly recommended
you don 't believe you wou ld wam to do any authoring. Learnin
HyperCard can uncover nearly as many new opporrunities as w
opened when you first learned to use a Macintosh.
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Data Access
language and
Data Access M
he Data Access Language (DAL) and the Data Access Mana
(DAM) are the foundations for an interface between Maci
applications and databases. Although DAL and DAM have
available to software developers for a while, they were not integ
into the System software until System 7. If you need to access re
host databases from your Macintosh, you might be interested in
and DAM.
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What Are DAL and DAM?
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DAL and DAM are built into the Macintosh System and enable M
applications to access data from databases resident on remote h
as DEC VAX mini- and microcomputers and IBM mainframes. Ap
markets DAL as a tool to support ad-hoc access to data from mul
data sources.

intosh
ts such
le
pie

DAM is a generic interface that enables application developers to
your access to the world of dau1bases. DAL is the c/ient/serverpr
the language (a defined set of commands) that enables compute
clients, to communicate with a host computer, or server-for int
between Macintosh applications and host machines that support

implify

oco/, or
action
AL.

DAL support has been developed for a wide variety of computer environments. The following environme nts are a few of the first ones to support
DAL:
DEC PathWORKS
MVS/TSO (for IBM DB2)
VAX/VMS (for DEC Rdb, lnformix, Ingres, Oracle, and Sybase)
VM/CMS (for IBM SQI)OS)

Why Are DAl and DAM Important?
DAL and DAM are important because o f what they provide now and for
the foundations they provide for the future. Currently, they enable you
to use tl1e user-friendly Macintosh interface to access databases rathe r
than the more complex and less friendly interfaces of host systems. The
long-run implications of DAL and DAM are just as important. Software
developers may use DAL and DA.!\1 as a foundation to make the Macintosh an active partner in database access. This means mar database
access may become richer and the users may have significantly increased
capability to tailor accesses and searches within and across databases.

How Do IUse DAl and DAM?
You can use DAL and DAM from wimin applications mat have been
exte nded to manage DAL access. Unlike Publish and Subscribe (anomer
System 7 addition; see Chapte r 10), DAL and DAM are not likely to be
integrated as a standard pan of most mainstream applications in the
near future. While access to public databases is becomi ng much more
popular and available, corporate users with specific needs are more
likely to use the large databases and to need the power of DAL and DAM .
Apple has proposed mat a standard Open Query command be added to
applications that support DAL and DAM. If you see m is command on me
File menu of an application, it is probably to help you access data from
databases. On the other hand , the application may support DAL and
DAM even if the Open Query command is not present.
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Microsoft's Excel 3.0 is an example of a product that supports D
that has a modified interface. Instead of having Open Query co
on its File menu, Excel 3.0 requires you to use a special macro t
DALand DAM.

but
and

If you think your applications might support DAL and DAM, che
software documentation and reference materials. Any applicatio
supports DAL and DAM probably has a significant amount of do
tation on the subject.

the

If you want to program DAL and DAM functionality into your o
applications, you must work in a development environment tha
supports OAt and DAM, such as HyperCard from Claris, 4th Di
from AClUS, or any Macintosh programming language. Helpful
about DAL and DAM also are available, such as Data Access Lan tage
Programmer's Reference and Data Access Language Developer's
both available from APDA (Apple Programmers and Developers
tion). For information about APDA and available tools and refer
call (800) 282-2732 or write to:
APDA
Apple Computer, Inc.
20525 Mariani Avenue, M/S 33-G
Cupertino, CA 95014-6299
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Exchanging D ta
with Apple II and
MS-DOS Comp ters
ooner or later, most users need to share data with someo
uses an Apple II or MS-DOS computer instead of a Macint
Although several ways to share data exist, not all of them
equal. To make this type of data exchange as efficient as possibl
should understand a little about the process of file conversion a
available options.
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e
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Understanding Data Exchange Issues
In many instances, transferring data from o ne application to an
the same computer is difficult. Exchanging data between applicand computer platforms is a complex process. Macintosh users
run into this difficulty only when exchanging data with users of
types of computers. Virtually every Macintosh application can r
write at least one of several standard formats. For example, text
word processing applications almost always read and write ASC
MacWrite formats; graphics programs handle PICT file format; a
spreadsheets and many databases handle tab-delimited text. Un
nately, these capabilities are not enough to solve all the proble
transferring data.
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What Translation is Required?
xchanging data between computers is like exchanging an audio
record ing of American poems with someone who does not speak
English. Several issues must be resolved before you can complete
the exchange. You must be certain that your audio equipment is
compatible w ith the other person's equipment; fo r instance, you cannot
send a CD if the o ther person has o nly a record player. After you solve
the p roblem of compatible media and equ ipment, you must confront the
language barrier. You could , of course, translate the poems word for
word, but you would lose much of the richness of the poetry. The ideal
exchange wou ld cake into consideration aU three factors: the media, the
actual content, and the interpre tive content.
The same facto rs exist in the exchange of data between computers. First,
the media must be exchangeable. If you have an old Macintosh that
handles o nly 400K disks, you can not expect it ro be capable of reading
and writing ro 800K Maci ntosh disks o r 720K MS-DOS disks. The
SuperDrive that is built into many Macintosh models-including all
models built since late 1990-as the st.'lndarcl in ternal floppy d isk
d rive, uses floppy disks you can forn1at for the Macintosh, MS-DOS, and
Apple Il computers that have a 3 1/2-inch floppy d isk d rive.
The second factor in the transfer is the d ata itself. As far as text is
concerned, a standard text fo rmat exists that applies across all computer
types and manufacturers: ASCII. You do find differences in the transfer
of carriage returns and Line feed characters, but th e actual text characters
are the same across virtually all compu ter platforms.
The third factor, language and style, is the hard est o ne to translate
effectively. Applicatio ns define the ir own formats ro describe fo1maning
instmctio ns, an d each encodes data in a format that is not u niversal
across applicatio ns or computer platforms. Fortunately, some common
formats, standards, and ways to translate between them exist o n each
p latform.

What Are the Standard Formats?
The ASCII format is the lowest common denominator (the most
common , basic, and limited) of text transfer; however, several standard
fo rmats are avai lable that add ro ASCII by e nabling you not only to
convert basic characters, but also to convert some formatting instm ctions, such as tabs, margins, and indentations. The most commonly
recognized MS-DOS text format is DCA/RFT (Docume nt Content
Archi tecture/Revisable Form Text), and the most commonly recognized
Macintosh text format is MacWrite.
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Although several exchange formats for graphics are available, th most
common cross-platform graphics standards are GIF (Graphic lot rchange
Format), EPS (Encapsulated PostScript), and TIFF (fag Image Fi
Format) files.
Several formats are available for converting spreadsheets and da tbases,
the most common of which are SYLK, WKS, and DfF.
Knowing how dam is encoded in any of these formats is not imp rtant;
however, you should recognize the name and types of formats a ilable
so that you can find a match supported on both ends of any des· eel
exchange. You might need to transfer data between applications hat do
not support a common exchange format. In this case, the trick i to find
a third application that bridges the gap and is able to read a for at that
can be saved by the sending application and write a format that n be
read by the receiving application.

Using Apple File Exchange
he Apple File Exchange application enables you to use an.
Macintosh equipped with a SuperDrive tO format 3 1/2-in disks
for use w ith MS-DOS and Apple II computers. The same a plication supports the translation of a limited set of formats and prO\ des the
basis for adding translatOrs that support additional formats.
The Apple File Exchange (AFE) application and o ne external trtl
file is included on the Instatl2 disk of the System 7 software upg
packages. Apple File Exchange has its own folder, which you ca
onto your hard disk for conven ient access whenever you need t
tiles. The application and translator document icons are shown
figure D.l.

Fig. D.l
Apple File Exchange
applicatio n and translator
icons.
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Apple File Exchange has the flexibility to convert files between , y
formats made available to it. You may convert direcdy between '0 nonMacintosh formats, such as ProDOS ro MS-DOS, and even berw n two
formats for the same platform, such as Macintosh to Macintosh. "he
translators are useful to modify files for purposes such as addin
deleting carriage returns after line feeds.
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Formatting Disks with AFE
ormally, when you insert an MS-OOS or ProOOS (Apple II) disk
into your Macintosh, the System does not recognize it as a formatted disk. The Finder displays the message in figure D.2dle same message displayed when you insert an unformatted disk.

Rg. 0.2

1· -•1

Finder's standard message
for unrecognized disks.

This is not o Mo ci nto sh disk:
Do you w o nt to initio li ze it?

fi

Ej ect

]J

[ Initia li ze J

If you st~u·t d1e Apple File Exchange application and then insert a disk,
you get a different result. If me disk has not been formatted and is a lowdensity disk, the dialog in figure 0.3 appears. If me disk is a high-density
disk, you see the dialog in figure 0.4.

Fig. 0.3

Apple File EHchonge cannot
reod this disk. Do you wish to
in I tl olize it?
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Apple File Exchange
format dialog for
low-density disks.
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Apple File Exchange
format dialog for
high-density disks.
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When you click a disk size button, the application dims the form s that
you cannot select so that you can see the available size options q ickly.
In figure D.3, for example, the 720K button is selected; therefore
MS-DOS is the only available format.
After you select a format, the Initialize button becomes active. Se ct the
Initialize button, and the application formats the disk as specifie

Translating MS-DOS Files
henever you insert a disk formatted for MS-DOS, the menu
Apple File Exchange displays two menus that were not dis
when you first opened it (see fig. D.S).

Fig. 0.5
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File
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M ac to M S-DOS

MS-DOS to M ac

Apple File E.xchange
menu bar after inserting an
MS-DOS disk.

The Mac to MS-DOS menu enables you to translate from Macinto h
formats into MS-DOS formats. The built-in options include Mac ite to
DCA-RFT, Text translation, and Default translation (see fig. D.6).

Fig. 0.6
The Mac to MS-DOS menu.

Mac to MS-DOSf:
v" M acWrite to DCR-RFT••.
TeHt tran sla tion ..•

+ Default translation

Other trons/otiuns...

The MacWrite to DCA-RFT option provides the most complete d
transfer; each of the two file formats contains formatting comma
and the translator converts these commands from MacWrite cod
DCA;RFT codes.
The Text translation option is more powerful than it initially app s.
When you select the text option from the menu, an additional di
prompts you to select options for tailoring the text translation. T e
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default settings reflect the options that you are most likely to select, but
you can select other combinations. Figure 0.7 shows the Mac to MS-DOS
text translation dialog.
The default translation option transfers a file without attempting to
convert any internal formatting codes. A default translation often will
create a file that requires editing to remove extraneous characters. The
other Translations option is to select from any custom translators that
you may have available. (See the section "Using Other Translamrs" later
in this chapter for more on custom translators.)

Fig. 0.7
The Mac to MS-DOS TeA't
translation dialog.

For conve rting Moe leHt files to MS- QOS:
Corrloge Return, line Feed (CR/ LF):
18] Repl oce CR with CR/ LF.

CEl

Speclol chllroctcrs (~, ll, £, etc.): (E)
® Chonge to clo sest single chorocter.
0 Chonge to multiple charoctcrs.
0 Neither.
Tab Charocter:
0 Replace lobs with spoces.
lob s top c ue ry Ejspoccs.

0 Replnce seque nce of[D or more
spaces with o lob.
® Neither.

Concel

OK

The MS-DOS to Mac menu, shown in figure D.8, supports the transfer
and translation of files from an MS-DOS disk to a Macintosh disk. The
options shown in the figure are the built-in options. Compare this menu
to d1e one in figure D.6; notice that me same translations are supported
by Apple File Exchange to bring data to the Macintosh as are supported
to send data to MS-DOS.

Fig. 0.8
The MS-DOS 10 Mac menu.

MS - DOS to Mat
v"OCR-RFT to MacWrite ...
TeHt translation ...
• Default translation
Other tron#otions...
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After you have selected a translator, a conversion window appear
fig. D.9). You can change translators at any time before you acrua
translate the files . You can even translate a file using one translat
again using another. This capability is handy if you aren't certain
translator will meet or come closest to meeting your needs.

Fig. 0.9
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The conversion window has two separate file windows that each
the same manner as the standard File dialog (as described in Cha
To select files for translation and specify where to place them, na
using either file window until you can see the file or files that you
translated. Select a location for the translated flle first by using eit
window. After you have the receivi ng location in one of the windc
use the other window to select the file or files to be translated. n
arrows on the Translate button will point from the window that c
the selected item(s) to the window that shows where you want th
translated files placed. Finally, click on the Translate button to ini
the translation. Apple File Exchange will then convert the file or t1
using the options that you have specified.

ork in
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Translating Apple II Files
If you insert a ProDOS (Apple II) disk, the menu bar displays the l ac to
ProD OS and ProD OS to Mac options instead of the MS-DOS optio s.
Figure D. 10 shows the Apple II conversion menu bar.
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Fig. 0.10

r

~ File

Edi t

Mac to ProDO S ProOOS t o Mac

Apple File Exchange menu
bar after inserting a
ProDOS disk.

The built-in Apple 11 translations are limited to Text translation and
Default translation (see fig. D.ll). These translations also are available
unde r the Mac to ProDOS menu.

Fig. D.tt
The ProDOS to Mac menu.
• Def ault t ransla ti on

Other tronslotions ...

Using Other Translators
pple has published the specifications required to create AFE
translators so that developers can create and publish additional
published translators. Several vendors have published packages of
published translators, and others have included one or more translators
w ith applications. Figure 0. 12 shows the ProDOS to Mac me nu after
several translator documents have been dragged into th e Apple File
Exchange folder.

Fig. 0.12
An extended ProDOS to
Mac menu.

l' roDOS to Mac
./ Appl es oft to TeHt
./ Appl eWorks to Microsoft Works
./ Pascal TeHt to TEHT
TeHt translation ...
EdAsm t o TeHt
3!:E
THT t o TEHT, t abs betw een f ields 3!:T
• Def ault translation

Other tronslotions...

Some translators are available from Apple d ealers and user grou ps, an d
many translators for MS-DOS and o ther computer platforms are available
in commercial software packages.
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Using aThird-Party Solution
fyou need to transfer files between MS-DOS and Macinto
computers, several products have been developed to sim ify that
cask. Several companies produce !NITs that recognize MS- OS
disks and enable you to format them in d1e Finder. If you install
these INITs, such as AccessPC from Insignia Solutions, an MS-D
will show up on the Desktop as a standard disk you can open a write
to, as if it were a Macintosh disk.
AccessPC replaces d1e standard formatting dialog from the Find with
the dialog shown in figure D.l3. You do not need to use AFE to rmat
MS-DOS disks because AccessPC enables you to format mem fro me
Finder.

Fig. 0.13

nccessPC8 MS - DOS Dlslc lnitlllllzlltlon
---------------------------·

The AccessPC unformatted
disk dialog.

Choose dlslc type ...

t

MIIC

I

MS-DDS

If you select the MS-DOS option, AccessPC prompts you for a dis
and men formats your disk for MS-DOS. Likewise, you can drag
from an MS-DOS disk to your Macintosh hard drive, but remem
this drag does not translate data; if you drag a file, its data still is
format of the MS-DOS program in which it was created. If you n
translate me data structure wimin the file, you can use Apple Fil
Exchange, some other translation program, or translation capabi
built into one of your applications.

name
file
r that
n the
d to
ties

Using Specific Application Transfers
ost fuU-function applications can import or export data in rmats
od1er than their own. The foUowing examples should give
idea of me types of conversions readily accessible from wi
applicatio ns.
Figure D.l4 shows d1e dialog that Microsoft Word displays after
select File Format from the Save as dialog. Notice that the applic 'on
supports the general MacWrite and RTF formats, several versions f
Word, and standard text options. You use the Normal option to
Word's native format.
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Fig. 0.14
Microsoft Word's Save As
File Format dialog.

File F o r m o t - - - -- - ,
0 Normol
O TeHt On ly
0 TeHt Only with line Breoks
Microsoft Word
0 1.0 I Micro soft Works
0 3.0 I Microsoft Write
@ MS-DOS
0 MocWrite
0 Interchange formot (RTF)

0

100)
[ Concel]

Oefoult formot for file

Figure 0.15 shows the file types you can open when using MacWrite II
from Claris. Claris has a generalized translation process d1at works in ail
Claris applications and is licensed to other developers for use in their
programs. Applications d1at use the Claris translation process will
probably give you more translation flexibility than applications that o nly
support specific options. The Claris approach allows for expanding the
number and kinds of file types that can be translated without requiri ng
an update to the applications d1at use the Claris process. Updates are
accomplished by adding new translation files in much the same manner
as new translators are added for Apple File Exchange. The primary
benefit of the Claris approach is that you can translate from within your
normal applications instead of having to use a specialized application
like Apple File Exchange.
The fmal example is of a spreadsheet application. Figure 0.16 shows the
file options available from Microsoft Excel 3.0 for saving a file. This
selection of options is broad enough so that you can transfer data
between Excel 3.0 and virtually all other spreadsheet products.
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Fig. 0.15
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Excel's output format
options.
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Looking Past

System 7.0
he introduction of System 7 was a milestone in the advan
of Macintosh computing. Fully recognizing and digesting
step Like System 7 takes a while, but it also makes you wo
what is next. Fortunately, makjng reasonable estimates of many
changes that may be expected in the near future is not hard. Th
appendLx describes some of the most likely changes you can ex ct from
Apple and from the personal computer industry as a whole.

What To Expect from Apple
Some of Apple's plans are evident. The company already annou
significant extensions to System 7 and have promjsed that, in u
years, the Macintosh System will grow in sma.ller steps than Sys
big leap. These smaller steps may generate less excitement than
System 7, but each step will continue to enhance the way peopl
Macintosh.
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Adding functionality in small steps has major benefits. First, software
developers can more easily absorb the changes, which helps them
develop quality updates and new software to make the maximum use of
the new functionality. Second, such updates are of a maintenance
nature, which means users do not need extensive retraining. Also,
maintenance releases traditionally are less expensive. Third, users as a
whole can learn the new functionality at an ordered pace, with the
option of adding o ne functional change at a time rather than adjusting to
a wide variety of changes, which was the case with System 7.

Ouicklime
Apple has publicly announced and provided software developers with an
advance version of a new tool: QuickTime, Apple's solution to media
integration. QuickTime will enable you to cut and paste animation and
movies in much the same way the Macintosh System software already
enables you to cut and paste text, sounds, and pictures. QuickTime is
already being integrated into hundreds of mainstream applications and
should be a standard part of the Macintosh experience by the end of

1992.
Multimedia (the integration of animation, or video and sound, with or
within applications) finally will become part of the mainstream, which
means it will be affordable for most users, not just high-end corporate
users.

Scripting and Collaborative Applications
The continued implementation of lnterApplication Communications
(as described in Chapter 10), and the implementation of Apple's
scripting announcements, will make user-scripting inevitable in the near
future. Scripting will enable you to preplan a series of actions and store
them as a script (instructions) for you r Macintosh to do later.

Collaborative applications- applications designed to work closely with
other applications-will probably get off to a slow start because it will
take a while for most users to become comfortable ·with the concept of
applications working together.
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New Print Architecture
Apple's built-in standards for printing always have been biased t
Apple printers and have been less-than-adequately documented
hardware and software developers. Apple has promised to reva
entire print architecture, which will make using non-Apple print
handling currently missing functionality easier. For instance, pri
document with some pages oriented wide and others oriented t
currently a multistep process. A revised architecture should reso
limitation and also enable you to print multiple page sizes in a si
document, transfer spooled documents to different printers, an
more flexibility and comprehensive support for color printing.
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New File System Manager
Apple File Exchange (see Appendix D) is not a user-friendly app
exchanging data between computers. The Apple IIGS operating
has a more sophisticated approach-technology that Apple is ex
to build into the Macintosh System. Presumably, this change will
the Finder and applications to recognize disks and files from MS
OS/2, ProDOS, and UNIX systems. If the approach is the same as
used by GS/OS, you will be able to recognize disks and files fro
variety of platforms from the Finder and possibly handle data tra
tions from within the Open or Save commands of applications.
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New layout Manager
The initial announcement of System 7 included plans for a new your
Manager. It is expected that Apple is continuing that project and ill
introduce it as an enhancement to System 7. Application develo
probably find that the new Layout Manager will make the inte
ion of
sophisticated text handling features into their applications much
The end result can be expected to provide advanced text handli
as kerning, fractional positioning of characters, ligarures, and t
justification to virtually every application.
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ISDN and Telephony
Apple is one of the most outspoken supporters of ISDN (Integrated
Services Digital Network) in the United States. ISDN is the standard for
Voice, Data, Image, and Video o n a single network. The telephone
networks in Eu rope are quickly upgrading to ISDN standards. The
United States is switching more slowly because the conversio n to ISDN
requires the many independent telephone systems across the country
to update telephone cables and equipment.
Apple is a leader in ISDN strategy and support. It is worklng with other
companies and developers to define smndards and provide a platform
for the efficient and user-friendly interaction of computers and telephone lines in new and exciting ways.
During the next few years, you can expect to see the capabilities of
sophisticated telephone devices moved into .Macintosh applications,
much as the capabilities of typewriters and calculators have become
integrated into computer applications. The telephone capability shown
in Apple's video Navigator-in which the computer answers the phone,
takes messages, and "intelligently" responds, depending on who is
calling-is not a dream of the future. Most o f tl1e technical barriers for
such telephone processing have been solved, and you can expect Apple
to be a leader in this field. A product tl1at enables tl1e Macintosh to
interact with voice messages is now available, and more are certain to
follow.

New Technologies
Although not unique to Apple, several technologies are being defined
well e nough to become cost-effective in the near future.

Voice Recognition
any companies are worklng at improving voice recognition
technology so that your computer can understand verbal commands instead of depend ing on input from a keyboard or keyboard substitute. Articulate Systems, Inc. has already marketed Macintosh products that go a long way toward controlling a Macintosh by
voice commands, and rumor has it tl1at Apple has invested in some of
Articulate's adva nced research. Voice recognition brings about significant
possibilities for new applications and special-purpose computers.
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For a long time, people have predicted that a computer eventua will
control all the functions of a home. Companies over the years h e
shown various options for a house of the furure-often based o
computers with less power than the average Macintosh. It woulc not be
surprising to see more and more household and business contr
functions creep into standard Macintosh usage in the coming ye s.

Handwriting Recognition and Pen-Based Technology
Pen-based technology is currently in vogue. Pen-based means th

the
computer recognizes entries made with a pen-in other words, itten
entries. A pen-based system is almost as limited as voice-based s terns
because handwriting is not recognized easily and because most ople
don't print clearly and consistently. You can control many appli
however, by selecting boxes and other, fairly limited, pen-based
sponses. Although these technologies certainly will be available
Macintosh users very early in the process, tl1ey probably will be
oped to their fullest extent on special-purpose versions of Macin
and other PCs long before they fully are integrated into the gene
purpose machines.

The Future
ou can count on Apple to do everything possible to keep
tosh at the forefront of technology. The same day that App
released the final version of System 7, it also released to d elopers a test version of future updates. System 7 is the platform for t e
furure. Installing it provides many immediate improvements, as ted in
the main text of this book, but you will see the real significance a
System 7 as it is enhanced in the coming years.
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32-bit
addressing, System 7
requirements, 37
clean, 37

A
accelerators, 36-3 7
problems with, 371
accented characters,
263-264
AcessPC, 353, 417
access privileges, 283-284
groups, 289-293
guests, 286-287
individual users, 287-289
owner, 285-286
accessing
Desktop, 66
shared items, 300-305
Adobe
Type Manager (ATM),
248, 353
l )'Pe Reunion, 258, 345

Alarm Clock desk accessory,
194-196
Alarming Events, 358
Alert (Beep) sounds, 227-228
aliases, 120-121
info windows, 128
opening applications from, 158
America Online File menu ,
161-162
amplitude, 270
Apple
Events messages, 314
File Exchange (AFE) application, 45, 411
formatting floppy disks
with, 412-413
translating Apple II files,
415-416
translating MS-DOS flies,
4 13-415
translating with o ther
translators, 416
future plans, 42 1-424
HD SC Setup program, 50-51

Macintosh System So
Update Program, 42
Apple menu, 95, 160-161
Alarm Clock, 194-196
Battery, 197
Calculator, 198
Chooser, 94-97
dele ting items from, 1
installing items in, 19
Key Caps, 198-200
Note Pad, 200-201
Puzzle, 201
Scrapbook, 201-204
setting up and using,
starting applicatio ns
158-159
Apple Menu Items folder,
Apple Upgrade kit disks
Apple File Exchange A
tion, 45
backing up, 27-28
Before You Install Sys
24-25, 28
Before You Install Sys
d isk, 45

are

3
193

0-191
m,
90
plica-

m7,
m7

control pane ls (C DEVs), 46-47
desk accessories (DAs), 46-47
Disk Tools disk, 46
HyperCard 2.1 Limited Editio n,
44
Macintosh Networking Basics
disk, 45
Printing disk, 46
TeachText application, 45
AppleShare network software, 311
AppleTalk, 96
network protocol software, 278
Application menu, 172·173
applicatio ns
accessing host databases,
405-407
collaborative, 422
contro lling indirectly, 318
exchanging data between
computers
difficulties, 409
standard fo rmats, 410-411
translating, 410
using Apple File Exchange,
411-416
using third-parry solutions,
417
with specific applications,
417-419
font manageme nt, 257·259
freezing or quitting,
382-383
icons, 70·71
incompatibiliry problems, 379
info windows, 124-126
installing, 156
insufficient memory, 379·382
linking, 318· 334
Macintosh-friendly, 159-160
standard dialogs, 173-178
standard menus, 160-173
mini, control panels as,
356·357
multiple, 179·181
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opening, 156-159
Print Mo nitor, 101-103
quitting, 166
screen savers, 105
throwing away, 70
turning off incompatible
options, 376
using fo nts in, 259·264
arrow pointer, 76
Articulate Systems, 272
ASCII text fo rmat, 410
auto matic wake-up for portable
Macintoshes, 226

B
background printing, 100·103
backing up
Apple Upgrade kit disks, 27·28
emergency startup disks, 188
floppy disks, 47
hard drives, 53
backwards compatibility, 17
bad blocks, 40
Balloon Help, 88·89, 170-171
Baseline Publishing, Inc.
Thunder 7, 350·351
Vantage, 358
Battery desk accessory, 197
Beep (Alert) sounds, 227-228
Before You Install System 7 disk,
24-25, 28, 45
Berkeley Systems, Inc. After Dark,
355
bit-mapped fonts, 244-246
Bitstream, Inc., 271
black-and-white monitors versus
color, 220-221
book fo nt, 244
Bulletin Board systems, obtaining
noncommercial fon t/sound ftles
from, 273
bus err or message, 367
bus errors, 365, 372
buno n errors, 365

c
Calculator desk accessory, 198
cancel search (Command·.
!period)), 139
canceling print jobs, 102
Canvas icon, 71
cartridges, 69, 92
CD-ROM devices, 68-69
CDEV, see contro l panels
CE Software, Inc.
Alarming Events, 358
QuicKeys 2, 355·356
characters
accented, 263-264
deleting, 131
key combinations for special,
198-200
sort, 343
Chooser desk accessory, 94-97
Chooser Extension ftles, 94
Claris Corporation, 272
HyperCard, 401
lnterApplication Communica·
dons (lAC), 333
MacWrite Ll, 418
clean installs, 373·374
client/server protocol, 405
Clipboard tools, 169-170
clock, internal
setting, 212-213
see also Alarm Clock desk
accessory
Close (Command-\V), 164
close all folders (Option-Com·
mand· t-), 190
Close box, 74
Close command, 164
closing
documents, 164
folders, 118
Scrapbook, 204
windows, 84
collaborative applications, 422

Colo r control panel, 206-209
colors
Desktop, 210-211
label, 215-216
versus black-and-white
monitors, 220-221
Command key, 87
Command-. (period) (cancel
search), 139
Conunand-? (Help) , 171
Command-3 (copy screen), 236
Command-C (Copy) , 88
Command-O (Duplicate), 130
Command-F (Find), 137
Command-G (Find Again) , 137
Command-! (Get Info), 121
Command-N
New, 88, 130, 163
New User, 287
Command-O (Open) , 157, 163
Command-P (Print), 88, 166
Command-Q (Quit), 88
Command-S (Save), 165
Command-Shift-3 (snapsho t
image), 321
Command-V (Paste), 88
Command-W (Close), 164
Command-X (Cut), 88
Command-Y (Put Away), 134
Command-Z (Undo/Redo), 168
commands
Close, 164
Copy, 169
Create Publisher, 320
Cut, 169
Duplicate, 130
Find, 137-139
Find Again, 13 7
Import, 163
keyboard shortcuts for, 87-88
Make Alias, 120
New, 163
New Folder, 130
New User, 287
Open, 157, 163

Page Setup, 97-99, 165
Paste, 169
Place, 163
Print, 99-100, 166
PutAway, 133-134
Quit, 166
Redo, 168-169
Restart, 103-105
Save, 165
Save As, 165
Select All, 83
Sharing, 297
Shut Down, 103-105
Sleep, 197
Undo, 168-169
comment searches, 149
compatibility
backwards, 17
checking, 27-33
Compatibility Checker, 28-33
cannot run, 365-366
checking System 7 compatibility, 397
frozen screens, 364-365
insufficient disk space, 364
Compatibility Report, 30-32
complex searches, 153
control panels, 46-47, 204-205
activating, 205
as miniapplications, 356-357
checking after System
customiz ation, 338-342
Color, 206-209
differences from System 6,
393-394
File Sharing, 280-281
File Sharing Monitor, 306
for adding functions, 354-356
for changing functions,
353-354
General Controls, 209-213
Keyboard, 213-214
L1bels, 214-216
Map, 47
Memory, 216-220

Monitors, 220-22 3
Mouse, 223-225
Portable, 225-227
Sharing Setup, 293
Sound, 227-228
Startup Disk, 228-229
understanding sranda
Users & Groups, 283Views, 229-235
Control Panels folder, 20
checking for IN ITs aft
customization, 338·
Control-A (Select All) , 83
Copy (Command-C), 88
copy screen (Command-3
Copy command, 169
copying
cartridges, 92
floppy disks, 92-94
items, 131-132, 169-1
core events of InterApplic
Communications (IAC),
Create Publisher comman
cross-hair pointer, 76
Cursor Animator control
panel, 353
cursors
see pointers
customizatio n tools, 342control panels, 353·35
desk accessories (DAs)
!!."\.'tensio ns, 344-352
investigating and und ·
standing, 344
Cut (Command-X), 88
Cut command, 169

, 206
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data, exchanging between
computers
difficulties, 409
standard fo rmats, 410- 11
translating, 410
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using
Apple File Exchange,
411 -4 16
third-party solutions, 417
with specific applications,
417-419
Data Access Language (DAL),
405-407
Data Access Manager (DAM) ,
405-407
databases, accessing host, 405-407
date created/modified searches,
148
dates
lists, 115-116
setting on Alarm Clock DA, 195
setting on internal clock, 213
DCNRFT (Document Conte nt
Architecture/Revisable Form
Text) text format, 4 10
dealers, local
acquiring System 7 software,
42-43
obtaining compatibility
information fro m, 33
deallocating bad blocks, 40
dedicated servers, 280
Delete key, 131
deleting
characters, 131
fo nts, 256
items, 134
from Apple menu, 193
network groups o r members,
289, 293
desk accessories (DAs), 46-47, 191
Alarm Clock, 194-196
Battery, 197
Calculator, 198
Chooser, 94-97
d ifferences fro m System 6, 392
for customizing System, 358
Key Caps, 198-200
Note Pad , 200-201
Puzzle,201
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Scrapbook, 201-204
using standard, 193-194
Desktop
accessing, 66
adjustin g pattern and color,
210-211
canno t remove devices from,
383-384
d ifferences fro m Syste m 6,
395-396
icons, 67-72
menus, 74-75
moving items to, 133
pointers, 75-76
printing from, 103
putting away items, 133-134
rebuilding flies, 376-377
showing on multiple monitors,
221-223
switching to, 177
windows, 72-74
desktop metapho r, 65, 108
devices
cannot be unmounted,
383-384
CD-ROM, 68-69
o.tensio ns to add, 345
icons, 67-68
info windows, 122-123
removable, 68-70
renaming, 130-131
startup
see startup devices
storage, 67-68
switching to, 177
dialogs
Close, 164
Delay Sharing Shutdown , 296
erro r at startup, 372
Extended Find, 151
Find, 138-139
Installer Customizatio n, 56-59
LaserWrlter Page Set Options,
98-99
Link, 323-324

Lock search, 150
Open, 173
Page Serup, 98
Print, 99-100
Publish, 320-321
Publisher Optio ns, 322
Save As, 173
Search ty pe, 141
standard file, 173- 178
Subscriptio n, 325
DIF fo rmat, 4 11
digitization, 270
disk cache, setting, 217-218
Disk Doubler, 352
Disk First Aid utility, 46
disk space
insufficient
Compatibility Checker, 364
fo r Installer, 367
virtual memory cost of, 219
Disk Tools d isk, 46, 188
diskettes
see floppy disks
disks
Apple Upgrade kit, 24-28,
44-47
Disk Tools, 46, 188
emergency startup, 46, 188
Install 1 problems, 366
RAM, 226
startup
see srartup devices
see also floppy disks and
hard d rives
documents
closing, 164
creating, 163
icons, 71-72
info windows, 126-127
opening, 163
page setup, 165
printing, 166
quitting, 166
saving, 165

throwing away, 70
using as templates, 126-127
see also files
double-clicking co open files, 158
downloadable font flies, 349
drivers, 50
extensions, 345
printer, 94
Duplicate (Command-D), 130
Duplicate command, 130

E
Edit menu, 166-170
edition files, viewing from Finder,
331-332
emergency startup disks, 46, 188
EPS (Encapsulated PostScript)
graphics format, 411
EtherTalk network protocol
software, 278
exchanging files
see File Exchange application
extended searches, 140-142
searching all at once, 152
selecting criteria, 143
selecting types, 143-150
specifying search locations,
150-151
C.'\1 ensions
downloadable fonts, 349
FKEYS,346
for adding devices, 345
for adding functi ons, 346-352
for changing functions,
345-346
nonstandard, 344-345
Sruffit Deluxe , 352
Suitcase II, 347-349
Thunder 7, 350-35 1
Timbukru, 352
Extensions folder, checking fo r
fNITs after System
customization, 338-340

F
Farallo n
SoundEdit, 272
Timbuktu, 352, 356
Fifth Generation Systems
Suitcase II, 258, 347-349
File Exchange (AF.E) application,
45,411
formatting floppy disks with,
4 12-413
translating Apple II files,
4 15-416
translating MS-DOS files,
4 13-415
translating with other
translators, 416
File me nu, 161-166
L1.Ser\XIriter Font Utility,
264-265
File Sharing, 277-279
accessing shared items,
300-305
benefits of, 309-310
control panels, 280-281
determining access privileges,
283-293
installing, 280-282
mo nitoring
ide ntifying items fro m
icons, 307
identifying items with Get
Info windows, 308-309
Monitor, 305-306
networks, 279-280
opening, 300
previewing optio ns and
components, 282-283
problems with, 310-311
servers, nodes, and zones, 280
setting server options, 293-296
setting sharing options for
items, 296-299

troubleshooting, 384tutorial, 45
versus AppleShare, 31
File Sharing could no
enabl ed message, 384
File Sharing Monitor con
panel, 306
flies, 107
aliases, 120-121
Apple II, translating, 4
Chooser Extensio n, 9
compressing, 352
Desktop, rebuilding,
downloadable font, 3
edition, 331-332
Finder, 13
future of system mana
hierarchical organizati
15-16
locking, 124-125
MS-DOS, translating,
reinstalling, 378
searching fo r and fmd
137-143
aU at once, 152
by date, 148
by kind, 145-146
by label, 147
by locked starus, 1
by name, 143-144
by size, 144-145
by version o r com
149
in specific areas, 1
with complex sear
sound,268
suitcase, 250-251
System, 13
viewing lists, U0-111
see also documents
Find (Command-F), 137
Find Again (Command-G)
Find Again command, 13
Find command, 137-139
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Finder
bus errors, 372
checking options after System
cusromization, 338
comple.x searches, 153
continuing searches, 139
copying from floppy to floppy
with, 92
creating
aliases, 120-121
folders, 130
differences from System 6,
390·392
entering search criteria, 140
extended options, 140-142
searching all at once, 152
selecting criteria, 143
selecting types, 143-150
specifying search locations,
150·151
file, 13
File me nu, 161
Get In fo windows, 121-129
items
adding labels 10, 134
copying, 13 1-132
deleting, 134
moving, 132-1 33
putting away, 133-134
menu, 119
renaming devices, folders, o r
items, 130-131
simple searches, 137·139
versus MultiFinder, 390
view settings will not stay set,
385
viewing
editio n files fro m, 331-332
file lists, 110-120

Fi nder Address error
message, 367
finding
Compatibility Checker
stack, 32
compatibility infomlatio n, 33
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FKEYS, 346
floppy disks, 69
backing up, 47
cannot be found , 383
copying, 92-94
emergency startup, 46
formatting with Apple File
Exchange (AFE) applicatio n,
412-413
ico n, 369
initializing, 90-91
keeping emergency startup
disks o n, 188
locking, 47-48
folder info windows, 123-124
fo lders, 108
Apple Menu Items, 190
closing, 118
Control Panels, 204
copying items between, 132
creating, 130, 177
duplicating, 130
expanding and collapsing
multiple levels, 1 l 8-119
o pening, 109, 117-118
o rganizing, 109-110
renaming, 130-131
setting sharing optio ns,
298-299
Startup Items, 236
switching levels, 175- 176
System
see System folder
tunneling through, ll4
fo nts, 240
accented characters, 263-264
bit-mapped, 244-246
changing viewing defaults,
230·231
commercial, 271
custom, 271-272
deleting, 256
differing available characters
fo r, 198-200
downloadable files, 349

families
see typefaces
installing, 252-256
Macintosh definition, 242-243
management applications,
257-259
managing selection, 256-257
no ncommercial, 272-273
on-screen display, 248-249
o utline technology, 246
PostScript, 247-248
previewing without installing,
253·254
selecting, 259-263
sizes, 240-241
storing, 249-252
styles, 241
suitcases, 250-251, 385-386
TrueType, 246-247
using
multiple, 243-244
with PostScript printers,
264-266
FontStudio 2.0, 271-272
fo rmatting floppy disks with Apple
File Exchange (AFE) applicatio n,
412-413
frequency, 269
frozen screens
applications, 382-383
Compatibility Checker,
364-365
lnsmller, 367
Welcome to Macintosh, 373
function keys
see FKEYS
fu nctio ns
control panels
fo r adding, 354-356
fo r changing, 353·354
extensions for adding
downloadable fonts, 349
FKEYS, 346
Stuffit Deluxe, 352

Suitcase ll, 347-349
Thunder 7, 350-351
Timbukru, 352
exte nsions for changing,
345-346

G
Gates, BiU, 318
general access, 282-283
General Controls control panel,
209-213
Get Info (Command-!), 121
Get Info windows, 121-122
alias info, 128
application info, 124-126
device info, 122-123
document info, 126-127
folder info, 123-124
identifying shared items with,
308-309
Trash info, 129
GIF (Graphic Interchange Format)
graphics format, 411
grids, 231-232
groups, network, 285-293
guests, network, 285-287

H
handwriting recognition, 425
Happy Macintosh icon, 368
hard drives
backi ng up, 53
bad blocks, 40
copying from fl oppy disks to,
92-94
initializing, 49-50
Apple-supplied, 50-51
third-party, 52
preparing used for System7,
52-54
setting up, 48-49
System 7 requirements, 37-40

hardware, 11
System 7 requirements, 36-41
Help (Command-?) , 171
help, 88-90, 170-171
Hierarchical File System (HFS),
15-16
hierarchical
listings, moving ite ms
within, 132
me nus, 86-87
views, 117-119
hierarchies, moving down,
175-176
highlight colors, 206-209
HyperCard
dcmystifying, 400
history of, 400-401
icon, 71
looking to the future, 402-403
using o n other platforms, 401
versions, 401-402
HyperCard 2. 1 Limited
Editio n, 44
HyperCard Developer Kit by Claris
Corporation, 272

1-J
1-beam pointer, 76
icon views, 111-114
icons, 67
application, 70-71
changing sizes, 232-235
customizing, 236-237
device, 67-68
document, 71-72
flo ppy disk, 369
font file, 250
Happy Macintosh, 368
identifying shared items
from, 307
Sad Macintosh, 369
statio nery pad, 127
Trash Can, 70
IconWrap extension, 346

Import command, 163
individual users, network,
initializing floppy disks, 9
TNITs
checking for after Syst
customizatio n, 338-3
differences from Syste
393-394
incompatible, 37 1
inst:.1lling incorrectly, 3
scarring without, 376
temporarily turning of
insertio n point bHnkJng ra
setting, 211
Insignia Solutio ns AccessP
353,417
Installer, 46
disk p roblems, 366
frozen screens, 367
insufficient disk space,
installing
applications, 156
clean, 373-374
control panels, 204
customization tools, 3
File Sharing, 280-282
fo ncs, 252-256
lNITs incorrectly, 371
items in Apple menu,
sound files, 269
Syste m 7, 54-60
Integrated Services Digital
Network (ISDl\') , 424
lnrerApplication Commun
(lAC), 313-316
future of, 333
implicatio ns
applicatio n control,
implementation, 31
specialization, 317
program linking, 333-3
Publish and Subscribe,
items
accessing shared, 300attaching labels to , 134
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copying, 131·132, 169-170
deleting, 134
identifying shared
fro m icons, 307
with Get Info windows,
308-309
installing in Apple menu,
192-193
moving, 132·133
placing into Scrapbook, 203
renaming, 130-131
retrieving from Scrapbook,
203-204
setting
for auto matic startup, 236
sharing options, 296-299

K
Key Caps desk accessory, 198·200
key combinations
Command-. (period) (cancel
search), 139
Command-? (Help), 171
Command-3 (copy screen), 236
Command-C (Copy), 88
Command-O (Duplicate), 130
Command-F (Find), 137
Command-G (Find Again) , 137
Command-I (Get Info) , 121
Command-N
New, 88, 130, 163
New User, 287
Command-O (Open), 157, 163
Command-P (Print) , 88, 166
Command-Q (Quit), 88
Command-S (Save), 165
Command-Shift·3 (snapshot
image), 32 1
Command-V (Paste), 88
Command-W (Close), 164
Command-X (Cut), 88
Command-Y (Put Away), 134
Command-Z (Undo/Redo), 168
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Control-A (Select All) , 83
for menu commands, 87-88
Option-Command- f- (close all
folders) , 190
Option·Command- -7 (open all
folders), 190
Keyboard control panel, 213·214
keys
Command, 87
Delete, 131
fun ctio n
see FKEYS
Shift, 364
kind searches, 145-146

L
label searches, 147
labels
attaching to items, 134
changing names, 215
colors, 215-216
interpreting, 216
Labels control panel, 214-216
landscape o rientation, 98
I..aserset FontStudio 2.0, 271-272
l..aserWrlter Fo nt Utility, 264-266
layout Manager, future of, 423
linking
applications, 318·334
programs, 282-283, 333·334
list views, 114-116, 232·235
LocalTalk, 278
lock searches, 150
locking
Ales, 124-125
floppy d isks, 47-48

M
Mac Tools, 40
MacEnvy control panel, 357
Macintoshes
basics, 13
Battery DA for portable, 197

checking compatibility for
upgrades, 27-33
custo mizing, 336·337, 342-360
dam aged, 371-372
Deskto p
see Desktop
differences between Systems 6
and 7, 390-396
exchanging data between
computers, 409-419
existing users and System 7,
24-27
finding/reversing
customization changes,
337·342
history of, 11-12
models and applicable system
versions, 21-22
naming as network sen•ers,
293·294
new users and System 7, 22·23
portable, 197, 225-227
restarting, 103·105
running one from another, 352
shutting down, 103-105
software changes, 14-17
upgrade assistance, 27
Macintosh File System (l'vlFS), 15
Macintosh Networking Basics
disk, 45
Macintosh-friendly applications,
159-160
standard dialogs, 173·178
standard menus, 160-173
macro programs, 355·356
MacWrite IT by Claris, 418
MacWrite Pro Publlsh and
Subscribe interface, 325·329
MacWrite text format, 410
Make Alias command, 120
Map control panel, 47
megabytes, 69
memory
insufficient, 379·382

multiple application
limitations, 180-181
System 7 requirements, 40-41
Memory control panel, 216-220
menu bar, 74-75
menus, 74-75, 86
Apple, 160-161, 190-193
Application, 172-173
Balloon Help, 170-171
blink rate for names, 212
Edit, 166-170
File, 161-166
Finder, 119
hierarchical, 86-87
keyboard shortcuts for
commands, 87-88
pop-up, 87
submenus, 86-87
messages
bus error,367
File Sharing could not be
enabled, 384
Finder Address error,367
Sorry a System error
occurred, 367
The trash cannot be moved
off the desktop, 129
This is not a Macintosh
disk:, 48-49
Metamorphosis Professional,
271-272
Microsoft Corporation
Excel 3.0
exchanging data, 418-419
InterApplication Commu nications (lAC), 318
Publish and Subscribe
interface, 315-316,
320-326
InterApplication Communications (lAC), 318, 333
Word, 160-161
exchanging data, 417-418
File menu , 161-162

min imal startup, 57
modems for portable Macintoshes,
227
monitors
color versus black-and-white,
220-221
multiple, 221-223
problems with nonstandard,
371
selecting primary, 223
Monitors control panel, 220-223
Monotype Typography, Inc. , 271
mouse, 76-77
adjusting double-click speed,
224-225
clicking, 77
deselecting with, 83
double-clicking, 77
dragging, 78-79
pointing with, 77
selecting with, 80-83
Shift-clicking, 78
Mouse control panel, 223-225
mousetracking, 224
moving
betwee n applications, 179
down hierarchies, 175-176
items, 132-133
windows, 85
MS-DOS files, translating, 413-417
MultiFinder, 13, 17, 390
multimedia, 422

N
name
lists, 114-115
searches, 143-144
naming
File Sharing Macimoshes,
owners, and passwords,
293-294
floppy disks, 91
hard drives, 51

renaming, 130-131, 34
networks
accessing and protecti
aliases, 121
accessing shared items
300-302
automating future
tions, 304-305
multiple, 303-304
administrators, 278
defi ning, 279-280
determining access pri
283-293
File Sharing, 277-279
benefits of, 309-31
monitoring, 305-30
problems with, 310
versus AppleShare,
obtaining
compatibility info
from, 33
noncommercial fon
lUes from, 272-27
printers, 97
program linking, 333-3
protocol software, 278
servers, nodes, and zo
setting
server options, 293
sharing options for
296-299
troubleshooting slowdowns, 386
upgrading issues, 26
New (Command-N) , 88, 1
New command, 163
New Folder command, 13
New User (Command-N),
New User command, 287
nodes, 280
Norton Utilities, 40
Note Pad desk accessory,
200-201
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on-line help, 89
Open (Command-O), 157, 163
open all folders (Optio nCommand- -)), 190
Open command, 157, 163
Open-wide control panel, 356
opening
applications, 156-159
Chooser, 95
documents, 163
File Sharing, 300
fo lders, 109, 117-118
menus, 86
multiple applications, 179
windows, 84
operating systems, 11
optical drives, 70
Option-Command- f- (close all
folders) , 190
Option-Command- -) (open all
folders) , 190
order of precedence for INITs, 343
orientation, 98
outline font technology, 246
owners, network, 285-286
naming, 293-294

p
Page Setup command, 97-99, 165
Paste (Command-V), 88
Paste command, 169
path names, 15
pen-based technology, 425
PICT, 20 1
pixels, 211
Place command, 163
pointers, 75-76, 224
points, 240-241
pop-up menus, 87
PopChar control panel, 354
Portable control panel, 225-227
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portable Macintoshes
automatic wake-up, 226
Barte'1' DA fo r, 197
modems, 227
HAM disk options, 226
sleep options, 225-226
po rtrait orientatio n, 98
PostScript
foms, 247-248
printers, using fonts with,
264-266
previewing
File Sharing optio ns and
compo nents, 282-283
fo nrs, 253-254
Print (Command-P), 88, 166
Prine command, 99- LOO, 166
Print Monitor applicatio n,
101-103, 387
print spooler, 100-103
printer drivers, 94
printers
page setup, 97-99
PostScript, 264-266
seleCling, 94-97
priming, 94
background, 100-103
canceling print jo bs, 102
d ocuments, 166
fro m Desktop, 103
future of architecture, 423
Printing disk, 46
programs
AccessPC, 353, 417
After Dark, 355
Alarming Events, 358
Disk Doubler, 352
Disk First Aid, 46
Excel 3.0, 415-426
Fontographer, 271
FontStudio 2.0, 271-272
HD SC Setup, 50-5 1
HyperCard, 400-403
HyperCard 2.1 Limited
Edition, 44

LaserWriter Fonc, 264-266
linking, 282-283, 333-334
macro, 355-356
Metamorphosis Professional,
271-272
Norton Utilities, 40
nesEdit, 359
QuicKeys 2, 355-356
QuickTime, 422
SmartScrap, 358
Stu tilt Deluxe, 352
Suitcase IJ, 258, 347-349
Symamec Utilities, 40
Thunder 7, 350-351
Timbuktu, 352, 356
Type Manager (ATM), 248, 353
Type Reunion, 258, 345
Vantage, 358
Word, 160-162, 417-4 18
protocols, clienr/server, 405
publications, obtaining compatibility information fro m, 33
Publish and Subscribe interface,
314-319
creating publishers, 319-322
dynamic linkage, 330-331
recognizing risks, 332
setting publisher options,
323-325
subscriptions
setting o ptions and
managing, 326-329
starting, 325-326
viewing editio n Illes from
Finder, 331-332
publishers
creating, 319-322
o btaining compatibility
information from, 33
setting o ptions, 323-325
Put Away (Command-Y), 134
Put Away command, 133-134
Puzzle desk accessory, 201

U-R
QuicKeys 2, 355-356
QuickTime, future of, 422
Quit (Command-Q), 88
Quit command, 166
RAM disk, portable Macintosh
options, 226
random-access memory (Rfu\1),
12-14, 40-41
read-only memory (ROM) , 12
read-write o ptical drives, 70
Redo (Command-Z) , 168
Redo command, 168-169
removable
devices, 68-70
media, renaming, 130-131
ResEdit program, 359
Restart command, 103-105
roman fo nt, 244

s
Sad Macintosh icon, 369
Salient Software Disk
Doubler, 352
sampling
rate, 270
resolution, 270
Save (Command-S), 165
Save As command, 165
Save command, 165
Scrapbook desk accessory,
201-204
screen
d umps, 236-237
fonts
see bit-mapped fo nts
savers, 105, 355
screens
blank at startup, 368
Compatibility Report, 30-31
fo nt display, 248-249

frozen
applications, 382-383
Compatibility Checker,
364-365
Installer, 367
Welcome to Macintosh, 373
portable brightness of, 225
System r:older warning, 30
script errors, 365
scripting, future of, 422
scroll bars, 74, 85
scrolling windows, 85
SCSIProbe control panel, 356-357
searches
all at o nce, 152
comment, 149
complex, 153
continuing, 139
date created/modified, 148
e.xrended, 140-152
kind, 145-146
label, 147
lock, 150
name, 143-144
simple, 137-1 39
size, 144-145
specifying locations for.
150-151
versio n, 149
security, 283-293
Select All (Control-A), 83
Select All command , 83
selecting
fonts, 256-263
items, 80-83
printers, 94-97
search criteria, 143
search types, 143-150
servers, network, 280
accessing. 300-302
setting o ptions, 293-296
shareware, finding free
customizatio n, 359-360
Sharing command, 297

Sharing Setup control pan
293-296
Shift key, 364
Shut Down command, 103
size
lists, 115-116
searches, 144-1 45
sizing windows, 84
Sleep command, 197
Sleep mode for portable
Macintoshes, 197, 225-22
small icon views, 113
SmartScrap, 358
snapshot image (Comman
Shift-3), 321
snapshot in1ages, 321
software
acquiring System 7, 42AppleShare network, 3
finding free customizati
359-360
hard drive versions, 39
Macintosh changes, 14network protocol, 278
user interface, 278
Solutions, Inc. SmartScrap,
Sorry a System e rror
c urred message, 367
son characters, 343
Sound control panel, 227SoundMaster control pane
sounds, 267
Alert (Beep) , 227-228
comme rcial, 271
custo m, 271-272
defi ning files and types
installing, 269
no ncommercial, 272-2
size, 270
speaker volume, 227
viewing, 269-270
speed, virtual memory cos
spelling checkers, comme
350-35 1
spooling, 100-103
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stacks, 400
staggered grids, 232
startup
blank screen, 368
dialogs, 372
items, 159, 236
minimal, 57
problems, checking basics,
370-371
withoutlNI'l's, 376
startup devices, 186-187
checking after System
customization, 337-338
customizing, 187-188
keeping emergency startup
disks, 188
restarting computer with,
228-229
Startup Disk control panel,
228-229
Startup Items folder, 236
stationery pads, 177
creating, 126-127
icon, 127
storage devices, 67-68, 108
storing fonts, 249-252
Stufflt Deluxe, 352
submenus, 86-87
subscriptions
setting options and managing,
326-329
starting, 325·326
suitcase files, 250-251
damaged, 385-386
SuperClock! control panel,
353-354
SYLK format, 411
Symantec Utilities for
Macintosh, 40
Syquest cartridge icon, 68
System 7, 17-18
acquiring software, 42
Apple's Macintosh System
Software Update
Program, 42
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local dealers, 42-43
user groups, 43-44
Apple Upgrade kit disks, 44-47
compatibility with, 396-397
converting to, 397
determining who should use,
21-22
existing users, 24-27
new users, 22-23
differences, 19-21
differences with System 6
CDEVs and !NITs, 393·394
desk accessories (DAs), 392
Desktop, 395·396
Finder, 390·392
Trash, 394·395
hardware requirements, 36
hard drive, 37-40
memory and RAM, 40-41
virtual memory and 32-bit
addressing, 37
installing, 54-60
insufficient memory, 381
preparing used hard drives for,
52-54
System 7 Group Upgrade Kit, 43
System 7 Personal Upgrade Kit, 43
System beep, 139
System Errors DA, 358
System file, 13
System Folder, 108
checking for INITs after System
customization, 338-342
clean installs, 373·374
contents, 187-190
multiple on one startup
device, 186
reviewing before System 7
installation, 53·54
·warning screen, 30
System Suitcase n, 258, 347-349
System, the
see Macintoshes

T
TeachText
1.2 icon, 71
application, 45
technology, new
pen-based, 425
voice recognition, 424-425
see also Apple, future plans
telephone, future technology, 424
templates, using documents as,
126-127
text, searching for, 137-143
The trash cannot be moved
off the desktop message, 129
This is not a Macintosh
disk: message, 48-49
thumbs in scroll bars, 85
Thunder 7, 350-351
TIFF (Tag Image File Format)
graphics format, 411
time, setting
on Alarm Clock DA, 195
on internal clock, 212
title bar, 74
TokenTalk network protocol
software,278
Trash
differences from System 6,
394-395
icon, 70
Info windows, 129
troubleshooting
applications
freezing or quitting,
382-383
incompatible, 379
insufficient memory,
379·382
bus errors, 365, 372
checking for viruses, 378
Compatibil.iry Checker
cannot run, 365-366
frozen screen, 364-365

insufficie nt disk space, 364
damaged System, 371-372
devices cannot be unmoumed,
383-384
dynamic linkage, 330-331
File Sharing, 384-385
Finder
bus c::rrors, 372
view settings will not stay
set, 385
floppy disks
cannot be fo und, 383
icon, 369
fo nt suitcases damaged,
385-386
Happy Macintosh icon, 368
Installer
disk problems, 366
frozen screen, 367
insuffi cient disk space, 367
Macintosh customization
checking control panel and
Finder options, 338
checking folders fo r INITs,
338·342
checking startup devices,
337-338
network slowdown, 386
Print Mo nito r, 387
printers, 97
rebuildi ng Desktop flies,
376·377
reinstalling files, 378
Sad Macintosh icon, 369
script or butto n errors, 365
starting without !NITs, 376
Startup
basics to check first,
370·371
blank screen, 368
dialogs, 372
turning off incompatible
optio ns, 376

virtual memory (VM), 387-388
Welcome to Macimosh screen
frozen, 373
TrueType fo nts, 246-247
tunneling thro ugh folders, 114
typefaces, 240

u
Undo (Command-Z), 168
Undo command, 168-169
upgrading
assistance, 27
checking compatibility fo r,
27-33
user groups
acquiring System 7 software
from, 43-44
o btaining compatibility
information from, 33
obtaining noncommercial fo nr/
sound files from, 272
user interface software, 278
Userl.and, lnterApplicatio n
Communications (lAC), 333
Users & Groups control panel,
283-284
utilities
see programs
Utilities menu, LaserWriter Font
Utility, 266

v
Vantage, 358
version searches, 149
viewing
editio n files from Finder,
33 1-332
file lists, 110·111
network group info rmation,
291-292
sounds, 269-270

views
changing, 119-120
list sizes, 232-235
hierarchical, 117-119
icon, 111-114
list, 114-116
Views comrol p an el, 229·
settings will not stay s
virtual memory (VM)
managing, 218-220
Syste m 7 requirements
troubleshooting, 387·3
viruses, checking for, 378
voice recognitio n technol
424-425
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385

37
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w
watch pointer, 76
·wavefo rms, 269
Welcome to Macintosh scr en,
froze n, 373
'vindows
active, 84
Alias Info, 128
Applicatio n Info, 124-1 6
border colors, 206, 20
Chooser, 95-96
Connection Sign-On, 3
Device Info, 122-123
Document Info, 126-1
elements, 72-74
File Sharing Monitor, 3 6
Folder Info, 123-124
Get Info, 121-122
Guest, 287
manipulating, 84-85
moving items within, 1
opening, 8 4
Publisher Optio ns, 324
scrolling, 85
Sharing Setup, 294-296
Trash Info, 129
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WKS format, 4 11
WORM (wrire once, read many)
optical drives, 70

X-Z
x-hcight, 240
zones, 280
Zoom box, 74
zooming windows, 84
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. $39.95
. $39.95
. $39.95
.$ 19.95
8.95
.. $ 19.95
.. S29.95
. $39.95
. ~29.95
8.95
. S l9.95
. $24.95
. $39.95
.s 8.95
.$19.95
. S22.95
. $29.95
. $27.95
.. $27.95
. . $29.95
. .$29.95
.. $22.95
. . $24.95
. . $29.95

.. s

J BASE Ill Plus Handbook. 2nd Edition
.. $24.95
J BASE Ill Plus Tips. Tricks. and T ra ps
. $24.95
.I BASE Ill Plu< Workbook and Disk
. $29.95
J BASE IV Applications Library. 2nd Eclilion . $39.95
JBAS E IV Progr.muning Techniques
. $24.95
.I BASE IV Quick Reference . .
. $ 8.95
d BASE IV QuickS!:trl . . . .. . . . .. . . . $ 19.95
J BASE IV Tips. Tricks.and Traps. 2nd Edi1ion. $24.95
JBASE IV Workbook and Disk
. S29.95
. $24.95
Using Clipper
u,ing D:unElL\C
. $24.95
. S27.95
Using dBASE IV
Using Parndo' 3
. $24.95
u,ing R:llASE .
. S29.95
Using Rcncx. 2nd Ed ilion
. 524 .95
Using SQL . . . . . . . .
. S29.95

Business Applications

lntrocluc1ion to P~r~on al Compu1ers

.S K.95
.:S I4 .\.15
. $ 19.95
. 529.95
.S H.95
.s 8.95
.S H.95
.s 9 .95
.s 9.95
.S H.95

Lolus Add-in Toolki1 Guide . . . .
'Ionon U1il i1ics Quick Reference
PC Tools Quick Reference. 2nd &Iii ion
Q&A Quic~ Rcfet\! ncc . . . . . . .
Que ·s Com puler Uscr"s Dictionary
Q ue's Wi>arcl Book .. . . . .. .
Quic ke n Quick Reference . . . . .
SmanWare Tip,. Tricks. and T raps
2nd Edtlion . . . . . . . .
. S24.95
Using Compu!Crs in Business
. S22.95
. $24.95
Using DacEnsy. 2nd Edition .
Using Enable/OA
.$29.95
Using l larvard Projec1 Manager
. $24.95
U'ing Managing Yo ur ~1oncy. 2nd Edilion . . $ 19.95
. $22.95
Using Micro'oOfl Works: IBM Version
. $24.95
Using Nonon U1ili1ie> .

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
. .
..
..
..

$24.95
$27.95
$22.95
$ 19.95
$23.95
$19.95
$22.95
$29.95
$29.95
$24.95
$24.95

CAD

.s

Databases

All ways Quick Re fere nce . . . . .
lrunxluccion to Business Software .

Us ing PC Tool' Deluxe
Us ing Pc:cchlree . . . .
Using PFS: Firs! Cho ice
Using PROCOMM PLUS
Using Q&A. 2nd Edilion
Using Quicken: IBM Version. 2nd Edil ion
Using Sman . . . . . . . . . . . .
Using Sman\Vare II . . . . . . . .
Us ing Sympho ny. Special Edilion
Using Time Line
Usi ng TimcSiips

$ 8.95
$27.95
$29.95
$24.95

AuiOCA D Quick Re fe rence .
AuloCAD Sourcebook 199 1
Using Au1oCAD, 3rcl Edi1ion
Using Generic CADD . . . .

Word Processing
~1 icrosofl

Word 5 Quick Reference
Using DisplayWrile 4. 2nd Edi1ion
Using LeuerPerfec1 . . . . . .. .
Using Microsofl Word 5.5: IBM Version.
2nd Edilion
Using Muh iMmc
Using Professiona l Wri1e
Using Word for Windows
Using Wo rd Perfecl 5 ..
Using Word Perfect 5. 1. Specia l Edi1ion
Using WordSinr. 3rd Edition
WordPcrfecl PC Tulor
WordPerfecl Power Pac k . . .
WordPerfecl Q uic k Reference
WordPcrfec1 QuickS1ar1 . . . .
WordPcrfccl 5 Workbook and Disk
WordPcrfccl 5. 1 Q uick Re ference
Word Perfecl 5. 1 QuickS1an . . . .
WordPerfecl 5. 1 Tips. Tricks. and Traps
Wo rd Perfect 5.1 Workbook and Disk ..

.. s

8.95
. $24.95
$22.95

.
.
.
.

$24.95
$24.95
$22.95
$24.95
$27.95
S27.95
$27.95
S39.95
S39.95

Using UNIX . . . . . . . .
U'ing Yo ur Hard Disk . . .
Windows 3 Quick Reference

.$29.95
.$29.95
.s 8.95

Desktop Publishi g/Graph ics
Corel DR AW Quick Reference
Hurvarcl Gmphics Quick Refer
Using Anima1or . . . . . . .
Using DrawPerfecl . . . . . .
Us ing Harvard Graphics. 2nd
Using Freelance Plus . . . . .
Using P:lgeMaker: IBM Vers i
Using PFS: Firs t Publisher. 2n
Using Ventura Publishe r. 2nd

.S R.95

cc

.s 8.95

. $24 .95
.$24.95
ition
. $24.95
. $24.95
. 2nd Edition . $24.95
&lition
.$24.95
ilion .. . .$24.95

Macintosh/ 1- pple II
Apple Works QuickSinn . . .
The Big Mac Book. 2nd Editio
Excel QuickS!an . . . . . . .
Tile Lillie Mac Book . . . . .
Que's Macimosh Muhimedia
Using Apple Works. 3rd Edilio
Using Exce l: Macimosh Vcrsi
Using FilcMake r . .. .. .
Using Mac Dmw . . . . . .
Using Mac ro~·1 ind Direc1or
Us ing Mac Wri lc . . . . . .
Us ing Microsofl Word 4: Maci
Using Microsofl Works: :l>lucit
2nd Edil ion . . . . . . . .
Using PageM:tker: Maci ns01h
2nd &lilion . . . . . . . .

.SI9.95
. $29.95
.$19.95
.s 9.95
ndbook
.S2-l.95
. $24.95
. $24.95
. $24.95
. $24.95
.$29.95
.$24.95
osh Ve rsion . $24.95
sh Version.
. $24.95
•rs ion.
. $24.95

. S H.95
. $ 19.95
. $29.95
.. s 8.95
. . $ 19.95
.. $24.95
. . $29.95

Hardware/Systems
DOS Tips. T ricks. und Traps . . . . .
. .
DOS Workbook ~U1d Disk. 2nd Edition
..
Fa,lback Q uick Reference
.
liard Disk Quick Reference
.
MS-DOS PCTUior . . . .
.
MS-DOS Power Pack . . .
.
MS -DOS Quick Reference
.
MS-DOS QuickS1ar1. 2nd Edition
..
..
MS-DOS User s Guide. Spec ia l Edilion
Networking Pe rsonal Compul.crs. 3rd Edition
The Primer Bible . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .
Que's PC Buyer's G uide . . . . . . . .. ..
Underslandi ng UN IX: A Conceplual Guide.
.
2nd Edilion . . . . . . . .
.
Upgmding and Repairing PCs
.
Using DOS . .. . . . . . . .
.
Using Microsofl Windows 3. 2nd Ed ilion
.
Using f\ol'cll ~c1W:cre ..
Using OS/2 . . . . . . . .
.
Using PC DOS. 3rd Edition
.
.
Using Prodigy . . . . . . .

$24.95
$29.95
S H.95
$ 8.95
$39.95
$39.95
$ 8.95
$19.\15
$29.95
$24.95
$29.\15
$ 12.95
$21.95
$29.95
$22.9.~

$24.95
$29.95
$29.95
$2~.95

Programming/ ~echnical
A"cmb ly Language Quick Ret
C Progranuncr sToolkil . . .
C Quick Reference . . . . . .
DOS und BIOS Functions Qui
DOS Programmers Refe rence.
Ne1 work Progr.unming in C .
Oracle Programmer< Guide .
QuickBASIC Advanced Techn
Quick C Prog mmmers Guide
T urbo Pasc:1l Adl'unced Techni
T urbo Pascul Quick Reference
UNIX Programmer's Quick Re
UNIX Programmer s Referenc
UNIX S he ll Commands Q uick
Using Assembly L;mguage. 2n
Using BASIC
u,ing c
. . . . .. .
U'ing Quick BASIC 4
U\ing Turbo Pascal

renee

.$ 8.95
. $39.95
8.95
.$ S.95
. $29.95
. S-19.95
.$29.95
.$24.95
.$29.95
.$24.95
.S H.95
.$ 8.95
. $29.95
.S H.95

.s

Reference
nd Edi1ion

ues

ucs
renee
cference
Ed llion .

.$29.9~

.524.95
.$29.95
.$24.95
.S29.95

For More Inf< mation,
Call Toll ree!

1-800-42~

-5331

$ 19.95

All prices m ill titles suhjut w c iange witlwwnntiet'.
ri111ed in the US .A .

Nrm-U.S. prin.>s may he higher

Que Gives You The Latest Macintosh Information!

TI1e Little Mac Book

'll•c llig Mac Book, 2nd Edition
Neil J. So/kind

Neil./. Sa/kind

Co1•ers All Aspects O[Tire Mac EmirommmJ

For AU Mac Users

Order #1258

Order # l262
$9.95 USA
0-88022-65 I·X. 320 pp.. 4 3,4 X 8

$29.95 USA

0.88022-648-X, 1.000 pp" 7 J/.1 X 9 1,<1

Que's Macintosh :VIultimedia Handbook
Tony Bm·e & Che1yl Rhodes

Using MllcDraw
Mon·in BI)'{Jn

Macintosh Multimedia flllJ'dware & Software

MacDraw II Vernon 1.1 V2

Order #1161

Order#lt89

$24.95 USA

Using PageMaker: Macintosh Version ,
2nd Edition
CJ. Weigand
$2495 USA

0.88022-5n.7,400 pp., 7 .\11 X 9 L4l

().88022..(00.5, 450 pp., 7 :W X 9 1,<1

Using Excel: Macintosh Version
Chriswpher Van Buren

Using MncroMind Director
Tony Bow! & Chel)'l Rhodes

Macill(osll Vernon2.2
Orde.r #l031

Tltrougll Version2.0
$24.95USA

().88022-494-0, 650 pp., 7 :wX 9 1,<1
Using FileMaker

Order #1162
$2995 L'SA
0.88022-578·5, 400 pp.. 7 3.11 X 9 1/J

Using MncWrite
Mark Bilbo

Ba1Tie Sosimky

All Vernons Tltrouglt FileMaker Pro

MacWrite & Mac Write 11

O rder # I091

Order #1092
$24.95 USA
().88022-547·5, 400 pp.. 7 :W X 9 1/J

$24.95 USA

0.88022-545·9, 500 pp., 7 3Al X 9 1/J

Through Version 4.0
Order#ll95
S24.95USA
().88022-607·2, 450 pp., 7 3,'8 X 9 1/J

Using Micr050fl Word 4: Macintosh Version
BI)'Q/1 Pftiflenberger

Tllraugll Vernon4
Orde.r#9ff7
S2495USA
().88022-451-7,436 pp.. 7 3,11 X 9 I,<!

L'sing Micr050fl Works: Macintosh Version,
2nd Edition
Ronald Mansfield

Version 2
Order#I009
$2495 USA
0.88022461 4,500 pp.. 7 JAJx 9 1/J

To Order, Call:
(800) 428-5331 OR (317) 573-2510

Complete Coverage From ATo Z!

Que's Computer User's Dicti ary

Que Development Group
This compact, practical referenc
contains hundreds of definitions
~xplanations, examples, and illu
on topics from programming to
publishing. You can master the
"language" of computers and 1
to make your personal compute
efficient and more JX>Werful. Fil
tips and cautions, Que's Cornpu
User's Dictionmy is the perfect
for anyone who uses a compute

how

$1 95USA

Order#1086

0-88022-540-8, 5()() pp., 4 3/4 X 8

The Ultimate Glossary
Of Computer TermsOver 200,000 In Print!

"Dictionary indeed. This wham me is a
mini-encyclopedia... an absolute jo to
use...a must for your computer lib ry...."

Southwest omputer
&Business Equipm t Review

To Order, Call:
(800) 428-5331 OR (317) 573-2510

Find It Fast With Que's Quick References!
Que's Quick References are the compact,
easy-to-use guides to essential application
information. Written for all users, Quick
References include vital command
information under easy-to-fmd alphabetical
Jjstings. Quick References are a must for
anyone who needs command infom1ation fast!

1-2-3 for DOS Release 2.3
Q uick Reference
Release2.3

Order#ll86

Order #1352

$9.95 USA

().88022-725-7, 160pp.•4 :\'1 X 8
1-2-3 Relc:lSC 3.1

Quick Rcrcrcnce

Allwnys Quick Reference
Version 1.0

$8.95 USA
pp .. 4 .1/-1 X 8

A&<lCmbly Languugc
Quick n crerencc
1/JM Version
Order#934

DOS and BIOS Functions
Quick Reference
$8.95 USA

0-88022-426-6, 160 pp.. 4 :\'1 X 8

Excel Quick Reference
Version 2.1

$8.95 USA

AuloCAD Quick Reference,
2nd Edition
Releases 10 & I I

$8.95 USA

().88()?..2.{;22-6. 160 pp.. 4

I,LI X R

Batch File und Macros
Quick Reference
Through DOS 5.0

$9.95 USA

$8.95 USA

().88()?..2-473-8. 160pp.. 4 3.1lx 8

Fastback Quick Reference

Qunttro Pro Quick Reference
Tltrouglt Version2.0

Version 55

Order#1J0.1

Order#976
$8.95USA
().80822-444-4, 100 pp.. 4 :\11 X 8

().88022-692-7,160pp.,4:WX8

MicrosoO Works
Quick Reference
Through IBM Version2.0
Order #l306
$9..95 USA
0-88022-694-3, 160 pp., 4 3/-IX 8

IBM Through Version4

Version 51)

Order #1256

$9.95 USA

0-88022-646-3, 160 Pll., 4 :v.l X8

Order# 1260

$8.95 USA
().88022-65().1. I 00 pp., 4 .\11 x 8
Hard Disk Quick Rcrerence
Tltrouglt DOS 4.01

Order #974
$8.95 t:SA
0-88022-443-6, 100 pp.,4 3P X 8
Hnn'lli'd Graphics
Quick Reference
Version 2.3

C Quick Reference
IBM Version
Order #ll68
$8.95 USA

Order #I084

().880"..2-538-6. I 00 pp., 4 3,<1 x 8

0.88022·372-3, 16() pp., 4 .1,<1 X 8

l..aplink J/1

$8.95 USA

Laplink Quick Reference

Quicken Quick Reference
Order #1187

$8.95 USA

0-88022-598-X, 100pp.. 4 J.ll x 8

Turbo Pascal Quick Reference
VersionS

Order#CJ35

$8.95USA

().88()?..2-429.0, 160pp.. 4 :V4X 8

UNIX Programmer's
Quick Reference

MS·DOS Quick Reference

AT&T Sy.11em V,Refease3

Order#IOS1

Order 118(15

$8.95 L'SA

().88022-369-3, 160 pp.. 4 ;v.l X 8
Norton UtiliJies 5 &
Norton Commander 3

$8.95 US!\

().88022-535·1, 160pp.,43/4X8

UNfX Shell 0.1mmand~
Quick Rcrerence
AT&T System V,Refeases 3 &4

Order #1147

$8.95 USA

Order#I053

$8.95 t:SA
().88022-508-4. I 00 pp, 4 lU x 8

0-88022-572.{;. 160pp.. 4 JI.lx8

PC Tools Quick Reference,
2ndEdilion

Versi01rJ

Tltrouglt Version6.0

Ordcr #1185

().88022-699-4, 160 pp., 4 .111 X 8

$8.95 USA

Through Version33

'orion Utilities Quick Rcrcrent-e

Version 2. 1

Order #1314

MicrosoO Word 5
Quick Reference

MS-DOS 5 Quick Reference

Version4

Order#1023

().88022-428·2. 160 pp.. 4 .Ill)( 8

Order # l217

$8.95 USA

0.88022-371-5, 160pp.,4;wx 8

Order #932

Order#ll93

Order#l311

dDASE TV Quick Reference
Order #867

Order #l267
$8.95 USA
().88022.{;56-0, 16() pp.. 4 :v.l X 8

I(~)

$8.95 USA

().88022-597- J. 160 pp.. 4 JJ.1 X 8
Version 1.0

Releases 3 & 3.1

().88022.{i()5·6.

CoreiDRAW Quick Reference
Through Version 12

S8.95USA

Windows 3 Quick Reference
Order #1230

0.88022-596-3. 160pp.. .t :\Lix8

WordPerfect 5.1
Quick Reference

Q&A Quick Reference
Ver.;ions 2. 3•. &4
Order #1165
$8.95 USA

Ordcr #1158

0·88022-58 1·5, 160 pp., 4 3,<1 X 8

$9.95 USA

0-88022-702-8, 160pp.,4 JJ.1 X 8

$8.95 USA

().88022.{;3 J-5,100pp.. .tJ.Ilx8

IVordPeifect 5.1

$8.95 USA

().88022-576-9, 160 pp.. 4 3/4 X 8

WordPerfect Quick Reference
IVorrlPetfect5

Order 11866

$8.95 USA

().88022-370·7, 160 pp., 4 3/4X 8

To Order, Call:
(800) 428-5331 OR (317) 573-2510

Teach Yourself
With QuickStarts From Que I
TI1e ideal tutorials for beginners, Que's QuickSt:aJt
books use graphic illustrations and step-by-step
insttuctions to get you up and mnning fast Packed
with examples, QuickStarts are the pe1fect beginner's
guides to your favo1ite software applications.

1·2·3 Release 2.2 QuickStm1,
2nd Edition
Releases 2.01 & 22
Order #1207
$ 19.95 USA
0-88022-612-9. 400 pp.. hllx 9 IJJ
1-2-3 Rele:1se 3.1 QuickStart.
2nd Edition
ReleflSes 3 & 3.1
Order # l208
$19.95 USA
0-88022-613-7. 400pp.. 7 v~x 9 IIJ
dBASE IV QuickStart
dBASEJV
Order#873
$19.95 USA
0-88022-389-8, 384 pp.. 7 J1~ X 9 IIJ

/VIS-DOS QuickStart, 2nd Edition
Ver.sion3.X & 4.X
Order#l206
$19.95 USA
0-88022-6 11-0,400 pp.. 7 J/8 X 9 1,11
Q&A QuickStart
Ver.sions3&4
Orde•· #1264
$19.95USA
0-88022-653-6. 400 pp .. 7 J1ll X 9 IAI
Q uattro ProQuickStart
71trough Ver.sion2.0
Order#l305
$19.95 USA
0-88022-693-5,450 pp., 7 J/SX 9 1.4
WordPerfect QuickSt.art
WorrJPeifect 5

Windows 3 QuickStart
Ron Perso11 & Karen Rose
This gmphics-based text teaches
how to use the feature-packed
Emphasizes such sollwJit: apr>IIC<lii~'IS
Word, and PageMakcr and
Windows' mouse, menus. and SCI'(!C4Ie1e•nenltS

Order#l205
0-88022-610-2. 400 pp., 7 JAl X 9 lfl

dBASE IV QuickStart,
2nd Edition
Throug/1 Ven·ion 1.1

Order#871
$19.95 USA
0-88022-387-1, 457 pp.. 7 .\ill X 9 lfl

Order #I20'J
$19.95 USA
0-88022-614-5. 400pp.. 7 J.~x 9 lfl

WordPerfect 5.1 QuickStart
WorrJPeifectS.I

MS-DOS 5 QuickSt.art
Que Den•lopmem Group

Excel QuickStart

Order#II04
$19.95 USA
0-88022-558.(), 427 pp.. 7 3/IJ X 9 1.'1

This is the easy-to- t~ gmphic ·
MS-OOS 5. The combination
irwnuction. exm11p1cs. and graphics
ideal for all DOS beginners.

IBM Ven'ion 1 &
Macintosh Ver.sion 22
O rder#957
$19.95 USA
().88022-423-1, 334 pp., 7 .\ill X 9 lfl

$19.95 t:SA

to learning
this book

DOSS

Order#1293
0-88022-68 1-1. 400 pp.. 7 :wx 91/4

To Order, Call:
(800) 428-5331 OR (317) 573-2510

$19.95USA

Enhance Your Personal Computer System
With Hardware And Networking Titles From Que!
Upgrading and Repairing PCs
Scott Mueller
This book is the ultimate resource for
personal computer upgrade,
maintenance, and troubleshooting
information! It provides solutions to
common PC problems and
purchasing descisions and includes a
glossary of tetms, ASCII code charts,
and expert recommendations.

mM Computers & Compatibles
Order #882
$29.95 USA
0-88022-395-2, 724 pp., 7 3/8 X 9 1/4

Introduction To Personal Computers
Kathrrinr Murray

The Printer Bible

Scou F(}f!rster

IBM,Macilllosh. & Apple n
-~~~ Order#l085

IBM & Macintos/1
Order#I056

$19.95 USA

$29.95USA
()..88022-51 2-2. 550 pp., 7 :W X 9 IJ.I

()..88022-539-4, 400 pp., 7 J..S Xx9 Ill

:--JI-:1\\t lltKIN<;
I'I'.IN l'\ \I.
< <l\ll'l TI'RS

--~

llietworking Personal Computers,
3rd Edition
Michael Dun·& Mark Gibbs

IBM & Macillfosh
Order #<JSS
$24.95 USA
()..88022-417-7, 400 pp.. 7 3M X 9 IJ.l

l 'SII\<;
:'\J( >V E1.1.
NET\\ i\IU:
t:sing Novell NetWare

'\

Billl..tlli !'I'IICI'

Version3.1

.'

Order#l013
$29.95USA
()..88022-466-5, 4(X) pp., 7 ~M X 9 1,41

To Order, Call:
(800) 428-5331 OR (317) 573-2510

Free Catalog!
Mail us this registrat ion form today.
a nd we'll send you a fn:c cata log
featu ring Que 's complete line o f
best-selling books.

2. How many computer b oob do you
buy a year?
0 I o r l e~s
0 2-5
0 6- 10
0 Mo re than 10
3. How many Que books do you own?

0 1
0 2·5
0 6- 10
0 More than 10

Ph&'tlt (
Cum'"'"'

ztr

Please check 1he approprime mtsu·ers:
I. Whe re did you buy your Que book?
0 Booksto re (name :
)
0 Compute r s tore (name : _ _ _ )
0 Catalog (name: _
)
0 Direct from Que
0 Other: - - - - - --

4. How long have you bee n u ~ i ng
th is software ?
0 Less than 6 months
0 6 months to I year
0 1-3 years
0 More t han 3 years
5. What influenced your purc hase
of this Que book'1
0 Personal recommen dation
0 Adverti sement
0 In-store di~play
0 Price
0 Que catalog
0 Que mailing
0 Que's reputat ion
0 Other: - - - -

6. How would vou r e the overall
.,
content of the bo
Very good
Good
Sat i,factory
Poor

0
0
0
0

7 . What do you Iike e.11 aboutthi'
Que book?

8. Wha t do you like
Que book'.'

a.l'l

about thi'

9 . Did you buy thi' p ok wit h your
pcr'>onal fun d'?
Ye.,

0

p No

10. Plca'e feel free I! i' t any other
coniment' you m· have about
th i' Q ue book.

oue

Order Your Que Books Tod:,ly!

You can FAX your order to 1-3 17-57.3-2583. Or call 1-800-428-533 1. ext. ORDR tn order direct.
Please add 52 .50 per title for ' hipping and handling.
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S3STfm 1
Put the motion in your mouse and the dazzle in your
Desktop with this full-featured resource-Using the
Macintosh with System 7! Que's in-depth reference
and step-by-step tutorial style teaches you how to
get inside your Macintosh and really make it perform.
Both the Macintosh and System 7 are e~sy and fun
to use. So, after introducing you to all the features in
the System 7 interface and the Macintosh Desktop,
this book shows you how to arrange your System
the way you want it- easy and efficient. You discover
how to add versatile fonts and sounds to your
System 7 tools. In addition, you learn the ins and
outs of File Sharing and InterApplication Communications-for expanded networking potential. The
book gives you an updated guide to all the customization tools available-and offers advice on how to
select and manage these tools. Plus, an ingenious,
specific troubleshooting section makes sure you can
walk through any problems you might encounter.
Point and cl ick your Mac into gear with Using the
Macintosh with System 7 from Que!

0

INFORMATION
CENTER
BEG )

INT )
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90000

